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PROJECT
LOCATION:

14665 Roscoe Boulevard (14665-14697 W. Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 N. Cedros Ave. and
8321-8413 N. Tobias Ave)

PROPOSED
PROJECT:

The Project involves a Vesting Tentative Tract for the merger and resubdivision of an 8.9-acre
site into six lots (one master ground lot and five airspace lots) for a mixed-use development.

REQUESTED ACTIONS:
Appeal of the entire decision of the Advisory Agency in approving the following actions:
1. Pursuant to Sections 21082.1(c) and 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code, the Advisory Agency has
reviewed and considered the information contained in the Environmental Impact Report prepared for
this project, which includes the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR, No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR (SCH No.
2016081031), the Final EIR, dated February 2018 (ICON at Panorama EIR), and Errata, dated March
2018, as well as the whole of the administrative record, and
CERTIFIED the following:
1) The ICON at Panorama EIR has been completed in compliance with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA);
2) The ICON at Panorama EIR was presented to the Advisory Agency as a decision-making body of
the lead agency; and
3) The ICON at Panorama EIR reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the lead agency.
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ADOPTED the following:
1) The related and prepared ICON at Panorama Environmental Findings;
2) The Statement of Overriding Considerations; and
3) The Mitigation Monitoring Program prepared for the ICON at Panorama EIR.
2. Pursuant to Section 17.15 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), the Advisory Agency
APPROVED Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 74315, located at 14665 Roscoe Boulevard (14665
14697 W. Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 N. Cedros Ave. and 8321-8413 N. Tobias Ave.), for the merger and
resubdivision of a 8.9-acre (388,647-square-foot) site into six lots (one master ground lot and five
airspace lots) for a mixed-use development, as shown on map stamp-dated February 2, 2018.
RECOMMENDED ACTIONS:
Deny the appeal, and sustain the following modified actions of the Advisory Agency in approving the project:
1. Pursuant to Sections 21082.1(c) and 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code, Find the City Planning
Commission has reviewed and considered the information contained in the Environmental Impact
Report prepared for this project, which includes the Draft EIR, ENV-2016-1061-EIR (SCH No.
2016081031), dated April 2017, Revised Draft EIR dated August 2017, Final EIR dated February 2018,
and Errata dated March 2018 (ICON at Panorama EIR), as well as the whole of the administrative
record, and
CERTIFIED the following:
1) The ICON at Panorama EIR has been completed in compliance with the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA);
2) The ICON at Panorama EIR was presented to the Advisory Agency as a decision-making body of
the lead agency; and
3) The ICON at Panorama EIR reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the lead agency.
ADOPTED the following:
4) The related and prepared ICON at Panorama Environmental Findings;
5) The Statement of Overriding Considerations; and
6) The Mitigation Monitoring Program prepared for the ICON at Panorama EIR.
2. Pursuant to Section 17.15 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), the Advisory Agency
APPROVED Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 74315, located at 14665 Roscoe Boulevard (14665
14697 W. Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 N. Cedros Ave. and 8321-8413 N. Tobias Ave.), for the merger and
resubdivision of a 8.9-acre (388,647-square-foot) site into six lots (one master ground lot and five
airspace lots) for a mixed-use development, as shown on map stamp-dated February 2, 2018, and a
Haul Route for the export of 14,000 cubic yards of soil.
VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP
Director of Planning
_
Y
VC'Z Charles J. Rausch,Jr., Interim Chief Zoning Administrator
Milena Zasadzien, City Planner
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ADVICE TO PUBLIC: *The exact time this report will be considered during the meeting is uncertain since there may be several other
items on the agenda. Written communications may be mailed to the Commission Secretariat, 200 North Spring Street, Room 532, Los
Angeles, CA 90012 (Phone No. 213-978-1300). While all written communications are given to the Commission for consideration, the
initial packets are sent to the week prior to the Commission's meeting date. If you challenge these agenda items in court, you may be
limited to raising only those issues you or someone else raised at the public hearing agendized herein, or in written correspondence on
these matters delivered to this agency at or prior to the public hearing. As a covered entity under Title II of the Americans with
Disabilities Act, the City of Los Angeles does not discriminate on the basis of disability, and upon request, will provide reasonable
accommodation to ensure equal access to this programs, services and activities. Sign language interpreters, assistive listening devices,
or other auxiliary aids and/or other services may be provided upon request. To ensure availability of services, please make your
request not later than three working days (72 hours) prior to the meeting by calling the Commission Secretariat at (213) 978-1300.
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PROJECT ANALYSIS
Project Background
On March 27, 2018, the Advisory Agency approved a Vesting Tentative Tract Map in connection
with the proposed ICON at Panorama project. The project envisions an integrated commercial
and residential development consisting of a mix of uses totaling 571,146 square feet of floor
area, including: 60,000 square feet of active ground-floor commercial uses, comprised of retail
establishments, restaurants, and a health club; 623 rental housing units located within buildings
with podium parking; and public and private recreational amenities strategically located
throughout the site, including a 17,000 square-foot landscaped plaza. The development would
replace the existing vacant commercial buildings and surface parking areas currently occupying
the site. In order to develop the project, the applicant has requested several land use
entitlements from the City, including a request to subdivide the property into six lots (one ground
lot and five airspace lots).
The Advisory Agency took the following actions in regards to the Vesting Tentative Tract Map
for the project:
•

•
•

Certified the Environmental Impact Report prepared for this project, which includes the
Draft EIR, Revised Draft EIR, Final EIR, and Errata: ENV-2016-1061-EIR (SCH No.
2016081031), as well as the whole of the administrative record;
Adopted Environmental Findings, a Statement of Overriding Considerations, and a
Mitigation Monitoring Program; and
Approved a Vesting Tentative Tract Map for the merger and resubdivision of the
approximately nine-acre site into six lots (one ground lot and five airspace lots) for a
mixed-use development.

On April 5, 2018, the entirety of the Advisory Agency action was appealed by Southwest
Regional Council of Carpenters; LiUNA Local 300, represented by Richard Drury, Lozeau Drury
LLP, claiming to be aggrieved by the action. The appeal claims that the EIR fails to comply with
the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) because:
•
•
•
•
•

The EIR fails to adequately analyze environmental impacts of the Project.
Fails to adequately describe the project.
Fails to adequately describe the environmental setting of the Project.
Fails to propose all feasible mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce Project
impacts.
Project changes resulting in an increase in the number of residential units were not
described or analyzed in the EIR, and a supplemental or revised EIR is required.

The appeal also incorporated by reference three comment letters submitted to the
environmental file: a letter commenting on the Draft EIR and dated May 22, 2017, a letter
commenting on the Revised Draft EIR and dated October 16, 2017, and a letter commenting on
the Final EIR and dated March 19, 2018. Detailed responses to the labor group’s comments on
the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR were provided in the Final EIR. The appeal and three
comment letters address specific concerns regarding the EIR and do not provide any comments
regarding the Vesting Tentative Tract Map conditions or findings.
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EIR Background
The following is a summary of the environmental review process and final impacts resulting from
the proposed project. The City initiated the environmental review process for the Project in
2016, and published a Notice of Preparation (NOP) on August 9, 2016 and held a Public
Scoping Meeting on August 17, 2016. The purpose of the notice and meeting were to formally
convey that the City was preparing a Draft EIR for the proposed Project and to solicit public
input. The Draft EIR was then circulated starting on April 6, 2017 and ending on May 22, 2017.
Based on public comments received, a Revised Draft EIR focusing only on traffic impacts was
re-circulated from August 31, 2017 to October 16, 2017. Comments received in response to
both the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR, as well as revisions, clarifications, and corrections,
were then published in the Final EIR and distributed on January 12, 2018. An Errata was
prepared and published on March 25, 2018.
On March 20, 2018, a joint hearing was held by the Hearing Officer and the Deputy Advisory
Agency. The Deputy Advisory Agency certified the EIR on March 27, 2018 in connection with its
approval of the vesting tentative tract map No. VTT-74315 for the project. The Environmental
Impact Report identified impacts that would have 1) no impacts or less than significant impacts,
2) potential significant impacts that could be mitigated to less than significant, and 3) significant
and unavoidable impacts. The impacts are summarized below.
Impacts found to be less than significant after mitigation include impacts on Cultural Resources
(Archeological Resources), Noise (Construction Noise, Temporary Increase in Ambient Noise
Levels), and Transportation/Traffic (Intersection LOS Impact at Roscoe Boulevard & Tobias
Avenue (afternoon peak hour); Nordhoff & Van Nuys Boulevard (morning peak hour); Roscoe
Boulevard & the 405 Freeway SB off ramps (afternoon peak hour)).
Even with the implementation of all feasible mitigation, the project would still result in significant
and unavoidable impacts to: Air Quality (Operational Daily Emissions for VOC and NOx,
Operational Criteria Pollutants) and Transportation/Traffic (Intersection LOS at four
intersections: Chase Street & Van Nuys Boulevard (afternoon peak hour); Roscoe Boulevard
and Woodman Avenue (morning peak hour); Roscoe Boulevard & Van Nuys Boulevard
(morning and afternoon peak hours); Roscoe Boulevard & Sepulveda Boulevard (morning and
afternoon peak hours). Impacts to all other impact categories analyzed in the EIR would
otherwise result in less than significant or no impacts.
Haul Route Clarification
As part of the applicant’s entitlement request for a tract map, the applicant also requested
approval of a haul route under the authority of the Advisory Agency, pursuant to Los Angeles
Municipal Code Section 17.13. The haul route was included in the project description and
anticipated entitlements analyzed under the ICON at Panorama EIR. The request was noticed
by the Advisory Agency in the public hearing notice and an opportunity for discussion of the haul
route was provided at the original public hearing. The staff report prepared for the hearing
included a recommendation for approval of the haul route, and a condition of approval for the
Haul Route was included in the March 27, 2018 Advisory Agency action in approving the Tract
Map (Condition 24). However, the Advisory Agency action on the tract map did not explicitly
contain language granting the Haul Route, and therefore, it is recommended to clarify the grant
language to include the Haul Route approval as follows:
APPROVE Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 74315, located at 14665 Roscoe Boulevard
(14665-14697 W. Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 N. Cedros Ave. and 8321-8413 N. Tobias Ave.), for
the merger and resubdivision of a 8.9-acre (388,647-square-foot) site into six lots (one master
ground lot and five airspace lots) for a mixed-use development, as shown on map stampdated February 2, 2018, and a Haul Route for the export of 14,000 cubic yards of soil.
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Appeal Analysis
Appeal Summary
The appellant’s appeal points have been summarized below, followed by a detailed list of
appeal points from each of the three comment letters and staff responses. In general, the
appellant contended that the EIR was deficient in the following:
Project Description and Environmental Setting
The Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters contends that EIR did not adequately describe
the project and environmental setting. However, the project and environmental setting were
accurately described in the EIR. The increase in residential units was specifically analyzed as
“Alternative 5” in the Final EIR.
Air Quality and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
The appellant states that the EIR improperly calculated project emissions and did not
incorporate all feasible mitigation measures to reduce significant air quality and greenhouse gas
emission impacts. Emissions were properly calculated, and as evidenced in Section IV.A Air
Quality of the Draft EIR, the project would result in significant and unavoidable operational
impacts in the emission of VOCs and NOx. Since VOC and NOx impacts are primarily emitted
from area and mobile sources, the project incorporated feasible mitigation measures for vehicle
trip reduction, including a transit demand management program. No other feasible mitigation
measures were identified to further reduce vehicle trips or to reduce the use of VOC-emitting
household products. The commenters submitted a list of recommended measures that they
contend would reduce the emissions, but the measures were either already part of the project
design, were regulatory compliance or did not address the specific impact. Therefore, the
project did consider and incorporate all feasible mitigation measures to reduce air quality
impacts. The EIR also determined that the project would not result in any potentially significant
construction-related emissions or GHG impacts. Therefore, no construction-related or GHG
mitigation measures are necessary since impacts are less than significant.
Health Risk Assessment
The group contends that a Health Risk Assessment (HRA) should have been conducted
according to Office of Environmental Health Hazards (OEHHA) 2015 standards. In accordance
with SCAQMD guidance, the OEHHA 2015 standards should not be utilized; rather the OEHHA
2003 guidance would apply. An HRA was not prepared because the Project Site is not within
1,000 feet of a freeway, nor would the Project’s residential and commercial retail uses be a
significant source of toxic air contaminants (TACs), nor would the Project result in a significant
number of operational diesel vehicle trips.
Hazards and Hazardous Materials
The group states that the EIR did not adequately address hazardous conditions of previous
Underground Storage Tanks, and that contaminated soils and the potential for Valley Fever will
harm construction workers. However, the EIR fully analyzed potential hazards and includes both
Phase I and Phase II investigative reports and soil sampling records, which conclude that no
significant hazards exist on-site, and no evidence of soil contamination was present. The risk for
live Valley Fever spores to be present in soil on the site is considered low, since the Valley
Fever fungus tends to be found at the base of hillsides; in virgin, undisturbed, nonurban soil.
Soil that will be disturbed during grading is not considered to have any higher risks of Live
Valley Fever than other locations within the San Fernando Valley.
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Transportation/Traffic
The group lists a number of concerns over the traffic analysis conducted for the project, namely
that: traffic impacts are underestimated, incorrect trip generation rates and trip reductions were
used, trip reductions from the Transportation Demand Management (TDM) mitigation measure
are unattainable, “fair-share” funding should be provided to Caltrans for freeway impacts, and
that traffic impacts of implementation of the Mobility Plan 2035 or the East San Fernando Valley
Transit Corridor project were not considered. The assertions by the group are all incorrect.
LADOT reviewed and approved the traffic analyses conducted for the Project, as stated in
LADOT traffic assessment reports dated February 7, 2018 and December 20, 2016. Traffic
impacts were adequately analyzed utilizing current and accepted methodologies, such as:
Institute of Transportation Engineers Standards, LADOT Traffic Study Guidelines, and the City
of Los Angeles and Caltrans District 7 on Freeway Impact Analysis Procedures. The TDM
program provides realistic and unattable trip reductions, as reviewed and accepted by LADOT,
and typical of measured reductions of similar projects in regional centers. A monetary
contribution to Caltrans is not necessary as mitigation, as the project would not result in any
potentially significant impacts to freeway facilities. Speculative and unknown roadway and
transit capital improvement projects, or projects which are anticipated to be constructed after the
project’s analyzed timeframe for buildout year or future year conditions, should not be included
in traffic analysis, as was suggested by the commenter.
Public Services
The group asserts that public services would be inadequate for the project, including school
services, fire service, and sewer capacity. These assertions are contradicted by evidence in the
record, including communication directly from the Fire Department stating that with the
imposition of regulatory compliance measures that fire service will be adequate, and from the
Bureau of Sanitation stating that the sewer capacity is adequate for the project. In addition, as
discussed in the Draft EIR, the assessment of school fees, during payment for building permits
as part of the regulatory process, provides full and complete mitigation of potential schools
facilities impacts in accordance with State law (Government Code 65996).
Alternatives Analysis
The group recommends that Alternative 2 (Reduced Project) from the Final EIR should be
adopted, as it meets most project objectives, is feasible, and reduces impacts. Alternative 2
consists of a mixed-use project with approximately 283 multi-family residences and
approximately 134,000 square feet of commercial space. The traffic analysis results, coupled
with the lessened environmental impacts for other environmental impact categories,
demonstrate that Alternative 2 would be the Environmentally Superior Alternative, as identified
in the Draft EIR and Errata.
However, this Alternative would not meet the project objectives to the same extent as the
project, and would be infeasible as it would be undesirable and incompatible with adopted City
policies for development. The Alternative would not develop as much housing as the proposed
project in order to meet the City’s critical housing needs and would not maximize the
development possibilities or provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully
activate the area as envisioned by the City’s Framework Element and adopted Community Plan.
Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing density of development on
the project site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount and type of
commercial uses and variety of residential rental units is desired by the City to support both
housing demand and future Metro transit improvements along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor.
The reduced densities or housing associated with this alternative does not satisfy the Project’s
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underlying purpose and key objectives to the same extent, and conflicts with the City’s planning
goals and is undesirable from a policy standpoint. Therefore, this alternative was rejected and
deemed infeasible by the City.
Conclusion
Upon careful consideration of the appellant’s points, the appellant has failed to adequately
disclose how the City erred or abused its agency discretion. In addition, no new substantial
evidence was presented that City as erred in its actions relative to the EIR and the associated
entitlements. The appellant has raised no new information to dispute the Findings of the EIR or
the Advisory Agency’s actions on this matter. However, Planning Staff does recommend a
modification to the grant clause in approving the project in order to add clarifying language
regarding the Tract Map’s Haul Route approval.
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Comment Letter No. 1
Dated May 22, 2017
The Comment Letter was submitted during the Draft EIR circulation period. Detailed responses
to the comments are provided starting on page II-134 of the Responses to Comments Section of
the Final EIR, and are also summarized below.
Link to Final EIR Section:
https://plannina.lacity.org/eir/IconAtPanorama/FEIR/FEIR%20Sections/II.%20Responses%20to%20Com
ments%20(ICON%20at%20Panorama).pdf

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING
Appeal Point 1-1
The appellant alleges that the EIR does not adequately describe the environmental setting of
the Project, but does not cite a specific concern about the environmental setting identified in the
EIR.
Response to Appeal Point 1-1
The environmental setting of the Project is described in detail in Chapter III (Environmental
Setting) of the Draft EIR. Chapter III of the Draft EIR includes a thorough description of the
regional and local environmental setting, description of surrounding land uses, description of
applicable land use plans, and includes a map of the Project Site and related projects. As such,
Chapter III adequately describes the environmental setting as is required by CEQA. In addition,
each subsection of Chapter IV of the Draft EIR describes the environmental setting, baseline
conditions, and study area specific to each impact category. Since the environmental setting is
adequately described in the EIR, the appellant is mistakedn and therefore the appeal point
should be dismissed.
AIR QUALITY
Appeal Point 1-2
The appellant asserts that the Draft EIR fails to adequately evaluate air quality impacts because
the California Emissions Estimator Model (CalEEMod) analysis used to quantify emissions in
the Draft EIR relied upon incorrect and unsubstantiated input parameters. Specifically, the
appellant alleges that the CalEEMod analysis in the Draft EIR used incorrect building square
footage, failed to account for off-road construction equipment, and incorrectly modeled material
export during demolition and grading phases.
Response to Appeal Point 1-2
To address the building square footage point raised by the appellant in comments on the Draft
EIR, the Project’s air quality model was revised and the updated results were included in the
Final EIR. The updated results did not change the conclusions of the Draft, and impacts with
respect to VOC and NOx would remain significant.
Responses to Comments 8-16 and 8-17 in the Final EIR (link provided above) explain in detail
why the off-road construction equipment and material export considered in the Draft EIR’s
CalEEMod analysis were correct and appropriate for the project. In summary, the off-road
equipment assumptions were based on a combination of default CalEEMod parameters and
specific information about the Project provided by the Project engineer. In several instances the
model defaults were revised upwards to conservatively assume more construction equipment
than the standard default parameters. With regard to material export, the Project Description of
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the Draft EIR mistakenly identified the source of 18,600 cubic yards of exported material from
grading activities, whereas the source would be from demolition activities. The text of the
Project Description was corrected in the Final EIR; see Section IV, Revisions, Clarifications, and
Corrections to the Draft EIR. No export of earth material from grading is expected for
development of the Project and, therefore, the Draft EIR properly evaluated the air pollutant
emissions associated with the demolition debris generated at, and exported from, the Project
Site. Therefore, the appeal point should not be granted.
Appeal Point 1-3
The appellant claims that the Draft EIR fails to adequately analyze and mitigate significant
cumulative air quality impacts, and more specifically claims that the Draft EIR did not consider
existing buildings and land uses in the cumulative analysis, and did not properly substantiate
reasons for the less-than-significant cumulative air quality impacts.
Response to Appeal Point 1-3
The Draft EIR properly analyzed cumulative air quality impacts in accordance with SCAQMD
guidance and, in contrast to the appellant’s assertion, did include the existing environment in its
analysis. Page IV.A-25 of the Draft EIR concludes that the construction-related and operational
emissions associated with cumulative development would result in a significant impact
associated with the cumulative net increase of pollutants for which the South Coast Air Basin is
in non-attainment (i.e., ozone, PM10 and PM2.5), and in less than significant impacts in terms of
the pollutants that are not currently in non-attainment. It is important to note that the mass daily
and localized thresholds of significance recommended by the SCAQMD and set forth in the L.A.
CEQA Thresholds Guide apply to individual development projects; they do not apply to the
cumulative emissions generated by multiple development projects. Instead, the effects of
cumulative growth throughout the Basin are addressed through the SCAQMD’s Air Quality
Management Plan. Therefore, the air quality and greenhouse gas impact analyses are
inherently cumulative analyses and the SCAQMD thresholds for individual projects take into
account the cumulative impacts within the entire air basin. See Response to Comment 8-24 in
the Final EIR for additional detail. The EIR properly analyzed and substantiated conclusions
regarding the project’s impacts on air quality. Therefore, the appeal point has no basis and
should be denied.
Appeal Point 1-4
The appellant alleges that feasible mitigation measures are available to mitigate the Project’s
significant operational NOx, VOC, and GHG emissions.
Response to Appeal Point 1-4
Construction Emissions
As stated in the Response to Comments 8-20 and 8-45 in the Final EIR, the suggested
construction mitigation measures provided by the appellant for NOx and DPM emissions are
from the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) and are not from
the SCAQMD. The mitigation measures from SMAQMD are all measures addressing
construction emissions (e.g periodic inspections by the District, submission of an equipment
inventory to the lead agency, and providing a plan for approval regarding the use of heavy-duty
off-road vehicles). However, the construction-related associated with the project are less than
significnat, and mitigation is not warranted.
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Operational Emissions
With regard to VOC and NOx emissions, as discussed in the Draft EIR (see Table IV.A-8 and
page IV.A-21), the bulk of Project-related VOC emissions would be from area sources and
mobile sources. Response to Comment 8-22 in the Final EIR provides additional analysis of the
appropriateness and feasibility of the specific measures suggested by the appellant. Some of
the measures are already part of the existing regulatory environment and would apply to the
project. For example, use of low-VOC paints is already considered in the CalEEMod
calculations in accordance with SCAQMD Rule 1113. The appellant’s recommended measures
are not likely to have any affect of VOC emissions because most of the area source emissions
would be generated by consumer products, including cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols,
cosmetics, and toiletries. It would not be possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer
products used by Project residents. Accordingly, no feasible mitigation is available to address
these emissions.
The other primary source of the significant VOC emissions and the primary source of the
significant NOx emissions would be motor vehicles. The design and location of the Project in an
area served by transit, with facilities intended to encourage bicycle and pedestrian activity would
serve to reduce Project-related automobile trips to the maximum extent feasible. Proposed
mitigation measures for traffic impacts (MM TR-1 through MM TR-5) would reduce air pollutant
emissions, and no other mitigation measures are available to the Project to reduce emissions,
as the number of vehicle trips for the Project has already been reduced to the most feasible
extent through a number of measures, such as its location in close proximity to transit, on-site
bicycle parking, and its pedestrian-oriented design. In addition, further authority to regulate
emissions from motor vehicles rests solely in the state and federal governments.
Suggestions for maximuixing building energy efficiency (passive solar design, solar energy,
limiting hours of lighting, efficient HVAC systems, light-colored roofs, energy-efficient
appliances, low-VOC shade trees, and stormwater infiltration) lists a number of measures which
are already addressed in the project design features and/or the LA Green Building Code as well
as the current CalGreen Code requirements for building efficiency. As shown in Table IV.A-8 of
the Draft EIR, the energy sources of emissions associated with the Project are very low (0.2 ppd
of VOC and 2.0 ppd of NOx). The measures identified in this comment for energy efficiency
would have very little affect on these values since compliance with the CalGreen Code is
already assumed for the project.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
In contrast to the appellant’s contentions, the Project would not result in significant GHG
emissions. See Response to Appeal Point 1-5, below. Therefore, mitigation for GHG emissions
is not warranted.
Since the Project has incorporated all feasible mitigation measures, and no other feasible
mitigation measures have been presented to reduce the project’s impacts, the appeal point
should be dismissed.
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
Appeal Point 1-5
The appellant alleges that the EIR relied upon improperly calculated greenhouse gas (GHG)
emissions and that, if properly calculated, GHG emissions would be a significant impact.
Specifically, the commenter contends that the Draft EIR relied on an improper service
population estimate to determine whether the Project met the SCAQMD Tier 4 Efficiency Target
as a threshold of significance.
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Response to Appeal Point 1-5
In contrast to the appellant’s assertion, the Draft EIR did not utilize the Efficiency Target
analysis to determine significance regarding the Project’s GHG emissions (see Draft EIR pages
IV.D-21 through IV.D-41). There is currently no adopted quantifiable project-level thresholds for
GHG emissions by any state, regional, or local agency that can be utilized for the Project. In the
absence of a numerical threshold, the Draft EIR utilizes the thresholds set forth in Appendix G to
the State CEQA Guidelines, discloses the Project’s estimated GHG emissions, and evaluates
the Project against plans and regulations adopted for the purpose of reducing GHG emissions.
Based on this evaluation, the Draft EIR concludes that Project GHG emissions impacts would
be less than significant and no mitigation is required. Therefore, the appeal point has no basis
and should be denied.
HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
Appeal Point 1-6
The appellant asserts that the EIR failed to prepare a Health Risk Assessment (HRA) and relied
on rationale that is inconsistent with guidance from the South Coast Air Quality Management
District (SCAQMD) and the Office of Environmental Health Hazards (OEHHA) on when HRAs
are needed. The appellant further claims that the EIR does not address the health risk impacts
from short-term projects as recommended in SCAQMD’s June 5, 2015 Risk Assessment
Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1, and 212. Lasty, the appellant states that based on the
SCAQMD’s Mobile Source Toxics Analysis, the EIR needs to include an operational health risk
analysis since the Project’s proposed land uses, such as a grocery store and shopping center,
will generate truck trips between the Project Site and vendors, and will emit mobile emissions
from the diesel powered trucks.
Response to Appeal Point 1-6
As stated in Response to Comment 8-19 and 8-20 of the Final EIR, an HRA was not prepared
because the Project Site is not within 1,000 feet of a freeway nor would the Project be a
significant source of toxic air contaminants (TACs). TACs refer to a diverse group of air
pollutants that are different from "criteria” pollutants and which are capable of causing chronic
(i.e., of long duration) and acute (i.e., severe but of short duration) adverse effects on human
health. The following paragraphs explain why the TAC analysis included in the EIR was
appropriate for the project and why an HRA was not required for construction or operational
emissions.
Construction Impacts
The appellant asserts that a health risk assessment (HRA) should have been conducted for the
short-term construction emissions as recommended by the Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) and the SCAQMD. This is incorrect, as discussed below.
The Air Toxics Hot Spots Information and Assessment Act ("Hot Spots Act”) is designed to
provide information to state and local agencies and to the general public on the extent of
airborne emissions from stationary sources and the potential public health impacts of those
emissions. The Hot Spots Act requires that the OEHHA develop risk assessment guidelines for
the Air Toxics Hot Spots program and to develop a "likelihood of risks” approach to health risk
assessment. The Hot Spots Act also requires that each local air pollution control district or air
quality management district determine which facilities will prepare an HRA.
The OEHHA Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments is a set of guidance
to be utilized by local air quality districts to use to develop their own thresholds for HRAs. At the
local level, the Hot Spots Act is implemented under SCAQMD Rules 1401 (New Source Review
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of Toxic Air Contaminants), 1401.1 (Requirements for New and Relocated Facilities Near
Schools), and 212 (Standards for Approving Permits and Issuing Public Notice). The current
OEHHA guidance is promulgated at the local level in the SCAQMD’s Risk Assessment
Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1 and 212 (June 5, 2015).
The SCAQMD has utilized OEHHA guidance for certain stationary emissions for non-CEQA
purposes, but has not yet adopted any HRA guidance for construction emissions. Additionally,
OEHHA itself says that short-term construction impacts are uncertain, and the SCAQMD has
stated that they do not recommend using the OEHHA guidance for CEQA impacts at this time.
The SCAQMD has acknowledged that their permitting rules are different from CEQA thresholds
of significance. As such, the previous version of the OEHHA Guidelines (published in 2003)
were utilized during the Draft EIR analysis.
Operational Impacts
The Draft EIR does not quantify potential operational diesel particulate health risks because the
proposed residential and commercial land uses are not substantial sources of diesel particulate
emissions as determined by the SCAQMD. The appellant references the SCAQMD’s Health
Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Idling
Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis as evidence that an HRA should be prepared for the
Project’s operational emissions. The appellant’s contention is that since the SCAQMD’s
website references projects with diesel powered mobile sources, that an HRA should be
required for all projects that generate diesel powered mobile sources. This is not the intent of
the SCAQMD. The Health Risk Assessment Guidance specifically state that this document will
serve as an interim technical guidance for estimating potential DPM impacts from the following
activities:
•
•
•

Truck idling and movement (such as, but not limited to truck stops, warehouse
distribution centers and transit centers);
Ship hoteling at ports; and
Train idling.

These are the uses that the SCAQMD is concerned about. The proposed land uses do not
resemble any of the land uses listed above.
Combined Construction and Operational Health Risks
The appellant has provided a theoretical evaluation of the combined construction-related and
operational health risks. However, there are serious flaws with the assumptions used in the
appellant’s analysis. The appellant incorrectly calculates emissions for short-term projects by
utilizing inflated operational emissions as part of their calculation; incorrectly assumes that all
the project’s vehicle trips would be by diesel vehicles; overstates potential exposure to diesel
particulates; and fails to take into account that diesel vehicles will be required to be much
cleaner in the near future. emissions generated in 2020 would continue to be generated
throughout the lifetime of the project.
In fact, use of the appellant’s consultant’s CalEEMod sheets supports the conclusion that the
potential percentage of PM10 emissions that might affect nearby receptors would result in a lessthan-significant health risk. The potential health risks associated with Project operation would be
only 0.048% of the total presented by the appellant at the most affected receptor and would
equate to an overall potential health risk of only 0.148 in one million. Although an HRA is not
required for the Project for CEQA purposes, the above analysis has been provided for
informational purposes only. Based on this information, the potential health risks associated with
construction-related and operational activities associated at the Project Site would be less than
significant. As such, the appeal point should be dismissed.
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HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
Appeal Point 1-7
The appellant alleges that the Draft EIR’s Hazards and Hazardous Waste section is inadequate
because it does not identify underground storage tanks and hydraulic lifts from past uses of the
site as Recognized Environmental Conditions (RECs).
Response to Appeal Point 1-7
Response to Comment 8-7 of the Final EIR addresses this comment. In contrast to the
appellant’s assertion, the Project’s most recent Phase I Environmental Site Assessment (ESA)
(prepared in December 2015 and included as Appendix F.1 to the EIR) did not identify any
RECs associated with the Project Site (see Page ii of the Phase I ESA). The 2015 Phase I ESA
noted that a previous Phase I ESA (prepared in March 2014) identified two RECs and that a
Phase II subsurface investigation was conducted specifically to further evaluate the conditions
identified in the 2014 Phase I ESA. The Phase II investigation concluded that the former
automotive repair facility, gasoline dispensing operation, interior lifts, clarifiers, and floor drains
were no longer considered RECs.
The 2015 Phase I ESA bases its determination that there are no RECs associated with the
Project Site on the subsurface investigation at the former automotive repair building and
gasoline service station in 2014 as well as a geophysical survey conducted in 2001. These
previous investigations concluded the underground storage tanks had been removed and no
evidence of a release was detected. While the hydraulic lifts are present at the Project Site,
previous subsurface investigations in 2001 and 2014 performed at the location of these lifts
showed no evidence of chemicals in concentrations exceeding regulatory standards.
Accordingly, the Phase I ESA determined no further investigation is required for the previous
underground storage tanks or hydraulic lifts and neither constitute an REC. See Response to
Comment 8-13 in the Final EIR for additional detail. Since Phase I and Phase II investigations
clearly demonstrated that no significant hazards exist on-site, the appeal point is unfounded and
should be denied.
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
Appeal Point 1-8
The appellant states that the Draft EIR fails to provide substantial evidence to support a finding
of overriding considerations.
Response to Appeal Point 1-8
In contrast to the appellant’s assertion, CEQA does not require the City to include a Statement
of Overriding Considerations in the Draft EIR. State CEQA Guidelines Section 15093(b) states
that a Statement of Overriding Considerations should address the significant effects that are
identified in a Final EIR, and these findings are required for the certification of the EIR as part of
the approval of a project that results in significant and unavoidable impacts. Therefore, it would
be premature to include a Statement of Overriding Considerations in a Draft EIR, and in
accordance with CEQA requirements, the statement was prepared and presented in the CEQA
Findings included in the Vesting Tentative Tract Map approval. Therefore, the appeal point
should be dismissed.
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Comment Letter No. 2:
Dated October 16, 2017
The Comment Letter was submitted during the Revised Draft EIR circulation period. Detailed
responses to the comments are provided starting on page II-201 of the Responses to
Comments Section of the Final EIR, and are also summarized, where applicable, below. This
Comment Letter also includes as exhibits which incorporate a letter from Smith Engineering &
Management and a letter from SWAPE. Therefore, the appeal points raised in the exhibits have
been incorporated in the responses below.
Link to Final EIR Section:
httDs://Dlannina.lacitv.ora/eir/IconAtPanorama/FEIR/FEIR%20Sections/II.%20Responses%20to%20Com
ments%20(ICON%20at%20Panorama).pdf

AIR QUALITY
Appeal Point 2-1
The appellant states impacts to air quality were underestimated due to an underestimation of
traffic impacts.
Response to Appeal Point 2-1
The EIR appropriately estimated traffic impacts and operational air quality impacts would be
significnat with respect to volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and nitrogen oxides (NOxSince
the EIR adequately analyzed air quality impacts, the appeal point should be dismissed. See
Response to Appeal Point 1-2 on page A-6 for air quality impacts and and Response to Appeal
Point 2-3 below for traffic impacts.
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS WASTE
Appeal Point 2-2
The appellant asserts that their comments regarding hazards and hazardous waste associated
with underground storage tanks and vehicle lifts were unaddressed in the Revised Draft EIR.
Response to Appeal Point 2-2
The Draft EIR adequately addressed hazards and hazardous waste and therefore, the topic was
not revisits in the Revised Draft EIR, and the appeal point should be denied. See Response to
Appeal Point 1-7 on page A-11.
TRAFFIC IMPACTS
Appeal Point 2-3
The appellant claims that the Revised Draft EIR underestimates traffic impacts due to the
utilization of incorrect trip generation rates for the Project’s theater and commercial/retail uses
and that, as a result, there are significant traffic impacts that are not disclosed or analyzed in the
Revised Draft EIR.
Response to Appeal Point 2-3
The EIR properly evaluated traffic impacts and the existing and proposed trip generation data is
correct. The Revised Draft EIR adequately analyzed traffic impacts based on the Traffic Study,
which used the correct Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) Trip Generation Manual
theater trip rates, as discussed in detail in Responses to Comments 13-7 and 13-8 on page II202 of the Responses to Comments Section of the Final EIR. Specifically, the appellant claims
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that a different trip rate should have been utilized for the multi-plex theater and the commercial
uses of the project. The Project trip generation methodologies contained in the Traffic Study
were determined in consultation with LADOT and approved via a Traffic Impact Study
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) prior to the preparation of the Traffic Study. Therefore,
the traffic analysis, which was approved by LADOT, accurately reflects the net vehicle trips that
will be generated by the project. It should also be noted that the approved project no longer
includes a cinema use as originally proposed. Since the traffic study utilized correct
methodologies and standards, the appeal point should be denied.
Appeal Point 2-4
The appellant claims that the Revised Draft EIR improperly assumes maximum traffic reductions
that the LADOT Traffic Impact Guidelines allow.
Response to Appeal Point 2-4
The trip generation calculations and methodologies contained in the Traffic Study, including the
vehicle trip adjustment (i.e., 15-percent transit adjustment) applied to the Project as a multi-use
project, were determined in consultation with LADOT and approved by a Traffic Impact Study
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) prior to the preparation of the Traffic Study. The Project
trip adjustments are reviewed on a case-by-case basis through the MOU process, and were
properly applied pursuant to LADOT guidance and review. Therefore, the appeal point should
be dismissed.
Appeal Point 2-5
The appellant claims that the Project proposes more parking spaces than necessary, resulting
in little incentive for residents or others to rely on transit.
Response to Appeal Point 2-5
The proposed number of residential parking spaces and commercial parking spaces is
consistent with the Los Angeles Municipal Code parking requirements, including the provision to
replace a portion of the vehicle spaces with bicycle parking. Regarding the comment that the
amount of parking provided in the Project would be a disincentive for residents to rely on public
transit, the comment does not provide any evidence to support this opinion, and the appeal
point should be dismissed.
Appeal Point 2-6
The appellant asserts that residents of the Project site would more likely visit other
entertainment or shopping venues in the immediate local area rather than those on the Project
Site and, therefore, claims that this would not result in a 15 percent internalization credit for PM
peak hours assumed in the Traffic Study.
Response to Appeal Point 2-6
In contrast to the appellant’s assertion, if the area has many venues and shopping options, this
would result in more walking opportunities and would mean that an even higher percentage of
project vehicles trips could be eliminated by a mode shift to walking trips to complementary uses
within the immediate local area. However, there is no trip generation data available on which to
base adjustment factors for competing markets. It should be noted that no Project-generated
vehicle trip adjustments were made to account for a mode shift from vehicle trips to walking or
bike trips that would occur because of the Project’s proximity to major land uses, transit, and
bike facilities. The internal trip making adjustment (i.e., internal walking trips between uses) was
applied to account for internal walking trips between uses. These internal trip adjustments were
estimated using ITE trip generation recommended procedures for mixed-use developments.
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Therefore, the analyses in the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR were appropriate, and the
appeal point should be denied.
Appeal Point 2-7
The appellant claims that the Revised Draft EIR does not properly analyze the cumulative
impacts of the project together with the East San Fernando Valley Corridor Transportation
Project and the Complete Streets Mobility Network Plan.
Response to Appeal Point 2-7
The Draft EIR adequately analyzed cumulative impacts based on assumptions of ambient
growth rates and all other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable
future projects known at the time of the issuance of the NOP, the established baseline condition
and environmental setting. The Revised Draft EIR also included the proposed Panorama Mall
expansion as a related project. The Traffic Study provides information on the Project’s
environmental setting by describing the study area street network consistent with the adopted
Mobility Plan and by providing information on the transit facilities and transit projects in the study
area. The Traffic Study does not imply or take mitigation credit for the East San Fernando
Valley Transit Corridor Project or the implementation of the City’s Mobility Plan. At the time of
preparation of the EIR, it would have been speculative to analyze the cumulative impacts of the
Project together with the East San Fernando Valley Transit Corridor Project because it is still not
currently known which alternative Metro and the FTA will approve for the Project. In addition, the
California State Legislature adopted AB 1358, The Complete Streets Act, which requires local
jurisdictions to plan for multi-modal transportation networks. The Mobility Plan 2035 meets this
requirement, and no specific capital improvement projects to implement the Plan and affecting
street capacity were identified for the streets in the vicinity of the project during the EIR process.
The transportation impact analysis in the EIR adequately analyzed cumulative impacts of the
project and known related projects, and therefore the appeal point is unfounded.
Appeal Point 2-8
The appellant asserts that the proposed mitigation meaures are inadequate and a TDM program
would defer the mitigation of the Project’s traffic impacts.
Response to Appeal Point 2-8
The EIR provides a thorough analysis of potential traffic impacts associated with both
construction and operation of the Project, while including the appropriate mitigation measures to
reduce traffic impacts. The TDM program does not defer mitigation and the project’s traffic
mitigation program does not solely rely on the TDM program to fully mitigate any significant
traffic impacts. The TDM program (MM TR-5) would reduce impacts in combination with
physical improvements to intersections identified in mitigation measures MM TR-1 through MM
TR-4. A TDM program is not a deferral of mitigation; rather, it is developed for projects based on
their individual design characteristics and the transportation behavior of the individuals travelling
to and from the project site. The mitigation measure includes a list of specific anticipated
programs for the reduction of trips, and the TDM strategies will be finalized in consultation with
LADOT upon completion of the final project design during permitting in order to ensure that the
15 percent traffic reduction goal is achieved. Since the TDM program sets feasible and
measurable goals and adequately identifies potential strategies to meet trip reduction targets,
the measure is appropriate and does not defer mitigation and the appeal point should be
denied.
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STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
Appeal Point 2-9
The appellant reasserts that the Draft EIR and the Revised Draft EIR fail to provide substantial
evidence to support a statement of overriding considerations.
Response to Appeal Point 2-9
A Statement of Overriding Considerations is not required in either a Draft EIR or Revised Draft
EIR. An SOC was appropriately included in the CEQA findings for approval of the tract map,
and therefore, the appeal point is unfounded. See Response to Appeal Point 1-8 on page A-11.
FISCAL ANALYSIS
Appeal Point 2-10
The Appellant asserts that the Draft EIR does not make an effort to analyze the fiscal impacts
related to jobs to be created by the Project or the quality of jobs in support of the Statement of
Overriding Considerations.
Response to Appeal Point 2-10
The Draft EIR, on page IV.I-8, states that the construction of the Project would result in
increased employment opportunities in the construction field, and the 200,000 square feet of
proposed commercial uses would result in an increase in on-site employment opportunities. In
addition, the new residents of the Project could presumably support existing commercial
businesses in the Project vicinity. The increase in economic activity in the area is likely to be a
benefit for the area, in addition to other project benefits identified in the CEQA Findings and
Statement of Overriding Considerations included in the Tract Map approval.
The commenter is also incorrect in that a statement of overriding considerations must be based
upon "the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers.” Public Resources
Code Section 21081(a)(3) identifies an illustrative list of the various considerations upon which a
lead agency may find present to override a project’s unavoidable significant impacts. Neither
Section 21081(a)(3) nor any other provision of CEQA mandate that the lead agency base its
statement of overriding consideration upon a particular consideration. Additional fiscal analysis
is not required by CEQA and the appeal point should be denied.
ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE
Appeal Point 2-11
The appellant claims that there is no evidence that Alternative 2 is infeasible and that the City
must adopt Alternative 2.
Response to Point 2-11
Alternative 2 consists of a mixed-use project with approximately 283 multi-family residences and
approximately 134,000 square feet of commercial space, and a Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 1:1.
The traffic analysis results, coupled with the lessened environmental impacts for other
environmental impact categories, demonstrate that Alternative 2 would be the Environmentally
Superior Alternative, as identified in the Draft EIR and Errata.
As indicated in the Draft EIR (pages VI-57 and VI-58), Alternative 2 (Reduced Project
Alternative) would not avoid the significant and unavoidable impacts from operational emissions
and operational traffic. However, this Alternative would not meet the project objectives to the
same extent as the project, and would be infeasible as it would be undesirable and incompatible
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with adopted City policies for development. The Alternative would not develop as much housing
as the project in order to meet the City’s critical housing needs and would not maximize the
development possibilities or provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully
activate the area. Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing density of
development on the project site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount
and type of commercial uses and variety of residential rental units is desired by the City to
support both housing demand and future Metro transit improvements along the Van Nuys
Boulevard corridor. The reduced densities or housing associated with this alternative does not
satisfy the Project’s underlying purpose and key objectives to the same extent, and conflicts
with the City’s planning goals and is undesirable from a policy standpoint. Therefore, this
alternative was ultimately rejected as infeasible.
Instead, the City approved a revised project under the tract map approval, a reduced version of
the Alternative 5 "Reduced Commercial Project Alternative” identified in the EIR. The approved
project would result in similar significant and unavoidable impacts in terms of operational VOCs
and NOx and one greater intersection traffic impacts than Alternative 2. However, unlike
Alternative 2, the approved project does substantially meet the project’s underlying purpose and
objectives and is feasible from a policy standpoint. The City found that the specific economic,
legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including considerations identified in the
Statement of Overriding Considerations, make the project feasible. The approved project would
meet the following objectives, as the project would: replace vacant buildings and develop an
unutilized site, activate the commercial street frontages along Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias
Avenue, provide safe pedestrian connectivity between the Project Site and nearby commercial
uses, develop more housing than the Project or any of the other alternatives to meet the area’s
critical housing needs, create new jobs and encourage investment in the commercial district,
provide a balanced mix of land uses that would act as a catalyst and encourage investment in
the commercial district, create a destination commercial center that includes a diversity of land
uses and pedestrian amenities, provide a new development in an existing urban area, and
enhance the identity and appearance of the district.
City policies also encourage a high density of uses in regional centers to maximize density on
redevelopment sites located adjacent to transit opportunities, and the General Plan Framework
characterizes Regional Centers as having FARs typically ranging from 1:5:1 to 6:1 and building
heights typically between six to 20 stories or higher. The approved project would result in a
1.5:1 FAR and six story buildings, and would maximize the development possibilities and
provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully activate the area. The
Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan also identifies the Panorama City
Regional Center as a major development opportunity site, identifies the need to maximize
development opportunities of the future transit system and to locate higher residential densities
near commercial centers and major bus routes, and encourages mixed-use projects along
transit corridors and pedestrian oriented districts. The approved project would meet these
objectives to maximize density and development on a key site within a commercial center and in
proximity to transit opportunities.
Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing density of development on
the Project Site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount and type of
commercial uses and variety of residential rental units is desired by the City to support both
housing demand and future Metro transit improvements along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor.
The approved project satisfies the underlying purpose of the project and its key objectives, and
supports the City’s planning goals and is desirable from a policy standpoint. Therefore, for the
reasons stated above and in the provided findings and a Statement of Overriding Consideration,
the approved project was determined to be the feasible environmentally superior alternative,
rather than Alternative 2. The appeal point should be dismissed.
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Comment Letter No. 3
Dated March 19, 2018
The Comment Letter was submitted in response to release of the Final EIR, and includes a
letter from SWAPE. Responses to the letters are provided below.
AIR QUALITY
Appeal Point No. 3-1:
The appellant alleges that feasible mitigation measures are available to mitigate the Project’s
significant operational NOx, VOC, and GHG emissions.
Response to Appeal Point No. 3-3:
All feasible mitigation measures have already been incorporated into the project, and the
applicant’s suggested measures are already included in the project design, regulatory
compliance, or do not reduce the signiciant air quality impascts. Therefore, the appeal point
should be dismissed. See Response to Appeal Point 1-4 on page A-7.
HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
Appeal Point No. 3-2:
The appellant reasserts the claim that the EIR failed to prepare a Health Risk Assessment
(HRA) according to 2015 OEHHA standards.
Response to Appeal Point No. 3-2:
The EIR methodology for analyzing the health risk assessment of the Project is sufficient and
complies with the appropriate OEHHA standard. See Response to Appeal Point 1-6 on pg A-9.
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Appeal Point No. 3-3:
The appellant reasserts that their comments regarding hazards and hazardous waste
associated with underground storage tanks and vehicle lifts were unaddressed in the Final EIR.
Response to Appeal Point 3-3
The Final EIR provided evidence that the Draft EIR and Phase I and Phase II investigations
adequately addressed hazards and hazardous waste. The appeal did not present any new
information to contradict these facts and the appeal point should be denied. See Response to
Appeal Point 1-7 on page A-11.
TRAFFIC IMPACTS
Appeal Point No. 3-4:
The appellant claims that the EIR fails to provided sufficient traffic analysis and that the Project’s
trip generation calculations and estimations are incorrect, resulting in a large underestimation
Response to Appeal Point No. 3-4:
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Traffic impacts were adequately calculated and analyzed, and proper mitigation measures were
included to address impacts. See Response to Appeal Point 2-3 on page A-12.
Appeal Point 3-5
The appellant asserts that the proposed mitigation meaures are inadequate, that fair-share
funding should be provided to Calttrans, and a TDM program would defer the mitigation of the
Project’s traffic impacts.
Response to Appeal Point 3-5
The EIR provides a thorough analysis of potential traffic impacts associated with both
construction and operation of the Project, while including the appropriate mitigation measures to
reduce traffic impacts. The appellant claims that the Project will have an impact on State
facilities and that the EIR is required to provide a fair-share funding contribution to Caltrans as a
feasible mitigation measure. However, the City has not received substantial evidence that
supports the payment to Caltrans as a CEQA-compliant mitigation measure. In addition, the
revised project approved under the Tract Map no longer creates a significant traffic impact at
Roscoe Boulevard and the 405 Freeway. Thus, the EIR maintains the position that the Project
will not significantly impact State facilities and that the fair-share funding contribution is not a
necessary mitigation measure.
The TDM program does not defer mitigation and the project’s traffic mitigation program does not
solely rely on the TDM program to fully mitigate any significant traffic impacts. The TDM
program (MM TR-5) would reduce impacts in combination with physical improvements to
intersections identified in mitigation measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-4. A TDM program is
not a deferral of mitigation; rather, it is developed for projects based on their individual design
characteristics and the transportation behavior of the individuals travelling to and from the
project site. The mitigation measure includes a list of specific anticipated programs for the
reduction of trips, and the TDM strategies will be finalized in consultation with LADOT upon
completion of the final project design during permitting in order to ensure that the 15 percent
traffic reduction goal is achieved. Since the TDM program sets feasible and measurable goals
and adequately identifies potential strategies to meet trip reduction targets, the measure is
appropriate and does not defer mitigation and the appeal point should be denied.
PUBLIC SERVICES
Appeal Point No. 3-5:
The appellant asserts that the EIR does not provide sufficient analysis on the Project’s potential
impacts to Public Services - specifically, fire, school, and sewage services. For fire services, the
appellant claims that the EIR did not address the City of Los Angeles Fire Department’s
comment regarding the Project’s inadequate fire protection due and that the EIR needs to
analyze the Project’s impacts to human health. For school services, the appellant asserts that
the project’s added school demand will require the construction of new schools and defers
mitigation. For sewer services, the appellant states the EIR does not provide sufficient analysis
towards the City of Los Angeles Department of Sanitation’s comment regarding the potential
inadequate sewage capacity of the Project.
Response to Appeal Point No. 3-5:
Fire Protection:
The appellant incorrectly takes statements from the Fire Department out of context. Within the
beginning of its comment letter to the Draft EIR, the Fire Department states that based on
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response distances to existing fire station, fire protection would be inadequate. However, the
letter continues a discussion of applicable regulatory compliance measures, and further
concludes on the last page of its letter that "The conclusion of the above recommendations,
along with any additional regulations made during later reviews of the proposed project will
reduce impacts to an acceptable level”.
As noted in the Final EIR Response to Comment 6-2, the EIR includes an analysis of fire
protection services (Section IV.I.1 (Fire Protection)) based on existing facilities, response
distance and times, and fire flows. As stated in the EIR (IV.I-6), impacts to fire protection are
assessed based on whether the demand for the services generated by the project would require
the construction of new or physically altered facilities, such as fire stations, and not just whether
the Project would increase demand for a public service or increase response times for
emergency services. As such, the analysis is in accordance with City of Hayward v. Trustees of
California State University (2015) 242 Cal. App. 4th 833, which held that an increase in demand
for public services could lead to potentially significant environmental impacts only if the
construction or expansion of a new facility is required, the construction or operation of which
might adversely affect the physical environment. However, increased demand for public
services, including increased response time, does not by itself constitute a significant impact
that requires mitigation under CEQA. Although the EIR discusses response times and public
service demand, these in of themselves are not impacts; rather these are considerations among
many factors in determining whether the Project would foreseeably result in the construction of
new or expanded public service facilities. Therefore, analysis of whether there is a significant
impact related to emergency services is appropriately based on whether a significant
environmental impact would result from the construction of new or expanded facilities.
The appellant also claims that the potential human health impact must be analyzed. This appeal
point is answered in Response to Appeal Point No.3-5 section of the report. Therefore, the EIR
adequately analyzed impacts on fire services and human health and the point should be
dismissed.
Schools:
The EIR incorporates the payment of school fees established by the LAUSD, to mitigate the
Project’s indirect impacts on schools. As discussed on page IV.J-28 in the Draft EIR, the
Project, with its estimated generation of 417 new students, in combination with the related and
other future projects, is expected to increase the cumulative demand for schools in LAUSD. The
Project and the related projects would be required to pay development impact fees to the
LASUD Developer Fee office. Payment of these development fees would offset any potential
cumulative impacts that could occur to LAUSD from development of the Project and related
projects within the LAUSD service area for the Project Site. Furthermore, as discussed in the
Draft EIR (page IV.J-25), the assessment of school fees provides full and complete mitigation of
potential schools facilities impacts in accordance with State law (Government Code 65996).
Therefore, the full payment of all applicable school fees would reduce potential cumulative
impacts to schools and cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
In regard to the impact on demand for school services, the EIR notes that the temporary
housing of students during school construction/expansion is typically not a factor used to
determine significance because temporary classrooms can be provided on many school
campuses relatively quickly. In addition, pursuant to AB 149 and AB 2071, LAUSD has an open
enrollment policy. The number of open enrollment seats is determined annually and, thereby,
changes from year to year. Thus, it cannot be determined, at the time of the preparation of this
EIR, which specific schools in LAUSD will be available in the future for open enrollment.
Therefore, the EIR adequately analyzed impacts on school services and the point should be
dismissed.
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Sewer:
The appellant makes a false claim that the DEIR comment letter from the Bureau of Sanitation
stated that sewer capacity would be inadequate. In fact, multiple letters from the Bureau of
Sanitation
(Final
EIR
Comment
Letter No.
5
dated
April
24,
2017,
Final EIR Comment Letter No. 12 dated September 13, 2017, and a duplicate letter to the file
dated March 1, 2018) specifically include information about sewer availability, and provides the
current approximate flow level and design capacities of the local sewer system, consistent with
the EIR analysis. The Bureau of Sanitation further indicated that the sewer system might be
able to accommodate the total flow of the Project, and noted that further detailed gauging and
evaluation will be needed as part of the permit process. In the case that capacity is insuffiecient,
the project would be required to connect to a portion of the sewer line that did provide
approproate capacity. The comment letter also indicates that the sewage from the Project will
be conveyed to the Hyperion Treatment Plant, which has sufficient capacity to accommodate
the Project. The comment validates the information provided in the Draft EIR. Therefore, the
EIR analysis of the sewer services is sufficient and the appeal point should be denied.
ADOPTION OF ALTERNATIVE
Appeal Point No. 3-6:
The appellant restates that there is no evidence that Alternative 2 is infeasible and that the City
must adopt Alternative 2. In addition, the appellant claims that the EIR does not provide
sufficient economic analysis regarding the dismissal of the Reduced Size Alternative as a
recommended alternative.
Response to Appeal Point No. 3- 6:
Alternative 2 (Reduced Size Alternative) would not avoid the significant and unavoidable
impacts from operational emissions and operational traffic. The analysis within the EIR
determined that the Reduced Size Alternative would meet the objectives of the project, but to a
lesser degree than the approved project. The EIR and CEQA Findings of the Tentative Tract
Map approval letter provides sufficient evidence in the dismissal of the Reduced Size Alternative
as a recommended alternative, and the adoption of the approved project. Further, the EIR does
not make the claim that Alternative 2 is infeasible from an economic standpoint and financial
feasibility studies for the Alternative are not required pursuant to CEQA. See Response to
Appeal Point 2-11 on page A-15.
STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS / FISCAL ANALYSIS
Appeal Point No. 3-7:
The appellant claims that the EIR fails to include a Statement of Overriding Considerations and
that the EIR must provide an economic analysis regarding the quality of jobs created from the
Project in support of the SOC.
Response to Appeal Point No. 3- 7:
A Statement of Overriding Considerations is not required in a Draft EIR. An SOC was
appropriately included in the CEQA findings for approval of the tract map, and an economic
analysis of the project’s benefits is not required under CEQA. Therefore, the appeal point is
unfounded. See Response to Appeal Point 1-8 on page A-11 and Response to Appeal Point 2
9 on page A-15.
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MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM

1.

INTRODUCTION

This Mitigation Monitoring Program ("MMP") has been prepared pursuant to Public Resources Code
Section 21081.6, which requires a Lead Agency to adopt a "reporting or monitoring program for changes
to the project or conditions of project approval, adopted in order to mitigate or avoid significant effects
on the environment." In addition, Section 15097(a) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires that a public
agency adopt a program for monitoring or reporting mitigation measures and project revisions, which it
has required to mitigate or avoid significant environmental effects. This MMP has been prepared in
compliance with the requirements of CEQA, Public Resources Code Section 21081.6 and Section 15097
of the State CEQA Guidelines.
The City of Los Angeles is the Lead Agency for the Project and therefore is responsible for administering
and implementing the MMP. A public agency may delegate reporting or monitoring responsibilities to
another public agency or to a private entity that accepts the delegation; however, until mitigation
measures have been completed, the Lead Agency remains responsible for ensuring that implementation
of the mitigation measures occurs in accordance with the program.
An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) has been prepared to address the potential environmental
impacts of the Project. The evaluation of the Project's impacts in the EIR takes into consideration
project design features (PDF) and applies mitigation measures (MM) needed to avoid or reduce
potentially significant environmental impacts. This MMP is designed to monitor implementation of the
Project Design Features and mitigation measures identified for the Project.

2.

ORGANIZATION

As shown on the following pages, each project design feature and mitigation measure for the Project is
listed and categorized by impact area, with an accompanying identification of the following:
•

Monitoring Phase: The phase of the Project during which the Project Design Feature or mitigation

measure shall be monitored;
•

Enforcement Agency: The agency with the power to enforce the project design feature or mitigation

measure;
The agency to which
implementation and development are made;

reports

involving

feasibility,

compliance,

•

Monitoring$ Agency:

•

Monitoring Frequency: The frequency at which the project design feature or mitigation measure shall

be monitored; and
•

Action Indicating Compliance: The action of which the Enforcement or Monitoring Agency indicates

that compliance with the required project design feature or mitigation measure has been
implemented.

3.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AND ENFORCEMENT

This MMP shall be enforced throughout all phases of the Project. The Applicant shall be responsible for
implementing each Project Design Feature and mitigation measure and shall be obligated to provide
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verification, as identified below, to the appropriate monitoring and enforcement agencies that each
project design feature and mitigation measure has been implemented. The Applicant shall maintain
records demonstrating compliance with each project design feature and mitigation measure listed below.
Such records shall be made available to the City upon request.
During the construction phase and prior to the issuance of building permits, the Applicant shall retain an
independent Construction Monitor (either via the City or through a third-party consultant), approved by
the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning, who shall be responsible for monitoring
implementation of project design features and mitigation measures during construction activities
consistent with the monitoring phase and frequency set forth in this MMP.
The Construction Monitor shall also prepare documentation of the Applicant's compliance with the
project design features and mitigation measures during construction every 90 days in a form satisfactory
to the Department of City Planning. The documentation must be signed by the Applicant and
Construction Monitor and be included as part of the Applicant's Compliance Report. The Construction
Monitor shall be obligated to report to the Enforcement Agency any non-compliance with mitigation
measures and Project Design Feature within two (2) businesses days if the Applicant does not correct the
non-compliance within a reasonable time of written notification to the Applicant by the monitor or if the
non-compliance is repeated. Such non-compliance shall be appropriately addressed by the Enforcement
Agency.

4.

PROGRAM MODIFICATION

The project shall be in substantial conformance with the project design features and mitigation
measures contained in this Mitigation Monitoring Program. The enforcing departments or agencies may
determine substantial conformance with project design features and mitigation measures in the MMP in
their reasonable discretion. If the department or agency cannot find substantial conformance, a project
design feature or mitigation measure may be modified or deleted as follows: the enforcing department
or agency, or the decision maker for a subsequent discretionary project related approval, complies with
CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15162 and 15164, including by preparing an addendum or subsequent
environmental clearance to analyze the impacts from the modifications to or deletion of the project
design features or mitigation measures. Any addendum or subsequent CEQA clearance shall explain
why the project design feature or mitigation measure is no longer needed, not feasible, or the other
basis for modifying or deleting the project design feature or mitigation measure. Under this process, the
modification or deletion of a project design feature or mitigation measure shall not require a
modification to any project discretionary approval unless the Director of Planning also finds that the
change to the project design features or mitigation measures results in a substantial change to the
Project or the non-environmental conditions of approval.

5.

MITIGATION MONITORING PROGRAM

Cultural Resources
MM CUL-1

A qualified professional archaeologist and a Certified Native American Monitor shall
monitor all initial phase of ground disturbing activities of the project. If buried cultural
resources—such as flaked or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, or non
human bone—are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, work shall stop in that
area and within 50 feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the
significance of the find and, if necessary, develop appropriate treatment measures.
Treatment measures typically include development of avoidance strategies, capping
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with fill material, or mitigation of impacts through data recovery programs such as
excavation or detailed documentation. A report of findings shall be prepared, and
recovered materials curated, if needed, in an approved facility. If, during cultural
resources monitoring, the qualified archaeologist determines that the sediments being
excavated are previously disturbed by previous construction or are unlikely to contain
significant cultural materials, the qualified archaeologist can specify that monitoring be
reduced or eliminated.
Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Field inspection(s) during construction
Field inspection sign-off

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
Noise
MM NOI-1

All construction equipment engines shall be properly tuned and muffled according to
manufacturers' specifications. The Project contractor shall use power construction
equipment with noise shielding and muffling devices.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Field inspection(s) during construction
Field inspection sign-off

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
MM NOI-2

Construction activities whose specific location on the Project Site may be flexible (e.g.,
operation of compressors and generators, cement mixing, general truck idling) shall be
conducted as far as possible from the nearest noise-sensitive land uses, and manmade
barriers (e.g., intervening building walls) shall be used to screen such activities from
these land uses.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Field inspection(s) during construction
Field inspection sign-off

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
MM NOI-3

Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating
several pieces of equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels. Examples
include the use of concrete saws and jackhammers.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Field inspection(s) during construction
Field inspection sign-off

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
MM NOI-4

Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located
as far as possible from the surrounding residential uses.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
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Field inspection(s) during construction
Field inspection sign-off

Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
MM NOI-5

The Project developer shall install temporary sound curtains of sufficient height to block
the lines-of-sight of the construction activities at the Project Site from the residential
properties to the north and west. The sound curtains shall be in place until the exterior
of the building is constructed and doors are installed and loud construction activities
(activities capable of generating noise levels in excess of 75 dBA Lmax at the existing
residential properties) have ceased.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Once prior to commencement of demolition
Issuance of building permits

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
MM NOI-6

Two weeks prior to the commencement of demolition and construction at the Project
Site, notification shall be provided to the residential properties to the immediate north
of the Project Site and to the west of the Project Site along Cedros Avenue disclosing the
construction schedule, including the various types of activities and equipment that
would be occurring throughout the duration of the construction period.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of City Planning
Department of City Planning
Once prior to commencement of demolition
Construction Monitor report

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
Public Services - Fire Protection
PDF PS-1

The Project shall implement a Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan that
would outline provisions for on-site security during construction, which could include,
but are not limited to, temporary security fencing, lighting, and providing security
personnel to patrol the site. Additionally, the Construction Staging and Traffic
Management Plan shall ensure emergency access to the Project Site is maintained at all
times during construction through well-marked entrances.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to commencement of demolition
Issuance of demolition permits

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
Public Services - Police Protection
PDF PS-2

The Project shall comply with the design guidelines outlined in the LAPD Design Out
Crime Guidelines, which recommend using natural surveillance to maximize visibility,
natural access control that restricts or encourages appropriate site and building access,
and territorial reinforcement to define ownership and separate public and private
space. Specifically, the Project would:
o Provide on-site security personnel whose duties shall include but not be limited to
the following:

Mitigation Monitoring Program
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■

Monitoring entrances and exits;

■

Managing and monitoring fire/life/safety systems; and

■

Controlling and monitoring activities in the parking facilities.

o

Install security industry standard security lighting at recommended locations
including parking structures, pathway options, and curbside queuing areas;

o

Install closed-circuit television at select locations including (but not limited to) entry
and exit points, loading docks, public plazas and parking areas;

o

Provide adequate lighting of parking structures, elevators, and lobbies to reduce
areas of concealment;

o

Provide lighting of building entries, pedestrian walkways, and public open spaces to
provide pedestrian orientation and to clearly identify a secure route between the
underground parking area and hotel access points;

o

Design public spaces to be easily patrolled and accessed by safety personnel;

o

Design entrances to, and exits from the buildings, to be open and in view of
surrounding sites; and

o

Limit visually obstructed and infrequently accessed "dead zones."
Pre-Construction; Construction
Los Angeles Police Department
Los Angeles Police Department
Once, prior to issuance of building permits;
once prior to issuance of Certificate of Occupancy
Issuance of Certificate of Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
PDF PS-3

Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy for each construction phase and
ongoing during operations, the Applicant or its successor shall develop an Emergency
Procedures Plan to address emergency concerns and practices. The plan shall be
subject to review by LAPD.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Los Angeles Police Department
Los Angeles Police Department
Once, prior to issuance of building permits
Issuance of building permits

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
PDF PS-4

The Project shall include space on-site for a police substation (i.e., "drop-in office") for
use by the LAPD. The precise location and amount of space shall be determined in
consultation with the LAPD prior to Project occupancy.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Los Angeles Police Department
Los Angeles Police Department
Once, prior to issuance of building permits
Issuance of Certificate of Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:
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Transportation/Traffic
PDF TR-1

A Work Area Traffic Control Plan shall be developed by the Applicant and approved by
the Los Angeles Department of Transportation. The Work Area Traffic Control Plan shall
identify all traffic control measures, signs, delineators, and work instructions to be
implemented by the construction contractor through the duration of demolition and
construction activity.
The plan shall minimize the potential conflicts between
construction activities, street traffic, bicyclists and pedestrians, and shall include the
following:
o

A flagman shall be placed at the truck entry and exit from the Project Site to control
the flow of exiting trucks.

o

Deliveries and pick-ups of construction materials shall be scheduled during non
peak travel periods to the extent feasible and coordinated to reduce the potential of
trucks waiting to load or unload for protracted periods of time.

o

The Project shall not obstruct access to adjacent land uses during Project
construction.

o

Applicant shall plan construction and construction staging as to maintain pedestrian
access on adjacent sidewalks throughout all construction phases. This measure
requires the applicant to maintain adequate and safe pedestrian protection,
including physical separation from work space and vehicular traffic and overhead
protection, due to sidewalk closure or blockage, at all times.

o

Temporary pedestrian facilities shall be adjacent to the Project Site and provide
safe, accessible routes that replicate as nearly as practical the most desirable
characteristics of the existing facility.

o

Covered walkways shall be provided where pedestrians are exposed to potential
injury from falling objects.

o

Applicant shall keep sidewalks open during construction until only when it is
absolutely required to close or block sidewalks for construction staging. Sidewalks
shall be reopened as soon as reasonably feasible taking construction and
construction staging into account.

o

In the event of a lane or sidewalk closure, traffic and/or pedestrians shall be routed
around any such lane or sidewalk closures.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to issuance of Building Permit;
Continuous field
inspections
during
construction, with quarterly reporting
Approval of Construction Management
Plan from the Los Angeles Department of
Transportation prior to issuance of
Building Permit; Compliance certification
report submitted by Project contractor

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:

Actions Indicating Compliance:
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A Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be developed by the
contractor and approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation. In
addition to the measures identified above, a Construction Management Plan shall
include the following:
o

Construction equipment and worker cars shall generally be contained on-site. At
times when on-site staging and parking is not available, a secondary staging area
shall be required. Off-site truck staging shall be identified, as needed, which shall be
in a legal area, and shall detail measures to ensure that trucks use the specified haul
route, and do not travel through residential neighborhoods.

o

Schedule vehicle movements to ensure that there are no vehicles waiting off-site
and impeding public traffic flow on the surrounding streets.

o

Establish requirements for the loading, unloading, and storage of materials on the
Project Site.

o

Establish requirements for the temporary removal of parking spaces, time limits for
the reduction of travel lanes, and closing or diversion of pedestrian facilities to
ensure the safety of pedestrian and access to local businesses. Any travel lane
closures shall be limited to between non-peak commute hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00
PM.

o

Coordinate with the City and emergency service providers to ensure adequate
access is maintained to the Project Site and neighboring land uses.

o

Construction Worker Parking Plan shall be prepared which prohibits construction
workers from parking on adjacent streets and that directs construction workers to
on-site parking; or if unavailable, to off-site locations. If off-site, parking location(s)
shall be identified for construction workers and the method of transportation to and
from the Project Site (if beyond walking distance) for approval by the City.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to issuance of Building Permit;
Continuous field
inspections during
construction, with quarterly reporting
Approval of Construction Management
Plan from the Los Angeles Department of
Transportation prior to issuance of
Building Permit; Compliance certification
report submitted by Project contractor

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:

Actions Indicating Compliance:

MM TR-1

At Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue (study intersection number 8), the Project shall
restripe Tobias Avenue to install a southbound left-turn-only lane and a shared
thru/right-turn lane at Roscoe Boulevard. The Project shall also restripe Tobias Avenue
to provide a left-turn-only lane at the Project's Tobias Avenue driveway.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
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Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy
Field inspection sign-off and compliance
certification report submitted to LADOT by
project contractor; Issuance of Certificate
of Occupancy

Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:

MM TR-2

The Project shall install left-turn channelization on Tobias Avenue along the Project
frontage to provide a storage lane for Project traffic entering from Roscoe Boulevard,
and install eastbound left-turn phasing on the existing traffic signal located at Roscoe
Boulevard and Tobias Avenue.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy
Field inspection sign-off and compliance
certification report submitted to LADOT by
project contractor; Issuance of Certificate
of Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:

MM TR-3

In addition to the above improvements at Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue, the
Project shall upgrade the existing red flashing signal located at the existing driveway on
the south side of the intersection to a yellow flashing signal. In addition, the Project
shall improve this intersection with Continental Crosswalks at both approaches and
provide the installation of truncated domes along the signalized driveway to improve
pedestrian safety and visibility.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy
Field inspection sign-off and compliance
certification report submitted to LADOT by
project contractor; Issuance of Certificate
of Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:

MM TR-4

The Project shall install a new traffic signal at Chase Street and Tobias Avenue. The
Project Applicant shall plan, design, and construct the new signal through the Bureau of
Engineering B-permit process.
Pre-Construction; Construction
Department of Transportation (LADOT);
Bureau of Engineering
Department of Transportation (LADOT)
Once prior to issuance of Certificate of
Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
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Field inspection sign-off and compliance
certification report submitted to LADOT by
project contractor; Issuance of Certificate
of Occupancy

Action Indicating Compliance:

MM TR-5

The Project shall develop and implement and Transportation Demand Management
(TDM) program with a performance standard of reducing Project traffic by 15 percent
through bike and carpool-like programs, transit incentives, and other elements for both
residents and employees. A preliminary TDM program shall be prepared and provided
to the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation (LADOT) prior to the issuance
of building permits for the Project. A final TDM program shall be prepared and
approved by LADOT prior to the issuance of any certificate of occupancy. (A sample
startup TDM program is provided in Appendix K to the Traffic Impact Study prepared by
Overland Traffic Consultants, Inc., August 2016.) The TDM program shall include, but
not be limited to, the following strategies:
• Provide an internal Transportation Management Coordination Program with an on
site transportation coordinator (on-site or off-site);
• Design the Project to ensure a bicycle, transit and pedestrian friendly environment;
• Provide on-site transit routing and schedule information;
• Provide rideshare matching services;
• Provide preferential rideshare loading/unloading or parking location;
• Provide transit and share incentives;
• Provide up to two on-site car-share spaces.
Prior to occupancy; Post-occupancy
Department of Transportation
Department of Transportation
Once prior to issuance of applicable
Certificate of Occupancy
Approval of final TDM program from
Department of Transportation; issuance of
Certificate
of
Occupancy;
Annual
Consistency Review

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Actions Indicating Compliance:

Utilities - Water/Wastewater
PDF WA-1.

The following measures shall be included in the Project, which are in addition to those
required by codes and ordinances:
•

High Efficiency Toilets with flush volume of 0.8 gallons of water per flush;

•

Waterless Urinals;

•

Showerheads with flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute;

•

ENERGY STAR Residential Dishwashers - Standard size, 3.4 gallons/cycle or less;

•

Central Domestic Water Heating System divided into approximately 3 zones with
roof top mounted equipment that is located in close proximity to points of use, is
equipped with a re-circulating system and metered hot water;

•

Individual Metering and billing of hot and cold water for every residential dwelling
unit and commercial unit;

Mitigation Monitoring Program
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Water-Saving Pool Filter;
Pool/Spa recirculating filtration equipment;
Leak Detection System for swimming pools and Jacuzzi;
Drip Irrigation (Micro-Irrigation);
Proper Hydro-zoning/zoned irrigation (group plants with similar water requirements
together).
Artificial Turf used exclusively instead of grass.
Drought tolerant plants-100% of total landscaping
Construction
Department of Building and Safety
Department of Building and Safety
Once, prior to issuance of any Certificate of
Occupancy
Issuance of Certificate of Occupancy

Monitoring Phase:
Enforcement Agency:
Monitoring Agency:
Monitoring Frequency:
Action Indicating Compliance:
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Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 74315
Address: 14665 Roscoe Boulevard
(14665-14697 Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406
Cedros Ave. and 8321-8413 Tobias Ave.)
Council District: 6 - Martinez
Existing Zone: [Q]C2-1-CDO and [Q]P-1-CDO
Proposed Zone: (T)(Q)C2-1-CDO
Community Plan: Mission Hills-Panorama CityNorth Hills
Related Case: CPC-2016-2118-VZC-MCUP-CU-SPRCDO-DD
Environmental Case: ENV-2016-1061-EIR
(SCH No. 2016081031)

Pursuant to Sections 21082.1(c) and 21081.6 of the Public Resources Code, the Advisory Agency has
reviewed and considered the information contained in the Environmental Impact Report prepared for this
project, which includes the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR, No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR (SCH No.
2016081031), the Final EIR, dated February 2018 (ICON at Panorama EIR), and Errata, dated March 2018,
as well as the whole of the administrative record, and
CERTIFIED the following:
1) The ICON at Panorama EIR has been completed in compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA);
2) The ICON at Panorama EIR was presented to the Advisory Agency as a decision-making body
of the lead agency; and
3) The ICON at Panorama EIR reflects the independent judgment and analysis of the lead agency.
ADOPTED the following:
1) The related and prepared ICON at Panorama Environmental Findings;
2) The Statement of Overriding Considerations; and
3) The Mitigation Monitoring Program prepared for the ICON at Panorama EIR (Exhibit B).
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Pursuant to Section 17.15 of the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC), the Advisory Agency APPROVED:
Vesting Tentative Tract Map No. 74315, located at 14665 Roscoe Boulevard (14665-14697 W.
Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 N. Cedros Ave. and 8321-8413 N. Tobias Ave.), for the merger and
resubdivision of a 8.9-acre (388,647-square-foot) site into 6 lots (1 master ground lots and 5
airspace lots) for a mixed-use development, as shown on map stamp-dated February 2, 2018
(Exhibit A). The lots are based on the proposed C2 Zone.
The subdivider is hereby advised that the LAMC may not permit this maximum approved density. Therefore,
verification should be obtained from the Department of Building and Safety, which will legally interpret the
Zoning code as it applies to this particular property. For an appointment with the Development Services
Center call (213) 482-7077, (818) 374-5050, or (310) 231-2901.
The Advisory Agency’s approval is subject to the following conditions:
The final map must record within 36 months of this approval, unless a time extension is granted before the
end of such period.
NOTE on clearing conditions: When two or more agencies must clear a condition, subdivider should follow
the sequence indicated in the condition. For the benefit of the applicant, subdivider shall maintain record of
all conditions cleared, including all material supporting clearances and be prepared to present copies of the
clearances to each reviewing agency as may be required by its staff at the time of its review.
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
(Additional BOE Improvement Conditions are listed in “Standard Condition” section on page 12)
1. That a 5-foot wide strip of land be dedicated along Roscoe Boulevard adjoining the tract to complete a
55-foot wide half right-of-way in accordance with Boulevard II Standards of LA Mobility Plans. In
addition, dedicate 20-foot radius property line returns or 15-foot by 15-foot cut corners at intersections
with Cedros Avenue and with Tobias Avenue.
2. That a 3-foot wide strip of land be dedicated along Cedros Avenue adjoining the tract to complete a 33foot wide half right-of-way in accordance with Collector Street Standards of LA Mobility Plans.
3. That the City Department of Transportation in a letter to City Engineer shall determine that the alley
merger area is not necessary for current and future Public Street.
4. That Department of the City Planning in a letter to the City Engineer shall also determine that the
proposed alley merger area is consistent with all applicable General Plan Elements of Highway and
Circulation Elements for LA Mobility Plan.
5.

In the event that Department of T ransportation and Department of City Planning have no objections to
the alley merger then the portion of the alley as shown on the tentative map dated September 15, 2016,
except that partial portion of the alley less than 20-foot wide (no half alley merger is allowed), be
permitted to be merged with the remainder of the tract map pursuant to Section 66499.20.2 of the State
Government Code, and in addition, the following conditions be executed by the applicant and
administered by the City Engineer:
a. That consents to the alley being merged and waivers of any damages that may accrue as a result of
such mergers be obtained from all property owners who might have certain rights in the area being
merged.
EXHIBIT C: Tract Map Determination
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b. That satisfactory arrangements be made with all public utility agencies maintaining existing facilities
within the area being merged.
6. That any surcharge fee in conjunction with the street merger requests be paid.
7. That a new public alley right-of-way be dedicated from the terminus of the proposed alley merger to
Tobias Avenue within the tract boundary. The new alley shall be dedicated 29 feet wide from the
intersection with the remaining north-south alley to approximately 60 feet easterly thereof, and 20 feet
wide from approximately 60 feet easterly of the intersection with the remaining north-south alley to
Tobias Avenue.
8. That the subdivider make a request to the Valley District Office of the Bureau of Engineering to
determine the capacity of existing sewers in this area.
9. That a set of drawings for airspace lots be submitted to the City Engineer showing the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Plan view at different elevations.
Isometric views.
Elevation views.
Section cuts at all locations where air space lot boundaries change.

10 That the owners of the property record an agreement satisfactory to the City Engineer stating that they
will grant the necessary private easements for ingress and egress purposes to serve proposed airspace
lots to use upon the sale of the respective lots and they will maintain the private easements free and
clear of obstructions and in safe conditions for use at all times.
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, GRADING DIVISION
11. Comply with any requirements with the Department of Building and Safety, Grading Division for
recordation of the final map and issuance of any permit.
12. The Tract Map recorded with the County Recorder shall contain the following statement; "The approval
of this T ract Map shall not be construed as having been based upon geological investigation such as will
authorize the issuance of building permits on the subject property. Such permits will be issued only at
such time as the Department of Building and Safety has received such topographic maps and geological
reports as it deems necessary to justify the issuance of such building permits.”
DEPARTMENT OF BUILDING AND SAFETY, ZONING DIVISION
13. Prior to recordation of the final map, the Department of Building and Safety, Zoning Division shall certify
that no Building or Zoning Code violations exist on the subject site. In addition, the following items shall
be satisfied:
a. Obtain permits for the demolition or removal of all existing structures on the site. Accessory
structures and uses are not permitted to remain on lots without a main structure or use. Provide
copies of the demolition permits and signed inspection cards to show completion of the demolition
work.
b.

Provide a copy of [Q] condition(s). Show compliance with the above condition(s) as applicable or
Department of City Planning approval is required.
EXHIBIT C: Tract Map Determination
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Provide a copy of affidavit AFF-3567 and AFF-27612. Show compliance with all the
conditions/requirements of the above affidavit(s) as applicable. Termination of above affidavit(s)
may be required after the Map has been recorded. Obtain approval from the Department, on the
termination form, prior to recording.

d. Provide a copy of CPC case CPC-2016-2118-VZC-MCUP-CU-ZAA-SPR-CDO-DD. Show
compliance with all the conditions/requirements of the CPC case(s) as applicable.
e. Zone Change to [Q]C2-1-CDO must be recorded prior to obtaining Zoning clearance.
f.

Obtain Bureau of Engineering approval for the proposed alley merger.

g. Show all street/alley dedication(s) as required by Bureau of Engineering and provide net lot area
after all dedication. "Area” requirements shall be re-checked as per net lot area after street/alley
dedication. Front and side yard requirements shall be required to comply with current code as
measured from new property lines after dedication(s).
h. Record a Covenant and Agreement to treat the buildings and structures located in an Air Space
Subdivision as if they were within a single lot.
Notes:
Each Air Space lot shall have access to a street by one or more easements or other entitlements to
use in a form satisfactory to the Advisory Agency and the City Engineer.
The submitted Map may not comply with the number of parking spaces required by Section 12.21
A.4(a) based on number of habitable rooms in each unit. If there are insufficient numbers of parking
spaces, obtain approval from the Department of City Planning.
The existing or proposed building plans have not been checked for and shall comply with Building
and Zoning Code requirements. With the exception of revised health or safety standards, the
subdivider shall have a vested right to proceed with the proposed development in substantial
compliance with the ordinances, policies, and standards in effect at the time the subdivision
application was deemed complete. Plan check will be required before any construction, occupancy
or change of use.
If the proposed development does not comply with the current Zoning Code, all zoning violations
shall be indicated on the Map.
An appointment is required for the issuance of a clearance letter from the Department of Building
and Safety. The applicant is asked to contact Eric Wong at (213) 482-6876 to schedule an
appointment.
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
14. Prior to recordation of the final map, satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Department of
Transportation to assure:
a. All the requirements and conditions listed in the DOT traffic assessment letter dated December 20,
2016, and all subsequent revisions to this traffic assessment, be applied to the tract map. Project
EXHIBIT C: Tract Map Determination
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requirements include the following summarized below:
■

Intersection Improvements. Physical traffic mitigation improvements at the following
intersections:
o

Tobias Avenue and Roscoe Boulevard; and

o

Tobias Avenue Project Access Improvements.

■

Upgrade to the existing traffic signal at Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue.

■

New T raffic Signal at the intersection of Chase Street and T obias Avenue.

■

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program.

■

Highway Dedication and Street Widening Requirements in accordance with Mobility Plan 2035
and BOE requirements.

■

Construction Work Site Traffic Control Plan.

■

Parking Requirements per LAMC.

■

Final DOT Review of Driveway Access and Circulation.

b. A minimum of 60-foot reservoir space be provided between any security gate(s) and the property
line, to the satisfaction of DOT. Backing out onto Roscoe Boulevard shall be prohibited.
c. Driveway apron width of W=30 feet is required, to the satisfaction of DOT.
d. A parking area and driveway plan be submitted to the Citywide Planning Coordination Section of the
Department of T ransportation for approval prior to submittal of building permit plans for plan check
by the Department of Building and Safety. Transportation approvals are conducted at 6262 Van
Nuys Boulevard, Room 320, Van Nuys, CA 91401.
e. That the subdivision report fee and condition clearance fee be paid to the Department of
Transportation as required per Ordinance No. 183270 and LAMC Section 19.15 prior to recordation
of the final map. Note: the applicant may be required to comply with any other applicable fees per
this new ordinance.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
15. Prior to the recordation of the final map, a suitable arrangement shall be made satisfactory to the Fire
Department, binding the subdivider and all successors to the following:
a. Access for Fire Department apparatus and personnel to and into all structures shall be required.
b. The entrance to a Residence lobby must be within 50 feet of the desired street address curb face.
c. Where above ground floors are used for residential purposes, the access requirement shall be
interpreted as being the horizontal travel distance from the street, driveway, alley, or designated fire
lane to the main entrance of individual units.
d. The entrance or exit of all ground dwelling units shall not be more than 150 feet from the edge of a
roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane.
e. No building or portion of a building shall be constructed more than 150 feet from the edge of a
roadway of an improved street, access road, or designated fire lane.
EXHIBIT C: Tract Map Determination
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The Fire Department may require additional vehicular access where buildings exceed 28 feet in
height.

g. L.A.M.C. 57.09.03.B Exception:
When this exception is applied to a fully fire sprinklered residential building equipped with a wet
standpipe outlet inside an exit stairway with at least a 2 hour rating the distance from the wet
standpipe outlet in the stairway to the entry door of any dwelling unit or guest room shall not
exceed 150 feet of horizontal travel AND the distance from the edge of the roadway of an
improved street or approved fire lane to the door into the same exit stairway directly from outside
the building shall not exceed 150 feet of horizontal travel.
It is the intent of this policy that in no case will the maximum travel distance exceed 150 feet
inside the structure and 150 feet outside the structure. The term “horizontal travel” refers to the
actual path of travel to be taken by a person responding to an emergency in the building.
This policy does not apply to single-family dwellings or to non-residential buildings.
h.

Building designs for multi-storied residential buildings shall incorporate at least one access stairwell
off the main lobby of the building; But, in no case greater than 150ft horizontal travel distance from
the edge of the public street, private street or Fire Lane. This stairwell shall extend unto the roof.

i.

Entrance to the main lobby shall be located off the address side of the building.

j.

Any required Fire Annunciator panel or Fire Control Room shall be located within 50ft visual line of
site of the main entrance stairwell or to the satisfaction of the Fire Department.

k.

Fire lane width shall not be less than 20 feet. When a fire lane must accommodate the operation of
Fire Department aerial ladder apparatus or where fire hydrants are installed, those portions shall not
be less than 28 feet in width.

l.

The width of private roadways for general access use and fire lanes shall not be less than 20 feet,
and the fire lane must be clear to the sky.

m. Fire lanes, where required and dead ending streets shall terminate in a cul-de-sac or other approved
turning area. No dead ending street or fire lane shall be greater than 700 feet in length or secondary
access shall be required.
n. Submit plot plans indicating access road and turning area for Fire Department approval.
o. Adequate off-site public and on-site private fire hydrants may be required. Their number and location
to be determined after the Fire Department's review of the plot plan.
p. Standard cut-corners will be used on all turns.
q. The Fire Department may require additional roof access via parapet access roof ladders where
buildings exceed 28 feet in height, and when overhead wires or other obstructions block aerial
ladder access.
r.

All parking restrictions for fire lanes shall be posted and/or painted prior to any Temporary Certificate
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of Occupancy being issued.
s.

Plans showing areas to be posted and/or painted, “FIRE LANE NO PARKING” shall be submitted
and approved by the Fire Department prior to building permit application sign-off.

t.

Electric Gates approved by the Fire Department shall be tested by the Fire Department prior to
Building and Safety granting a Certificate of Occupancy.

u. Section 510, Emergency Responder Radio Coverage. 5101.1 Emergency responder radio
coverage in new buildings. All new buildings shall have approved radio coverage for emergency
responders within the building based upon the existing coverage levels of the public safety
communication systems of the jurisdiction at the exterior of the building. This section shall not
require improvement of the existing public safety communications systems.
v.

During demolition, the Fire Department access will remain clear and unobstructed.

w. That in order to provide assurance that the proposed common fire lane and fire protection facilities,
for the project, not maintained by the City, are properly and adequately maintained, the sub-divider
shall record with the County Recorder, prior to the recordation of the final map, a covenant and
agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) to assure the following:
i.

ii.

iii.
iv.
v.

The establishment of a property owners association, which shall cause a yearly inspection to be,
made by a registered civil engineer of all common fire lanes and fire protection facilities. The
association will undertake any necessary maintenance and corrective measures. Each future
property owner shall automatically become a member of the association or organization required
above and is automatically subject to a proportionate share of the cost.
The future owners of affected lots with common fire lanes and fire protection facilities shall be
informed or their responsibility for the maintenance of the devices on their lots. The future
owner and all successors will be presented with a copy of the maintenance program for their lot.
Any amendment or modification that would defeat the obligation of said association as the
Advisory Agency must approve required hereinabove in writing after consultation with the Fire
Department.
In the event that the property owners association fails to maintain the common property and
easements as required by the CC and R's, the individual property owners shall be responsible
for their proportional share of the maintenance.
Prior to any building permits being issued, the applicant shall improve, to the satisfaction of the
Fire Department, all common fire lanes and install all private fire hydrants to be required.
That the Common Fire Lanes and Fire Protection facilities be shown on the Final Map.

x. Those plot plans be approved by the Fire Department showing fire hydrants and access for each
phase of the project prior to the recording of the final map for that phase. Each phase shall comply
independently with code requirements.
y. Any roof elevation changes in excess of 3 feet may require the installation of ships ladders.
z.

During demolition, the Fire Department access will remain clear and unobstructed

aa. Any roof elevation changes in excess of 3 feet may require the installation of ships ladders.
Note: The applicant is further advised that all subsequent contact regarding these conditions must be
with the Hydrant and Access Unit. This would include clarification, verification of condition compliance
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and plans or building permit applications, etc., and shall be accomplished BY APPOINTMENT ONLY, in
order to assure that you receive service with a minimum amount of waiting please call (818) 374-4351.
You should advise any consultant representing you of this requirement as well.
DEPARTMENT OF WATER AND POWER
16. Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
(LADWP) for compliance with LADWP’s Water System Rules and requirements. Upon compliance with
these conditions and requirements, LADWP’s Water Services Organization will forward the necessary
clearances to the Bureau of Engineering. (This condition shall be deemed cleared at the time the City
Engineer clears Condition No. S-1(c).)
BUREAU OF STREET LIGHTING
17. See Condition S-3(c) for Street Lighting Improvement conditions.
BUREAU OF SANITATION
18. There are easements contained within the property. Any proposed development in close proximity to the
easements must secure Department of Public Works approval. Satisfactory arrangements shall be
made with the Bureau of Sanitation, Wastewater Collection Systems Division for compliance with its
sewer system review and requirements. Upon compliance with its conditions and requirements, the
Bureau of Sanitation, Wastewater Collection Systems Division will forward the necessary clearances to
the Bureau of Engineering. (This condition shall be deemed cleared at the time the City Engineer clears
Condition No. S-1.(d).)
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AGENCY
19. That satisfactory arrangements be made in accordance with the requirements of the Information
T echnology Agency to assure that cable television facilities will be installed in the same manner as other
required improvements. Refer to the LAMC Section 17.05-N. Written evidence of such arrangements
must be submitted to the Information Technology Agency, 200 North Main Street, 12th Floor, Los
Angeles, CA 90012, (213) 922-8363.
DEPARTMENT OF RECREATION AND PARKS
20. That the Quimby Fee be based on the C2 Zone. The application was filed on June 15, 2016, prior to the
effective date of Ordinance No. 184,505.
URBAN FORESTRY DIVISION AND THE DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING
21. Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, a plot plan prepared by a reputable tree expert, indicating the
location, size, type, and condition of all existing trees on the site shall be submitted for approval by the
Department of City Planning. All trees in the public right-of-way shall be provided per the current Urban
Forestry Division standards, and the Panorama City Center Streetscape Plan, as applicable.
Replacement by a minimum of 24-inch box trees in the parkway and on the site of to be removed, shall
be required for the unavoidable loss of desirable trees on the site, and to the satisfaction of the Advisory
Agency. Note: Removal of all trees in the public right-of-way shall require approval of the Board of
Public Works. Contact: Urban Forestry Division at: (213) 485-5675. Failure to comply with this condition
as written shall require the filing of a modification to this tract map in order to clear the condition.
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DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING-SITE SPECIFIC CONDITIONS
22. Prior to the recordation of the final map, the subdivider shall prepare and execute a Covenant and
Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770) in a manner satisfactory to the Planning
Department, binding the subdivider and all successors to the following:
a. Limit the proposed development to a maximum of 623 dwelling units and a maximum of 60,000
square feet of commercial uses, totaling up to 571,146 square feet of floor area.
b. That a solar access report shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the Advisory Agency prior to
obtaining a grading permit.
23. Prior to the issuance of the building permit or the recordation of the final map, a copy of the decision
letter for CPC-2016-2118-ZC-MCUP-CU-SPR-CDO-DD shall be submitted to the satisfaction of the
Advisory Agency. In the event CPC-2016-2118-ZC-MCUP-CU-SPR-CDO-DD is not approved, the
subdivider shall submit a tract modification.
24. Prior to the issuance of a grading permit, the subdivider shall record and execute a Covenant and
Agreement (Planning Department General Form CP-6770), binding the subdivider to the following haul
route conditions:
General Conditions
a. The owner or contractor shall keep the construction area sufficiently dampened to control dust
caused by grading and hauling, and at all times shall provide reasonable control of dust caused by
wind, at the sole discretion of the grading inspector.
b. Hauling and grading equipment shall be kept in good operating condition and muffled as required by
law.
c. The Emergency Operations Division, Specialized Enforcement Section of the Los Angeles Police
Department shall be notified at least 24 hours prior to the start of hauling, (213) 486-0777.
d. Loads shall be secured by trimming or watering or may be covered to prevent the spilling or blowing
of the earth material. If the load, where it contacts the sides, front, and back of the truck cargo
container area, remains six inches from the upper edge of the container area, and if the load does
not extend, at its peak, above any part of the upper edge of the cargo container area, the load is not
required to be covered, pursuant to California Vehicle Code Section 23114 (e) (4).
e. T rucks and loads are to be watered at the import site to prevent blowing dirt and are to be cleaned
of loose earth at the import site to prevent spilling.
f. Streets shall be cleaned of spilled materials during grading and hauling, and at the termination of
each workday.
g. The owner/contractor shall be in conformance with the State of California, Department of
Transportation policy regarding movements of reducible loads.
h. The owner/contractor shall comply with all regulations set forth by the State of California Department
of Motor Vehicles pertaining to the hauling of earth.
i. A copy of the approval letter from the City, the approved haul route and the approved grading plans
shall be available on the job site at all times.
j. The owner/contractor shall notify the Street Services Investigation and Enforcement Division, (213)
847-6000, at least 72 hours prior to the beginning of hauling operations and shall also notify the
Division immediately upon completion of hauling operations. Any change to the prescribed routes,
staging and/or hours of operation must be approved by the concerned governmental agencies.
Contact the Street Services Investigation and Enforcement Division prior to effecting any change.
k. Hauling vehicles shall not stage on any streets adjacent to the project, unless specifically approved
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as a special condition in this report.
l. Hauling vehicles shall be spaced so as to discourage a convoy affect.
m. This approval pertains only to the City of Los Angeles streets. Those segments of the haul route
outside the jurisdiction of the City of Los Angeles may be subject to permit requirements and to the
approval of other municipal or governmental agencies and appropriate clearances or permits is the
responsibility of the contractor.
Specific Conditions
n. The hauling operations are restricted to the hours between 9:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. on Monday
through Friday. No hauling is permitted on Saturday, Sundays, or City holidays. Haul vehicles may
not arrive at the site before the designated start time.
o. Hauling of earth shall be completed within the maximum time limit of 30 hauling days.
p. Loaded haul vehicles travelling from the Project Site shall turn right (south) onto T obias Avenue, turn
right (west) on to Roscoe Boulevard, turn onto I-405, continue to arrive at the Manning Pit facility at
5121 Vincent Blvd., Irwindale, CA 91706.
q. Empty haul vehicles traveling to the Project Site facility shall utilize the same travel path in reverse.
r. The approved haul vehicles are 14.0 cubic yard capacity semi-trailer trucks or smaller.
s. There shall be no staging or parking of construction vehicles, including vehicles to transport workers
on any of the adjacent residential streets.
t. The total amount of dirt to be hauled shall not exceed 14,000 cubic yards.
u. "Truck Crossing" warning signs shall be placed 300 feet in advance of the exit in each direction
v. A minimum of two flag attendants, each with two-way radios, will be required during hauling hours to
assist with staging and getting trucks in and out of the project area. Additional flag attendants may
be required by the LADBS Inspector, LADOT, or BOSS to mitigate a hazardous situation (e.g. blind
curves, uncontrolled intersections, narrow portions of roads or where obstacles are present). Flag
attendants and warning signs shall be in compliance with Part II of the latest Edition of "Work Area
Traffic Control Handbook."
25. Tribal Cultural Resource Inadvertent Discovery. In the event that objects or artifacts that may be tribal
cultural resources are encountered during the course of any ground disturbance activities (including the
following: excavating, digging, trenching, plowing, drilling, tunneling, quarrying, grading, leveling,
removing peat, clearing, pounding posts, augering, backfilling, blasting, stripping topsoil or a similar
activity), all such activities shall temporarily cease on the project site until the potential tribal cultural
resources are properly assessed and addressed pursuant to the process set forth below:•
•

•

•

•

Upon a discovery of a potential tribal cultural resource, the project Permittee shall immediately stop
all ground disturbance activities and contact the following: (1) all California Native American tribes
that have informed the City they are traditionally and culturally affiliated with the geographic area of
the proposed project; (2) and the Department of City Planning at (213) 978-1454.
If the City determines, pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21074 (a)(2), that the object or
artifact appears to be tribal cultural resource, the City shall provide any effected tribe a reasonable
period of time, not less than 14 days, to conduct a site visit and make recommendations to the
Project permittee and the City regarding the monitoring of future ground disturbance activities, as
well as the treatment and disposition of any discovered tribal cultural resources.
The project Permittee shall implement the tribe’s recommendations if a qualified archaeologist,
retained by the City and paid for by the project Permittee, reasonably concludes that the tribe’s
recommendations are reasonable and feasible.
The project Permittee shall submit a tribal cultural resource monitoring plan to the City that includes
all recommendations from the City and any effected tribes that have been reviewed and determined
by the qualified archaeologist to be reasonable and feasible. The project Permittee shall not be
allowed to recommence ground disturbance activities until this plan is approved by the City.
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If the project Permittee does not accept a particular recommendation determined to be reasonable
and feasible by the qualified archaeologist, the project Permittee may request mediation by a
mediator agreed to by the Permittee and the City who has the requisite professional qualifications
and experience to mediate such a dispute. The project Permittee shall pay any costs associated
with the mediation.
The project Permittee may recommence ground disturbance activities outside of a specified radius
of the discovery site, so long as this radius has been reviewed by the qualified archaeologist and
determined to be reasonable and appropriate.
Copies of any subsequent prehistoric archaeological study, tribal cultural resources study or report,
detailing the nature of any significant tribal cultural resources, remedial actions taken, and
disposition of any significant tribal cultural resources shall be submitted to the South Central Coastal
Information Center (SCCIC) at California State University, Fullerton.
Notwithstanding the above, any information determined to be confidential in nature, by the City
Attorney’s office, shall be excluded from submission to the SCCIC or the general public under the
applicable provisions of the California Public Records Act, California Public Resources Code, and
shall comply with the City’s AB 52 Confidentiality Protocols.

26. Indemnification and Reimbursement of Litigation Costs.
Applicant shall do all of the following:
(i)

Defend, indemnify and hold harmless the City from any and all actions against the City relating to or
arising out of, in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of this entitlement, including but
not limited to, an action to attack, challenge, set aside, void, or otherwise modify or annul the
approval of the entitlement, the environmental review of the entitlement, or the approval of
subsequent permit decisions, or to claim personal property damage, including from inverse
condemnation or any other constitutional claim.

(ii)

Reimburse the City for any and all costs incurred in defense of an action related to or arising out of,
in whole or in part, the City’s processing and approval of the entitlement, including but not limited to
payment of all court costs and attorney’s fees, costs of any judgments or awards against the City
(including an award of attorney’s fees), damages, and/or settlement costs.

(iii) Submit an initial deposit for the City’s litigation costs to the City within 10 days’ notice of the City
tendering defense to the applicant and requesting a deposit. The initial deposit shall be in an
amount set by the City Attorney’s Office, in its sole discretion, based on the nature and scope of
action, but in no event shall the initial deposit be less than $50,000. The City’s failure to notice or
collect the deposit does not relieve the applicant from responsibility to reimburse the City pursuant to
the requirement in paragraph (ii).
(iv) Submit supplemental deposits upon notice by the City. Supplemental deposits may be required in an
increased amount from the initial deposit if found necessary by the City to protect the City’s interests.
The City’s failure to notice or collect the deposit does not relieve the applicant from responsibility to
reimburse the City pursuant to the requirement in paragraph (ii).
(v)

If the City determines it necessary to protect the City’s interest, execute an indemnity and
reimbursement agreement with the City under terms consistent with the requirements of this
condition.
The City shall notify the applicant within a reasonable period of time of its receipt of any action and
the City shall cooperate in the defense. If the City fails to notify the applicant of any claim, action, or
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proceeding in a reasonable time, or if the City fails to reasonably cooperate in the defense, the
applicant shall not thereafter be responsible to defend, indemnify or hold harmless the City.
The City shall have the sole right to choose its counsel, including the City Attorney’s office or outside
counsel. At its sole discretion, the City may participate at its own expense in the defense of any
action, but such participation shall not relieve the applicant of any obligation imposed by this
condition. In the event the applicant fails to comply with this condition, in whole or in part, the City
may withdraw its defense of the action, void its approval of the entitlement, or take any other action.
The City retains the right to make all decisions with respect to its representations in any legal
proceeding, including its inherent right to abandon or settle litigation.
For purposes of this condition, the following definitions apply:
“City” shall be defined to include the City, its agents, officers, boards, commissions, committees,
employees, and volunteers.
“Action” shall be defined to include suits, proceedings (including those held under alternative
dispute resolution procedures), claims, or lawsuits. Actions includes actions, as defined herein,
alleging failure to comply with any federal, state or local law.
Nothing in the definitions included in this paragraph are intended to limit the rights of the City or the
obligations of the applicant otherwise created by this condition.
DEPARTMENT OF CITY PLANNING - ENVIRONMENTAL MITIGATION MEASURES
27. The project shall be in substantial conformance with the mitigation measures in the attached MMP and
stamped “Exhibit B” and attached to the subject case file. The implementing and enforcing agencies
may determine substantial conformance with mitigation measures in the MMP. If substantial
conformance results in effectively deleting or modifying the mitigation measure, the Director of Planning
shall provide a written justification supported by substantial evidence as to why the mitigation measure,
in whole or in part, is no longer needed and its effective deletion or modification will not result in a new
significant impact or a more severe impact to a previously identified significant impact.
If the Project is not in substantial conformance to the adopted mitigation measures or MMP, a
modification or deletion shall be treated as a new discretionary action under CEQA Guidelines, Section
15162(c) and will require preparation of an addendum or subsequent CEQA clearance. Under this
process, the modification or deletion of a mitigation measure shall not require a T ract Map Modification
unless the Director of Planning also finds that the change to the mitigation measures results in a
substantial change to the Project or the non-environmental conditions of approval.
BUREAU OF ENGINEERING - STANDARD CONDITIONS
S-1.

(a) That the sewerage facilities charge be deposited prior to recordation of the final map over all of
the tract in conformance with Section 64.11.2 of the LAMC.
(b) That survey boundary monuments be established in the field in a manner satisfactory to the City
Engineer and located within the California Coordinate System prior to recordation of the final
map. Any alternative measure approved by the City Engineer would require prior submission of
complete field notes in support of the boundary survey.
(c) That satisfactory arrangements be made with both the Water System and the Power System of
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the Department of Water and Power with respect to water mains, fire hydrants, service
connections and public utility easements.
(d) That any necessary sewer, street, drainage and street lighting easements be dedicated. In the
event it is necessary to obtain off-site easements by separate instruments, records of the
Bureau of Right-of-Way and Land shall verify that such easements have been obtained. The
above requirements do not apply to easements of off-site sewers to be provided by the City.
(e) That drainage matters be taken care of satisfactory to the City Engineer.
(f) That satisfactory street, sewer and drainage plans and profiles as required, together with a lot
grading plan of the tract and any necessary topography of adjoining areas be submitted to the
City Engineer.
(g) That any required slope easements be dedicated by the final map.
(h) That each lot in the tract complies with the width and area requirements of the Zoning
Ordinance.
(i) That 1-foot future streets and/or alleys be shown along the outside of incomplete public
dedications and across the termini of all dedications abutting unsubdivided property. The 1-foot
dedications on the map shall include a restriction against their use of access purposes until such
time as they are accepted for public use.
(j) That any 1-foot future street and/or alley adjoining the tract be dedicated for public use by the
tract, or that a suitable resolution of acceptance be transmitted to the City Council with the final
map.
(k) That no public street grade exceeds 15%.
(l) That any necessary additional street dedications be provided to comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.
S-2.

That the following provisions be accomplished in conformity with the improvements constructed
herein:
(a) Survey monuments shall be placed and permanently referenced to the satisfaction of the City
Engineer. A set of approved field notes shall be furnished, or such work shall be suitably
guaranteed, except where the setting of boundary monuments requires that other procedures be
followed.
(b) Make satisfactory arrangements with the Department of Transportation with respect to street
name, warning, regulatory and guide signs.
(c) All grading done on private property outside the tract boundaries in connection with public
improvements shall be performed within dedicated slope easements or by grants of satisfactory
rights of entry by the affected property owners.
(d) All improvements within public streets, private street, alleys and easements shall be constructed
under permit in conformity with plans and specifications approved by the Bureau of Engineering.
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(e) Any required bonded sewer fees shall be paid prior to recordation of the final map.
S-3.

That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the final map or that
the construction be suitably guaranteed:
(a) Construct on-site sewers to serve the tract as determined by the City Engineer.
(b) Construct any necessary drainage facilities.
(c) Install street lighting facilities to serve the tract as required by the Bureau of Street Lighting.
IMPROVEMENT CONDITION:
If street widening per BOE improvement conditions, relocate and upgrade street lights,
(consistent with the Panorama City Center Streetscape Plan, as applicable):
•
•
•

four (4) on Cedros Aveenue
five (5) on Roscoe Boulevard
five (5) on Tobias Avenue.

Notes: The quantity of street lights identified may be modified slightly during the plan check
process based on illumination calculations and equipment selection.
Conditions set: 1) in compliance with a Specific Plan, 2) by LADOT, or 3) by other legal
instrument excluding the Bureau of Engineering conditions, requiring an improvement that will
change the geometrics of the public roadway or driveway apron may require additional or the
reconstruction of street lighting improvements as part of that condition.
(d) Plant street trees and remove any existing trees within dedicated streets or proposed dedicated
streets as required by the Street T ree Division of the Bureau of Street Maintenance. All street
tree plantings shall be brought up to current standards. When the City has previously been paid
for tree planting, the subdivider or contractor shall notify the Street Tree Division (213-485-5675)
upon completion of construction to expedite tree planting.
(e) Repair or replace any off-grade or broken curb, gutter and sidewalk satisfactory to the City
Engineer.
(f) Construct access ramps for the handicapped as required by the City Engineer.
(g) Close any unused driveways satisfactory to the City Engineer.
(h) Construct any necessary additional street improvements to comply with the Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990.
(i) That the following improvements be either constructed prior to recordation of the final map or

that the construction be suitably guaranteed (consistent with the Panorama City Center
Streetscape Plan, as applicable):
a. After submittal of hydrology and hydraulic calculations and drainage plans for review by the
Valley District Engineering Office prior to recordation of the final map, construction of public
drainage facilities or any other drainage systems will be required to drain the remainder of
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the alley not being merged and new dedicated alley to outlets satisfactory to the City
Engineer.
b.

Improve Roscoe Boulevard being dedicated and adjoining the subdivision by the
construction of a new 15-foot wide concrete sidewalk with tree wells, including any
necessary removal and reconstruction of existing improvements.

c.

Improve Cedros Avenue being dedicated and adjoining the subdivision by the construction
of a new 15-foot wide concrete sidewalk with tree wells, or a 5-foot concrete sidewalk and
landscaping of the parkway, including any necessary removal and reconstruction of existing
improvements.

d.

Improve T obias Avenue adjoining the subdivision by the removal the existing sidewalk and
reconstruction a new 12-foot wide full-width concrete sidewalk with tree wells, including any
necessary removal and reconstruction of existing

e.

Improve all newly dedicated cut corners with additional concrete sidewalks.

f.

Close the alley intersection with Roscoe Boulevard being merged, by the construction of new
concrete integral curb and gutter and concrete sidewalk joining the Roscoe Boulevard new
improvement.

g.

Improve the newly dedicated alley by the construction of suitable surfacing to provide a 29foot wide alley from the intersection with the remaining north-south alley to approximately 60
feet easterly thereof, and a 20-foot wide alley from approximately 60 feet easterly of the
intersection with the remaining north-south alley to Tobias Avenue, including a 2-foot
longitudinal center gutter through both sections, and including construction of an alley
intersection with Tobias Avenue, together with any necessary removal and reconstruction of
existing improvements.

NOTES:
The Advisory Agency approval is the maximum number of units permitted under the tract action. However
the existing or proposed zoning may not permit this number of units.
Approval from Board of Public Works may be necessary before removal of any street trees in conjunction
with the improvements in this tract map through Bureau of Street Services Urban Forestry Division.
Satisfactory arrangements shall be made with the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, Power
System, to pay for removal, relocation, replacement or adjustment of power facilities due to this
development. The subdivider must make arrangements for the underground installation of all new utility
lines in conformance with LAMC Section 17.05-N.
The Advisory Agency hereby finds that this tract conforms to the California Water Code, as required by the
Subdivision Map Act.
The subdivider should consult the Department of Water and Power to obtain energy saving design features
which can be incorporated into the final building plans for the subject development. As part of the Total
Energy Management Program of the Department of Water and Power, this no-cost consultation service will
be provided to the subdivider upon his request.
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FINDINGS OF FACT (CEQA)
1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

The City of Los Angeles (the “City”) has evaluated the environmental impacts of implementation of the ICON
at Panorama project by preparing an environmental impact report (“EIR”) (Case Number ENV-2016-1061EIR/State Clearinghouse No. 2016081031). The EIR was prepared in compliance with the California
Environmental Quality Act of 1970, Public Resources Code Section 21000 et seq. (CEQA) and the
California Code of Regulations Title 15, Chapter 6 (the "CEQA Guidelines"). The findings discussed in this
document are made relative to the conclusions of the EIR.
The EIR analyzed the project as originally proposed by the project applicant (referred to here as the
“Original Project”), as well as a series of alternatives to the Project. A comment letter was submitted in
response to the public circulation of the Draft EIR, which contended that the cumulative traffic analysis of
the Original Project was deficient and did not address the 266,000 square-foot commercial expansion of the
adjacent Panorama City Mall, located at 8401 N. Van Nuys Boulevard, as a related project. An application
for the Panorama Mall expansion was received by the City on February 13, 2017, six months after the
issuance of the Notice of Preparation for the ICON Project. The Draft EIR adequately analyzed cumulative
impacts based on assumptions of ambient growth rates and all other closely related past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable probable future projects known at the time of the issuance of the NOP, the
established baseline condition and environmental setting. The Panorama Mall expansion project had not yet
been proposed at that time and was not reasonably foreseeable, and was therefore not included in the
analysis. Moreover, a Lead Agency has the ability to set a reasonable cut-off date to determine baseline
conditions and is not required to continuously update these conditions or a list of related projects.
The City, in its discretion, decided it reasonable to update the baseline to include the Panorama Mall
expansion as a related project based on the size, scope, and location of that project. The City prepared a
revised traffic analysis that included the additional related project, which identified a new additional
significant traffic impact that would result from the Original Project. Accordingly, the City recirculated the
Draft EIR for an additional public review period, as required by CEQA. The Project Applicant and City also
identified an additional project alternative, a reduced project labeled Alternative 5, which would have less
commercial floor area and more residences than the Original Project, and would avoid the additional
significant traffic impact of the Original Project. The City has selected a further reduced project that is a
similar but reduced version of Alternative 5 (referred to as the “Revised Project”). The approved project is
referred to in these Findings as “Revised Project.” The term “Project” is used in these Findings for
statements that are equally applicable to the Original Project, Alternative 5, and the Revised Project; where
a statement applies specifically only to the Original Project, Alternative 5, or the Revised Project, the more
specific terminology is used.
CEQA Section 21002 provides that “public agencies should not approve projects as proposed if there are
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures available which would substantially lessen the
significant environmental effects of such projects[.]” The procedures required by CEQA “are intended to
assist public agencies in systematically identifying both the significant effects of proposed projects and the
feasible alternatives or feasible mitigation measures which will avoid or substantially lessen such significant
effects.” CEQA Section 21002 goes on to state that “in the event [that] specific economic, social, or other
conditions make infeasible such project alternatives or such mitigation measures, individual projects may be
approved in spite of one or more significant effects thereof.”
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The mandate and principles announced in CEQA Section 21002 are implemented, in part, through the
requirement that agencies must adopt findings before approving projects for which EIRs are required. (See
CEQA Section 21081[a]; CEQA Guidelines Section 15091[a].) For each significant environmental impact
identified in an EIR for a proposed project, the approving agency must issue a written finding, based on
substantial evidence in light of the whole record, reaching one or more of the three possible findings, as
follows:
1)

Changes or alterations have been required in, or incorporated into, the project that avoid or
substantially lessen the significant impacts as identified in the EIR.

2)

Such changes or alterations are within the responsibility and jurisdiction of another public
agency and not the agency making the finding. Such changes have been, or can or should
be, adopted by that other agency.

3)

Specific economic, legal, social, technological, other considerations, including
considerations for the provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers,
make infeasible the mitigation measures or alternatives identified in the EIR.

The findings reported in the following pages incorporate the facts and discussions of the environmental
impacts that are found to be significant in the Final Environmental Impact Report for the project as fully set
forth therein. Although Section 15091 of the CEQA Guidelines does not require findings to address
environmental impacts that an EIR identifies as merely “potentially significant”, these findings nevertheless
fully account for all such effects identified in the Final EIR for the purpose of better understanding the full
environmental scope of the Project. For each environmental issue analyzed in the EIR, the following
information is provided:
The findings provided below include the following:
Description of Significant Effects - A description of the environmental effects identified in the EIR.
Project Design Features - A list of the project design features or actions that are included as part of
the Project.
Mitigation Measures - A list of the mitigation measures that are required as part of the Project to
reduce identified significant impacts.
Finding - One or more of the three possible findings set forth above for each of the significant
impacts.
Rationale for Finding - A summary of the rationale for the finding(s).
Reference - A reference of the specific section of the EIR which includes the evidence and
discussion of the identified impact.
With respect to a project for which significant impacts are not avoided or substantially lessened either
through the adoption of feasible mitigation measures or feasible environmentally superior alternatives, a
public agency, after adopting proper findings based on substantial evidence, may nevertheless approve the
project if the agency first adopts a statement of overriding considerations setting forth the specific reasons
why the agency found that the project’s benefits rendered acceptable its unavoidable adverse
environmental effects. (CEQA Guidelines §15093, 15043[b]; see also CeQA § 21081[b].)
Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6(a)(2) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(e), the documents and other
materials that constitute the record of proceedings upon which the City has based its decision are located in
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and may be obtained from the Department of City Planning, as the custodian of such documents and other
materials that constitute the record of proceedings, located at City Hall, 200 North Spring Street, Room 750,
Los Angeles, CA 90012.
1.2

RECORD OF PROCEEDINGS

For purposes of CEQA and these Findings, the Record of Proceedings for the Project includes (but is not
limited to) the following documents and other materials that constitute the administrative record upon which
the City approved the Revised Project. The following information is incorporated by reference and made
part of the record supporting these Findings of Fact:
All Project plans and application materials including supportive technical reports;
The Draft EIR and Appendices (April 2017), Revised Draft EIR (August 2017), and Final EIR and
Appendices (February 2018), and all documents relied upon or incorporated therein by reference;
The Mitigation Monitoring Program (MMP) prepared for the Project;
The City of Los Angeles General Plan and related EIR;
The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)’s 2016-2040 Regional T ransportation
Plan/Sustainable Communities Strategy (RTP/SCS) and related EIR (SCH No. 2015031035);
Municipal Code of the City of Los Angeles, including but not limited to the Zoning Ordinance and
Subdivision Ordinance;
All records of decision, resolutions, staff reports, memoranda, maps, exhibits, letters, minutes of
meetings, summaries, and other documents approved, reviewed, relied upon, or prepared by any
City commissions, boards, officials, consultants, or staff relating to the Project;
Any documents expressly cited in these Findings of Fact, in addition to those cited above; and
Any and all other materials required for the record of proceedings by Public Resources Code
Section 21167.6(e).
Pursuant to CEQA Section 21081.6(a)(2) and CEQA Guidelines Section 15091(e), the documents and other
materials that constitute the record of proceedings upon which the City has based its decision are located in
and may be obtained from the Department of City Planning, as the custodian of such documents and other
materials that constitute the record of proceedings, located at City Hall, 200 North Spring Street, Room 750,
Los Angeles, CA 90012.
2.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

2.1

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING

The Project is located in the Panorama City area of the central San Fernando Valley in the City of Los
Angeles. Regional access to the Project Site is provided via Roscoe Boulevard, Van Nuys Boulevard, State
Route 170 (SR-170), and the San Diego Freeway (I-405). The nearest freeway access is the San Diego
Freeway via Roscoe Boulevard, approximately 1.1 miles west from the Project Site. Local access to the
Project Site is provided via Roscoe Boulevard, Tobias Avenue, and Cedros Avenue. The addresses for the
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Project Site are 14651-14697 W. Roscoe Boulevard, 8300-8406 N. Cedros Avenue, and 8313-8413 N.
Tobias Avenue. The Project Site is approximately 8.9 acres and is bound by Roscoe Boulevard to the
south, Tobias Avenue to the east, Cedros Avenue to the west, and existing multi-family residences to the
north. Existing land uses within the Project Site include three commercial structures totaling approximately
172,500 square feet of floor area and a surface parking area. All of the existing structures have been
unoccupied since 2003, and a chain-link fence surrounds the Project Site. A Montgomery Ward store, an
automobile repair shop, and a restaurant formerly occupied the buildings. An existing public alley runs from
Chase Street southward through the Project Site.
2.2

PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS

The Project includes the demolition of the existing structures and surface parking lot, and the development
of a mixed-use project with multi-family residences, commercial space, and associated parking facilities.
The Project includes commercial land uses in one- and two-story buildings, residential buildings, and a
parking structure for the commercial land uses.
The Original Project analyzed in the Draft EI R included the demolition of the existing structures and surface
parking lot, and the development of a mixed-use project with 422 multi-family residences totaling
approximately 384,000 square feet of residential floor area, approximately 200,000 square feet of
commercial space, and associated parking facilities. The Original Project also included commercial land
uses in five separate one- and two-story buildings, two separate seven-story residential buildings (five
stories of residential over two levels of aboveground residential parking), and a six-level parking structure for
the commercial land uses. Open space amenities would be provided for the Original Project residents at
the residential buildings.
In response to comments on the Draft EIR, and in order to include consideration of a proposed expansion at
the adjacent Panorama Mall as a related project, the City prepared a revised traffic analysis that included
the additional related project. The revised traffic analysis identified a new additional significant traffic impact
that would result from the Original Project at the intersection of Roscoe Boulevard and the I-405 Freeway
southbound ramps. The Project Applicant and City also identified an additional project alternative, a
reduced project labeled Alternative 5, which would have less commercial floor area and more residences
than the Original Project, and would avoid the additional significant traffic impact of the Original Project.
Partly in response to comments received on the Draft EIR, and the subsequent traffic analysis of the
Revised Draft EIR, the City requested that the Project Applicant consider a revised project alternative to
reduce the significant and unavoidable cumulative traffic impacts identified in the Revised Draft EIR. This
alternative was labelled “Alternative 5” and included in Section 3, Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections,
of the Final EIR. Alternative 5 is a reduced commercial use project, which includes less commercial space
and more residential units than the Original Project.
Alternative 5 would result in the construction of a mixed-use project with 675 multi-family residences totaling
approximately 615,000 square feet of residential floor area, approximately 60,000 square feet of commercial
space, and associated parking facilities. The residential units would be developed along Cedros Avenue in
the western, central, and northern portions of the Project Site. The commercial land uses would be
developed in the southern (Roscoe Boulevard) and eastern (Tobias Avenue) portions of the Project Site.
An approximately 16,895-square-foot public plaza would be located along Tobias Avenue, which would
function as a passive landscaped and hardscaped area for visitors and residents.
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The Revised Project approved by the City is a slightly reduced version of Alternative 5 that would eliminate
some significant unavoidable impacts and reduce several other impacts compared to the Original Project,
and would have substantially similar impacts compared to Alternative 5. The Revised Project includes 623
multi-family residences totaling approximately 515,571 square feet of residential floor area, approximately
60,000 square feet of commercial space, and associated parking facilities. As compared to Alternative 5,
the Revised Project has 52 less residential units, approximately 99,430 square feet less residential floor
area, and the same commercial floor area.
2.3

PROJECT OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the Project are as follows:
1) Provide for the efficient and functional development of an underutilized site, which is designated to
allow for regional commercial development, through the replacement of vacant buildings and
surface parking lots with new housing and commercial uses to meet community and regional
demands;
a. Develop new housing to meet the needs of existing residents and projected population growth
within the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan area.
b. Provide for safe pedestrian and bicycle connectivity between the Project’s residential and
commercial areas, adjacent commercial uses, and nearby transit facilities.
c.

Promote pedestrian activity in the area by removing paved surface parking lots and vacant
buildings, and activating the street frontage with ground level retail and commercial uses,
sidewalks, street trees, and landscaping.

2) Foster local economic development and job creation in the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North
Hills Community Plan Area and the San Fernando Valley; and
a. Develop a project with a balanced mix of uses to act as a catalyst and encourage investment in
the commercial district.
b. Provide permanent job opportunities and temporary construction jobs.
c.

Meet the demand from the immediate and surrounding community for a destination commercial
center that includes diverse commercial uses and services, and pedestrian amenities.

3) Eliminate blight and enhance the visual quality of Panorama City by providing a new and attractive
development in Panorama City.
a. Support infill development in an existing urban area with adequare infrastructure and public
transit access to support the planned density of the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills
Community Plan area.
b. Enhance the identity and appearance of the district by designing an integrated and
architecturally-unified mixed-use development.
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ACTIONS REQUIRED

The approvals requested by the Project Applicant include the following:
1) Vesting T entative T ract Map to vacate the existing alley and for the subdivision of an approximately
8.9-acre (393,571 square foot) site into 6 lots (1 master lots and 5 airspace lots) for a mixed-use
development, and a Haul Route for the import of 14,000 cubic yards of soil;
2)

Vesting Zone Change pursuant to Section 12.32-F from the [Q]C2-1-CDO and [Q]P-1-CDO zones to
the (T)(Q)C2-1-CDO zone over the entire site and request to modify [Q] Condition related to
signage;

3) Master Conditional Use Permit for on-site and off-site alcoholic beverage sales;
4) Conditional Use Permit for Commercial Corner Development to permit restaurants with extended
hours of operation past 11:00 pm, and a maximum building height of 85 feet in lieu of a maximum
height of 45 feet;
5) Site Plan Review for a development project which creates over 50,000 square feet of non-residential
floor area and over 50 dwelling units;
6) Design Review Plan Approval for a mixed-use development within the Panorama City Community
Design Overlay;
7) Director’s Decision for a 10 percent reduction in the required open space;
8) Demolition, grading, excavation, and building permits; and
9) Other permits, ministerial or discretionary, may be necessary in order to execute and implement the
Project. Such approvals may include, but are not limited to: landscaping approvals, exterior
approvals, permits for driveway curb cuts, storm water discharge permits, and installation and
hookup approvals for public utilities and related permits.
3.

CEQA REVIEW AND PUBLIC PARTICIPATION

For purposes of CEQA and these Findings, the Record of Proceedings for the Project described in Section
1.2 above includes (but is not limited to) the following documents:
Notice of Preparation. In compliance with CEQA Guidelines §15375 and §15082, the City published the
Notice of Preparation (the "NOP”), which was sent to responsible agencies and members of the public for a
30-day review period starting on August 9, 2016 and ending on September 9, 2016, identifying the scope of
the environmental issues. The NOP and responses to the NOP from agencies and interested parties are
included in Appendix A to the Draft EIR.
Public Scoping Meeting. In compliance with CEQA Guidelines §15206 and §15082(c)(1), as a project of
regional significance, a Public Scoping Meeting was held on August 17, 2016, at Panorama High School
(8015 Van Nuys Boulevard, Panorama City, CA 91402) to give the public the opportunity to provide
comments as related to the Project and the scope and focus of the EIR.
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Draft EIR. The Draft EIR for the Project, which is incorporated herein by reference in full, was prepared
pursuant to CEQA and State, Agency, and City of Los Angeles (City) CeQa Guidelines (Public Resources
Code Section 21000, et seq., 14 California Code of Regulations Section 15000, et seq., City of Los Angeles
Environmental Quality Act Guidelines). The Draft EIR evaluated in detail the potential environmental effects
of the Project. The Draft EIR also analyzed the effects of four alternatives to the Project, as described
below. These included a No Project Alternative, Reduced Project, All Commercial Project, and By-Right
Project.
The Draft EI R was distributed for public review (including the State Clearinghouse) on April 6, 2017 for a 47day review period with the comment period expiring on May 22, 2017. A Notice of Availability (NOA) was
distributed to all property owners within 500 feet of the Project Site and to interested parties, which informed
them of where they could view the document and how to comment. The Draft EIR was available to the
public at City Hall, Department of City Planning, and the following local libraries: Los Angeles Central
Library, Mid-Valley Regional Library, and Panorama City Branch Library. A copy of the document was also
posted online at https://planning.lacity.org/eir/IconAtPanorama/IconAtPanoramaCoverPg.html. Notices were
filed with the County Clerk on April 6, 2017.
Revised Draft EIR. Pursuant to CEQA Guidelines §15088.5, a Revised Draft EIR was prepared to provide
the public an opportunity to review and comment on the changes to the Original Project’s traffic analysis
based on the addition of the Panorama City Mall expansion. The revision was limited to the addition of the
Panorama Mall expansion project to the related projects list in Draft EIR Section III (Environmental Setting)
and an update to the entire Draft EIR Section IV.K (Transportation/Traffic).
The Revised Draft EIR was distributed for public review (including the State Clearinghouse) on August 31,
2017 for a 47-day review period with the comment period expiring on October 16, 2017. A Notice of
Availability (NOA) was distributed to all property owners within 500 feet of the Project Site and to interested
parties, which informed them of where they could view the document and how to comment. The Draft EIR
was available to the public at City Hall, Department of City Planning, and the following local libraries: Los
Angeles Central Library, Mid-Valley Regional Library, and Panorama City Branch Library. A copy of the
document
was
also
posted
online
at
https://planning.lacity.org/eir/IconAtPanorama/IconAtPanoramaCoverPg.html. Notices were filed with the
County Clerk on August 31, 2017.
Notice of Completion. A Notice of Completion was sent with the Draft EIR to the Governor’s Office of
Planning and Research State Clearinghouse on April 6, 2017, and notice was provided in newspapers of
general and/or regional circulation. A Notice of Completion was sent with the Revised Draft EIR to the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research State Clearinghouse on August 31, 2017, and notice was
provided in newspapers of general and/or regional circulation.
Final EIR. A total of 13 comment letters were received by the close of the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR
public comment periods. The specific and general responses to comments are in Section 2 (Responses to
Comments) of the Final EIR. Responses to public agency comments were distributed to those public
agencies on February 23, 2018.
The Final EIR was distributed on February 23, 2018. The Final EIR has been prepared by the City in
accordance with CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines. The City has relied on Section 15084(d)(2) of the CEQA
Guidelines that allows contracting with another entity, public or private, to prepare the EIR. The City has
reviewed drafts of all portions of the EIR and subjected them to its own review and analysis. The Final EIR
that was released for public review reflected the independent judgment of the City.
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Errata. An errata was prepared on March 23, 2018 to correct the number of significant unavoidable traffic
impacts for Alternative 3, and to correct language in the Final EIR regarding the Environmentally Superior
Alternative.
4.

NO IMPACT OR LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS WITHOUT MITIGATION

Impacts of the Original Project that were determined to have no impact or be less than significant in the EIR
(including as a result of implementation of project design features and regulatory compliance measures) and
that require no mitigation are identified below. The impact area and the appropriate section number follow
the impact titling and follow the numbering conventions used in the EIR. The City has reviewed the record
and agrees with the conclusion that the following environmental issues would not be significantly affected by
Alternative 5 or the Revised Project and, therefore, no additional findings are needed.
These findings do not repeat the full discussions of environmental impacts contained in the EIR. The City
ratifies, adopts, and incorporates the analysis, explanation, findings, responses to comments, and
conclusions of the EIR. The City adopts the reasoning of the EIR, City staff reports, and presentations
regarding the Project.
AESTHETICS
The EIR discussed the impacts related to aesthetics in Section VII of the Draft EIR.
SB 743
Senate Bill (SB) 743, effective January 1, 2014, made several changes to CEQA for projects located in
areas served by transit. Among other changes, SB 743 eliminates the need to evaluate aesthetic and
parking impacts of a project in some circumstances. Specifically, aesthetic and parking impacts of a
residential, mixed-use residential, or employment center project on an infill site within a Transit Priority Area
(TPA) shall not be considered to have a significant impact on the environment.
On February 10, 2016, the City circulated Zoning Information File No. 2452 to clarify the locations of TPAs
within the City, and to reaffirm that aesthetic impacts shall not be considered a significant impact on the
environment when the provisions of SB 743 apply. The Project Site is within a TPA, and therefore, the
Project’s impacts on visual resources, aesthetic character, shade and shadow, light and glare, scenic vistas,
State- and City-designated scenic highways, and parking are not considered to be significant per SB 743
and Zoning Information File No. 2452. Notwithstanding the mandate imposed by SB 743, the following
aesthetic analysis for the Project is provided for informational purposes only.
Scenic Vistas
Implementation of the Project would not substantially affect any scenic vistas, since scenic vistas available
from the Project area are largely obscured by existing development. Pursuant to SB 743, the Project would
not result in impacts related to scenic vistas.
Scenic Resources
The Project Site is not located within a State-designated scenic highway or associated view corridor.
Consequently, the Project Site does not contain any trees, rock outcroppings, or historic buildings that are
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within a state scenic highway or associated corridor. Pursuant to SB 743, the Project would result in no
impact to scenic resources within a state scenic highway. .
Visual Character
While the Project would introduce taller buildings than what exist in the surrounding uses, the Project would
be consistent with the urban viewshed of the surrounding area and with the type of development that can be
developed at a regional commercial site. In addition to the increased height, the Project’s proposed
buildings would increase the building mass on the Project Site. The resulting buildings would be visually
prominent in the immediately surrounding area compared to the existing uses at the Project Site. This
increased visibility would occur on nearby roadways and adjoining sidewalks bordering the site, and the
greater height and mass would increase the visibility of the Project Site from nearby residential and
commercial properties. Even with increased prominence, however, the Project would be consistent with the
urban viewshed of the surrounding area and with the type of development that can be developed at a
regional commercial site, and as such, would be visually integrated with the character of the area in a
general sense.
The Project would be an urban-scale development that would be reflective of the expected visual character
of the area as it develops as part of the Panorama City revitalization efforts and in accordance with adopted
land use plans. The Project has been designed to create a vibrant community and pedestrian-oriented
streetscape and circulation. The Project complements the scale and grain of the regional commercial area
along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor while contributing an architecturally unique Project as part of the
revitalization of the area. The fa?ade of the Project is designed with varying materials and treatments to
create a unique street frontage while maintaining the pedestrian experience at street level with high groundfloor fa?ade transparency. The Project’s architectural material selection and color palette would contribute
toward aesthetic appeal in the area. The design alternates different textures, colors, materials, and
distinctive architectural treatments to add visual interest while avoiding dull and repetitive facades.
As part of the Project, landscaping and material improvements to the public right-of-way along adjoining
streets is integrated into the design, facilitating pedestrian activity. Overall, the Project is designed and
oriented to connect the site as regional commercial use with the Van Nuys Boulevard commercial corridor.
As a result of the proposed building’s architectural style and urban design on the Project Site, the proposed
Project would be effectively integrated into the aesthetics of the urban viewshed by means of its location
within a TPA and its design, architecture, size, massing, and location as well as with future developments
that would serve to revitalize this area. Pursuant to SB 743, the visual character impact associated with
architectural style and urban design would result in no impacts.
Nighttime Light
It is anticipated that the amount of light emanating from the Project would represent an increase over
current light levels. Even so, compliance with City’s regulatory compliance measures would require outdoor
lighting to be designed and installed with shielding so that the light source cannot be seen from adjacent
residential properties, the public right-of-way, nor from above. Pursuant to SB 743, no significant lighting
impacts would occur.
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Daytime Glare
The Project would incorporate both solid and glass surfaces. Exterior portions of the proposed building
would use various non-reflective material designed to minimize the transmission of glare from buildings. The
Project’s residential and commercial parking would be primarily located within parking structures screened
from the street, and some surface parking areas interior to the site, minimizing potential glare from vehicles.
Compliance with the City’s regulatory compliance measure would require the exterior of the proposed
building to be constructed of high-performance, non-reflective materials to minimize glare and reflected
heat. Moreover, the Project would not use polished metals in its design. Pursuant to SB 743, impacts
would not be significant.
Cumulative Impacts
The development of cumulative projects is expected to occur in accordance with adopted plans and
regulations, which would result in individual review of the visual character of each project to ensure
consistency and that design standards are compatible with existing land uses. In addition, similar to the
Project, the cumulative projects would be required to submit a landscape plan to the City for review and
approval.
FINDINGS
As the Revised Project would be of a compatible design as the Original Project, impacts with respect to
aesthetics would remain unchanged. Based on SB 743 and the EIR analysis and the whole of the record,
the City finds that Revised Project impacts and cumulative impacts related to scenic vistas, scenic
resources, visual character, nighttime light, and daytime glare would not result in any significant impacts.
AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST RESOURCES
The EIR discussed the impacts related to agricultural and forest resources in Section VII of the Draft EIR.
The Project Site is developed with vacant commercial structures and associated surface parking lot areas,
and is located in a developed area of the City. Neither the Project site nor the surrounding area are
designated as Prime Farmland, Unique Farmland, or Farmland of Statewide Importance. Neither the
Project Site nor the surrounding area are under a Williamson Act contract. The Project Site is not zoned for
forest land, timberland, or timberland production land uses. No forest land exists on or in the vicinity of the
Project Site, and Project implementation would not result in the loss or conversion of forest land. Therefore,
no impacts to agricultural and forest resources will occur. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Development of the Project in combination with the related projects would not result in the conversion of
State-designated agricultural land from agricultural use to a non-agricultural use nor result in the loss of
forest land or conversion of forest land to non-forest use. Neither the Project Site nor surrounding area are
currently used and/or is designated for use as agriculture or forest land, or zoned for agricultural uses or
forest land, timberland, or timberland production. Thus, neither the Project nor the related projects would
result in the conversion of existing agricultural uses or zoning to a non-agricultural use, nor result in the loss
of forest land, timberland, timberland production or zoning, or the conversion of forest land to non-forest
use.
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FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site as the Original Project and, therefore, would
also result in no impact with respect to agricultural and forest resources. Based on the EIR analysis and the
whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project would cause no impact and no cumulative impact
related to agricultural and forest resources.
AIR QUALITY
The EIR discussed the impacts related to air quality in Section IV.A of the Draft EIR and Section III of the
Final EIR. The following discussion addresses impacts with respect to air quality plan consistency, mass
daily construction emissions, localized construction and operational emissions, toxic air contaminants, and
odors, which have no impact or are less than significant and do not require mitigation. Mass daily
operational air quality emissions are addressed in Section 6, further below.
Air Quality Plan Consistency
The Project would comply with all South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) rules and
regulations that are in effect at the time of development. The Project would not exceed the growth
projections of the Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP), and, as such, would not conflict with the 2012
AQMP or jeopardize attainment of State and national ambient air quality standards in the area under the
jurisdiction of the SCAQMD. Impacts would be less than significant with respect to consistency with the
AQMP.
The Project would be consistent with goals, objectives, and policies set forth in the City’s General Plan Air
Quality Element, as it would be generally consistent with the applicable air quality policies discussed above.
Therefore, no impact would occur with respect to consistency with the applicable air quality policies in the
General Plan.
Mass Daily Construction Emissions
The mass daily regional construction-related emissions generated during the Project construction phase
would not exceed the thresholds of significance recommended by SCAQMD. Therefore, this impact would
be less than significant.
Localized Construction and Operational Emissions
Emissions during the remaining construction phases would not exceed SCAQMD’s Localized Significance
Thresholds for the specified pollutants. Therefore, impacts related to localized pollutant concentrations
during construction would be less than significant.
On-site operational emissions generated by the proposed uses would not approach the established
SCAQMD localized thresholds. Therefore, this impact would be less than significant.
Toxic Air Contaminants (TACs)
Construction activities associated with the Project would be short-term in nature. Estimation of the cancer risk
from diesel particulate matter assumes long-term exposure to the pollutant of 70 years. Therefore, the health
risk from air pollutants generated during Project construction would be less than significant.
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Typical sources of acutely and chronically hazardous TACs include industrial truck stops and warehouse
distribution facilities, neither of which would be included as part of the Project. The proposed commercial uses
are not sensitive receptors for TACs. Additionally, the proposed use would not be a significant TAC source.
Therefore, the impact of the Project operation would be less than significant.
Odors
Potential sources that may emit odors during construction activities include equipment exhaust. Odors from
these sources would be localized and generally confined to the immediate area surrounding the Project Site.
The Project would use typical construction techniques, and the odors would be typical of most construction
sites and temporary and intermittent in nature. Therefore, construction of the Project would result in less-thansignificant impacts related to odors.
The Project operation involves no elements related to industrial or other odor-generating land uses, no
objectionable odors are anticipated. Therefore, the potential impacts associated with objectionable odors
would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
Construction emissions associated with the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD’s thresholds of
significance. Therefore, the cumulative impact of the Project’s construction emissions would be considered
less than significant.
With respect to TACs, the construction activities associated with the Project and related projects would be
similar to other development projects in the City, and would be subject to the regulations and laws relating to
toxic air pollutants at the regional, State, and federal level that would protect sensitive receptors from
substantial concentrations of these emissions. In addition, and similar to the Project, related projects
construction activity would not result in long-term substantial sources of TAC emissions and would not
combine with the Project to generate ongoing TAC emissions. Therefore, cumulative TAC emissions from
the Project and related projects would be less than significant.
With respect to cumulative odor impacts, SCAQMD Rules 1108 and 1113 limit the amount of VOC from
cutback asphalt and architectural coatings and solvents, respectively. Based on mandatory compliance with
SCAQMD Rules, it is reasonably anticipated that construction activities and materials used in the
construction of the Project and related projects would not combine to create objectionable odors.
Therefore, cumulative odor impacts would be less than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would result in the same scope of construction as the Original Project, and would
generate fewer daily vehicle trips than the Original Project. (See Section 6, below, regarding mass daily
operational emissions, which would be significant and unavoidable.) Therefore, based on the EIR analysis
and the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project impacts and cumulative impacts related
to air quality plan consistency, mass daily construction emissions, localized construction and operational
emissions, toxic air contaminants, and odors would be less than significant.
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BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES
The EIR discussed the impacts related to biological resources in Section VII of the Draft EIR. The following
discussion addresses impacts with respect to special status species, riparian habitat/wetlands, migratory
wildlife corridors, the City’s tree preservation ordinance, and habitat conservation plans, which are less than
significant and do not require mitigation.
Candidate, Sensitive, or Special Status Species
The Project Site does not contain any habitat capable of sustaining any species identified as a candidate,
sensitive, or special status species in local or regional plans, policies, or regulations, or by the California
Department of Fish and Wildlife or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Additionally, there are no known locally
designated natural communities at the Project Site or in the immediate vicinity, nor is the Project Site
located immediately adjacent to undeveloped natural open space or a natural water source that may
otherwise serve as habitat for State- or federally-listed species. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Riparian Habitat and Wetlands
The Project Site does not support any riparian or wetland habitat or other sensitive habitat areas.
Implementation of the Project would not result in any adverse impacts to riparian habitat, wetlands, or other
sensitive natural communities. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Migratory Fish or Wildlife
There are no wildlife corridors or native wildlife nursery sites in the Project vicinity. However, existing on-site
trees would be removed (and replaced) during construction of the Project, and these trees, along with the
street trees, may provide temporary suitable habitat for nesting migratory birds, which are protected under
the federal Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA). The MBTA, which is an international treaty ratified in 1918,
protects migratory nongame native bird species (as listed in 50 C.F.R. Section 10.13) and their nests.
Additionally, Section 3503, 3503.5, and 3513 of the California Fish and Game Code prohibit take of all birds
and their active nests, including raptors and other migratory nongame birds (as listed under the MBTA).
The Project would be required to comply with these existing federal and State laws (i.e., MBTA and
California Fish and Game Code, respectively). Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Tree Preservation Ordinance
An arborist concluded that no protected trees exist on the Project Site. The tree assessment also inspected
adjacent properties and determined that there are no protected trees present. Therefore, construction of
the Project would not affect any protected trees and impacts would be less than significant.
Conservation Plans
The Project Site and its vicinity are not part of any draft or adopted Habitat Conservation Plan, Natural
Community Conservation Plan, or other approved local, regional, or State habitat conservation plan.
Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Since the Project would cause no impact to biological resources, it would not contribute to any significant
cumulative impact to biological resources.
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FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site as the Original Project and, therefore, would
also result in no impact with respect to biological resources. Based on the EIR analysis and the whole of
the record, the City finds that the Revised Project would cause no impact and no cumulative impact related
to biological resources.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
The EIR discussed the impacts related to cultural resources in Section IV.B and Section VII of the Draft EIR.
The following discussion addresses impacts with respect to historic resources, paleontological resources,
and human remains, which are less than significant and do not require mitigation. Project impacts with
respect to archaeological resources are addressed in Section 5, further below.
Historic Resources
The technical report prepared for this Project (Appendix C to the Draft EI R) fully evaluated the significance
of the two buildings associated with the Montgomery Ward store on the Project Site. The evaluation
considered three historic contexts: (1) Suburban Planning and Development, (2) Neighborhood and
Regional Shopping Centers, and (3) Stand Alone Department Stores. The evaluation concluded that the
Montgomery Ward store on the Project Site at 14665 Roscoe Boulevard is not a historical resource under
CEQA because it is not associated with the significant Panorama City master planning effort described in
the Suburban Planning and Development context; is not associated with a good example of any of the
shopping center or regional mall forms discussed in the Neighborhood and Regional Shopping Centers
context, nor is it a good example of a well-designed stand-alone Department Store. For these reasons, the
Montgomery Ward store is not significant under any of these criteria, and as such, no impact would occur
with removal of the Montgomery Ward building.
Paleontological Resources and Geologic Features
No unique geologic features are located on the Project site, which is developed with three vacant
commercial buildings and surface parking lot areas. The Project Site and immediate surrounding area do
not contain any known vertebrate paleontological resources. Nonetheless, should paleontological
resources be discovered during grading or construction, existing regulatory requirements would require the
City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety to be notified immediately, and all work to cease in
the area of the find until a qualified paleontologist evaluates the find. The required compliance would
ensure that the found deposits would be treated in accordance with federal, State, and local guidelines,
including those set forth in PRC Section 21083.2. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
Human Remains
It is unknown whether human remains are located at the Project Site. Any human remains that may have
existed near the site surface are likely to have been disturbed or previously removed. Even so, should
human remains be encountered unexpectedly during grading or construction activities, State Health and
Safety Code Section 7050.5 requires that no further disturbance shall occur until the County Coroner has
made the necessary findings as to origin and disposition pursuant to PRC Section 5097.98. If human
remains of Native American origin are discovered during Project construction, compliance with State laws,
which fall within the jurisdiction of the Native American Heritage Commission, relating to the disposition of
Native American burials would be required. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant.
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Cumulative Impacts
Since the Project would cause no impact to historic resources and a less-than-significant impact to
paleontological resources and human remains, it would not contribute to any significant cumulative impact
to cultural resources.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site as the Original Project and, therefore, would
also result in no impact with respect to historic resources and a less-than-significant impact with respect to
paleontological resources and human remains. Based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the
City finds that the Revised Project would cause no impact and no cumulative impact related to historic
resources and a less-than-significant impact to paleontological resources and human remains.
GEOLOGY AND SOILS
The EIR discussed the impacts related to geology and soils in Section IV.C and Section VII of the Draft EIR.
The following discussion addresses all potential geology and soils impacts, which are less than significant
and do not require mitigation.
Fault Rupture
The Project Site is not located within a designated Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. The nearest active
fault is the Northridge Fault, approximately three miles from the Project Site. Thus, the potential for future
surface rupture on site is very low. Moreover, the Project Site is not within a Preliminary Fault Rupture
Study Area. Additionally, the City of Los Angeles Building Code, with which the proposed Project would be
required to comply, contains construction requirements to ensure habitable structures are built to a level
such that they can withstand acceptable seismic risk. Therefore, impacts related to ground rupture from
known earthquake faults would be less than significant.
Seismic Ground Shaking
The Project Site is within the seismically active Southern California region and is, therefore, susceptible to
ground shaking during a seismic event, and it is likely the Project would be affected by future earthquakes.
However, Project construction would be consistent with all applicable provisions of the Los Angeles Building
Code, the recommendations of the Project’s Geotechnical Report (see Appendix D to the Draft EIR), and
conditions of approval from City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety’s (LADBS) Grading
Division. Conformance with current Los Angeles Building Code requirements would minimize the potential
for structures on the Project Site to sustain substantial damage during an earthquake as modern buildings
are designed to resist ground shaking through the use of shear panels, moment frames, and reinforcement.
Furthermore, although the Project Site is located approximately three miles from the nearest "active” faults
(Northridge and Verdugo Faults), and other faults on a regional level, the potential seismic hazard to the
Project Site would not be higher than in most areas of the City or elsewhere in the region. Therefore, risks
related to strong seismic ground shaking would be less than significant.
Liquefaction
The Project Site is not located within a State- or City-designated area identified as susceptible to
liquefaction. In addition, the Geotechnical Report determined that the potential for liquefaction is considered
extremely low as the current and historic groundwater levels are more than 50 feet below existing grade.
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The Project, nonetheless, would be required to comply with the current Los Angeles Building Code, which
incorporates (with local amendments) the latest editions of the International Building Code and California
Building Code. Compliance with the Los Angeles Building Code includes incorporation of seismic standards
appropriate to the Project Site and its seismic design category, which takes into consideration seismicrelated ground failure. Additionally, the Project would be required to comply with the design
recommendations enumerated in the Geotechnical Report for the Project, which includes seismic design
considerations, and the conditions of approval from LADBS Grading Division. Thus, the required
compliance with the Los Angeles Building Code and the Geotechnical Report for the Project would ensure
the proposed development is built to a level such that it can withstand acceptable seismic risk. Therefore,
impacts related to seismic-related ground failure, including liquefaction, would be less than significant.
Landslides
The Project Site is not located within an area identified by the City as having a potential for landslides, or of
a known landslide. The Project Site and surrounding area consist of relatively flat topography. The Project
Site is not in the path of any known or potential landslides. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Substantial Erosion/Loss of Topsoil
The Project would not cause geologic hazards related to instability from soil erosion with compliance with
the regulatory requirements, site-specific recommendations in the Geotechnical Report, and conditions from
the Grading Division of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety that address potential soil
erosion hazards during Project construction and operation. Therefore, construction and operation impacts
associated with sedimentation or soil erosion would be less than significant.
Soil Stability
With compliance with the regulatory requirements of the California Building Code, City of Los Angeles
Building Code, site-specific recommendations in the Geotechnical Report, and conditions from the Grading
Division of the City of Los Angeles Department of Building and Safety, impacts associated with on- or off
site landside, lateral spreading, subsidence, liquefaction or collapse would be less than significant.
Expansive Soils
The on-site soil materials have a very low potential to be expansive. Even so, construction of the Project
would be required to comply with the California Building Code and Los Angeles Building Code, which
include building foundation requirements appropriate to site-specific conditions, the recommendations
enumerated in the Geotechnical Report for the Project, and the conditions of approval from LADBS Grading
Division. Therefore, impacts associated with expansive soils would be less than significant.
Septic Tanks
The Project Site is located in a developed area of the City, which is served by a wastewater collection,
conveyance, and treatment system operated by the City. The Project would connect to the existing
wastewater system. No septic tanks or alternative disposal systems are necessary, nor are they proposed.
Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Geologic, soils, and seismicity impacts are typically confined to contiguous properties or a localized area
(generally within a 500-foot radius) in which concurrent construction projects in close proximity could be
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subject to the same fault rupture system or other geologic hazards or exacerbate erosion impacts. The
Project Site is not located within an Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone. In addition, City regulations and
building codes require the consideration of seismic loads in structural design. For these reasons, Project
implementation is not expected to result in a considerable contribution to cumulatively significant impacts
related to substantial damage from fault rupture or seismic ground shaking to structures, infrastructure, or
human safety, when considered together with the related projects.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site and subject to the same Building Code
requirements as the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the
City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to fault rupture, seismic ground
shaking, liquefaction, landslides, substantial erosion/loss of topsoil, soil stability, expansive soils, and septic
tanks would be less than significant.
GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
The EIR discussed the impacts related to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in Section IV.D of the Draft
EIR. The following discussion addresses all potential GHG emission impacts; these cumulative impacts are
less than significant and do not require mitigation.
GHG Emissions Generation
Project operation would result in annual emissions of 15,467 MTCO2e. The breakdown of emissions by
source category shows approximately less than 1 percent from area sources, 24 percent from energy
consumption, 72 percent from mobile sources, 1 percent from solid waste generation, 1 percent from water
supply, treatment, and distribution, and less than 1 percent from construction activities. Alternative 5 would
generate less vehicle trips than the Project, resulting in fewer GHG emissions during operations at the
Project Site. Compliance with a GHG emissions reduction plan renders a less-than-significant impact, since
compliance with the plans indicates that the project would not generate greenhouse gas emissions that may
have a significant impact on the environment. The Project’s design features comply with or exceed
performance-based standards included in the regulations outlined in the state Climate Change Scoping
Plan (AB32 Scoping Plan), SCAG’s 2016 RTC/SCS, and the City’s LA Green Plan. The Project would be
consistent with the applicable GHG reduction plans and policies. Therefore, the impact of the Project would
be less than significant.
Consistency with Applicable Plans and Policies
The Project’s design features comply with or exceed the regulations and reduction actions/strategies
outlined in the Climate Change Scoping Plan, 2016 RTP/SCS, and the LA Green Plan. These strategies
and measures have been implemented on the State level through the 2016 Title 24 CalGreen Code and on
the local level by the City of Los Angeles Green Building Code. Therefore, the Project would not conflict
with an applicable plan, policy or regulation for the purpose of reducing the emissions of GHGs. The impact
of the Project would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
All projects in the state and City, which include the related projects, are subject to policies and regulations
which work to achieve the state’s GHG reduction goals, and include state and local green building
standards, along with other statewide programs designed to reduce GHG emissions, such as mobile source
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emissions reductions, fuel standards, and conversion of electricity generation from carbon fuel sources to
renewable sources. For these reasons, and since the Project is consistent with GHG reduction goals and
policies, the contribution of the Project to the cumulative effect of global climate change is not considered to
be cumulatively considerable.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would have fewer associated GHG emissions compared to the Original Project. The
Revised Project would be required to comply with the same regulations as identified for the Original Project.
The Revised Project would have a less-than-significant impact with respect to GHG emissions and
consistency with plans and policies. Based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds
that the Revised Project’s cumulative impacts related to GHG emissions and consistency with applicable
plans and policies would be less than significant.
HAZARDS AND HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
The EIR discussed the impacts related to hazards and hazardous materials in Section IV.E of the Draft EIR.
The following discussion addresses all potential hazards and hazardous materials impacts, which are less
than significant and do not require mitigation.
Transport of Hazardous Materials
All potentially hazardous materials would be contained, stored, and used in accordance with manufacturers’
instructions and handled in compliance with applicable federal, State, and local regulations. Any associated
risk would be adequately reduced to a less-than-significant level through compliance with these standards
and regulations. Therefore, the Project would not create a significant hazard to the public or the
environment through the routine transport, use, or disposal of hazardous materials. A less-than-significant
impact would occur.
Release of Hazardous Materials
During construction, all asbestos-, lead-, and PCB-containing materials would be removed in accordance
with applicable regulatory requirements. Specifically, in accordance with SCAQMD Rule 1403, Asbestos
Emissions from Demolition/Renovation Activities, prior to demolition activities associated with the Project,
the Project Applicant would implement remediation or abatement before any disturbance occurs. Leadcontaminated debris and other wastes must also be managed and disposed of in accordance with
applicable provisions of the California Health and Safety Code. Furthermore, any materials found to contain
PCBs must be removed and disposed in accordance with all applicable local, State and federal regulations
including, but not limited to California Code of Regulations, Title 22, and EPA 40 CFR. Compliance with
these regulatory requirements would minimize risks associated with the presence of ACMs, LBPs, and
PCBs, which would result in a less-than-significant impact.
There is no evidence of hazardous materials present in Project Site soils that would pose a possible health
risk during construction or operation of future buildings. A Phase II investigation (Partner Engineering and
Science, Inc. Phase II Subsurface Investigation Report, Former Montgomery Ward, 14665 Roscoe
Boulevard, Panorama City, California 91402, March 3, 2014) concluded that the former automotive repair
facility, gasoline dispensing operation, interior lifts, clarifiers, and floor drains, and former presences of
Underground Storage Tanks (USTs) were no longer considered Recognized Environmental Conditions
(RECs). Soil borings indicated no evidence of a release and no evidence of hazardous levels of soil
contamination from these former uses.
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Routine cleaning supplies used on the Project Site during operations could contain hazardous materials.
However, usage of these supplies is subject to County, State, and Federal requirements to minimize
exposure to people and to ensure safe use, storage, and disposal of any chemicals, including common
cleaning and maintenance materials. Compliance with existing regulations would ensure that routine
cleaning solvents would not pose a risk from hazardous materials. Therefore, this impact would be less
than significant.
Hazards within One-Quarter Mile of a School
Although schools are within 0.25 miles of the Project, construction of Project would not emit hazardous
emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous materials, substances or waste. All significant impacts
associated with foreseeable and accident conditions involving the release of hazardous materials into the
environment would be less than significant with compliance with applicable Federal and State standards
and procedures for removal and handling of ACMs, LBP, and PCBs. Therefore, the impact during
construction would be less than significant.
Operation of the Project would not emit hazardous emissions or handle hazardous or acutely hazardous
materials, substances or waste. Therefore, the Project would not emit hazardous substances within onequarter mile of a school. The operational impact would be less than significant.
Listed Hazardous Materials Sites
None of the database listings that include the Project Site are considered to be an environmental concern
because no violations were noted and the databases on which the Project Site appears are for
permitting/documentation purposes rather than for a noted hazardous release. Therefore, there is no
hazardous material site pursuant to Government Code Section 65962.5 located on the Project Site, and the
Project would not have the potential to exacerbate the current environmental condition to create a significant
hazard to the public or the environment. As such, the impact during construction and operation would be
less than significant.
Airport Land Use Plan or Private Air Strip
The Project Site is not located within an airport’s influence area or in the vicinity of a private airstrip.
Therefore, no impact would occur.
Emergency Response or Evacuation Plan
Roscoe Boulevard is designated as a Secondary Disaster Route. No road closures along Roscoe
Boulevard during construction or operation are anticipated. A project-specific emergency response plan
would be submitted to the LAFD during review of plans as part of the building permit process. Furthermore,
access for emergency service providers and evacuation routes would be maintained during construction
and operation. Moreover, the Project would not cause permanent alterations to vehicle circulation routes
and patterns, or impede public access or travel upon public rights-of-way. Therefore, the construction and
operation of the Project would result in a less-than-significant impact on emergency response and
emergency evacuation plans.
Wildland Fires
The Project Site is located within a highly developed area of the City and does not include wildlands or high
fire hazard terrain or vegetation. The Project Site is not within a Very High Fire Hazard Severity Zone, nor is
the Project Site or surrounding area within a wildland fire hazard area. Therefore, no impact would occur
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Cumulative Impacts
The potential presence of hazardous substances would require evaluation on a case-by-case basis, in
combination with the development proposals for each of the related projects. Further, all projects in the City
are required to follow local, State, and federal laws regarding hazardous materials. The Project, together
with the related projects, would not create an impact that is cumulatively considerable, as each project
would have to comply with site-specific development standards and state hazardous materials handling and
transporting regulations. Therefore, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would require approximately the same amount of demolition as the Original Project and
would not introduce new uses in addition to those described for the Original Project. The Revised Project
would also be required to comply with the same regulations as identified for the Original Project. Therefore,
based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts and
cumulative impacts related to transport of hazardous materials, release of hazardous materials, hazards
within one-quarter mile of a school, listed hazardous materials sites, airport land use plan or hazard,
emergency response or evacuation plan, and wildland fires would be less than significant.
HYDROLOGY AND WATER QUALITY
The EIR discussed the impacts related to hydrology and water quality in Section IV.F of the Draft EIR. The
following discussion addresses all potential hydrology and water quality impacts, which are less than
significant and do not require mitigation.
Water Quality
With respect to construction, all hazardous materials are to be stored, labeled and used in accordance with
the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations. These regulations for routine
handling and storing of hazardous materials effectively control the potential stormwater pollution caused by
these materials. The Project will comply with the requirements of the General Construction Activity
Stormwater Permit, including implementation of a SWPPP, and the MS4 Permit. The Project SWPPP will
identify potential pollutant sources that may affect the quality of discharge associated with construction
activity, identify non-storm water discharges, and provide design features to effectively prohibit the entry of
pollutants into the public storm drain system during construction. These best management practices would
ensure that short-term construction-related water quality impacts are less than significant.
With respect to operation, the Project would be required to comply with the MS4 Permit, SUSMP, and City of
Los Angeles LID Ordinance to retain and treat stormwater and prevent additional flows to City’s Storm
Water Drainage System. The Project will provide a gravel infiltration system located under the Project’s
private access roads between the new structures. With compliance with the MS4 Permit, SUSMP, and LID
Ordinance, the operational water quality impacts would be less than significant.
In addition, the Project does not involve the extraction of groundwater, nor are there wells at the Project
Site. The closest known water well to the Project Site is Well No. 4847, located approximately 2000 feet
west of the site. The Project will not introduce contaminants to groundwater, and would have no potential to
cause regulatory standards to be violated at an existing production well. Therefore, impacts would be less
than significant.
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Groundwater
The Project would not involve subterranean construction and would involve grading to accommodate
building pads and footings and such construction would be surface grading. Therefore, the grading would
not encounter the groundwater table. As such, the Project would not result in significant impacts related to
the availability of groundwater and would not result in the alteration of groundwater flows. Therefore,
construction impacts to groundwater would be less than significant.
As part of its design, the Project would capture stormwater within an on-site drainage system and direct it to
a series of gravel trenches that would be constructed within the private access roadway system that would
be 10 feet from any structures or property lines. These trenches would infiltrate stormwater into the ground
within 72 hours of capture. While the Project would decrease the amount of impermeable surfaces at the
Project Site, no adverse change in groundwater recharge capacity is expected with Project operation
because such change would be comparatively negligible from the existing condition to the Project condition
due to the urbanized setting of the Project Site and limited recharge potential of the site in its existing
condition. Accordingly, operational impacts to groundwater would be less than significant.
Drainage
During Project construction, a temporary alteration of the existing on-site drainage pattern may occur.
However, these changes would not result in substantial erosion or siltation due to stringent controls imposed
under the General Construction Activity Stormwater Permit, including implementation of a SWPPP, and the
MS4 Permit. With implementation of the required BMPs, drainage impacts during construction would be
less than significant.
The Project is unlikely to alter the drainage pattern in a manner that would result in substantial erosion or
siltation because the Project Site slopes gently to the south and would be required to comply with the
requirements of the SUSMP, MS4 permit and LID Ordinance, which would reduce the volume of runoff from
the Project Site after the Project is constructed. In addition, the Project would not modify the surrounding
streets with respect to the manner in which they convey storm runoff to the City storm drain system. Similar
to existing conditions, runoff from the Project would drain via sheetflow in a southerly direction toward the
city streets. Therefore, the operational impact on drainage patterns with respect to the potential for erosion
or siltation would be less than significant.
Runoff
The Project would prepare a SWPPP to prevent runoff and water quality impacts during construction as well
as comply with the SUSMP and MS4 Permit. Moreover, the Project would comply with the LID Ordinance,
which, as noted above, would limit or reduce flows to the City storm drain system. Therefore, stormwater
runoff from the Project Site would not exceed the capacity of the existing or planned stormwater drainage
systems. However, should the City determine improvements to the stormwater drainage system are
necessary during the permit review process, the Applicant would be responsible for the improvements, and
such improvements would be conducted as part of the Project either on-site or off-site within the right-ofway. The stormwater drainage infrastructure construction activities would be temporary and of short
duration, and would not result in significant environmental impacts. Furthermore, as the Project would
manage, capture, and treat runoff, as required by regulatory compliance, implementation of the Project
would represent an improvement in water quality as compared to the existing condition where runoff
sheetflows untreated to the drainage system. Thus, a less-than-significant impact would occur with respect
to surface runoff volume during operation. With compliance with existing regulations, the construction and
operation of the Project would not introduce substantial sources of polluted runoff. Therefore, this impact
would be less than significant.
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100-Year Flood
According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Flood Insurance Rate Map, the Project Site is
within Zone X - Other Areas, which is a designation for areas determined to be outside the 100-year flood
hazard area. Therefore, no impact would occur
Flooding from Levee or Dam
The Project Site is within the inundation boundaries of the Hansen Dam Reservoir, Pacoima Dam
Reservoir, and Lopez Dam and Reservoir. However, according to the Federal Emergency Management
Agency Flood Insurance Rate map program, the Project Site is located in Zone X (unshaded). Zone X
(unshaded) refers to areas outside of the flood zone. These dams are continuously monitored by various
agencies (such as the State of California Division of Safety of Dams and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers)
to guard against the threat of dam failure. Based on the continuous scrutiny by California Division of Safety
of Dams and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the potential for failure of the dam that could result in
inundation of the downstream area is low. As such, impacts related to potential inundation from the failure
of a levee or dam would be less than significant.
Inundation by Seiche, Tsunami, or Mudflow
The Project Site is not within an area potentially impacted by a tsunami. There are also no major water
bodies in the vicinity of the Project Site that would put the site at risk of inundation by seiche. Furthermore,
the Project Site is located within a heavily developed area of the City where little open space exists. The
Project Site is relatively flat and is not located adjacent to a hillside area and, thus, the potential for
mudflows to impact the Project Site would be highly unlikely. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Future development of the related projects and other development within the Tujunga Wash watershed
could affect the amount, the rate, the velocity, and the quality of runoff within their respective local drainage
areas. Similar to the Project, each of the related projects and other development would be required to
prepare and implement a SWPPP during construction, and a SUSMP during operations. In addition, each
project would undergo reviews by the City to ensure compliance with the MS4 permit and the LID
Ordinance, and determine what, if any, drainage improvements and BMPs would be required to ensure that
the storm drain capacity of the system serving each of the related projects is adequate, that no downstream
flooding would occur as a result of exceedance of stormdrain capacity, and that no significant water quality
issues would result. With compliance with applicable regulatory requirements, the Project would not result
in any significant hydrology and water quality impacts, and would not contribute to a cumulatively
considerable effect. Therefore, cumulative impacts related to hydrology and water quality would be less
than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site as the Original Project and would comply with
all regulations identified for the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the
record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to water quality,
groundwater, drainage, runoff, 100-year flood, flooding from levee or dam, and inundation by seiche,
tsunami, or mudflow would be less than significant.
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LAND USE AND PLANNING
The EIR discussed the impacts related to land use and planning in Section IV.G of the Draft EIR. The
following discussion addresses all potential land use and planning impacts, which are less than significant
and do not require mitigation.
Physically Divide an Established Community
The Project would be consistent with surrounding land uses. The Project would be designed to provide
connectivity to the surrounding community through the provision of pedestrian and bicycle amenities.
Accordingly, the Project would not serve to divide the existing community. Therefore, impacts would be less
than significant.
Consistency Analysis
The Project would be substantially consistent with all of the applicable plans, policies, and regulations
associated with development of the Project Site. Therefore, impacts related to consistency with applicable
plans, policies, and regulations would be less than significant.
Zoning
With approval of the requested approvals, the Project would conform to the Zoning Code provisions
applicable to the Project. Therefore, impacts related to zoning would be less than significant.
Conservation Plan
The Project Site is not subject to any applicable habitat conservation plan or natural community
conservation plan. No impacts related to this issue would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
Development of the Project, in combination with the related projects, would result in an intensification of
existing prevailing land uses in the Project vicinity. The related projects would be subject to specific findings
and conditions, which are based on maintaining general conformance with the land use plans applicable to
the area. As such, development of the Project and related projects is not anticipated to substantially conflict
with the intent of the City’s General Plan regarding the future development of the Panorama City community,
or with other land use regulations required to be consistent with the General Plan, such as the Planning and
Zoning Code. Development of the Project, in combination with the related projects, would not be expected
to result in cumulatively considerable effects with respect to land use regulations or conservation plans.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would require the same approvals as the Original Project and would comply with the
same regulations as identified for the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole
of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to physical
division of an established community, consistency with existing land use plans, zoning, and conservation
plans would be less than significant.
MINERAL RESOURCES
Regional and State Mineral Resources
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The Project Site is fully developed and no oil wells are present. Additionally, the Project Site is not located
within an oil field or oil drilling area, nor within a surface mining district or MRZ-2 zone. The Project would
not affect any extraction activities and there would be no impact on existing or future regionally important
mineral extraction sites. The Project would not involve mineral extraction activities, nor are any such
activities presently occurring on the Project Site. Therefore, no impact would occur
Local Mineral Resources
There are no oil extraction operations and drilling or mining of mineral resources at the Project Site, nor is
the Project Site within an area identified for such uses. Therefore, development of the Project would not
result in the loss of availability of a mineral resource that would be of value to the residents of the State or a
locally-important mineral resource, or mineral resource recovery site, as delineated on a local general plan,
specific plan, or land use plan. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
It is not known if any related projects would result in the loss of availability of known mineral resources.
Regardless, the Project would have no incremental contribution to a potential cumulative impact on mineral
resources, and the Project would have no cumulative impact on such resources.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would be constructed on the same site as the Original Project and, therefore, would
also result in no impact with respect to mineral resources. Based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the
record, the City finds that the Revised Project would cause no impact and no cumulative impact related to
mineral resources.
NOISE
The EIR discussed the impacts related to noise in Section IV.H of the Draft EIR. The following discussion
addresses potential impacts with respect to operational noise, vibration (from construction and operation),
and distance from an airport, which are less than significant and do not require mitigation. Potential impacts
with respect to construction noise are addressed in Section 5, further below.
Operational Noise
Future noise levels at the Project Site would continue to be dominated by vehicular traffic on Roscoe
Boulevard, Tobias Avenue, and Cedros Avenue. However, there are no exterior activity areas of the
residential units that would be exposed to this noise level. In addition, the exterior-to-interior reduction of
newer residential buildings is generally more than 30 dBA. Assuming a 30 dBA exterior-to-interior noise
reduction for new residential buildings would provide an interior noise level of less than 45 dBA CNEL,
which is the State’s interior standard for new multi-family residential uses.
The traffic generated by the Project would increase local noise levels by a maximum of 1.3 dBA Leq during
the AM peak traffic hour and 1.3 dBA Leq during the PM peak traffic hour. These maximum increases would
occur along Tobias Avenue south of Chase Street. The maximum increase at any other residential use
would be 0.5 dbA Leq along T obias Avenue north of Chase Street. The increases in noise levels would not
be perceptible to most people and would not exceed the applicable thresholds of significance for the
affected existing land uses. Therefore, increased roadway noise impacts would be less than significant.
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The mechanical equipment and activities at the Project Site would be subject to the City’s Noise Ordinance
standards. Therefore, operation of the Project would not expose persons to or generate noise levels in
excess of standards established by the City and the impact of the Project would be less than significant.
Construction Vibration
Vibration levels during construction could reach as high as approximately 0.076 inches per second PPV
within 25 feet of an operating loaded truck. The maximum vibration level of 0.076 inches per second PPV
would be below the thresholds of significance for both potential building damage and human annoyance.
Therefore, the potential impacts associated with construction vibration would be less than significant.
Operational Vibration
The greatest regular source of Project-related ground-borne vibration would be from trucks making
deliveries to the Project Site and garbage trucks picking-up Project-related refuse material. The vibration
levels associated with these trucks would be less than the levels associated with large construction
equipment. Therefore, the operational impacts associated with ground-borne vibration would be less than
significant at nearby sensitive uses.
Within Two Miles of Airport
Although the Project Site is subject to occasional over flights from jet and propeller aircraft, the Project Site
is approximately 2.1 miles from the nearest airport (Van Nuys Airport), and is not within that airport’s
influence area. Moreover, the Project Site is not located within an existing or projected noise contour
associated with Van Nuys Airport. In addition, the Project Site is not located in the vicinity of a private
airstrip. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
The traffic generated by the Project and cumulative development would increase local noise levels by a
maximum of 1.6 dBA Leq, which would not be perceptible to most people and would not exceed the City’s
thresholds of significance. On-site equipment at the Project Site would have no noise effect on any
sensitive uses. Therefore, the Project would not contribute to cumulative noise impact.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would result in similar vibration-inducing construction activity as the Original Project.
The Revised Project would generate similar operational stationary source noise on the Project Site as the
Original Project. The Revised Project would generate substantially fewer daily vehicle trips than the Original
Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised
Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to construction vibration, operational noise, operational
vibration, and being located within two miles of an airport would be less than significant.
POPULATION AND HOUSING
The EIR discussed the impacts related to population and housing in Section IV.I of the Draft EIR and
Section III of the Final EIR. The following discussion addresses all potential population and housing
impacts, which are less than significant and do not require mitigation.
Substantial Population Growth
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With respect to construction, it is likely that the skilled workers anticipated to work on the Project already
reside within the Los Angeles region and would not need to relocate as a result of employment.
The Alternative 5’s new residential units would have approximately 1,701 residents, which is an increase
compared to the Original Project’s 422 residential units with approximately 1,063 residents. According to
SCAG, the citywide population is expected to increase by 221,200 between 2008 and 2020 with additional
growth of 328,900 persons between 2020 and 2035. Since the population growth associated with the
Alternative would be within the projected growth for the citywide SCAG projections, similar to the Original
Project, impacts related to population growth would be less than significant.
The Revised Project would generate more residents than the Original Project and fewer residents than
Alternative 5. The Revised Project would generate fewer employees than the Original Project and the same
number of employees as Alternative 4B. Therefore, the Revised Project would not cause substantial,
unplanned growth.
Population and Housing Displacement
The Project Site currently consists of three vacant commercial buildings and surface parking lot areas and,
thus, the Project would not displace existing housing or people. Therefore, no impact would occur.
Cumulative Impacts
The Project, in combination with the related projects with residential components, would be part of SCAG’s
adopted 2012 growth forecast. Furthermore, SCAG periodically updates its population projections for the
various subregions that comprise the SCAG region, which allows these projections to be revised to reflect
land use and planning changes that have occurred since previous updates. Accordingly, the effects of
cumulative population growth associated with the Project and other development within the City of Los
Angeles subregion would not contribute to a cumulatively considerable effect with respect to population
growth (i.e., would not result in population growth at a rate not already anticipated at the regional and local
level). Therefore, cumulative impacts would be less than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would cause increased growth in residents and employment compared to the Original
Project and reduced growth in residents compared to Alternative 4B, both of which were identified to have
less than significant impacts. Based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the
Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to substantial population growth and
displacement of housing or persons would be less than significant.
PUBLIC SERVICES
The EIR discussed the impacts related to public services in Section IV.K of the Draft EIR and Section III of
the Final EIR. The following discussion addresses potential impacts with respect to fire protection, police
protection, schools, parks, and libraries, which are less than significant and do not require mitigation.
Fire Protection - Construction
Construction impacts will be less than significant for the following reasons: Emergency access would be
maintained to the Project Site during construction through marked emergency access points approved by
the LAFD (see PDF PS-1); Construction impacts are temporary in nature and do not cause lasting effects to
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impact LAFD fire protection services; Partial lane closures, if determined to be necessary, would not greatly
affect emergency vehicles, the drivers of which normally have a variety of options for avoiding traffic, such
as using their sirens to clear a path of travel or driving in the lanes of opposing traffic. Additionally, if there
are partial closures to streets surrounding the project site, flagmen would be used to facilitate the traffic flow
until construction is complete (see PDF PS-1); and the Project would be required to prepare a Construction
Staging and Traffic Management Plan (CSTMP) (see PDF PS-1) that would address traffic and access
control during construction. Therefore, the Project’s construction-related impacts on fire protection services
would be less than significant.
Project Design Feature

PDF PS-1

The Project shall implement a Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan that
would outline provisions for on-site security during construction, which could include, but are
not limited to, temporary security fencing, lighting, and providing security personnel to patrol
the site. Additionally, the Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall ensure
emergency access to the Project Site is maintained at all times during construction through
well-marked entrances.

Fire Protection - Operation
The Project would be within the current fire response distance, provides adequate fire flow and access, and
meets building fire safety regulations. Although the Project would increase overall housing, population, and
employment in the Project area, and therefore would increase demand on fire protection services,
compliance with existing regulations would ensure that growth associated with the Project would not result
in substantially increased demand for fire protection services that would foreseeably require the addition of a
new fire station or the expansion, consolidation, or relocation of an existing facility. Therefore, impacts to fire
protection services would be less than significant during operation.
Police Protection - Construction
The Project would provide security fencing and at least one guard to the site during the construction
process. T raffic generated by construction workers and trucks would occur primarily during off-peak hours.
Emergency access would be maintained to the Project Site during construction through marked emergency
access points approved by the LAPD, and the project would implement a CSTMP. Therefore, impacts to
police services during construction of the Project would be less than significant.
Police Protection - Operation
The Project would not result in a substantial incremental contribution to the demand for police protection
services, taking into account the population increase and demand generated by the Project, including
security and/or design features (PDFs PS-2, PS-3, and PS-4) that would reduce demand. Therefore, the
Project would not result in a need for new or physically altered police station the construction of which could
cause significant environmental impacts as the Project’s impacts on police protection services during
operation would be less than significant.
Project Design Features

PDF PS-2

The Project shall comply with the design guidelines outlined in the LAPD Design Out Crime
Guidelines, which recommend using natural surveillance to maximize visibility, natural
access control that restricts or encourages appropriate site and building access, and
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territorial reinforcement to define ownership and separate public and private space.
Specifically, the Project would:
o

Provide on-site security personnel whose duties shall include but not be limited to the
following:
■

Monitoring entrances and exits;

■

Managing and monitoring fire/life/safety systems; and

■

Controlling and monitoring activities in the parking facilities.

o

Install security industry standard security lighting at recommended locations including
parking structures, pathway options, and curbside queuing areas;

o

Install closed-circuit television at select locations including (but not limited to) entry and
exit points, loading docks, public plazas and parking areas;

o

Provide adequate lighting of parking structures, elevators, and lobbies to reduce areas of
concealment;

o

Provide lighting of building entries, pedestrian walkways, and public open spaces to
provide pedestrian orientation and to clearly identify a secure route between the
underground parking area and hotel access points;

o

Design public spaces to be easily patrolled and accessed by safety personnel;

o

Design entrances to, and exits from the buildings, to be open and in view of surrounding
sites; and

o

Limit visually obstructed and infrequently accessed "dead zones.

PDF PS-3

Prior to the issuance of a certificate of occupancy for each construction phase and ongoing
during operations, the Applicant or its successor shall develop an Emergency Procedures
Plan to address emergency concerns and practices. The plan shall be subject to review by
LAPD.

PDF PS-4

The Project shall include space on-site for a police substation (i.e., "drop-in office”) for use
by the LAPD. The precise location and amount of space shall be determined in consultation
with the LAPD prior to Project occupancy.

Schools
The Alternative 5 Project would generate an increase of approximately 510 students over existing
conditions, which is more than the 417 students that would be generated by the Original Project over
existing conditions. Similar to the Project, the new students would contribute to the projected seating
shortage or overcrowding at all three schools serving the Project Site. However, pursuant to SB50,
payment of the school fees established by the LAUSD in accordance with existing rules and regulations
regarding the calculation and payment of such fees, would, by law, mitigate this alternative’s direct and
indirect impacts on schools.
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Parks
There would be an approximately 48 percent increase in the number of residential units under the
Alternative 5 Project as compared to the Original Project. Similar to the Original Project, the Alternative 5
Project would be required to provide open space and landscaping and would provide sufficient open space
to meet the City’s requirements. Furthermore, the Alternative 5 Project would also include an additional
16,895-square-foot public plaza for passive use in the commercial portion of the site, resulting in a greater
amount of open space throughout the site per resident than the Original Project. The Alternative 5 Project
would also be subject to the same payment of recreation and parks fees under the Quimby Act and/or
Dwelling Unit Construction Tax as the Original Project. Therefore, there would be no need to construct new
or physically alter existing recreational facilities, or the need for new or physically altered parks, the
construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, and impacts to recreation and parks
would be less than significant.
Libraries
Implementation of the Project would not result in the need to construct new or physically alter existing library
facilities, the construction of which could cause significant environmental impacts, in order to maintain
acceptable service ratios or other performance objectives. Implementation of the Project would not result in
a significant population increase and would not increase the demand for libraries beyond the expected level
of service. Therefore, Project impacts to library service would be less than significant.
Cumulative Impacts
As stated in the EIR, cumulative development combined with the Project would not cause the LAFD, LAPD,
Department of Recreation and Parks, or LAPL to construct new or expanded facilities; cumulative school
impacts would be mitigated by the payment of Government Code section 65995 school facility development
fees. Therefore, the cumulative impact would be less than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would result in increased impacts compared to the Original Project, and slightly less
impacts compared to Alternative 5, with respect to fire protection services, police protection services, parks,
and libraries, and would include all of the Project Design Features identified for the Original Project and
Alternative 5. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the
Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to fire protection services, police protection
services, schools, parks, and libraries would be less than significant.
TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
The EIR discussed the impacts related to transportation/traffic in Section IV.K of the Draft EIR and Revised
Draft EIR, Section III of the Final EIR, and the Errata. The following discussion summarizes the Project’s
impacts with respect to construction traffic, Congestion Management Plan Consistency, air traffic hazards,
hazardous design features, emergency access, and alternative modes of transportation. The Project’s
operational traffic impacts are addressed in Section 6, further below.
Construction Traffic
The City generally considers construction-related impacts adverse but not significant because of the
temporary effects with prohibitions during peak hour travel. While not considered a significant impact, the
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Project would implement Project Design Features that include a Work Area Traffic Control Plan (PDF TR-1)
and Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan (PDF TR-2) to ensure that construction related
impacts are reduced to the extent feasible and remain less than significant.
Project Design Features

PDF TR-1.

PDF TR-2.

A Work Area T raffic Control Plan shall be developed by the Applicant and approved
by the Los Angeles Department of Transportation. The Work Area Traffic Control
Plan shall identify all traffic control measures, signs, delineators, and work
instructions to be implemented by the construction contractor through the duration of
demolition and construction activity. The plan shall minimize the potential conflicts
between construction activities, street traffic, bicyclists and pedestrians, and shall
include the following:
o

A flagman shall be placed at the truck entry and exit from the Project Site to
control the flow of exiting trucks.

o

Deliveries and pick-ups of construction materials shall be scheduled during
non-peak travel periods to the extent feasible and coordinated to reduce the
potential of trucks waiting to load or unload for protracted periods of time.

o

The Project shall not obstruct access to adjacent land uses during Project
construction.

o

Applicant shall plan construction and construction staging as to maintain
pedestrian access on adjacent sidewalks throughout all construction phases.
This measure requires the applicant to maintain adequate and safe
pedestrian protection, including physical separation from work space and
vehicular traffic and overhead protection, due to sidewalk closure or
blockage, at all times.

o

Temporary pedestrian facilities shall be adjacent to the Project Site and
provide safe, accessible routes that replicate as nearly as practical the most
desirable characteristics of the existing facility.

o

Covered walkways shall be provided where pedestrians are exposed to
potential injury from falling objects.

o

Applicant shall keep sidewalks open during construction until only when it is
absolutely required to close or block sidewalks for construction staging.
Sidewalks shall be reopened as soon as reasonably feasible taking
construction and construction staging into account.

o

In the event of a lane or sidewalk closure, traffic and/or pedestrians shall be
routed around any such lane or sidewalk closures.

A Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan shall be developed by the
contractor and approved by the City of Los Angeles Department of Transportation.
In addition to the measures identified above, a Construction Management Plan shall
include the following:
o

Construction equipment and worker cars shall generally be contained on
site. At times when on-site staging and parking is not available, a secondary
staging area shall be required. Off-site truck staging shall be identified, as
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needed, which shall be in a legal area, and shall detail measures to ensure
that trucks use the specified haul route, and do not travel through residential
neighborhoods.
o

Schedule vehicle movements to ensure that there are no vehicles waiting off
site and impeding public traffic flow on the surrounding streets.

o

Establish requirements for the loading, unloading, and storage of materials
on the Project Site.

o

Establish requirements for the temporary removal of parking spaces, time
limits for the reduction of travel lanes, and closing or diversion of pedestrian
facilities to ensure the safety of pedestrian and access to local businesses.
Any travel lane closures shall be limited to between non-peak commute
hours of 9:00 AM and 3:00 PM.

o

Coordinate with the City and emergency service providers to ensure
adequate access is maintained to the Project Site and neighboring land
uses.

o

Construction Worker Parking Plan shall be prepared which prohibits
construction workers from parking on adjacent streets and that directs
construction workers to on-site parking; or if unavailable, to off-site locations.
If off-site, parking location(s) shall be identified for construction workers and
the method of transportation to and from the Project Site (if beyond walking
distance) for approval by the City.

CMP Facilities and Caltrans Facilities
T o determine the geographic scope of the study area for regional traffic impact analyses, the Project would
need to meet the criteria for CMP arterial monitoring intersections and for freeway monitoring locations,
determined by the number of trips added by the project during peak traffic hours. The Project’s traffic
volume is below the CMP thresholds, and no further CMP analysis is required. In addition, the estimated
additional transit trips would not result in regional transit impacts as Roscoe Boulevard and Van Nuys
Boulevard provide sufficient transit capacity and connections for the proposed added Project transit trips.
For Caltrans facilities, Freeway Impact Procedures with screening criteria have been developed by LADOT
and Caltrans, and if any of these criteria regarding the project’s peak hour trip impacts on mainline capacity
of freeway segments and off-ramp operations are satisfied, then additional regional traffic impact analysis is
required. Results of the analyses pursuant to the screening criteria show that the freeway mainlines and off
ramps do not exceed the screening criteria as set forth in the LADOT/Caltrans agreement. Therefore,
Project impacts related to CMP facilities and Caltrans facilities would be less than significant.
Air Traffic Patterns
The Project does not include any aviation-related use and would have no impact on any airport. The Project
would also not require any modification of flight paths for the existing airports in the Los Angeles Basin.
Therefore, no impact would occur.
Hazardous Design Features
No hazardous design features or incompatible land uses would be introduced with the Project that would
create significant hazards to the surrounding roadways. Therefore, no impact would occur.
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Emergency Access
While not considered a significant impact, the Project would implement Project Design Features that include
a Work Area Traffic Control Plan (PDF TR-1) and Construction Staging and Traffic Management Plan (PDF
TR-2), which is intended to minimize disruptions to through-traffic flow and maintain emergency vehicle
access to the Project Site and neighboring land uses. Construction related impacts are reduced to the
extent feasible and were determined to be less than significant.
With respect to Project operations, while the Project is anticipated to affect the LOS of roadways in the
Project vicinity, the Project Site is bordered by major streets and would provide an internal fire lane and
several points of access from the adjacent roadways. The final design of emergency access features would
be subject to the review and approval of the LAFD for compliance with emergency access requirements,
prior to the issuance of building permits. Therefore, adequate emergency access would be provided.
Operational impacts on emergency access would be adequate and impacts would be less than significant.
Alternative Transportation Modes
The Project would be consistent with policies, plans, and programs that support alternative transportation,
including the Mobility Plan and 2010 Bicycle Plan, and Community Plan. Bicycle parking would be provided
on the Project Site in accordance with the Bicycle Parking Ordinance. Operation of the Project would not
modify the existing roadway configurations or otherwise introduce a design feature or physical configuration
that inhibits safe visibility of pedestrians, bicyclists, and drivers to and from the Project Site. The driveways
would be designed in accordance with LAdOt standards and approvals. The Project would not conflict with
alternative transportation plans, and would support policies for incentivizing transit usage, increasing
pedestrian safety, and providing bicycle facilities.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project’s impacts with respect to construction traffic, Congestion Management Plan
Consistency, air traffic hazards, hazardous design features, emergency access, and alternative modes of
transportation would be similar to those of the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and
the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts and cumulative impacts related to
construction traffic, Congestion Management Plan Consistency, air traffic hazards, hazardous design
features, emergency access, and alternative modes of transportation would be less than significant.
TRIBAL CULTURAL RESROUCES
Substantial Adverse Change in the Significance of a Tribal Cultural Resource Defined in Public
Resources Code Section 21074 and Listed in Public Resources Code Section 5024.1(k).
The City sent notification letters on August 31,2016 to the California Native American Tribes that requested
inclusion on the City’s AB 52 notification list. On September 20, 2017, the City, after acting in good faith and
with reasonable effort, concluded consultation for the Project. The City determined that the record did not
contain substantial evidence that the Project may cause a significant impact on a tribal cultural resource.
The City also determined that no mitigation measures relating to tribal cultural resources were required, the
City stated that it will add a condition of approval under its police powers to protect the inadvertent discovery
of tribal cultural resources. In addition, for archeological resources, MM CUL-1 was included, which would
require that a qualified professional archeologist and a certified Native American Monitor be present to
monitor all initial phases of ground-disturbing activities associated with the Project.
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Finally, none of the potential tribal resources disclosed during the consultation process, or after the City had
concluded consultation, are either listed or eligible for listing in the California Register or in a local register of
historical resources as defined in PRC Section 5020.1 (k). Therefore, the Project would not cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource as defined in PRC Section 21074.
Impacts would be less than significant and no mitigation measures are required.
Substantial Adverse Change in the Significance of a Tribal Cultural Resource Defined in Public
Resources Code Section 21074 and Determined by the Lead Agency to be Significant under Public
Resources Code Section 5024.1(c)
In compliance with AB 52, the City sent notification letters on August 31, 2016 to the California Native
American Tribes that requested inclusion on the City’s AB 52 notification list. On September 20, 2017, the
City, after acting in good faith and with reasonable effort, concluded consultation for the Project.
Accordingly, the City determined, in its discretion based on the evidence in the record, that the Project would
not cause a substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource pursuant to the
criteria in subdivision (c) of PRC Section 5024.1. Therefore, impacts would be less than significant and no
mitigation measures are required.
Cumulative
As demonstrated above, the Project does not result in a significant impact to a tribal cultural resource.
Specifically, there are no resources listed or determined eligible for listing, on the national, state, or local
register of historical resources and the Lead Agency determined that resources identified during AB 52 tribal
consultation are not eligible for listing under the criteria in subsection (c) of the Public Resources Code
Section 5024.1. Therefore, the Project itself does not make a contribution to a cumulative impact on tribal
cultural resources. Accordingly, the impact to tribal cultural resources cannot be characterized as a
cumulative impact of the Project.
Further, in compliance with CEQA review, AB 52 consultation was completed for the Project. Similarly,
consultations would be required for the related projects with California Native American T ribes in order to
identify potential impacts to tribal cultural resources. There are no other ongoing or foreseeable contiguous
excavations adjacent to the Project Site that could, when viewed together with the Project, cause a
substantial adverse change in the significance of a tribal cultural resource. Therefore, the Project would not
independently contribute to a cumulative impact, and when considered together with the related projects,
would not create a cumulative impact. Therefore, impacts are less than cumulatively considerable and there
are no cumulatively significant impacts on tribal cultural resources.
UTILITIES AND SERVICE SYSTEMS
The EIR discussed the impacts related to utilities and service systems in Section IV.L of the Draft EIR and
Section III of the Final EIR. The following discussion addresses all potential utilities and service systems
impacts, which are less than significant and do not require mitigation.
Water Supply and Treatment
A Water Supply Assessment was prepared for the Project in compliance with State Water Code Sections
10910-10915, which was approved by the Board of Water and Power Commissioners on March 7, 2017.
The Project would generate an increase in water consumption from the Project Site. The estimated daily
water consumption for Alternative 5 is estimated to be approximately 4.7 percent greater than the estimated
daily water consumption for the Original Project. Current water supply and infrastructure can accommodate
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the increase. Implementation of the Project would not result in the need for new or additional water
infrastructure (facilities). Therefore, impacts with respect to water would be less than significant.
Project Design Feature

PDF WA-1.

The following measures shall be included in the Project, which are in addition to
those required by codes and ordinances:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

High Efficiency Toilets with flush volume of 0.8 gallons of water per flush;
Waterless Urinals;
Showerheads with flow rate of 1.5 gallons per minute;
ENERGY STAR Residential Dishwashers - Standard size, 3.4 gallons/cycle
or less;
Central Domestic Water Heating System divided into approximately 3 zones
with roof top mounted equipment that is located in close proximity to points of
use, is equipped with a re-circulating system and metered hot water;
Individual Metering and billing of hot and cold water for every residential
dwelling unit and commercial unit;
Water-Saving Pool Filter;
Pool/Spa recirculating filtration equipment;
Leak Detection System for swimming pools and Jacuzzi;
Drip Irrigation (Micro-Irrigation);
Proper Hydro-zoning/zoned irrigation (group plants with similar water
requirements together).
Artificial Turf used exclusively instead of grass.
Drought tolerant plants-100% of total landscaping

Wastewater
The Project would generate wastewater from the Project Site. However, the wastewater treatment facilities
can accommodate additional sewage flow. As a result, Project implementation would not result in the need
for new or additional wastewater treatment facilities. Therefore, Project impacts to wastewater treatment
capacity would be less than significant.
Stormwater
The Project would neither create, nor contribute, runoff water that would result in the need for any additional
storm water drainage facilities. Low Impact Development (LID) is a storm water management strategy that
seeks to prevent impacts of runoff and storm water pollution as close to its source as possible. Therefore,
Project impacts related to stormwater would be less than significant.
Solid Waste
The Project would generate a net solid waste stream. The landfill serving the Project Site has sufficient
permitted capacity to accommodate the Project’s solid waste disposal needs. The Project would comply
with federal, State, and local statutes and regulations related to solid waste. Therefore, impacts would be
less than significant.
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FINDINGS
The Revised Project would result not result in significant impacts and would include the same Project
Design Feature identified for the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of
the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts related to wastewater, water, and solid waste
would be less than significant.
Energy Conservation
The EIR discussed the impacts related to energy conservation in Section IV.M of the Draft EIR. The
following discussion addresses energy conservation impacts, which are less than significant and do not
require mitigation.
The Project would include energy conservation and efficiency features to reduce energy consumption. The
Project would be served by the existing energy supply and infrastructure. There would be no impact during
construction, and the impacts during operation would be less than significant.
FINDINGS
The Revised Project would not result in significant impacts and would include the same Project Design
Feature (PDF WA-1) identified for the Original Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole
of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s impacts related to wastewater, water, and solid waste
would be less than significant.
5.

LESS THAN SIGNIFICANT IMPACTS WITH MITIGATION

The EIR determined that the Project has potentially significant environmental impacts in the areas
discussed below. The EIR identified feasible mitigation measures to avoid or substantially reduce the
environmental impacts in these areas to a level of less than significant. Based on the information and
analysis set forth in the EIR, the Revised Project would not have any significant environmental impacts in
these areas, as long as all identified feasible mitigation measures are incorporated into the Revised Project.
The City again ratifies, adopts, and incorporates the full analysis, explanation, findings, responses to
comments, and conclusions of the EIR.
CULTURAL RESOURCES
The EIR discussed the impacts related to cultural resources in Section IV.B of the Draft EIR. The following
discussion addresses potential impacts with respect to archaeological resources, which would not result in
significant impacts with implementation of the identified mitigation measures.
Archaeological Resources
The Project Site is located in a developed urban environment on a previously disturbed site, as such, the
potential to encounter either prehistoric or historic archaeological resources is considered to be low.
However, due to the depth of the foundation needed to accommodate the Project’s height, a possibility
exists for encountering archaeological materials during excavation. To mitigate any potential impacts
resulting from unexpected discoveries, it is recommended that a qualified archaeologist monitor all grounddisturbing project-related activities and that protocols be established in case previously unidentified
archaeological resources are discovered through the course of construction. In addition, it has also been
requested that a Certified Native American Monitor be present to observe all ground-disturbing activities.
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Implementation of Mitigation Measure MM CUL-1 would ensure that Project impacts related to
archaeological resources would be less than significant.
Mitigation Measure

MM CUL-1

A qualified professional archaeologist and a Certified Native American Monitor shall monitor
all initial phase of ground disturbing activities of the project. If buried cultural resources—
such as flaked or ground stone, historic debris, building foundations, or non-human bone—
are discovered during ground-disturbing activities, work shall stop in that area and within 50
feet of the find until a qualified archaeologist can assess the significance of the find and, if
necessary, develop appropriate treatment measures. T reatment measures typically include
development of avoidance strategies, capping with fill material, or mitigation of impacts
through data recovery programs such as excavation or detailed documentation. A report of
findings shall be prepared, and recovered materials curated, if needed, in an approved
facility. If, during cultural resources monitoring, the qualified archaeologist determines that
the sediments being excavated are previously disturbed by previous construction or are
unlikely to contain significant cultural materials, the qualified archaeologist can specify that
monitoring be reduced or eliminated.

FINDINGS
The Revised Project would have the same potential impacts to archaeological resources as the Original
Project. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised
Project’s impacts would be significant absent mitigation, but that changes or alterations have been required
in, or incorporated into, the project that avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts as identified in
the EIR. Mitigation Measure MM CUL-1 is hereby incorporated into the Revised Project and would avoid or
substantially lessen the significant impact related to archaeological resources to less than significant.
RATIONALE
The Project Site is located in a developed urban environment on a previously disturbed site, as such, the
potential to encounter either prehistoric or historic archaeological resources is considered to be low.
However, due to the depth of the foundation needed to accommodate the Project’s height, a possibility
exists for encountering archaeological materials during excavation. To mitigate any potential impacts
resulting from unexpected discoveries, a qualified archaeologist shall monitor all ground-disturbing projectrelated activities and protocols shall be established in case previously unidentified archaeological resources
are discovered through the course of construction. In addition, a Certified Native American Monitor shall be
present to observe all ground-disturbing activities. Implementation of Mitigation Measure MM CUL-1 would
ensure that Project impacts related to archaeological resources would be less than significant.
REFERENCE
For a complete discussion of Project impacts related to archaeological resources, please see Section VII of
the Draft EIR. See Section 2.2 above for the Project Characteristics of the Revised Project.
NOISE
The EIR discussed the impacts related to noise in Section IV.H of the Draft EIR. The following discussion
addresses potential impacts with respect to construction noise, which would not result in significant impacts
with implementation of the identified mitigation measures.
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Construction Noise (Exposure of Excessive Noise and Temporary Increase in Ambien Noise)
Construction activities associated with the Project would require the use of heavy equipment for demolition
and building construction. Noise from smaller power tools, generators, and other sources of noise would
also be associated with construction of the Project. During each stage of development, there would be a
different mix of equipment operating and noise levels would vary based on the type and amount of
equipment in operation and the location of the activity. As such, the sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the
Project Site that would be affected by construction activities would be the multi-family residences to the
immediate north of the Project Site and the multi-family residences to the west of Cedros Avenue and south
of Roscoe Boulevard. The closest of these receptors would be the multi-family residences to the immediate
north of the Project Site (i.e., within 50 feet of the Project Site). Accordingly, these receptors could
experience construction noise levels of up to 90 dBA. Since the measured ambient noise level at this
location is approximately 55 dBA, the Project would increase noise levels by more than 10 dBA, which
would be a potentially significant impact in terms of excessive noise and a temporary increase in ambient
noise levels.
Construction activities associated with the Project would comply with LAMC Section 41.40. Specifically,
LAMC Section 41.40 regulates noise from demolition and construction activities by prohibiting construction
activity (including demolition) and repair work, where the use of any power tool, device, or equipment would
disturb persons occupying sleeping quarters in any dwelling hotel, apartment, or other place of residence,
between the hours of 9:00 PM and 7:00 AM Monday through Friday, and between 6:00 PM and 8:00 AM on
Saturday. All such activities are also prohibited on Sundays and all federal holidays. In addition, pursuant
to the provisions of LAMC Section 112.05, implementation of technically feasible noise limitation measures,
including the use of mufflers, shields, sound barriers and/or any other noise reduction device or techniques
during the operation of the equipment, would be required for the Project. As such, the Project would be
required to comply with mitigation measures MM NOI-1 through MM NOI-6, which represent the technically
feasible noise limitation measures for reducing construction noise levels that could be associated with the
Project. Compliance with these LAMC requirements in addition to mitigation measures MM NOI-1 through
MM NOI-6 would reduce noise levels associated with construction of the Project to the extent feasible, and
therefore, to a less-than-significant level.
Mitigation Measures

MM NOI-1

MM NOI-2

MM NOI-3

MM NOI-4
MM NOI-5

All construction equipment engines shall be properly tuned and muffled according to
manufacturers’ specifications. The Project contractor shall use power construction
equipment with noise shielding and muffling devices.
Construction activities whose specific location on the Project Site may be flexible (e.g.,
operation of compressors and generators, cement mixing, general truck idling) shall be
conducted as far as possible from the nearest noise-sensitive land uses, and manmade
barriers (e.g., intervening building walls) shall be used to screen such activities from these
land uses.
Demolition and construction activities shall be scheduled so as to avoid operating several
pieces of equipment simultaneously, which causes high noise levels. Examples include the
use of concrete saws and jackhammers.
Equipment warm-up areas, water tanks, and equipment storage areas shall be located as far
as possible from the surrounding residential uses.
The Project developer shall install temporary sound curtains of sufficient height to block the
lines-of-sight of the construction activities at the Project Site from the residential properties
to the north and west. The sound curtains shall be in place until the exterior of the building
is constructed and doors are installed and loud construction activities (activities capable of
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generating noise levels in excess of 75 dBA L max at the existing residential properties) have
ceased.
Two weeks prior to the commencement of demolition and construction at the Project Site,
notification shall be provided to the residential properties to the immediate north of the
Project Site and to the west of the Project Site along Cedros Avenue disclosing the
construction schedule, including the various types of activities and equipment that would be
occurring throughout the duration of the construction period.

FINDINGS
The Revised Project would generate a similar amount of construction noise as the Original Project.
Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the Revised Project’s
impacts would be significant absent mitigation, but that changes or alterations have been required in, or
incorporated into, the project that avoid or substantially lessen the significant impacts as identified in the
EIR. Mitigation Measures MM NOI-1 through MM NOI-6 are hereby incorporated into the Revised Project
and avoid or substantially lessen the significant noise-related land use compatibility impact to less than
significant.
RATIONALE
Construction activities associated with the Project would require the use of heavy equipment for demolition
and building construction. Noise from smaller power tools, generators, and other sources of noise would
also be associated with construction of the Project. During each stage of development, there would be a
different mix of equipment operating and noise levels would vary based on the type and amount of
equipment in operation and the location of the activity. As such, the sensitive receptors in the vicinity of the
Project Site that would be affected by construction activities would be the multi-family residences to the
immediate north of the Project Site and the multi-family residences to the west of Cedros Avenue and south
of Roscoe Boulevard. The closest of these receptors would be the multi-family residences to the immediate
north of the Project Site (i.e., within 50 feet of the Project Site). Accordingly, these receptors could
experience construction noise levels of up to 90 dBA. Since the measured ambient noise level at this
location is approximately 55 dBA, the Project would increase noise levels by more than 10 dBA, which
would be a potentially significant impact, in terms of excessive noise and a temporary increase in ambient
noise levels.
Construction activities associated with the Project would comply with LAMC Section 41.40. Specifically,
LAMC Section 41.40 regulates noise from demolition and construction activities by prohibiting construction
activity (including demolition) and repair work, where the use of any power tool, device, or equipment would
disturb persons occupying sleeping quarters in any dwelling hotel, apartment, or other place of residence,
between the hours of 9:00 PM and 7:00 AM Monday through Friday, and between 6:00 PM and 8:00 AM on
Saturday. All such activities are also prohibited on Sundays and all federal holidays. In addition, pursuant
to the provisions of LAMC Section 112.05, implementation of technically feasible noise limitation measures,
including the use of mufflers, shields, sound barriers and/or any other noise reduction device or techniques
during the operation of the equipment, would be required for the Project. As such, the Project would be
required to comply with mitigation measures MM NOI-1 through MM NOI-6, which represent the technically
feasible noise limitation measures for reducing construction noise levels that could be associated with the
Project. Compliance with these LAMC requirements in addition to mitigation measures MM NOI-1 through
MM NOI-6 would reduce noise levels associated with construction of the Project to the extent feasible, and
therefore, to a less-than-significant level.
REFERENCE
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For a complete discussion of noise impacts, please see Section IV.H, Noise, of the Draft EIR. See Section
2.2 above for the Project Characteristics of the Revised Project.
6.

SIGNIFICANT UNAVOIDABLE IMPACTS

The EIR determined that the Project would result in potentially significant environmental impacts related to
operational air quality and transportation/traffic. The EIR identified all feasible mitigation measures to reduce
these impacts, but even with implementation of feasible mitigation measures, impacts would remain
significant and unavoidable for the following impacts:
Air Quality - VOC and NOx Emissions
Transportation/Traffic - Intersection LOS
The City again ratifies, adopts, and incorporates the full analysis, explanation, findings, responses to
comments, and conclusions of the EIR.
AIR QUALITY
The EIR discussed the impacts related to air quality in Section IV. A of the Draft EIR. The following
discussion addresses potential impacts with respect to mass daily operational emissions (VOC and NOx),
which cannot be fully mitigated even with the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, and would
result in significant and unavoidable impacts.
Mass Daily Operational Emissions
The Project would generate mass daily emissions of VOC and NO that exceed the thresholds of
significance recommended by SCAQMD, violating an air quality standards and resulting in a cumulatively
considerable net increase of criteria pollutants. As such, the impact of the Project would be significant. The
bulk of Project-related VOC emissions would be from area sources and mobile sources. Most of the area
source emissions would be generated by consumer products, including cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols,
cosmetics, and toiletries. It would not be possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products
used by Project residents. Accordingly, no feasible mitigation is available to address these emissions. The
other primary source of the significant VOC emissions and the primary source of the significant NO
emissions would be motor vehicles. Mitigation Measures MM-TR-5 for the implementation of a
T ransportation Demand Management Program, and the design and location of the Project in an area served
by transit, with facilities intended to encourage bicycle and pedestrian activity, would serve to reduce
Project-related automobile trips to the maximum extent feasible. No other mitigation measures are available
to the Project to reduce emissions, as the authority to regulate emissions from motor vehicles rests solely in
the state and federal governments. The mass daily emissions of the other criteria pollutants would not
exceed the SCAQMD’s thresholds of significance.
x

x

Mitigation Measures

Most of VOC emissions would be generated by consumer products used at the Project Site. These
consumer products include cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols, cosmetics, and toiletries. It would not be
possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products used by Project residents, which would be
the primary source of such emissions at the Project Site.
The other primary source of the significant VOC emissions and the primary source of the significant NO
emissions would be motor vehicles. Several public transit services run along Roscoe Boulevard and Van
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Nuys Boulevard, including several bus routes operated by Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority and City of Los Angeles Department of T ransportation. The traffic numbers identified in the T raffic
Study prepared for the Project and used in the CalEEMod analysis already assume a 15 percent reduction
in vehicle trips due to transit use by Project residents, employees, and guests. They also assume a
reduction in vehicle trips due to the internal capture of trips by the mix of uses within the Project Site.
Furthermore, a mitigation measure (MM-TR-5) has already been included to require the Project to
implement a T ransportation Demand Management Program (TDM) with a performance standard of reducing
Project traffic by 15 percent though bike and carpool-like programs, transit incentives, and other elements
for both residents and employees. The Project also proposes an urban-scale development with pedestrianoriented streetscape and circulation. The Project has been designed to draw in pedestrian activity from the
surrounding community and provide adequate bicycle facilities in an effort to reduce vehicle trips.
The Project is designed to have a minimum capability of five percent electrical vehicle charging in the
commercial parking and residential parking garages. Use of electric vehicles by Project residents,
employees, and guests would result in lower mobile source emissions than what is estimated. However, the
number of electric vehicles that would be expected to travel to and from the Project Site is not known at this
time and CalEEMod does not provide a module to reduce the motor source emissions due to electrical
vehicle charging stations.
Based on this information, the total operational emissions that would be generated by the Project would be
slightly lower than what is estimated, although the actual reduction by the proposed features of the Project is
not known. As such, no additional mitigation measures are known to be feasible to reduce the operational
emissions associated with the Project to levels that do not exceed the thresholds of significance
recommended by SCAQMD.
Impacts After Mitigation

Operational impacts would be significant and unavoidable due to the exceedance of SCAQMD’s threshold
for daily VOC and NO emissions.
x

Alternative 5
Under the Alternative 5, trip generation would be reduced by approximately 44%. Since mobile source
emissions are roughly proportional to trip generation, mobile source emissions would be reduced by
approximately 44% with Alternative 5. However, due to the nearly 60% increase in the number of
residences, area source emissions for VOCs and NOx would increase, and the total emissions would
remain above the SCAQMD threshold. Similar to the Project, impacts would still be significant and
unavoidable. It would not be possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products used by Project
residents, which would be the primary source of VOC emissions at the Project Site. In addition, project
features and mitigation measures have already been incorporated into the Project to reduce mobile
emissions, VOC, and NOx to the extent feasible.
Mitigation Measures

Most of VOC emissions would be generated by consumer products used at the Project Site. These
consumer products include cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols, cosmetics, and toiletries. It would not be
possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products used by Project residents, which would be
the primary source of such emissions at the Project Site. As discussed above, no additional measures are
known to be feasible to reduce the operational emissions associated with the Project to levels that do not
exceed the thresholds of significance recommended by SCAQMD.
Impacts After Mitigation
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Operational impacts would be significant and unavoidable due to the exceedance of SCAQMD’s threshold
for daily VOC and NO emissions.
x

FINDINGS
Under the Alternative 5, trip generation would be reduced by approximately 44%. Since mobile source
emissions are roughly proportional to trip generation, mobile source emissions would be reduced by
approximately 44% with Alternative 5. However, due to the nearly 60% increase in the number of
residences, area sources for VOC emissions and NOx emissions would increase, and the total emissions
would remain above the SCAQMD threshold and, similar to the Project, impacts would still be significant
and unavoidable.
The Revised Project would result in similar mobile source emissions from commercial uses as Alternative 5,
and reduced mobile source emission from residential uses from Alternative 5. Therefore, the Revised
Project’s operational emissions would be similar, but less than those of Alternative 5, and impacts would
remain significant and unavoidable.
RATIONALE
Most of VOC emissions would be generated by consumer products used at the Project Site. These
consumer products include cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols, cosmetics, and toiletries. It would not be
possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products used by Project residents, which would be
the primary source of such emissions at the Project Site.
The other primary source of the significant VOC emissions and the primary source of the significant NO
emissions would be motor vehicles. Several public transport services run along Roscoe Boulevard and Van
Nuys Boulevard, including several bus routes operated by Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation
Authority and City of Los Angeles Department of T ransportation. The traffic numbers identified in the T raffic
Study prepared for the Project and used in the CalEEMod analysis already assume a 15 percent reduction
in vehicle trips due to transit use by Project residents, employees, and guests. They also assume a
reduction in vehicle trips due to the internal capture of trips by the mix of uses within the Project Site.
Furthermore, a mitigation measure (MM-TR-5) has already been included to require the Project to
implement a T ransportation Demand Management Program (TDM) with a performance standard of reducing
Project traffic by 15 percent though bike and carpool-like programs, transit incentives, and other elements
for both residents and employees. The Project also proposes an urban-scale development with pedestrianoriented streetscape and circulation. The Project has been designed to draw in pedestrian activity from the
surrounding community and provide adequate bicycle facilities in an effort to reduce vehicle trips.
Similar to the Project, the Revised Project is designed to have a minimum capability of five percent electrical
vehicle charging in the commercial parking and residential parking garages. Use of electric vehicles by
Project residents, employees, and guests would result in lower mobile source emissions than what is
estimated. However, the number of electric vehicles that would be expected to travel to and from the
Project Site is not known at this time and CalEEMod does not provide a module to reduce the motor source
emissions due to electrical vehicle charging stations.
Based on this information, the total operational emissions that would be generated by the Revised Project
would be slightly lower than what is estimated, although the actual reduction by the proposed features of the
Project is not known.
Each decision making body of the City finds that all feasible mitigation measures to substantially reduce or
avoid the project’s operational air quality impacts have been incorporated into the project. In accordance
with CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, the City finds that changes or alterations have been required in, or
incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen these significant environmental impacts.
The City also finds that specific economic, legal, social, technological or other considerations, make
infeasible additional mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the EIR. However, while
x
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implementation of mitigation measures will reduce the impacts, the project's air quality impacts, will be
significant and unavoidable.
TRANSPORTATION/TRAFFIC
The EIR discussed the impacts related to transportation/traffic in Section IV.K of the Revised Draft EIR. The
following discussion addresses potential impacts with respect to intersection level of service (LOS), which
cannot be fully mitigated even with the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures, and would result
in significant and unavoidable impacts.
LOS Impacts
Future With Project

The estimated Project traffic was added to the projected year 2020 future traffic conditions to obtain future
traffic volumes with the Project for both peak periods at each study intersection. Future with Project traffic
volumes were analyzed to determine the projected V/C ratios and LOS for each study intersection.
Seven study intersections would be significantly impacted by the Project’s traffic:
Nordhoff Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 2) during the AM peak hour;
Chase Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 5) during the PM peak hour;
Roscoe Boulevard and Woodman Avenue (intersection number 6) during the AM peak hour;
Roscoe Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 7) during the AM and PM peak
hours;
Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue (intersection number 8) during the PM peak hour; and
Roscoe Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard (intersection number 9) during the AM and PM peak
hours; and
Roscoe Boulevard and 405 SB Ramps (intersection number 11) during the PM peak hours.
Therefore, the Project would result in a significant traffic impact in the future with Project condition and
mitigation would be required to reduce these impacts to the extent feasible. These streets and intersections
were reviewed to determine if any potential physical improvements or geometric reconfigurations could be
implemented at these locations. Several street improvements were identified to address localized traffic
congestion in the study area, including the above-listed significantly impacted intersections, and are
required as mitigation measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-4 for the Project. Moreover, the Project would
develop a TDM program to reduce Project traffic by 15 percent with bike and carpool programs, transit
incentives and other TDM elements for both residents and employees as required by mitigation measure
MM TR-5.
These mitigation measures are enumerated below as well as the result of incorporating these measures
with the above-identified seven significantly impacted intersections. With implementation of these mitigation
measures, impacts at six of the seven intersections in the future with Project traffic condition would remain
significant.
Mitigation Measures

MM TR-1

At Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue (study intersection number 8), the Project shall
restripe Tobias Avenue to install a southbound left-turn-only lane and a shared thru/right-turn
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lane at Roscoe Boulevard. The Project shall also restripe Tobias Avenue to provide a leftturn-only lane at the Project’s Tobias Avenue driveway.
MM TR-2

The Project shall install left-turn channelization on Tobias Avenue along the Project frontage
to provide a storage lane for Project traffic entering from Roscoe Boulevard, and install
eastbound left-turn phasing on the existing traffic signal located at Roscoe Boulevard and
Tobias Avenue.

MM TR-3

In addition to the above improvements at Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue, the Project
shall upgrade the existing red flashing signal located at the existing driveway on the south
side of the intersection to a yellow flashing signal. In addition, the Project shall improve this
intersection with Continental Crosswalks at both approaches and provide the installation of
truncated domes along the signalized driveway to improve pedestrian safety and visibility.

MM TR-4

The Project shall install a new traffic signal at Chase Street and T obias Avenue. The Project
Applicant shall plan, design, and construct the new signal through the Bureau of Engineering
B-permit process.

MM TR-5

The Project shall develop and implement and T ransportation Demand Management (TDM)
program with a performance standard of reducing Project traffic by 15 percent through bike
and carpool-like programs, transit incentives, and other elements for both residents and
employees. A preliminary TDM program shall be prepared and provided to the City of Los
Angeles Department of T ransportation (LADOT) prior to the issuance of building permits for
the Project. A final TDM program shall be prepared and approved by LADOT prior to the
issuance of any certificate of occupancy. (A sample startup TDM program is provided in
Appendix K to the Traffic Impact Study prepared by Overland Traffic Consultants, Inc.,
August 2016.) The TDM program shall include, but not be limited to, the following
strategies:
Provide an internal Transportation Management Coordination Program with an on
site transportation coordinator (on-site or off-site);
Design the Project to ensure a bicycle, transit and pedestrian friendly environment;
Provide on-site transit routing and schedule information;
Provide rideshare matching services;
Provide preferential rideshare loading/unloading or parking location;
Provide transit and share incentives;
Provide up to two on-site car-share spaces.

Impacts After Mitigation

Future cumulative traffic impacts with the implementation of the roadway improvements required by
mitigation measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-4 and the Project TDM Program required by mitigation
measure MM TR-5 would reduce traffic impacts at one of the seven intersections to a less-than-significant
level (at Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue). Significant traffic impacts, however, would remain at the
following six study intersections:
•

Nordhoff Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 2) during the AM peak hours;

•

Chase Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 5) during the PM peak hours;

•

Roscoe Boulevard and Woodman Avenue (intersection number 6) during the AM peak hours;
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•

Roscoe Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 7) during the AM and PM peak
hours;

•

Roscoe Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard (intersection number 9) during the AM and PM peak
hours; and

•

Roscoe Boulevard and the 405 Freeway SB off Ramps (intersection number 11) during the PM peak
hours.
Therefore, the Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to the above-identified
intersections in the future with Project traffic conditions.
Alternative 5
Under Alternative 5, a similar amount of demolition and development would occur at the Project Site as
would occur with the Project. Construction traffic impacts of the alternative would be similar to the Project’s
less-than-significant impacts. Under Alternative 5, traffic conditions would change in the vicinity. Alternative
5 would generate fewer vehicle trips than the Project. Similar to the Project, growth in traffic due to the
combined effects of continuing development, intensification of development, and related projects would
result in reduced level of service at study intersections located in the vicinity of Alternative 5.
T rip generation of Alternative 5 would be lower than the Project. Alternative 5 would generate 4,484 daily
trips, 341 a.m. peak hour trips, and 422 p.m. peak hour trips, compared to 7,996 daily trips, 462 a.m. peak
hour trips, and 662 p.m. peak hour trips under the Project.
Implementation of Alternative 5 would result in one significant project traffic impact in the "Existing + Project”
condition, compared to four significant impacts that would occur under the Project. As shown in T able VI-29
[of the Final EIR], the potential traffic impact would occur at Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue (pm
peak hour). The same traffic mitigation measures would be necessary for mitigating the existing plus project
traffic impacts for this alternative to a less-than-significant level.
However, under "Future with Project cumulative 2020 conditions”, significant traffic impacts at seven
intersections (the same intersections identified above for the Original Project) would occur under Alternative
5.
Mitigation Measures

The same mitigation measures would be implemented under Alternative 5 as would be implemented under
the Original Project. See Mitigation Measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-5.
Impacts After Mitigation

The same traffic mitigation measures that would be implemented under the Original Project would be
necessary for mitigating the future plus project traffic impacts. Mitigation measures would reduce the
significant traffic impacts to a less-than-significant level at three of the seven intersections. However,
following implementation of traffic mitigation measures, significant impacts at the following four intersections
would remain:
•

Chase Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 5) during the PM peak hours;

•

Roscoe Boulevard and Woodman Avenue (intersection number 6) during the AM peak hours;
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•

Roscoe Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 7) during the AM and PM peak
hours; and

•

Roscoe Boulevard and Sepulveda Boulevard (intersection number 9) during the AM and PM peak
hours.

Alternative 5 would result in two fewer intersections that are significantly impacted under this alternative
compared to the Project: Nordhoff Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 2) and Roscoe
Boulevard and the 405 Freeway SB off-ramps (intersection number 11).
FINDINGS
The Revised Project, a reduced version of Alternative 5, would substantially reduce intersection level of
service impacts compared to the Original Project because it would result in fewer vehicle trips than the
Original Project, and would cause similar, but reduced, intersection level of service impacts to those of
Alternative 5. Therefore, based on the EIR analysis and the whole of the record, the City finds that the
Revised Project’s impacts are significant, and that Mitigation Measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-5 are
hereby incorporated into the Revised Project. As stated above, Mitigation Measures MM TR-1 through MM
TR-5 would reduce three intersection impacts to less than significant levels; however, significant impacts
would remain at four intersections.
Each decision making body of the City finds that all feasible mitigation measures to substantially reduce or
avoid the project’s operational traffic impacts have been incorporated into the project. In accordance with
CEQA Guidelines Section 15091, the City finds that changes or alterations have been required in, or
incorporated into, the project which avoid or substantially lessen these significant environmental impacts.
The City also finds that specific economic, legal, social, technological or other considerations, make
infeasible additional mitigation measures or project alternatives identified in the Final EIR. However, while
implementation of mitigation measures will reduce the impacts, the project's future year traffic impacts, will
be significant and unavoidable.
RATIONALE
The trip generation calculations, scope, and methodologies contained in the T raffic Study were determined
in consultation with LADOT, consistent with LADOT Traffic Study guidelines and with the Institute of
Transportation Engineers (ITE) trip generation methodologies. These were approved by a Traffic Impact
Study Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) prior to the preparation of the Traffic Study. The Project trip
adjustments are reviewed on a case-by-case basis through MOU process.
The traffic study concluded that the Revised Project would result in significant operational impacts at seven
study intersections. Implementation of mitigation measures MM TR-1 through MM TR-5 would reduce traffic
impacts at three of the seven intersections to a less-than-significant level. No feasible mitigation measures
are available that could reduce impacts at the following intersections to less than significant: Chase Street
and Van Nuys Boulevard (pm peak hours), Roscoe Boulevard and Woodman Avenue (am peak hours),
Roscoe Boulevard and Van Nuys Boulevard (am and pm peak hours); and Roscoe Boulevard and
Sepulveda Boulevard (am and pm peak hours).
The mitigation measures identified in the EIR for the Revised Project would quantitatively reduce some of
the significant impacts through physical and operational improvements to two intersections to aide in the
efficient movement of vehicles and through the implementation of a TDM program for the Project Site to
promote peak period trip reductions.
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These mitigation measures are consistent with the City’s Transportation Impact Study Guidelines and the
Institute of Transportation Engineers trip generation methodologies. The TDM program details a set of
strategies proposed for the Project designed to reduce peak hour vehicular traffic to and from the Project
Site. The TDM program implemented an achievable TDM trip reduction credit of 15 percent. The TDM trip
reduction credit was applied consistent with LADOT policies and was approved by LADOT as a feasible
measure. The Project Site is located within a regional center, one block or approximately a % mile west of
Van Nuys Boulevard, in proximity to a number of bus lines including Metro Rapid Buses, with bus
connections to the Metro Orange Line and Metrolink stations. According to the East San Fernando Valley
T ransit Corridor Study Project prepared by Metro, Van Nuys Boulevard has the highest north-south transit
boardings in the San Fernando Valley; approximately 50 percent of the Boulevard’s boardings occur along a
2.8-mile stretch, between the Metro Orange Line and Roscoe Boulevard, and of the study area population,
35 percent is transit-dependent. These facts support the use of the allowable vehicle trip adjustments for the
multi-use Project. In addition, the Project would improve vehicle movement at the Tobias Avenue
intersections with Roscoe Boulevard and Chase Street.
Moreover, the LADOT and the Traffic Study considered physical intersection improvements at the
significantly impacted study intersections where the implementation of the TDM program would not mitigate
the impacts to a level of insignificance. LADOT determined that other physical traffic mitigation
improvements at these impacted intersections were infeasible because of existing physical conditions,
existing right-of-way limitations, or conflicts with adopted plans and policies. Therefore, the EIR concluded
that operational traffic impacts were significant and unavoidable at four intersections.
The Project Site is also located adjacent to mass transit. Even though the EIR identified operational traffic
significant unavoidable impacts, the location of the Project would encourage pedestrian activity and use of
alternatives modes of transportation due to its location and the numerous options for mass transit around
the Project Site. This Project is consistent with the City’s vision for development on the Project Site and the
long-range planning considerations of increasing density in a regional center to reduce traffic and
environmental impacts.
7.

FINDINGS REGARDING PROJECT ALTERNATIVES

CEQA requires that an EIR analyze a reasonable range of feasible alternatives that could substantially
reduce or avoid the significant impacts of a project while also meeting the project’s basic objectives. An EIR
must identify ways to substantially reduce or avoid the significant effects that a project may have on the
environment (Public Resources Code Section 21002.1). Accordingly, the discussion of alternatives shall
focus on alternatives to a project or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially reducing any
significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to some degree the attainment of
the project objectives, or would be more costly. The alternative analysis included in the EIR, therefore,
identified a reasonable range of project alternatives focused on avoiding or substantially reducing the
project’s significant impacts.
Project Objectives
Section 15124(b) of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) Guidelines states that a project
description shall contain "a statement of the objectives sought by the proposed project.” In addition, Section
15124(b) of the State CEQA Guidelines further states that "the statement of objectives should include the
underlying purpose of the project.” The following objectives for the Project demonstrate the underlying
purpose of the Project to redevelop an underutilized site with a balanced mix of uses in support of regional
goals for housing and transit-oriented development, contributing to the revitalization of Panorama City:
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1) Provide for the efficient and functional development of an underutilized site, which is designated to
allow for regional commercial development, through the replacement of vacant buildings and
surface parking lots with new housing and commercial uses to meet community and regional
demands;
a.

Develop new housing to meet the needs of existing residents and projected population
growth within the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan area.

b.

Provide for safe pedestrian and bicycle connectivity between the Project’s residential and
commercial areas, adjacent commercial uses, and nearby transit facilities.

c.

Promote pedestrian activity in the area by removing paved surface parking lots and vacant
buildings, and activating the street frontage with ground level retail and commercial uses,
sidewalks, street trees, and landscaping.

2) Foster local economic development and job creation in the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North
Hills Community Plan Area and the San Fernando Valley; and
a.

Develop a project with a balanced mix of uses to act as a catalyst and encourage investment
in the commercial district.

b.

Provide permanent job opportunities and temporary construction jobs.

c.

Meet the demand from the immediate and surrounding community for a destination
commercial center that includes diverse commercial uses and services, and pedestrian
amenities.

3) Eliminate blight and enhance the visual quality of Panorama City by providing a new and attractive
development in Panorama City.
a.

Support infill development in an existing urban area with adequate infrastructure and public
transit access for the planned density of the Mission Hills-North Hills-Panorama City
Community Plan area.

b.

Enhance the identity and appearance of the district by designing an integrated and
architecturally-unified mixed-use development.

Alternatives in the Draft and Final EIRs
CEQA requires that an EIR analyze a reasonable range of feasible alternatives that could substantially
reduce or avoid the significant impacts of a project while also meeting a project’s basic objectives.
Each decision-making body of the City finds that given the potential impacts of the project, the EIR
considered a reasonable range of alternatives to the project to provide informed decision-making in
accordance with Section 15126.6 of the CEQA Guidelines.
Based on the significant environmental impacts of the project and the objectives established for the project,
the following five alternatives to the Original Project were evaluated in Section VI (Alternatives) of the Draft
EIR, and Section III of the Final EIR:•
•

Alternative 1: No Project
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Alternative 2: Reduced Project

•

Alternative 3: All Commercial Project

•

Alternative 4: By-Right Project

•

Alternative 5: Reduced Commercial Project
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These alternatives and their impacts are summarized below. As discussed in Section VI (Alternatives) of
the Draft EIR, an alternative was considered and rejected that would develop the Project Site entirely with
residences. This alternative was rejected because it would not meet a primary objective of the Project
(Objective #2) to promote economic development and investment through the balanced mix of uses,
permanent job opportunities, or meeting demand for a destination commercial center in the commercial
district.
Summary of Findings
Based upon the following analysis, the City finds, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15091 that
Alternative 5 (Reduced Commercial Project) would substantially lessen or avoid significant effects the
Project would have on the environment and would be feasible based on specific economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained
workers. The Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would have lower significant and unavoidable
impacts than the Project with respect to traffic and operational air quality, and lower less-than-significant
impacts than the Project with respect to greenhouse gas emissions, operational noise, operational vibration,
public services, utilities and energy. Importantly, the significant impact of the Project on the intersection of
Roscoe Boulevard and the 405 Freeway SB off-ramps (intersection number 11) and on the intersection of
Nordhoff Street and Van Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 2) would be avoided under this alternative.
The Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would also be feasible and would attain the City’s policy
objectives by contributing a substantial number of housing units towards the City’s critical housing needs,
and by providing an appropriate density and mix of uses to create a transit-oriented development
complementary with the City’s and County’s investments in transit infrastructure and operations for the area.
In addition, as the Revised Project is a reduced version of Alternative 5, the findings for Alternative 5 are
also applicable to the Revised Project, as it would also result in lessened environmental impacts and would
be feasible.
ALTERNATIVE 1: NO PROJECT
Description of Alternative
Under Alternative 1, the No Project Alternative, no new development would occur for the foreseeable future.
The existing vacant commercial buildings, totaling approximately 172,500 square feet and surface parking
areas, would remain. The No Project Alternative assumes the development of the related projects.
Impact Summary of Alternative
The No Project Alternative (Alternative 1) would result in fewer impacts on the existing environment,
because it would not include any new development and associated traffic, noise, air or GHG emissions, or
demand for public services and utilities. The Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to
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operational air quality and traffic. Comparatively, the No Project Alternative would avoid these significant
and unavoidable Project-related impacts because no new development would occur on the Project Site.
Findings
Alternative 1, No Project, would not cause environmental impacts, because the new impacts projected to
occur from development of the Project would be avoided or reduced. Therefore, this Alternative would be
the environmentally superior alternative. However, CEQA requires that if the environmentally superior
alternative is the "no project” alternative, the EIR shall also identify an environmentally superior alternative
from among the other alternatives (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15126.6[e][2]). In addition, this Alternative
would not satisfy any of the Project Objectives. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section 21081(a)(3),
the City finds that the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including
considerations identified in Section 8 of these Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations), make
Alternative 1, No Project Alternative, infeasible.
Rationale for Findings
Although the No Project Alternative would have fewer impacts than both the Original Project and Revised
Project, it would not satisfy any of the Project Objectives. In addition, this Alternative would not provide
certain benefits associated with the Project, including the development of additional housing units, creation
of new employment opportunities, enhancement of the property and community, or implementation of
energy efficiency, energy conservation, or water quality measures. Therefore, for the reasons stated above,
this Alternative is infeasible and less desirable than the Project, and is rejected.
Reference
For a complete discussion of impacts associated with Alternative 1, please see Section VI pages VI-5 to VI11 of the Draft EIR. In addition, a summary comparative matrix is provided in Table VI-36 on page III-24 of
the Final EIR.
ALTERNATIVE 2: REDUCED PROJECT
Description of Alternative
Under Alternative 2, Reduced Project, the Project would be reduced by approximately 33 percent from the
Original Project. This would result in the construction of a mixed use project with approximately 283 multi
family residences totaling approximately 257,300 square feet of permitted floor area, and approximately
134,000 square feet of commercial space. The residential units would be provided in two buildings up to
five stories over one-to two levels of above ground parking facilities. The commercial land uses would be
provided in three separate one and two story buildings and a four-level parking structure for commercial
uses. The design and configuration of this alternative would be similar to the Project. The main difference
would be the total square footage and building height, resulting in a mixed-use development with
approximately 67 percent of the mass of the Original Project.
Impact Summary of Alternative
The Original Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to operational air quality and traffic.
Comparatively, the Reduced Project Alternative would reduce, but not avoid these significant and
unavoidable Project-related impacts. Regional operational emissions of VOC would be reduced below the
SCAQMD significance threshold. However, regional NOx emissions would remain above the SCAQMD
threshold. As such, the significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be lower than the
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significant and unavoidable impacts of the Original Project. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, three of
six significantly impacted intersections could be mitigated to less than significant under the "Future + Project
cumulative 2020 condition”. However, three intersections would remain significant and unavoidable after
mitigation, compared to six intersections that would remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation
under the Original Project. The significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be lower than
the significant and unavoidable impacts of the Original Project.
The Revised Project would similarly result in significant and unavoidable impacts in regards to operational
air quality and traffic. However, the Revised Project would not mitigate the significant VOC impact to less
than significant levels like Alternative 2, and the Revised Project would result in one additional significant
intersection impact as compared to Alternative 2. The significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 2
would be lower than the significant and unavoidable impacts of the Revised Project.
Findings
With this Alternative, the environmental impacts projected to occur would be generally less than those
projected to occur from the Project. However, this Alternative would not maximize the development
possibilities, or fully support regional goals for housing and transit-oriented development, or provide the
critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully activate the area. Pursuant to Public Resources
Code Section 21081(a)(3), the City finds that the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other
considerations, including considerations identified in Section 8 of these Findings (Statement of Overriding
Considerations), make this Alternative, the Reduced Project Alternative, infeasible.
Rationale for Findings
The Reduced Project Alternative would have fewer impacts than the Original and Revised Projects and
would mostly satisfy the Project Objectives, although to a lesser degree than the Original and Revised
Projects. In regards to the City’s planning goals and policies, this Alternative would not develop as much
housing as the Original and Revised Projects in order to meet the City’s critical housing needs. City policies
also encourage a high density of uses in regional centers to maximize density on redevelopment sites
located adjacent to transit opportunities, and General Plan Framework characterizes Regional Centers as
having FARs typically ranging from 1:5:1 to 6:1 and building heights typically between six to twenty stories or
higher. This Alternative would result in a 1:1 FAR and six story buildings, and would not maximize the
development possibilities or provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully activate the
area. The Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan also identifies the Panorama City
Regional Center as a major development opportunity site, identifies the need to maximize development
opportunities of the future transit system and to locate higher residential densities near commercial centers
and major bus routes, and encourages mixed-use projects along transit corridors and pedestrian oriented
districts. Alternative 2 would meet these objectives to some degree, but would not fully realize the
Community Plan’s objectives to maximize density and development on a key site within a commercial center
and in proximity to transit opportunities. Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing
density of development on the Project Site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount
and type of commercial uses and variety of residential rental units is desired by the City to support both
housing demand and future Metro transit improvements along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor. The
reduced density associated with Alternative 2 does not satisfy the Project’s underlying purpose and key
objectives to the same extent, providing less than 300 residential units within a nine-acre transit-oriented
site, and conflicts with the City’s planning goals and is undesirable from a policy standpoint. Therefore, for
the reasons stated above, this Alternative is infeasible and less desirable than the Project, and is rejected.
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Reference
For a complete discussion of impacts associated with Alternative 2, please see Section VI pages VI-13 to
VI-25 of the Draft EIR. In addition, a summary comparative matrix is provided in Table VI-36 on page III-24
of the Final EIR.
ALTERNATIVE 3: ALL COMMERCIAL PROJECT
Description of Alternative
Alternative 3, the All Commercial Project Alternative, would construct a shopping center with approximately
583,000 square feet of floor area. Parking spaces would be provided in a nine story parking structure. The
proposed shopping center would feature a mix of retail land uses that would complement the nearby
Panorama Mall shopping center to the east, across Tobias Avenue. The shopping center would be
constructed in multiple buildings that would be up to three stories, and extend up to 60 feet high.
Impact Summary of Alternative
The Original Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to operational air quality and traffic.
Comparatively, the All Commercial Project Alternative would not avoid these significant and unavoidable
Project-related impacts, but would reduce impacts related to population, public services, and water usage.
Regional operational emissions of VOC and NOx emissions would remain above the SCAQMD thresholds,
and the total amount of these emissions would be higher than those of the Original Project. As such, the
significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be greater than the significant and unavoidable
impacts of the Original Project. Under the Reduced Project Alternative, two of eight significantly impacted
intersections could be mitigated to less than significant under the "Future + Project cumulative 2020
condition”. However, six intersections would remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation, the same
as the six intersections that would remain significant and unavoidable after mitigation under the Original
Project. The significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be similar, but slightly higher, than
the significant and unavoidable impacts of the Original Project. Comparatively, the All Commercial Project
Alternative would also have similar but increased significant and unavoidable operational air quality and
traffic impacts and increased less-than-significant impacts to operational noise, utilities (solid waste), and
energy conservation.
The Revised Project would also result in significant and unavoidable impacts in regards to operational air
quality and traffic. The Revised Project would similarly be unable to mitigate the significant VOC and NOx
impacts to less than significant levels like Alternative 3, and the Revised Project would result in two fewer
significant intersection impact as compared to Alternative 3. The significant and unavoidable impacts of the
Revised Project would be less than the significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 3.
Findings
With this Alternative, the new environmental impacts projected to occur from development would be
generally greater than those projected to occur from the Original and Revised Projects and would not meet
the project objectives to the same degree as the Project. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21081(a)(3), the City finds that the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations,
including considerations identified in Section 8 of these Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations),
make Alternative 3, the All Commercial Project Alternative, infeasible.
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Rationale for Findings
The All Commercial Project Alternative would meet the objectives of the Project related to fostering local
economic development and job creation, and eliminating blight and enhancing the visual quality of
Panorama City, but would not meet the objectives of the Project related to developing new housing to serve
the community. Alternative 3 would only provide commercial uses, which would not provide the critical mass
and mix of uses necessary to successfully activate the existing underutilized area. In regards to the City’s
planning goals and policies, the Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan identifies the
Panorama City Regional Center as a major development opportunity site, identifies the need to locate
higher residential densities near commercial centers and major bus routes and encourages mixed-use
projects along transit corridors and pedestrian oriented districts. As this Alternative does not propose any
residential uses, it would not help respond to the unmet housing demand in both the Community Plan area
and the City as a whole. Further, this Alternative would not maximize the potential mixed-use and transitoriented development possibilities at the Project Site to the same extent as the Original Project. Alternative
3 does not fully satisfy the underlying purpose of the Project or its key objectives, and conflicts with the
City’s planning goals and is undesirable from a policy standpoint, as it relates to housing and the
jobs/housing balance for development within a regional center transit corridor. Therefore, for the reasons
stated above, this Alternative is infeasible and less desirable than the Project, and is rejected.
Reference
For a complete discussion of impacts associated with Alternative 3, please see Section VI pages VI-27 to
VI-39 of the Draft EIR. In addition, a summary comparative matrix is provided in Table VI-36 on page III-24
of the Final EIR.
ALTERNATIVE 4: BY-RIGHT PROJECT
Description of Alternative
Under Alternative 4, the By-Right Project Alternative, the Project Site would be developed without a zone
change. This would result in the construction of a mixed-use project with approximately 350 multi-family
residences totaling approximately 259,600 square feet of floor area, and approximately 160,000 square feet
of commercial space. T o conform to the existing zoning requirements, the uses within the By-Right Project
Alternative would be segregated. The residential units would be provided in an L-shaped building up at the
northeastern portion of the Project Site. The seven-story residential building would front T obias Avenue and
would wrap around a two-story commercial building. Two additional smaller commercial buildings (one and
two stories) would front Roscoe Boulevard. A surface parking lot would occupy the western and central
portions of the Project Site.
Unlike the Project and Alternatives 2 and 3, Alternative 4 would not require a zone change. Rather,
Alternative 4 would include a zone boundary adjustment as allowed under LAMC Section 12.30. Alternative
4 would also include a density bonus as allowed under LAMC Section 12.22-25(a), which would permit this
alternative to have a floor-area-ratio of 3:1 in exchange for setting aside 11 percent (39 units) of the total
residential units for Very Low Income residential units.
Impact Summary of Alternative
The By-Right Project Alternative would have lower impacts than the Project. The Original Project would
result in significant and unavoidable impacts to operational air quality and traffic. Comparatively, the By
Right Project Alternative would reduce, but not avoid, these significant and unavoidable Project-related
impacts. Regional operational emissions of VOC would be reduced below the SCAQMD significance
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threshold. However, regional NOx emissions would remain above the SCAQMD threshold. As such, the
significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be lower than the significant and unavoidable
impacts of the Original Project. Under the By-Right Project Alternative, four of six significantly impacted
intersections could be mitigated to less than significant. However, two intersections would remain
significant and unavoidable after mitigation, compared to six intersections that would remain significant and
unavoidable after mitigation under the Original Project and four intersections under the Revised Project.
The Revised Project would similarly result in significant and unavoidable impacts in regards to operational
air quality and traffic. However, the Revised Project would not mitigate the significant VOC impact to less
than significant levels like Alternative 4, and the Revised Project would result in two additional significant
intersection impacts as compared to Alternative 4. The significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 4
would be lower than the significant and unavoidable impacts of the Revised Project.
Findings
With this Alternative, the new environmental impacts projected to occur from development of the Project
would be generally less than those projected to occur from the Original and Revised Projects. However, this
Alternative would not maximize the development possibilities, enhance the commercial appearance or
viability of the property, or provide the critical mass and mix of uses to activate the area. Pursuant to Public
Resources Code Section 21081(a)(3), the City finds that the specific economic, legal, social, technological,
or other considerations, including considerations identified in Section 8 of these Findings (Statement of
Overriding Considerations), make Alternative 4, the By-Right Project Alternative, infeasible.
Rationale for Findings
The By-Right Project Alternative would have lower impacts than the Project. However, the By-Right Project
alternative would achieve the Project Objectives to a lesser degree than the Project, and would not satisfy
specific sub-objectives. With respect to Objective 1, although the By-Right Project Alternative would replace
vacant buildings and develop an unutilized site, it would retain an expansive surface parking lot on the
Project Site, and provide fewer housing units than the Project. In addition, this Alternative would not provide
pedestrian and bicycle connectivity to the same degree as the Project. With respect to Objective 2, although
the By-Right Alternative would create new jobs, it would not act as a catalyst and encourage investment in
the commercial district, and pedestrian amenities because the majority of the site would still be a surface
parking lot. With respect to Objective 3, although the By-Right Project Alternative would provide a new
development in an existing urban area, it would not enhance the identity and appearance of the district by
designing an integrated and architecturally-unified mixed-use development compared to the integrated mix
of uses, amenities, pedestrian orientation, and open space that would characterize the Project. In regards to
the City’s planning goals and policies, this Alternative would not develop as much housing as the Project in
order to meet the City’s critical housing needs. City policies also encourage a high density of uses in
regional centers to maximize density on redevelopment sites located adjacent to transit opportunities. This
Alternative would not maximize the development possibilities or provide the critical mass and mix of uses
necessary to successfully activate the area. The By-Right Alternative would not achieve the goals of the
Citywide Design Guidelines or the Community Design Overlay District and would be less visually appealing
because the majority of the site would continue to function as a surface parking lot. Furthermore, regarding
social and other considerations, maximizing density of development on the Project Site to implement a
mixed use project that can deliver the amount and type of commercial uses and variety of residential rental
units is desired by the City to support both housing demand and future Metro transit improvements along the
Van Nuys Boulevard corridor. Alternative 4 does not fully satisfy the underlying purpose of the Project or its
key objectives, and conflicts with the City’s planning goals for housing and site planning, and is undesirable
from a policy standpoint. Therefore, for the reasons stated above, this Alternative is infeasible and less
desirable than the Project, and is rejected.
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Reference
For a complete discussion of impacts associated with Alternative 4, please see Section VI pages VI-41 to
VI-56 of the Draft EIR. In addition, a summary comparative matrix is provided in Table VI-36 on page III-24
of the Final EIR.
ALTERNATIVE 5: REDUCED COMMERCIAL PROJECT
Description of Alternative
Partly in response to comments received on the Draft EIR, the City requested that the Project Applicant
consider Alternative 5, the Reduced Commercial Project Alternative. Under this Alternative, the Project Site
would be developed with less commercial floor area and more residences than under the Original Project.
This would result in the construction of a mixed-use project with approximately 675 multi-family residences
totaling approximately 615,000 square feet of floor area, and approximately 60,000 square feet of
commercial space. The residential units would be developed along Cedros Avenue in the western, central,
and northern portions of the Project Site. The commercial land uses would be developed in the southern
(Roscoe Boulevard) and eastern (Tobias Avenue) portions of the Project Site. Parking would be provided in
structures and a surface parking lot. An approximately 16,895-square-foot public plaza would be located
along Tobias Avenue, which would function as a passive landscaped and hardscaped area for visitors and
residents.
Impact Summary of Alternative
The Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would have lower impacts than the Original Project. The
Original Project would result in significant and unavoidable impacts to operational air quality and traffic.
Comparatively, the Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would reduce, but not avoid, these significant
and unavoidable Project-related impacts for VOCs and NOx. As such, the significant and unavoidable
impacts of this alternative would be similar, but lower than the significant and unavoidable impacts of the
Original Project. Under the Reduced Commercial Project Alternative, three of seven significantly impacted
intersections could be mitigated to less than significant. However, four intersections would remain
significant and unavoidable after mitigation, compared to the six impacted intersections resulting from the
Original Project. The significant and unavoidable impacts of the Alternative would be lower than the
significant and unavoidable impacts of the Original Project.
Since the Revise Project is a reduced version of Alternative 5, the Revised Project would also result in
significant and unavoidable impacts in regards to operational air quality and traffic. The Revised Project
would similarly be unable to mitigate the significant VOC and NOx impacts to less than significant levels like
Alternative 5, and the Revised Project would result in the same significant intersection impacts as compared
to Alternative 5. However, these significant and unavoidable impacts of the Revised Project would be
slightly lessened than the significant and unavoidable impacts of Alternative 5, since the Revised Project
provide 52 (eight percent) fewer residential units.
Findings
With this Alternative, the new environmental impacts projected to occur from development would be
generally less than those projected to occur from the Original Project. In addition, this Alternative would
provide the same critical mass of uses necessary to activate the area, and would meet all of the Project
Objectives to approximately the same extent as the Project. Pursuant to Public Resources Code Section
21081(a)(3), the City finds that the specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations,
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including considerations identified in Section 8 of these Findings (Statement of Overriding Considerations),
make Alternative 5, the Reduced Commercial Project Alternative, feasible.
The Revised Project is a slightly reduced version of Alternative 5, and therefore would similarly eliminate
several significant impacts and reduce other impacts as compared to the Original Project.
Rationale for Findings
The Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would reduce, but not avoid, the significant and unavoidable
Project-related impacts, resulting in two fewer intersection impacts. In addition, the Reduced Commercial
Project alternative would achieve all the Project Objectives. With respect to Objective 1, the Reduced
Commercial Project Alternative would replace vacant buildings and develop an unutilized site, and activate
the commercial street frontages along Roscoe Boulevard and Tobias Avenue. The public plaza along
T obias Avenue would provide safe pedestrian connectivity between the Project Site and nearby commercial
uses. In addition, this alternative would develop more housing than the Project or any of the other
alternatives, in-line with the City’s goals to provide housing to meet the area’s critical housing needs. With
respect to Objective 2, the Reduced Commercial Alternative would create new jobs and encourage
investment in the commercial district. Although this alternative would provide less commercial space than
the Project, it would similarly provide a balanced mix of land uses that would act as a catalyst and
encourage investment in the commercial district. This alternative would also create a destination
commercial center that includes a diversity of land uses and pedestrian amenities, such as the public plaza.
With respect to Objective 3, the Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would provide a new
development in an existing urban area, and it would enhance the identity and appearance of the district by
designing an integrated and architecturally-unified mixed-use development with an integrated mix of uses,
amenities, pedestrian orientation, and open space.
City policies also encourage a high density of uses in regional centers to maximize density on
redevelopment sites located adjacent to transit opportunities, and General Plan Framework characterizes
Regional Centers as having FARs typically ranging from 1:5:1 to 6:1 and building heights typically between
six to twenty stories or higher. Alternative 5 would result in a 1.5:1 FAR and six story buildings, and would
maximize the development possibilities and provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to
successfully activate the area. The Mission Hills - Panorama City - North Hills Community Plan also
identifies the Panorama City Regional Center as a major development opportunity site, identifies the need to
maximize development opportunities of the future transit system and to locate higher residential densities
near commercial centers and major bus routes, and encourages mixed-use projects along transit corridors
and pedestrian oriented districts. Alternative 5 would meet these objectives to maximize density and
development on a key site within a commercial center and in proximity to transit opportunities.
Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing density of development on the Project
Site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount and type of commercial uses and variety
of residential rental units is desired by the City to support both housing demand and future Metro transit
improvements along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor. Alternative 5 satisfies the underlying purpose of the
Project and its key objectives, and supports the City’s planning goals and is desirable from a policy
standpoint. Therefore, for the reasons stated above, this Alternative (and therefore, the Revised Project) is
feasible and less impactful than the Original Project.
The Revised Project is a slightly reduced version of Alternative 5 with a fewer number of residential units.
As compared to Alternative 5, the Revised Project would include 52 fewer residential units, and the same
commercial floor area. All impacts from the Revised Project are substantially similar to the impacts of
Alternative 5 as described in the EIR. Thus, by approval of the Revised Project, the City is, in effect,
adopting this Alternative.
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Reference
For a complete discussion of impacts associated with Alternative 5, please see Section III pages III-6 to IN23 of the Final EIR. In addition, a summary comparative matrix is provided in Table VI-36 on page III-24 of
the Final EIR.
ENVIRONMENTALLY SUPERIOR ALTERNATIVE
Section 15126.6(e)(2) of the State CEQA Guidelines requires that an analysis of alternatives shall identify
an environmentally superior alternative among the alternatives evaluated in an EIR and that, if the "no
project” alternative is the environmentally superior alternative, the EIR shall also identify another
environmentally superior alternative among the remaining alternatives.
In the EIR, Alternative 1, No Project, is considered to be the overall environmentally superior alterative
because it would avoid nearly all of the impacts that would occur under the Project. It should be noted that,
although most impacts would be avoided, the beneficial aspects of the Project, such as upgrading the
property, enhancing the community and the fulfillment of numerous regional and City plan and policy goals
for the area would not occur.
Based on the analysis of alternatives in the EIR, Alternative 2, Reduced Project Alternative, is identified as
the environmentally superior alternative. The Reduced Commercial Project Alternative would have lower
significant and unavoidable impacts than the Project with respect to traffic, including the elimination of the
significant impact in terms of operational air quality VOCs, three fewer impacts to intersection capacity, and
lower less-than-significant impacts than the Project with respect to noise, public services, utilities and
energy. Additionally, the Reduced Project Alternative would mostly satisfy the objectives of the Project,
although to a lesser degree than the Project.
However, this Alternative, and Alternatives 1,3, and 4, would not satisfy the Project Objectives to the same
degree as the Original Project. In regards to the City’s planning goals and policies, these Alternatives would
not develop as much housing as the Project in order to meet the City’s critical housing needs. City policies
also encourage a high density of uses in regional centers to maximize density on redevelopment sites
located adjacent to transit opportunities. These Alternatives would not maximize the development
possibilities or provide the critical mass and mix of uses necessary to successfully activate the area.
Furthermore, regarding social and other considerations, maximizing density of development on the Project
Site to implement a mixed use project that can deliver the amount and type of commercial uses and variety
of residential rental units is desired by the City to support both housing demand and future Metro transit
improvements along the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor. The reduced densities or housing associated with
these alternatives does not satisfy the Project’s underlying purpose and key objectives to the same extent,
and conflicts with the City’s planning goals and is undesirable from a policy standpoint. Therefore, these
alternatives are rejected as infeasible.
However, Alternative 5 does substantially meet the Project’s underlying purpose and objectives and is
feasible from a policy standpoint. The Alternative would result in similar, but reduced, significant and
unavoidable impacts in terms of operational VOCs and NOx, and two fewer intersection traffic impacts than
the Original Project. In addition, it would lessen the less-than-significant impacts for greenhouse gas
emissions, operational noise, operational vibration, water, and energy as compared to the Original Project.
Importantly, the significant impact of the Original Project on the intersection of Roscoe Boulevard and the
405 Freeway SB off-ramps (intersection number 11) and on the intersection of Nordhoff Street and Van
Nuys Boulevard (intersection number 2) would be avoided under this alternative.
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The Revised Project, which is a slightly reduced version of Alternative 5, with eight percent fewer residential
units and the same amount of commercial floor area, would result in similar environmental impacts of
Alternative 5. Therefore, the City finds that Alternative 5 is considered to be the feasible environmentally
superior alternative and the City approves Alternative 5 as the Revised Project.
Alternatives Analyzed in the Draft and Final EIR:
To be comprehensive, the City restates its findings of infeasibility provided regarding each of the Alternative
discussed above including Alternatives 1-4, which were analyzed in detail in the Draft EIR. In conclusion,
the City rejects the alternatives above as being infeasible, due either to not meeting the project objectives,
potentially generating greater impacts than would the project, not being economically feasible, and/or not
reducing significant impacts associated with the project, and based on specific economic, legal, social,
technological, or other considerations, including provision of employment opportunities for highly trained
workers, that make infeasible the these project alternatives.
8.

STATEMENT OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS

The EIR identifies unavoidable significant impacts that would result from implementation of the project.
Section 21081 of the California Public Resources Code and Section 15093(b) of the CEQA Guidelines
provide that when a decision of a public agency allows the occurrence of significant impacts that are
identified in the EIR, but are not at least substantially mitigated to an insignificant level or eliminated, the
lead agency must state in writing the reasons to support its action based on the EIR and/or other information
in the record. The State CEQA Guidelines require, pursuant to CEQA Guidelines Section 15093(b), that the
decision-maker adopt a Statement of Overriding Considerations at the time of approval of a project if it finds
that significant adverse environmental effects have been identified in the EIR that cannot be substantially
mitigated to an insignificant level or be eliminated. These findings and the Statement of Overriding
Considerations are based on the documents and materials that constitute the record of proceedings,
including, but not limited to, the Final EIR and all technical appendices attached thereto.
Based on the analysis provided in the EIR, implementation of the Project would result in significant impacts
that cannot be feasibly mitigated with respect to: Air Quality (VOC and NOx emissions which violate air
quality standards and result in a cumulative increase in criteria pollutants) and Traffic and Transportation
(cumulative operational traffic impacts that would conflict with the applicable measures of effectiveness for
performance of the circulation system).
Accordingly, the City adopts the following Statement of Overriding Considerations. The City recognizes that
significant and unavoidable impacts would result from implementation of the project. Having (i) adopted all
feasible mitigation measures, (ii) rejected as infeasible the alternatives to the project discussed above, (iii)
recognized all significant, unavoidable impacts, and (iv) balanced the benefits of the project against the
project’s significant and unavoidable impacts, the City hereby finds that each of the project’s benefits, as
listed below, outweigh and override the significant unavoidable impacts relating to construction noise and
construction and operational traffic.
The below stated reasons summarize the benefits, goals and objectives of the Project, and provide the
detailed rationale for the benefits of the Project. These overriding considerations of economic, social,
aesthetic, and environmental benefits for the Project justify adoption of the Project and certification of the
completed EIR. Each of the following overriding consideration separately and independently (i) outweighs
the adverse environmental impacts of the Project, and (ii) justifies adoption of the Project and certification of
the completed EIR. In particular, achieving the underlying purpose for the Project would be sufficient to
override the significant environmental impacts of the Project.
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1. Site Redevelopment. The Revised Project would substantially improve the existing conditions on
the Project Site, by transforming vacant buildings and surface parking into a mixed-use complex,
incorporating a pedestrian-friendly site and building design, providing a substantially improved
streetscape, increasing onsite landscaping and open space areas, and enhancing the aesthetic and
character of the Project Site. In this respect, the Project is an opportunity to implement a
redevelopment project strategically positioned adjacent to transit opportunities and with direct
synergy within a regional commercial center in the Panorama City Center of the City.
2. Supports City’s Housing Goals. The Revised Project will help respond to the City's critical housing
deficiency, as well as the Mayor’s housing goal to add 100,000 new residential units within the City
by 2020, and further the goals of the City's Housing Element of its General Plan by adding 623 new
housing units to the Project Site. The Project would include a range of unit types, ranging from
studio to three-bedroom units, and would be able to accommodate a diversity of households.
3. Community-Serving Features. The Revised Project will serve existing and new residents with a
development that combines complementary uses, such as retail and residential uses, that are
designed to serve residents, the surrounding neighborhood, visitors, and the larger community, and
amenities such as an approximately 16,895-square-foot public plaza, new landscaped areas, and
various streetscape improvements.
4. Smart Growth. The Revised Project will support efforts to achieve local and regional sustainability
and mobility goals by promoting and encouraging transit usage and the reduction of automobile trips
through the incorporation of pedestrian pathways, transit linkages, ample bicycle parking and
storage, a well-balanced mix of on-site amenities, and a Traffic Demand Management program to
encourage more efficient and alternative modes of transportation. The Revised Project would also
be in a transit-oriented area, one block from the Van Nuys Boulevard corridor, which has the highest
north-south transit boardings in the San Fernando Valley, experiencing nearly 25,000 daily
boardings on Metro buses, and within an area of high transit-dependency (35%).
5. Employment and Tax Revenue. The Revised Project will create approximately 1,200 temporary
construction jobs and 160 permanent jobs at the Project Site, and would provide economic benefits
for the City as it would generate new public revenues, such as sales tax, property tax and business
tax revenues.
9.

FINDINGS ON MITIGATION MONITORING PLAN

Pursuant to Section 15091 (a)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines, the City finds that implementation of the
mitigation measures and project design features included in Section IV of the Final EIR would substantially
lessen the significant environmental effects resulting from the Revised Project. These mitigation measures
and project design features have been required in, or incorporated into the Project. In accordance with
Section 15091(d) and Section 15097 of the CEQA Guidelines that require a public agency to adopt a
program for reporting or monitoring required changes or conditions of approval to substantially lessen
significant environmental effects, the Mitigation Monitoring Plan provided as Section IV of the Final EIR is
hereby adopted as the mitigation monitoring plan for this Project.
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FINDINGS ON CHANGES TO THE DRAFT EIR AND RECIRCULATION

CHANGES TO THE DRAFT EIR
During the Draft EIR public comment period, a letter was received from a representative of Primestor
CFIC/CG, LLC (“Primestor”) indicating that the Draft EIR’s cumulative traffic impact analysis was deficient
and did not address the expansion of the adjacent Panorama City Mall, located at 8401 N. Van Nuys
Boulevard, as a related project. The letter from Primestor is included as Letter No. 7 in the Final EIR. The
letter states that proposed expansion of the Panorama Mall would result in an additional 266,000 square
feet of commercial land uses at a site adjacent to the Project. An application for the Panorama Mall
expansion was received by the City on February 13, 2017, six months after the issuance of the Notice of
Preparation for the ICON Project.
The Draft EIR adequately analyzed cumulative impacts based on assumptions of ambient growth rates and
all other closely related past, present, and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects known at the
time of the issuance of the NOP, the established baseline condition and environmental setting. The
Panorama Mall expansion project had not yet been proposed at that time and was not reasonably
foreseeable, and was therefore not included in the analysis. Moreover, CEQA permits a Lead Agency to set
a reasonable cut-off date - typically at the issuance of the NOP - to determine baseline conditions and is
not required to continuously update these conditions or a list of related projects.
Although not required to do so under CEQA, the City in its discretion decided to update the baseline to
include the Panorama Mall expansion as a related project, based on the size, scope, and location of that
project, to provide a more conservative cumulative impact analysis. The new information presented in the
comment letter identified a significant change to the future environmental setting immediately adjacent to
the Project Site and, therefore, the Lead Agency revisited its original analysis in order to incorporate this
new information. An updated analysis found that with the inclusion of the Panorama Mall expansion as a
related project, traffic generated by the Project, in conjunction with cumulative development in the area,
would result in a new significant and unavoidable impact at the intersection of Roscoe Boulevard and the I405 SB Ramps (intersection number 11) during the weekday afternoon peak hours. This new significant
environmental impact was not previously identified in the Draft EIR, and therefore recirculation of the traffic
analysis portion of the Draft EIR was required.
Pursuant to Section 15088.5 of the State CEQA Guidelines, a Revised Draft EIR was prepared to provide
the public an opportunity to review and comment on the changes to the Project’s traffic analysis based on
the addition of the Panorama City Mall expansion as a related project. The revision was limited to the
addition of the Panorama Mall expansion project to the related projects list (Related Project No. 20) and an
update to the Draft EIR Section IV. K (Transportation/Traffic) of the Draft EIR. The inclusion of the
Panorama Mall did not otherwise change the remainder of the conclusions of other impact areas of the Draft
EIR (see Section IV, Revisions, Clarifications, and Corrections to the Draft EIR) in the Final EIR.
The Revised Draft EIR was circulated for public review from August 31 to October 16, 2017. The Final EIR
was published on February 23, 2018 and includes responses to comments in Primestor’s letter (Letter No.
7) regarding the Draft EIR, as well as all comment letters received on both the Draft EIR and the Revised
Draft EIR, as specified in CeQA Guidelines Section 15088.5(f).
An Errata was completed on March 23, 2018 to make minor corrections to the Final EIR. The Errata
included a correction to remove changes in the Final EIR identifying Alternative 5 as the Environmentally
Superior Alternative, and that the original Draft EIR discussion of identifying Alternative 2 (Reduced Project
Alternative) as the superior alternative should stand. The Errata also addressed the correction to the
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number of impacted intersections after migitation for Alternative 3 (All Commercial Alternative) under future
cumulative conditions as three, rather than two, based on the inclusion of the Panorama Mall as a related
project. The Errata further states that this information does not represent significant new information that
would affect the analysis or conclusions presented in the Final EIR.
FINDINGS REGARDING FINAL EIR
Pursuant to CEQA, on the basis of the review and consideration of the Final EIR, the City finds the
following:
1. Factual corrections and minor changes have been set forth as clarifications and modifications to the
Draft EIR;
2. The factual corrections and minor changes to the Draft EIR are not substantial changes in the Draft EIR
that would deprive the public of a meaningful opportunity to comment on a substantial adverse
environmental effect of the Project, a feasible way to mitigate or avoid such an effect, or a feasible
project alternative;
3. The factual corrections and minor changes to the Draft EIR will not result in new significant
environmental effects or substantially increase the severity of the previously identified significant effects
disclosed in the Draft EIR;
4. The factual corrections and minor changes in the Draft EIR will not involve mitigation measures or
alternatives that are considerably different from those analyzed in the Draft EI R that would substantially
reduce one or more significant effect on the environment; and
5. The factual corrections and minor changes to the Draft EIR do not render the Draft EIR so
fundamentally inadequate and conclusory in nature that meaningful public review and comment would
be precluded.
Thus, none of the conditions set forth in CEQA requiring recirculation of a Draft EIR have been met, except
as described above. Incorporation of the factual corrections and minor changes to the Draft EIR into the
Final EIR does not require the Final EIR to be circulated for public comment.
11.

OTHER CEQA CONSIDERATIONS

1. The City, acting through the Department of City Planning is the “Lead Agency” for the project, evaluated
the EIR. The City finds that the EIR was prepared in compliance with CEQA and the CeQa Guidelines.
The City finds that it has independently reviewed and analyzed the EIR for the Project, that the Draft EIR
and Revised Draft EIR, which were circulated for public review, reflected its independent judgment and
that the Final EI R reflects the independent judgment of the City.
2. The EIR evaluated the following potential project and cumulative environmental impacts: air quality,
cultural resources, geology and soils, greenhouse gas emissions, hazards and hazardous materials,
hydrology and water quality, land use and planning, noise, population and housing, public services,
transportation/traffic, utilities and service systems, and energy conservation. Additionally, the EIR
considered Growth Inducing Impacts and Significant Irreversible Environmental Changes. The
significant environmental impacts of the project and the alternatives were identified in the EIR.
3. The City finds that the EIR provides objective information to assist the decision- makers and the public
at large in their consideration of the environmental consequences of the Project. The public review
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period provided all interested jurisdictions, agencies, private organizations, and individuals the
opportunity to submit comments regarding the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR. The Final EIR was
prepared after the review period and responds to comments made during the public review periods.
4. Textual refinements and errata were compiled and presented to the decision- makers for review and
consideration. The City staff has made every effort to notify the decision-makers and the interested
public/agencies of each textual change in the various documents associated with project review. These
textual refinements arose for a variety of reasons. First, it is inevitable that draft documents would
contain errors and would require clarifications and corrections. Second, textual clarifications were
necessitated in order to describe refinements suggested as part of the public participation process.
5. The Department of City Planning evaluated comments on environmental issues received from persons
who reviewed the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR. In accordance with CEQA, the Department of City
Planning prepared written responses describing the disposition of significant environmental issues
raised. The Final EIR provides adequate, good faith and reasoned response to the comments. The
Department of City Planning reviewed the comments received and responses thereto and has
determined that neither the comments received nor the responses to such comments add significant
new information regarding environmental impacts in the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR. The Lead
Agency has based its actions on full appraisal of all viewpoints, including all comments received up to
the date of adoption of these findings, concerning the environmental impacts identified and analyzed in
the EIR.
6. The Final EIR documents changes to the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR. The Final EIR provides
additional information that was not included in the Draft EIR and Revised Draft EIR. Having reviewed
the information contained in the Draft EIR, Revised Draft EIR, and the Final EIR and in the
administrative record, as well as the requirements of CEQA and the CEQA Guidelines regarding
recirculation of Draft EIRs, the City finds that there are no new significant impacts, substantial increase
in the severity of a previously disclosed impact, significant information in the record of proceedings or
other criteria under CEQA that would require recirculation of the Draft EIR or Revised Draft EIR, or
preparation of a supplemental or subsequent EIR.
Specifically, the City finds that:
a. The Responses To Comments contained in the Final EIR fully considered and responded to
comments claiming that the project would have significant impacts or more severe impacts not
disclosed in the Draft EIR and/or Revised Draft EIR and include substantial evidence that none
of these comments provided substantial evidence that the project would result in changed
circumstances, significant new information, considerably different mitigation measures, or new
or more severe significant impacts than were discussed in the Draft EIR and/or Revised Draft
EIR.
b. The City has thoroughly reviewed the public comments received regarding the Project and the
Final EIR as it relates to the Project to determine whether under the requirements of CEQA, any
of the public comments provide substantial evidence that would require recirculation of the EIR
prior to its adoption and has determined that recirculation of the EIR is not required.
c.

None of the information submitted after publication of the Final EIR, including testimony at and
documents submitted for the public hearings on the Project, constitutes significant new
information or otherwise requires preparation of a supplemental or subsequent EIR. The City
does not find this information and testimony to be credible evidence of a significant impact, a
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substantial increase in the severity of an impact disclosed in the Final EIR, or a feasible
mitigation measure or alternative not included in the Final EIR.
7. The mitigation measures identified for the project were included in the Draft, Revised Draft, and Final
EIRs. As revised, the final mitigation measures for the project are described in the Mitigation Monitoring
Program (MMP). Each of the mitigation measures identified in the MMP is incorporated into the project.
The City finds that the impacts of the project have been mitigated to the extent feasible by the mitigation
measures identified in the MMP.
8. CEQA requires the Lead Agency approving a project to adopt a MMP or the changes to the project
which it has adopted or made a condition of project approval in order to ensure compliance with the
mitigation measures during project implementation. The mitigation measures included in the EIR as
certified by the City as adopted by the City serves that function. The MMP includes all of the mitigation
measures and project design features adopted by the City in connection with the approval of the project
and has been designed to ensure compliance with such measures during implementation of the project.
In accordance with CEQA, the MMP provides the means to ensure that the mitigation measures are
fully enforceable. In accordance with the requirements of Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, the
City hereby adopts the MMP.
9. In accordance with the requirements of Public Resources Section 21081.6, the City hereby adopts each
of the mitigation measures expressly set forth herein as conditions of approval for the project.
10. The custodian of the documents or other material which constitute the record of proceedings upon
which the City’s decision is based is the City Department of City Planning.
11. The City finds and declares that substantial evidence for each and every finding made herein is
contained in the EIR, which is incorporated herein by this reference, or is in the record of proceedings in
the matter.
12. The City is certifying an EIR for, and is approving and adopting findings for, the entirety of the actions
described in these Findings and in the EIR as comprising the project.
13. The EIR is a Project EIR for purposes of environmental analysis of the project. A Project EIR examines
the environmental effects of a specific project. The EIR serves as the primary environmental
compliance document for entitlement decisions regarding the Project by the City and other regulatory
jurisdictions.
14. The City finds that none of the public comments to the Draft EIR, Revised Draft EIR, or subsequent
public comments or other evidence in the record, including any changes in the project in response to
input from the community and the Council Office, include or constitute substantial evidence that would
require recirculation of the Final EIR prior to its certification and that there is no substantial evidence
elsewhere in the record of proceedings that would require substantial revision of the Final EIR prior to its
certification, and that the Final EIR need not be recirculated prior to its certification.
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FINDINGS OF FACT (SUBDIVISION MAP ACT)
In connection with the approval of Vesting T entative T ract Map No. 74315 the Advisory Agency of the City of
Los Angeles, pursuant to Sections 66473.1, 66474.60, .61 and .63 of the State of California Government
Code (the Subdivision Map Act), makes the prescribed findings as follows:
(a) THE PROPOSED MAP IS CONSISTENT WITH APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.
Section 66411 of the Subdivision Map Act (Map Act) establishes that local agencies regulate and control the
design of subdivisions. Chapter 2, Article I, of the Map Act establishes the general provisions for tentative,
final, and parcel maps. The Vesting Tentative Tract Map was prepared by a Registered Professional
Engineer and contains the required components, dimensions, areas, notes, legal description, ownership,
applicant and site address information as required by the Los Angeles Municipal Code ("LAMC”). The
Vesting Tentative Tract Map has been filed to vacate the existing alley and for the subdivision of an
approximately 8.9-acre (393,571 square foot) site into 6 lots (1 master lots and 5 airspace lots), in
conjunction with the construction of a mixed-use building containing up to 623 dwelling units and a
maximum of 60,000 square feet of commercial floor area.
The Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) implements the goals, objectives, and policies of the Community
Plan through adopted zoning regulations. The Zoning Code regulates, but is not limited to, the maximum
permitted density, height, and the subdivision of land. The adopted Mission Hills - Panorama City - North
Hills Community Plan does not address subdivision explicitly, however, the plan does provide for land
designations with corresponding zones. The subject property is designated for Regional Commercial land
uses corresponding to the CR, C2, C4, RAS3, RAS4, R3, R4, R5, P and PB zones. The concurrent Zone
Change request to rezone the project site from [Q]C2-1-CDO and [Q]P-1-CDO to the (T)(Q)C2-1-CDO Zone
for the entire site is consistent with the range of zones under the site’s land use designation. The
construction of the mixed-use development would be consistent with the land use designation of the site
and the proposed zoning of the site.
The Vesting T ract Map for the proposed development of a mixed-use building would be allowable under the
proposed zone and the existing land use designation, consistent with the General and Community Plans
and the request is consistent with Article 7 (Division of Land Regulations) of the Los Angeles Municipal
Code. The project site is not governed by a specific plan.
(b) THE DESIGN AND IMPROVEMENT OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION ARE CONSISTENT WITH
APPLICABLE GENERAL AND SPECIFIC PLANS.
Section 66418 of the Subdivision Map Act defines the term "design” as follows: "Design” means: (1) street
alignments, grades and widths; (2) drainage and sanitary facilities and utilities, including alignments and
grades thereof; (3) location and size of all required easements and rights-of-way; (4) fire roads and
firebreaks; (5) lot size and configuration; (6) traffic access; (7) grading; (8) land to be dedicated for park or
recreational purposes; and (9) such other specific physical requirements in the plan and configuration of the
entire subdivision as may be necessary to ensure consistency with, or implementation of, the general plan
or any applicable specific plan. Further, Section 66427 of the Subdivision Map Act expressly states that the
"Design and location of buildings are not part of the map review process for condominium, community
apartment or stock cooperative projects.”
Section 17.05-C of the Los Angeles Municipal Code enumerates design standards for Subdivisions and
requires that each Tentative Map be designed in conformance with the Street Design Standards and in
conformance to the General Plan. Section 17.05-C, third paragraph, further establishes that density
calculations include the areas for residential use and areas designated for public uses, except for land set
aside for street purposes ("net area”).
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The design and layout of the map is consistent with the design standards established by the Subdivision
Map Act and Division of Land Regulations of the Los Angeles Municipal Code. Several public agencies
(including the Bureau of Engineering, Bureau of Sanitation, Bureau of Street Lighting, Department of Water
and Power, Fire Department, Department of Building and Safety, and Department of Transportation,
Department of Recreation and Parks) have reviewed the map and found the subdivision design satisfactory
and have imposed improvement requirements and/or conditions of approval. Bureau of Engineering
requires dedication and improvements to Roscoe Boulevard, Cedros Avenue, Tobias Street, and an
alleyway in accordance with the Panorama City Center Streetscape Plan and the City’s Street Standards.
Sewers are available and have been inspected and deemed adequate in accommodating the proposed
project’s sewerage needs. Fire and traffic access, as well as site grading, have been reviewed and deemed
appropriate. Additional traffic improvement or control measures for adjacent roadways and nearby
intersections have been included for traffic and pedestrian safety.
The subdivision will be required to comply with all regulations pertaining to grading, building permits, and
street improvement permit requirements. Conditions of Approval for the design and improvement of the
subdivision are required to be performed prior to the recordation of the tentative map, building permit,
grading permit, or certificate of occupancy.
Further, the Community Plan designates the property for Regional Commercial land uses, and the project
includes a zone change to the corresponding C2 Zone. The proposed Regional Center Land Use
Designation, including the proposed corresponding C2 Zone, permit commercial, mixed-use and residential
development subject to a minimum lot area of 5,000 square feet. The project provides lot areas greater
than the minimum.
Therefore, as conditioned, the design and improvement of the proposed subdivision is consistent with the
intent and purpose of the applicable General Plan.
(c) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED TYPE OF DEVELOPMENT.
The project site is currently improved with three low-rise commercial buildings and surface parking lots. The
project site is physically suitable for the proposed type of development. The site is relatively flat and is not
located in a slope stability study area, high erosion hazard area, or Alquist-Priolo Fault Zone. According to a
memo from the Department of Building and Safety, Grading Division, dated March 13, 2017, the property is
located outside of a City of Los Angeles Hillside Area; is exempt or located outside of a State of California
liquefaction, earthquake induced landslide, or fault-rupture hazard zone; and does not require any grading
or construction of an engineered retaining structure to remove potential geologic hazards. The tract has
been approved contingent upon approval from the Department of Building and Safety, Grading Division prior
to the recordation of the map and issuance of any permits.
The site is not subject to the Specific Plan for the Management of Flood Hazards (floodways, floodplains,
mud prone areas, coastal high-hazard and flood-related erosion hazard areas). The subject site is not
otherwise located in a hazardous zone and does not contain any known hazards (i.e., toxic waste, very high
fire hazard severity zone etc.). In addition, the environmental analysis conducted for the project found that
the tract map and development of the project would not result in any significant impacts in terms of
geological or seismic impacts, hazards and hazardous materials, and fire safety. Therefore, the project site
is physically suitable for the proposed type of development.
(d) THE SITE IS PHYSICALLY SUITABLE FOR THE PROPOSED DENSITY OF DEVELOPMENT.
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The General Plan identifies, through its Community and Specific Plans, geographic locations where planned
and anticipated densities are permitted. Zoning applying to the sites throughout the city, are allocated based
on the type of land use, physical suitability and future population growth expected to occur. The proposed
C2 Zone and Height District 1 applying to the subject site permits a maximum floor area ratio of 1.5:1 and a
residential density of one dwelling unit per 400 square feet of lot area and an overall required minimum lot
size is 5,000 square feet. The site contains 388,535 net square feet of land, and contingent upon the
approval of Case No. CPC-2016-2118-VZC-MCUP-CU-SPR-CDO-DD, would be allowed a maximum floor
area of 582,802 square feet and a residential density of 971 dwelling units. Therefore, the project’s
proposed density of up to 571,146 square feet of floor area and 623 dwelling units is consistent with the
general provisions and area requirements of the Planning and Zoning Code.
Surrounding uses are within the R3, R4, C2, and P zones and are generally developed with multi-family
residential uses, commercial uses, and surface parking lots. The subject site is a relatively flat, in-fill lot, in a
substantially developed urban area with adequate infrastructure. The area is easily accessible via improved
streets, highways and transit systems. The environmental review conducted by the Department of City
Planning (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031), establishes that the physical
characteristics of the site and the proposed density of development are generally consistent with existing
development and urban character of the surrounding community. Therefore, the project site is physically
suitable for the proposed density of development.
(e) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS ARE NOT LIKELY TO
CAUSE SUBSTANTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL DAMAGE OR SUBSTANTIALLY AND AVOIDABLY INJURE
FISH OR WILDLIFE OR THEIR HABITAT.
The Project proposes an infill development within the highly-urbanized Regional Center of Panorama City in
the City of Los Angeles. The T ract Map subdivision design includes one master lots and five airspace lots,
resulting in a master lot over the entire project site, and then airspace lots to separate the residential, and
commercial occupancies and shared facilities. Improvements include the development of two residential
apartment buildings, two commercial buildings, a central plaza and shared fire lane, as well as
improvements to adjacent streets and utility connections. The subdivision design and improvements and
consistent with the existing urban development of the area. There are no habitat conservation plans or
natural community conversation plans which presently govern any portion of the project site or vicinity. The
environmental review for the Project concludes that the Project Site does not contain or support any known
species identified as candidate, sensitive, or special status by local or regional plans, policies or regulations,
or by the California Department of Fish and Game or U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Impacts upon biological
resources were determined to result in no impact or would be less than significant and no mitigation
measures are required. Therefore, the design of the subdivision would not cause substantial environmental
damage or substantially and avoidably injure fish or wildlife or their habitat.
(f) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS ARE NOT LIKELY TO
CAUSE SERIOUS PUBLIC HEALTH PROBLEMS.
The proposed subdivision and subsequent improvements are subject to the provisions of the Los Angeles
Municipal Code (e.g., the Fire Code, Planning and Zoning Code, Health and Safety Code) and the Building
Code. Other health and safety related requirements as mandated by law would apply where applicable to
ensure the public health and welfare (e.g., asbestos/lead abatement, seismic safety, flood hazard
management).
The project is not located over a hazardous materials site or flood hazard area and is not located on
unsuitable soil conditions. The project would not place any occupants or residents near a hazardous
materials site or involve the use or transport of hazardous materials or substances.
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The development would be connected to the City's sanitary sewer system, where collected sewage is
directed to sewer treatment plants, which have been upgraded to meet Statewide Ocean Discharge
Standards. Additionally, an environment assessment consistent with the requirements of the California
Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was prepared for the proposed project, which indicates that no adverse
impacts to the public health or safety would occur as a result of the design and improvement of the site.
Therefore, the design of the subdivision and the proposed improvements are not likely to cause serious
public health problems.
(g) THE DESIGN OF THE SUBDIVISION AND THE PROPOSED IMPROVEMENTS WILL NOT CONFLICT
WITH EASEMENTS ACQUIRED BY THE PUBLIC AT LARGE FOR ACCESS THROUGH OR USE OF
PROPERTY WITHIN THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION.
The property currently contains an existing north-south 20-foot wide public alleyway, which is intended to
connect Chase Street from the north to Roscoe Boulevard to the south. However, the alley has been closed
off to the public for several years, and currently outlets at the northern property boundary westward through
onto an adjacent residential street, Cedros Avenue. As part of the tract map, the alleyway will be relocated
to allow for access from Chase Street to the north, with an outlet eastward onto an adjacent commercial
street (Tobias Avenue), connecting with Roscoe Boulevard at a signalized intersection. The Bureau of
Engineering and the Department of Transportation have found the alley design sufficient to continue to
provide adequate public access through and adjacent to the site.
Otherwise, there are no recorded instruments identifying easements encumbering the project site for the
purpose of providing public access. The project site contains legally recorded lots identified by the Assessor
Parcel Record. The site is surrounded by private and public properties that adjoin improved public streets
and sidewalks designed and improved for the specific purpose of providing public access throughout the
area. The project site does not adjoin or provide access to a public resource, natural habitat, Public Park or
any officially recognized public recreation area. Therefore, the design of the subdivision and the proposed
improvements would not conflict with easements acquired by the public at large for access through or use of
property within the proposed subdivision.
(h)

THE DESIGN OF THE PROPOSED SUBDIVISION WILL PROVIDE, TO THE EXTENT FEASIBLE, FOR
FUTURE PASSIVE OR NATURAL HEATING OR COOLING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE SUBDIVISION.
(REF. SECTION 66473.1)
In assessing the feasibility of passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities in the proposed subdivision
design, the applicant has prepared and submitted materials which consider the local climate, contours,
configuration of the parcels to be subdivided and other design and improvement requirements.
Providing for passive or natural heating or cooling opportunities will not result in reducing allowable densities
or the percentage of a lot which may be occupied by a building or structure under applicable planning and
zoning in effect at the time the tentative map was filed. The lot layout of the subdivision has taken into
consideration the maximizing of the north/south orientation. The topography of the site has been considered
in the maximization of passive or natural heating and cooling opportunities.
In addition, prior to obtaining a building permit, the subdivider shall consider building construction
techniques, such as overhanging eaves, location of windows, insulation, exhaust fans; planting of trees for
shade purposes and the height of the buildings on the site in relation to adjacent development.
These findings shall apply to both the tentative and final maps for Vesting T entative T ract Map No. 74315.
EXHIBIT C: Tract Map Determination
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VINCENT P. BERTONI, AICP
Advisory Agency
1

tHeather Bleemers
Deputy Advisory Agency

CK'

HB:MZ:dn
Note:

If you wish to file an appeal, it must be filed within 10 calendar days from the decision date as noted
in this letter. For an appeal to be valid to the City Planning Commission, it must be accepted as
complete by the City Planning Department and appeal fees paid, prior to expiration of the above 10dav time limit. Such appeal must be submitted on Master Appeal Form No. CP-7769 at the
Department’s Public Offices, located at:
Figueroa Plaza
201 N. Figueroa St., 4th Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90012
213 482-7077

Marvin Braude San Fernando Valley
Development Service Center
6262 Van Nuys Blvd., Room 251
Van Nuys, CA 91401
818 374-5050

West Los Angeles
Development Service Center
1828 Sawtelle Blvd., 2nd Floor
Los Angeles, CA 90025
310 231-2901
Forms are also available on-line at http://planninq.lacitv.org.
If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure
Section 1094.5, the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than
the 90th day following the date on which the City's decision became final pursuant to California
Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be other time limits which also affect your
ability to seek judicial review.
If you have any questions, please call Development Services Center staff at (213) 482-7077, (818)
374-5050, or (310) 231-2901.
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APPLICATIONS:

This application is to be used for any appeals authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) for discretionary
actions administered by the Department of City Planning.
1.

APPELLANT BODY/CASE INFORMATION

Appellant Body:
□ Area Planning Commission

0 City Planning Commission

□ City Council

□ Director of Planning

Regarding Case Number: Vesting Tentative Tract Map VTT-74315____________________________________
Project Address: 14665 Roscoe Blvd. (14665-14697 Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 Cedros Ave., 8321-8413 Tobias Av
Final Date to Appeal: 04/06/2018___________________________________________
Type of Appeal:

2.

□ Appeal by Applicant/Owner
0 Appeal by a person, other than the Applicant/Owner, claiming to be aggrieved
□ Appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety

APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant’s name (print): Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters; LiUNA Local 300__________
Company: Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters: LiUNA Local 300____________________
Mailing Address: 533 S. Fremont Ave.. 10th FI. L.A.. CA 90071: 2005 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.. CA 90006
City: Los Angeles_______
Telephone: (510) 836-4200
•

3.

Zip:

E-mail: richard@lozeaudrury.com

Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?
0 Self

•

State: CA

□ Other:

Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant’s position?

□ Yes

0 No

REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Richard Drury
Company: Lozeau Drury LLP___________
Mailing Address: 410 12th Street, Suite 250
City: Oakland__________
Telephone: (510) 836-4200

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

State: CA

Zip: 94607

E-mail: Richard@lozeaudrury.com

EXHIBIT D: Appeal
VTT-74315-1A, April 26, 2018
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4.

JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

□ Entire

□ Part

Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

0 Yes

□

No

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: All Conditions
Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

5.

• The reason for the appeal

• How you are aggrieved by the decision

• Specifically the points at issue

• Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

APPLICANT’S AFFIDAVIT

I certify that the statements conta/hed ini this application are complete and true:
Appellant Signature:
6.

Date:

f

FILING REQUIREMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Eight (8) sets of the following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 7 duplicates):
o
o
o

Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
Justification/Reason for Appeal
Copies of Original Determination Letter

A Filing Fee must be paid at the time of filing the appeal per LAMC Section 19.01 B.
o

Original applicants must provide a copy of the original application receipt(s) (required to calculate
their 85% appeal filing fee).

All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide noticing per
the LAMC, pay mailing fees to City Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of the receipt.
Appellants filing an appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety per LAMC
12.26 K are considered Original Applicants and must provide noticing per LAMC 12.26 K.7, pay mailing fees
to City Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of receipt.
A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the
CNC may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only
file as an individual on behalf of self.
Appeals of Density Bonus cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation).
Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said
Commission.
A CEQA document can only be appealed if a non-elected decision-making body (ZA, APC, CPC, etc.) makes
a determination for a project that is not further appealable. [CA Public Resources Code ' 21151 (c)].
This Saction for City Planning Staff use Only

Base Fee:

8V°

Receipt No:

Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):

Date:

H-hj K>!8
Deemed Complete by (Project Planner):

Date:

oio%,b%L{0\i~
J5£ Determination authority notified

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)

Page 2 of 2

Justification/Reason for Appeal
ICON at PANORAMA
CEQA ENV 2016-1061-EIR (SCH NO. 2016081031); VESTING TENTATIVE MAP VTT-74315
14665 Roscoe Blvd. (14665-14697 Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 Cedros Ave., 8321-8413 Tobias
Ave.);
REASON FOR THE APPEAL: The environmental impact report (EIR) prepared for the ICON at
Panorama Project (CEQA ENV 2016-1061-EIR (SCH NO. 2016081031)) ("Project") fails to comply
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). In particular the EIR fails to adequately
analyze environmental impacts of the Project, fails to accurately describe the Project, fails to
adequately describe the environmental setting of the Project, and fails to propose all feasible
mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce Project impacts. In addition, the City and
project proponent have significantly revised the Project, increasing its size from 422 residential
units to 623 residential units, an increase of 201 units. This increase in size is not adequately
described or analyzed in the EIR, and a supplemental or revised draft EIR is therefore required
to analyze the significant impacts of this Project modification.
SPECIFICALLY THE POINTS IN ISSUE: The specific points in issue are set forth in the comment
letters filed on this project dated May 22, 2017, October 16, 2017, March 19, 2018, in the
expert comment letters attached thereto, and in this appeal.
HOW YOU ARE AGGREIVED BY THE DECISION: Members of appellants Southwest Regional
Council of Carpenters (SWRCC) and Laborers International Union of North America Local 300
(LIUNA) live in the vicinity of the proposed Project. They breathe the air, suffer traffic
congestion, and will suffer other environmental impacts of the Project unless it is properly
mitigated. Construction workers, such as the members of LIUNA Local 300, will be directly
affected by soil contamination, improperly controlled construction equipment, and other risks
during Project construction.
WHY YOU BELIEVE THE DECISION-MAKER ERRED OR ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION: The Advisory
Agency approved the Final EIR for the Project despite the fact that there is substantial evidence
demonstrating that the EIR fails to comply with CEQA. The Advisory Agency failed to respond to
substantial evidence presented concerning the EIR's legal deficiencies. The Advisory Agency
approved portions of the Project (the vesting tentative tract map) despite the fact that the
CEQA document is still subject to appeal and is in fact being appealed.
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This application is to be used for any appeals authorized by the Los Angeles Municipal Code (LAMC) for discretionary
actions administered by the Department of City Planning.
1.

APPELLANT BODY/CASE INFORMATION

Appellant Body:

El City Planning Commission

□ Area Planning Commission

□ City Council

□ Director of Planning

Regarding Case Number: ENV-2016-1061-EIR (SCH No. 2016081031)________________________________
Project Address: 14665 Roscoe Blvd. (14665-14697 Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 Cedros Ave., 8321-8413 Tobias Av
Final Date to Appeal: 04/06/2018___________________________ ________________
Type of Appeal:

□ Appeal by Applicant/Owner
0 Appeal by a person, other than the Applicant/Owner, claiming to be aggrieved

□ Appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety
2.

APPELLANT INFORMATION

Appellant's name (print): Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters; LiUNA Local 300__________
Company: Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters; LiUNA Local 300_____________________
Mailing Address: 533 S, Fremont Ave., 10th FI. L.A., CA 90071: 2005 W. Pico Blvd. L.A.. CA 90006
City: Los Angeles_______

State: CA

Telephone: (510) 836-4200
•

3.

E-mail: richard@lozeaudrury.com

Is the appeal being filed on your behalf or on behalf of another party, organization or company?
0 Self

•

Zip:

□ Other:

Is the appeal being filed to support the original applicant's position?

□ Yes

0 No

REPRESENTATIVE/AGENT INFORMATION

Representative/Agent name (if applicable): Richard Drury
Company: Lozeau Drury LLP

______

Mailing Address: 410 12th Street, Suite 250
City: Oakland__________
Telephone: (510) 836-4200

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

State: CA

Zip: 94607

E-mail: Richard@lozeaudrury.com
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4.

JUSTIFICATION/REASON FOR APPEAL

Is the entire decision, or only parts of it being appealed?

0 Entire

□ Part

Are specific conditions of approval being appealed?

0 Yes

□ No

If Yes, list the condition number(s) here: All Conditions
Attach a separate sheet providing your reasons for the appeal. Your reason must state:

5.

• The reason for the appeal

• How you are aggrieved by the decision

• Specifically the points at issue

• Why you believe the decision-maker erred or abused their discretion

APPLICANT’S AFFIDA’

I certify that the statem

:s contained in this application are complete and true:

6.
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Date:

Appellant Signature:
FILING REQUIREMENTS/ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Eight (8) sets of the following documents are required for each appeal filed (1 original and 7 duplicates):
o
o
o

Appeal Application (form CP-7769)
Justification/Reason for Appeal
Copies of Original Determination Letter

A Filing Fee must be paid at the time of filing the appeal per LAMC Section 19.01 B.
o

Original applicants must provide a copy of the original application receipt(s) (required to calculate
their 85% appeal filing fee).

All appeals require noticing per the applicable LAMC section(s). Original Applicants must provide noticing per
the LAMC, pay mailing fees to City Planning’s mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of the receipt.
Appellants filing an appeal from a determination made by the Department of Building and Safety per LAMC
12.26 K are considered Original Applicants and must provide noticing per LAMC 12.26 K.7, pay mailing fees
to City Planning's mailing contractor (BTC) and submit a copy of receipt.
A Certified Neighborhood Council (CNC) or a person identified as a member of a CNC or as representing the
CNC may not file an appeal on behalf of the Neighborhood Council; persons affiliated with a CNC may only
file as an individual on behalf of self.
Appeals of Density Bonus cases can only be filed by adjacent owners or tenants (must have documentation).
Appeals to the City Council from a determination on a Tentative Tract (TT or VTT) by the Area or City
Planning Commission must be filed within 10 days of the date of the written determination of said
Commission.
A CEQA document can only be appealed if a non-elected decision-making body (ZA, APC, CPC, etc.) makes
a determination for a project that is not further appealable. [CA Public Resources Code ' 21151 (c)].
This Section for City Planning Staff Use Only

Reviewed & Accepted by (DSC Planner):

Base Fee:
Receipt No:

Date:

Ws/ Z-oiS

81-00
Deemed Complete by (Project Planner):

Date:

DIO iB12U2.)______
Determination authority notified

CP-7769 appeal (revised 5/25/2016)

□ Original receipt and BTC receipt (if original applicant)
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Justification/Reason for Appeal
ICON at PANORAMA
CEQA ENV 2016-1061-EIR (SCH NO. 2016081031); VESTING TENTATIVE MAP VTT-74315
14665 Roscoe Blvd. (14665-14697 Roscoe Blvd., 8300-8406 Cedros Ave.# 8321-8413 Tobias
Ave.);
REASON FOR THE APPEAL: The environmental impact report (EIR) prepared for the ICON at
Panorama Project (CEQA ENV 2016-1061-EIR (SCH NO. 2016081031)) ("Project") fails to comply
with the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). In particular the EIR fails to adequately
analyze environmental impacts of the Project, fails to accurately describe the Project, fails to
adequately describe the environmental setting of the Project, and fails to propose all feasible
mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce Project impacts. In addition, the City and
project proponent have significantly revised the Project, increasing its size from 422 residential
units to 623 residential units, an increase of 201 units. This increase in size is not adequately
described or analyzed in the EIR, and a supplemental or revised draft EIR is therefore required
to analyze the significant impacts of this Project modification.
SPECIFICALLY THE POINTS IN ISSUE: The specific points in issue are set forth in the comment
letters filed on this project dated May 22, 2017, October 16, 2017, March 19, 2018, in the
expert comment letters attached thereto, and in this appeal.
HOW YOU ARE AGGREIVED BY THE DECISION: Members of appellants Southwest Regional
Council of Carpenters (SWRCC) and Laborers International Union of North America Local 300
(LIUNA) live in the vicinity of the proposed Project. They breathe the air, suffer traffic
congestion, and will suffer other environmental impacts of the Project unless it is properly
mitigated. Construction workers, such as the members of LIUNA Local 300, will be directly
affected by soil contamination, improperly controlled construction equipment, and other risks
during Project construction.
WHY YOU BELIEVE THE DECISION-MAKER ERRED OR ABUSED THEIR DISCRETION: The Advisory
Agency approved the Final EIR for the Project despite the fact that there is substantial evidence
demonstrating that the EIR fails to comply with CEQA. The Advisory Agency failed to respond to
substantial evidence presented concerning the EIR's legal deficiencies. The Advisory Agency
approved portions of the Project (the vesting tentative tract map) despite the fact that the
CEQA document is still subject to appeal and is in fact being appealed.
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May 22, 2017

By E-mail and U.S. Mail
Milena Zasadzien
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Email: melina.zasadzien@lacity.org
Re:

Comments on Draft Environmental Impact Report for the ICON at Panorama
Project (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031)

Dear Ms. Zasadzien:
I am writing on behalf of the Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters (“SWRCC”) and
Laborers International Union of North America Local Union 300 (“LIUNA”) (collectively,
“Commenters”) concerning the Draft Environmental Impact Report (“DEIR”) for the ICON at
Panorama Project (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031) (the “Project”).
After reviewing the Project and the DEIR together with our expert consultants, it is
evident that the DEIR contains numerous errors and omissions that preclude accurate analysis of
the Project. As a result of these inadequacies, the DEIR fails as an informational document and
fails to impose all feasible mitigation measures to reduce the Project’s impacts. Commenters
request that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning address these shortcomings in a
revised draft environmental impact report (“RDEIR”) and recirculate the RDEIR prior to
considering approvals for the Project.
Commenters submit herewith comments of the environmental consulting firm
Soil/Water/Air Protection Enterprise (“SWAPE”), including Matthew Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.,
QSD, QSP, former Senior Science Policy Advisor, U.S. EPA Region 9 and Hydrogeologist,
Superfund, RCRA and Clean Water programs and environmental scientist Jessie Jaeger who
conclude that the DEIR fails to adequately evaluate and mitigate the Project’s air quality and
greenhouse gas impacts. First, the Project’s emissions were improperly analyzed in the DEIR
because the DEIR used incorrect and unsubstantiated input parameters. When SWAPE ran an
air quality model that corrected these errors, it demonstrates that the Project will have significant
and unmitigated construction-related NOx emissions. Second, the DEIR failed to conduct a
Health Risk Assessment (“HRA”) for the Project, based on reasoning that is inconsistent with the
South Coast Air Quality Management District’s (“SCAQMD”) and the Office of Environmental
Health Hazards (“OEHHA”) guidance on when HRAs are needed. SWAPE’s screening-level
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analysis demonstrates that a more detailed HRA is needed to fully understand the potentially
significant health risks associated with the Project. Third, SWAPE found that the DEIR
improperly calculated the Project’s GHG emissions, and when calculated properly, the emissions
will be significant and must be mitigated. Finally, there are additional mitigation measures that
are feasible that must be considered to reduce the Project’s significant air quality and greenhouse
gas emissions.
SWAPE also concludes that the DEIR’s Hazards and Hazardous Waste section is wholly
inadequate. The Project site used to house a gas station and automotive repair shop, but the
DEIR because it fails to identify the underground storage tanks and hydraulic lifts from those
operations as Recognized Environmental Conditions (“RECs”), despite the Environmental Site
Assessment determining that they are.
Commenters also submit comments from civil and traffic engineer Daniel Smith, Jr., who
determined that, because the traffic impacts are significant and unavoidable, the City should
approve alternative 2, the reduced project alternative, which is also the environmentally preferred
alternative.
Mr. Hagemann and Ms. Jaeger’s comments and curriculum vitae are attached hereto as
Exhibit A and are incorporated herein by reference. Mr. Smith’s comments and curriculum vitae
are attached hereto as Exhibit B and are incorporated herein by reference. Each of SWAPE’s
and Mr. Smith’s comments requires separate responses from the City. These experts and our
own independent review demonstrate that the DEIR is woefully inadequate and that a revised
DEIR should be prepared prior to Project approval to analyze all impacts and require
implementation of all feasible mitigation measures.
I.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project proposes to demolish three existing but vacant commercial buildings and the
removal of associated surface parking areas currently at the Project site in order to construct a
540,000 gross square foot mixed-use development on an 8.9 acre site in Los Angeles, California.
The Project includes construction of seven buildings, with approximately 200,000 square feet of
commercial floor area, and 422 multi-family residential units. The Project also includes parking
for approximately 1,690 vehicles and 858 bicycles. The commercial uses would be located in
five separate one and two-story buildings on the south and east parts of the site, and would be
served by a six-level parking structure in the center of the Project site. The residences would be
located in two separate seven-story buildings, with five stories of residential over two levels of
above-ground parking, on the western and northern parts of the Project site.
II. LEGAL STANDARDS
CEQA requires that an agency analyze the potential environmental impacts of its
proposed actions in an environmental impact report (“EIR”) (except in certain limited
circumstances). See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21100. The EIR is the very heart of CEQA. Dunn-
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Edwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, 652. “The ‘foremost principle’ in interpreting
CEQA is that the Legislature intended the act to be read so as to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory language.” Comms. for
a Better Env’t v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98, 109.
CEQA has two primary purposes. First, CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and
the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of a project. 14 Cal. Code Regs.
(“CEQA Guidelines”) § 15002(a)(1). “Its purpose is to inform the public and its responsible
officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made. Thus, the
EIR ‘protects not only the environment but also informed self-government.’” Citizens of Goleta
Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564. The EIR has been described as “an
environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose purpose it is to alert the public and its responsible officials to
environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no return.” Berkeley Keep
Jets Over the Bay v. Bd. ofPort Comm ’rs. (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354 (“Berkeley Jets”);
County ofInyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
Second, CEQA requires public agencies to avoid or reduce environmental damage when
“feasible” by requiring “environmentally superior” alternatives and all feasible mitigation
measures. CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(2) and (3); see also Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th
1344, 1354; Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564. The
EIR serves to provide agencies and the public with information about the environmental impacts
of a proposed project and to “identify ways that environmental damage can be avoided or
significantly reduced.” CEQA Guidelines §15002(a)(2). If the project will have a significant
effect on the environment, the agency may approve the project only if it finds that it has
“eliminated or substantially lessened all significant effects on the environment where feasible”
and that any unavoidable significant effects on the environment are “acceptable due to overriding
concerns.” Pub.Res.Code (“PRC”) § 21081; CEQA Guidelines § 15092(b)(2)(A) & (B).
The EIR is the very heart of CEQA. Dunn-Edwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th
644, 652. CEQA requires that a lead agency analyze all potentially significant environmental
impacts of its proposed actions in an EIR. PRC § 21100(b)(1); CEQA Guidelines § 15126(a);
Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1354. The EIR must not only identify the impacts, but must
also provide “information about how adverse the impacts will be.” Santiago County Water Dist.
v. County of Orange (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 818, 831. The lead agency may deem a particular
impact to be insignificant only if it produces rigorous analysis and concrete substantial evidence
justifying the finding. Kings County Farm Bureau v. City ofHanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692. “The ‘foremost principle’ in interpreting CEQA is that the Legislature intended the act to be
read so as to afford the fullest possible protection to the environment within the reasonable scope
of the statutory language.” Communities for a Better Env’t v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002)
103 Cal.App.4th 98, 109.
While the courts review an EIR using an “abuse of discretion” standard, “the reviewing
court is not to ‘uncritically rely on every study or analysis presented by a project proponent in
support of its position. A ‘clearly inadequate or unsupported study is entitled to no judicial
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deference.’” Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1355 (emphasis added), quoting, Laurel
Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 391 409, fn. 12. A
prejudicial abuse of discretion occurs “if the failure to include relevant information precludes
informed decisionmaking and informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory
goals of the EIR process.” San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus
(1994) 27 Cal. App. 4th 713, 722]; Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management
Dist. (1997) 60 Cal. App. 4th 1109, 1117; County ofAmador v. El Dorado County Water Agency
(1999) 76 Cal. App. 4th 931, 946. As discussed below, and in the attached expert comment
letters of expert hydrogeologist Matthew Hagemann, P.G., C. Hg., and expert urban planner Terry
Watt, Ph.D, the EIR for this Project fails to adequately analyze and mitigate the Project’s
impacts.
III. THE DEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY DESCRIBE THE ENVIRONMENTAL
SETTING OF THE PROJECT.
To facilitate its informational goals, an EIR must contain an accurate description of the
project’s environmental setting. An EIR “must include a description of the physical
environmental conditions in the vicinity of the project... from both a local and regional
perspective. This environmental setting will normally constitute the baseline physical conditions
by which a lead agency determines whether an impact is significant.” (CEQA Guidelines,
§15125(a).) The “environmental setting” is defined as “the physical conditions which exist
within the area which will be affected by a proposed project including land, air, water, minerals,
flora, fauna, ambient noise, and objects of historic or aesthetic significance.” (CEQA Guidelines,
§15360; see §21060.5; Lighthouse Field Beach Rescue v. City of Santa Cruz (2005) 131
Cal.App.4th 1170, 1192.) As the court stated in Friends ofEel River v. Sonoma County Water
Agency (2003) 108 Cal.App.4th 859:
There is good reason for this requirement: “Knowledge of the regional setting is critical
to the assessment of environmental impacts. . . . The EIR must demonstrate that the
significant environmental impacts of the proposed project were adequately investigated
and discussed and it must permit the significant effects of the project to be considered in
the full environmental context.” ([CEQA] Guidelines, § 15125, subd. (c).) We interpret
this Guideline broadly in order to “afford the fullest possible protection to the
environment.” (Kings County Farm Bureau, supra, 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 720.) In so
doing, we ensure that the EIR’s analysis of significant effects, which is generated from
this description of the environmental context, is as accurate as possible.
(108 Cal.App.4th at 874.)
A. THE DEIR FAILS TO DISCLOSE KNOWN, SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS
IMPACTS RELATED TO DOCUMENTED RECOGNIZED
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS AT THE PROJECT SITE.
From 1961 to 2003, a portion of the Project site was used as an automotive repair shop
and gasoline service station. DEIR, p. IV.E-5. As part of its operations, the auto repair shop
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used five to seven underground storage tanks (“USTs”), and 13 hydraulic vehicle lifts. DEIR, p.
IV.E-9. These features were documents in a 2015 Phase I Environmental Site Assessment
(“ESA”) that was conducted for the site to determine the environmental conditions of the Project
site. The Phase I concludes that USTs are RECs. It states:
Based on the lack of information regarding the disposition of the UST(s) at this facility
and the absence of UST closure documentation, the former auto repair facility features
are considered a recognized environmental condition.
DEIR, App. F.1, p. 36.
Rather than disclose this, and further investigate the potential impacts stemming from
these USTs, the EIR makes the exact opposite conclusion, stating:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations and geophysical surveys
conducted in 2001 and 2014, the former presence of USTs and a gasoline dispensing
operation are not considered to be a Recognized Environmental Concern (REC) for the
Project Site at this time.
DEIR, p. IV.E-9.
Similarly, the DEIR improperly concluded that the hydraulic lifts are not a REC despite
the opposite finding in the Phase I ESA. The Phase I ESA states (DEIR, App. F.1, p. 36):
Based on the presumed age of the hydraulic lifts, the potential for hydraulic oil to contain
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), observed evidence of leakage, and the amount of time
the lifts have been present in the ground, the presence of in-ground hydraulic vehicle lifts
is considered a recognized environmental condition.
Again, the DEIR comes to the opposite conclusion:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations, the interior lifts, clarifier, and
floor drains are not considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time.
DEIR, p. IV.E-12.
The DEIR’s description of the site not containing any RECs is inaccurate. Because the
DEIR found that there were no RECs at the site, it goes on to state:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations and geophysical surveys
conducted in 2001 and 2014, the former presence of USTs and a gasoline dispensing
operation are not considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time. As such, no
recommendations for further investigation of the former USTs and gasoline dispensing
operation were made at this time. Additionally, based on review of the previous
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subsurface investigations, the interior lifts, clarifier, and floor drains are not considered to
be a REC for the Project Site at this time. As such, no further investigation of the former
automotive repair building are recommended at this time.
DEIR, p. IV.E-12.
Because of the incorrect finding that there are no RECs on site, the City has not
investigated the former USTs, lifts, floor drains, or the clarifier. Without such an investigation,
the City lacks any evidence of the environmental setting of the Project. Without a full
understanding of the existing environment, there is no understanding of the potential risks to
construction workers, future residents, neighboring residents, and potential groundwater impacts.
SWAPE, p. 2.
The Project may have significant impacts due to the presence of toxic and cancer-causing
chemicals in the soil at the Project site, but the DEIR failed to conduct the analysis to make such
a determination. Construction workers such as the members of SWRCC and LIUNA will be at
the highest risk from such chemicals, as will be future residents of the Project and neighboring
residents, who may be exposed via soil vapor intrusion. Construction workers will be directly
disturbing and excavating contaminated soil during Project construction. SWAPE points out
some of the risks associated with these USTs:
Construction workers would be at risk of any contamination which is present, which may
include the human carcinogen benzene, a component of fuel. Construction workers
would be potentially exposed through breathing contaminated vapors or by touching
contaminated soil. Future residents could be exposed via a vapor intrusion pathway
whereby contaminated vapors seep into indoor air spaces. Neighboring residents could
be exposed to dust to which contaminants have been sorbed. Groundwater contamination
may also have resulted from any leakage of USTs, degrading water resources and perhaps
serving as a source for off-site vapor intrusion.
SWAPE, pp. 2-3. The hydraulic lifts, clarifier, and floor drains may include PCBs, a probable
human carcinogen, which would also expose construction workers, future residents, and
neighboring residents to potential risks. SWAPE, pp. 3-4.
To avoid these risks, SWAPE recommends that “[t]he DEIR process should be halted
until an investigation of the USTs and the vehicle lifts can be completed under regulatory
supervision and any necessary cleanup is conducted that would support the proposed residential
land use, protect neighboring residents from potential exposure and protect the environment.”
SWAPE, p. 2.
Because the DEIR does not recognize the USTs or the hydraulic lifts as RECs, it does not
analyze potential exposure scenarios, and it does not include mitigation measures to prevent
potential health impacts. SWAPE, p. 4. A full investigation of these RECs, and an analysis of
the Project’s potential impacts resulting from those RECs is required. Without this information,
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the DEIR has not substantial evidence to support its conclusion that the Project will not have a
significant environmental impact from hazards and hazardous substances. The DEIR is legally
insufficient for failing to disclose these known RECs at the Project site. As in the recent
Banning Ranch case, the City has failed to disclose in the DEIR known environmental hazards
on the project site. In so doing the City has failed to proceed in a manner required by law.
Banning Ranch Conservancy v. City ofNewport Beach, 2017 Cal. LEXIS 2327 (Cal. S.Ct. Mar.
30, 2017).
IV.

THE DEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY DISCLOSE, ANALYZE, AND
MITIGATE ALL POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT AIR QUALITY IMPACTS.
A. THE PROJECT’S EMISSIONS WERE IMPROPERLY ANALYZED
BECAUSE THE DEIR USES INCORRECT AND UNSUBSTANTIATED
INPUT PARAMETERS.

The DEIR’s Air Quality Assessment (Appendix B) estimates emission using the
California Emissions Estimator Model Version CalEEMod.2013.2.2 (“CalEEMod”). CalEEMod
provides recommended default values based on site specific information entered by the user,
such as land use type, meteorological data, total lot acreage, etc. SWAPE, p. 4. The user can
change these default values, but must provide a justification for doing so. Id. The DEIR
generally provides the Project parameters to be input into CalEEMod, such as site location and
characteristics, duration of construction, number of worker trips, etc. As pointed out in
SWAPE’s expert comments, however, several of the values inputted into the model are
inconsistent with information disclosed in the DEIR, and inconsistent with guidance set forth by
the South Coast Air Quality Management District (“SCAQMD”). SWAPE, p. 5. By relying on
incorrect modeling parameters, “emissions associated with construction and operation of the
Project are greatly underestimated.” Id. Accordingly, the Air Quality Assessment estimates are
unreliable and should not be used to determine whether construction activities would result in
significant air quality impacts. Id.
1. Air Quality Model Uses Incorrect Building Square Footage.
By reviewing the output files for the CalEEMod model, SWAPE determined that the Air
Quality Model incorrectly decreased the size of the proposed movie theater’s square footage by
23.000 square feet (27,000 v. 50,000 square feet) compared to the size provided for in the DEIR.
SWAPE, p. 6. Similarly, the residential building was incorrectly and unjustifiably reduced by
10.000 square feet. Id. The “User Entered Comments” state that this was done “to reflect
proposed site plan,” but this is inconsistent with the DEIR itself, which states that the movie
theater is to be 50,000 sf (DEIR, p. II-9), and residential buildings are to be 384,000 sq. ft., not
374.000 sq. ft. (DEIR, p. II-9.) SWAPE explains the importance of this error:
This discrepancy between what is proposed in the DEIR and what is modeled in
CalEEMod presents a significant issue. The land usage parameters, including land use
types and sizes, are used throughout CalEEMod to determine default variables and
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emission factors that go into the model’s calculations.1 For example, land use areas are
used for certain calculations such as determining the wall space to be painted (i.e., VOC
emissions from architectural coatings) and volume that is heated or cooled (i.e., energy
impacts). Therefore, by assigning incorrect square footages to the Project’s proposed
residential and movie theater land uses, the operational emissions from the land use’s
energy consumption is not properly accounted for.
SWAPE, pp. 6-7.
2. Air Quality Model Failed to Account for Off-Road Construction
Equipment.
The CalEEMod output files also demonstrate that the air quality analysis changed the
default off-road construction equipment list, but did not provide an appropriate justification for
the change. SWAPE, p. 7. The user entered comments with the reasons for manually changing
the Project’s construction list states:
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of demolition equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of grading equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of building construction equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Three air compressors added to the default amount of one for architectural coatings.
Off-road Equipment - Default amount of paving equipment reduced by half due to minimal paving at the proejct site.

The problem with this explanation is that the DEIR provides no alternative construction
list. Without such a list, there is no way to know whether these statements are accurate. Because
of this unsubstantiated change, the Project’s construction emissions have been underestimated.
SWAPE, p. 7.
3. Air Quality Model Incorrectly Modeled Material Export During
Demolition and Grading Phases.
As part of Project construction, 172,500 square feet of existing structures and surface
parking lot will be demolished. DEIR, p. IV.A-15. The DEIR states that demolition of these
existing structures would generate “approximately 14,921 tons of demolition debris” (p. I-38, p.
II-28). In addition to this demolition debris, the DEIR also states that the Project would require a
net export of approximately 18,600 cubic yards (CY), or 22,320 tons, from grading activities.
DEIR, pp. I-38, II-28. As a result, the CalEEMod output files should reflect 14,921 tons of
demolition debis, and 22,320 tons of grading debris. SWAPE, p. 7. Instead, the CalEEMod
output files show the emissions model assumed 22,320 tons during the demolition phase (rather
than grading), and fails to account at all of the 14,921 tons of debris anticipated to be generated
during the demolition phase. SWAPE, p. 8. “This underestimation presents a significant issue,
as the inclusion of the entire amount of material export within the model is necessary to calculate
1

CalEEMod User’s Guide, p. 14, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/
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emissions produced from material movement, including truck loading and unloading, and
additional truck hauling trips. As a result, emissions generated during Project construction are
underestimated.” SWAPE, p. 8. An updated air quality analysis is needed to adequately
evaluate the Project’s emissions using the proper inputs.
B. UPDATED AIR QUALITY MODEL DEMONSTRATES THAT THE
PROJECT WILL HAVE SIGNIFICANT CONSTRUCTION-RELATED
AIR QUALITY IMPACTS FROM NOx EMISSIONS.
SWAPE corrected the above errors, and re-ran CalEEMod. SWAPE, p. 8. When
corrected, the updated model demonstrates that the Project’s construction emissions of PM10,
PM 2.5, and NOx all increase. Id. In particular, the Project’s related NOx emissions increase by
40% to a level that is deemed significant under CEQA. Id. Based on the corrected inputs,
during construction, the Project will emit 102.1 lbs/day of NOx, which is above the 100 lbs/day
threshold of significance set by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (“SCAQMD”).
SWAPE, p. 8.
Maximum Daily Construction Emissions (lbs/day)
Model
PM10 PM2.5
NOX
DEIR
73.0
11.6
4.6
SWAPE
102.1
12.9
6.5
Percent Increase
SCAQMD Regional Threshold
(lbs/day)

40%

11%

41%

100

150

55

Threshold Exceeded?

Yes

No

No

NOx reacts with other chemicals in the air to form both PM and ground level ozone. The
Los Angeles air basin suffers from the worst ozone pollution in the nation. The Project’s NOx
emissions will therefore be exacerbating an already unacceptable level of air pollution.
According to the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (US EPA), even short-term exposure to
ozone can have significant irreparable health impacts. US EPA states:
Ozone can cause the muscles in the airways to constrict, trapping air in the alveoli. This
leads to wheezing and shortness of breath.
Ozone
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

can:
Make it more difficult to breathe deeply and vigorously.
Cause shortness of breath, and pain when taking a deep breath.
Cause coughing and sore or scratchy throat.
Inflame and damage the airways.
Aggravate lung diseases such as asthma, emphysema, and chronic bronchitis.
Increase the frequency of asthma attacks.
Make the lungs more susceptible to infection.
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•
•

Continue to damage the lungs even when the symptoms have disappeared.
Cause chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD).

These effects have been found even in healthy people, but can be more serious in
people with lung diseases such as asthma. They may lead to increased school
absences, medication use, visits to doctors and emergency rooms, and hospital
admissions.
Long-term exposure to ozone is linked to aggravation of asthma, and is likely to
be one of many causes of asthma development. Long-term exposures to higher
concentrations of ozone may also be linked to permanent lung damage, such as
abnormal lung development in children.
Recent studies consistently report associations between short-term ozone
exposures and total non-accidental mortality, which includes deaths from
respiratory causes. Studies suggest that long-term exposure to ozone also may
increase the risk of death from respiratory causes, but the evidence is not as strong
as the evidence for short-term exposure.2
People with asthma, children, older adults, and people who are active outdoors, especially
outdoor workers are most susceptible to health effects caused by ground level ozone.3 EPA has
found “strong and convincing evidence that exposure to ozone is associated with exacerbation of
asthma-related symptoms.” 66 Fed. Reg. 5002, 5012 (Jan. 18, 2001).)
In light of the above, the DEIR must be updated to reflect this significant environmental
impacts, and to consider all feasible mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce NOx
emissions.
C. THE PROJECT WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT CONSTRUCTIONRELATED HEALTH RISK IMPACT THAT HAS NOT BEEN
ADEQUATELY ANALYZED OR MITIGATED.
The DEIR concludes that “the health risk from air pollutants generated during project
construction would be less than significant,” but it makes this finding without actually
conducting a health risk assessment (“HRA”). DEIR, App. B, p. 26. An HRA is required to
determine whether or not the Project will expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants.
SWAPE, p. 13.
The DEIR attempts to justify the omission of an HRA by stating that “Construction
activities associated with the project would be short-term in nature. Estimation of the cancer risk
2

U.S. EPA, “Health Effects of Ozone Pollution,” https://www.epa.gov/ozone-pollution/health-effectsozone-pollution; 66 Fed. Reg. 5002, 5012 (Jan. 18, 2001).
3 Id.
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from diesel particulate matter assumes long-term exposure to the pollutant of 70 years.” DEIR,
App. B, p. 26. This justification is incorrect. SWAPE, p. 13. The fact that a project’s
construction phase is “short-term in nature,” does not render an HRA is unnecessary. Id.
According to the SCAQMD, HRAs are recommended even for short-term projects. Id. The
SCAQMD guidance document explains:
Since these short-term calculations are only meant for projects with limits on the
operating duration, these short-term cancer risk assessments can be thought of as being
the equivalent to a 30-year cancer risk estimate and the appropriate thresholds would still
apply (i.e. for a 5-year project, the maximum emissions during the 5-year period would
be assessed on the more sensitive population, from the third trimester to age 5, after
which the project’s emissions would drop to 0 for the remaining 25 years to get the 30year equivalent cancer risk estimate).4
The DEIR should have prepared a quantitative analysis of the Project’s construction and
operational emission to the SCAQMD threshold of 10 in one million for determining a project’s
health risk impact. SWAPE, p. 13.
In addition, the DEIR justifies the omission of an HRA by stating that:
Currently, CARB sites the need for conducting a site-specific health risk analysis when
sensitive receptors are placed within 50 feet of a gas station with an annual throughput of
less than 3.6 million gallons, 300 feet of a gas station with more than 3.6 million gallons
annually, 500 feet of dry cleaners, and 1,000 feet of distribution centers with more than
100 trucks per day, more than 40 trucks with transport refrigeration units, or where
transport refrigeration units are operated more than 300 hours per week... The Project
would involve the operation of a new residential and commercial retail building at the
Project Site. The proposed commercial uses are also not sensitive receptors for TACs.
Additionally, the proposed use would not be a significant TAC source. A small number
of diesel vehicles are expected to deliver items to the site on a daily basis; much less than
40 vehicles per day.
DEIR, p. IV.A-24.
As SWAPE notes, however, merely stating that the Project’s “proposed commercial uses
are also not sensitive receptors for TACs” does not mean an HRA is not needed. SWAPE, p. 14.
And while the SCAQMD recommends HRAs for warehouses and truck stops, it does not restrict
the preparation of HRAs to industrial projects. Id. According to the SCAQMD’s Mobile Source
Toxics Analysis page on AQMD’s website (emphasis added),

4

http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/risk-assessment/riskassprociune15.pdf?sfvrsn=2. p.
IX-2
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In August 2002, the SCAQMD’s Mobile Source Committee approved the ‘Health Risk
Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel
Emissions.’ This document provided guidance for analyzing cancer risks from diesel
particulate matter from mobile sources at facilities such as truck stops and warehouse
distribution centers. Subsequently, SCAQMD staff revised the aforementioned document
to expand the analysis to provide technical guidance for analyzing cancer risks from
potential diesel particulate emissions impacts from truck idling and movement (such as,
but not limited to, truck stops, warehouse and distribution centers, or transit centers), ship
hotelling at ports, and train idling. This revised guidance document titled, ‘Health Risk
Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Idling
Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis’ was presented to and approved by the
SCAQMD’s Mobile Source Committee at its March 28, 2003 committee meeting. It is
suggested that projects with diesel powered mobile sources use the following guidance
document to quantify potential cancer risks from the diesel particulate emission. 5
In other words, a mobile source HRA should be prepared whenever a project generates or
attracts vehicular trips. SWAPE, p. 14. “The SCAQMD does not state that the preparation of an
HRA should be restricted to industrial projects or land uses, nor does it state that residential and
commercial projects are exempt from this recommendation.” Id.
As SWAPE explains
Seeing as Project construction is expected to occur over a 25-month period (p.II-28), it is
reasonable to assume that a significant amount of diesel particulate matter (DPM), a
known human carcinogen, will be emitted from the exhaust stacks of construction
equipment the Project proposes to use (Appendix B, pp. 46). Additionally, according to
the Project’s Traffic Impact Study, the Project will generate approximately 7,996 vehicle
trips a day during operation, all of which would emit substantial amounts of DPM during
operation, potentially exposing nearby sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants
(Table 2, Appendix I-1, pp. 29). As such, the DEIR should have conducted a construction
and operational HRA, as long term exposure to DPM and other toxic air contaminants
(TACs) may result in a significant health risk impact.
SWAPE, pp. 14-15.
The omission of an HRA is also inconsistent with the most recent guidance published by
the Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), the organization responsible
for providing recommendations and guidance on how to conduct health risk assessments in
5

Mobile Source Toxics Analysis.” SCAQMD, available at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-quality-analysis-handbook/mobile-source-toxicsanalysis
“
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California. SWAPE, p. 15. OEHHA recommends that all short-term projects lasting at least two
months be evaluated for cancer risks to nearby sensitive receptors. 6 Since Project construction
is expected to take place over a 25-month period, an HRA is required. DEIR, p. II-28.
Moreover, once construction is complete, Project operation will generate truck trips, which will
generate additional exhaust emissions, thus continuing to expose nearby sensitive receptors to
DPM emissions. As a result, an HRA should have been conducted. SWAPE, p. 15.
SWAPE conducted a screening-level HRA to demonstrate the potential risk to nearby
sensitive receptors from Project construction and operation. SWAPE, p. 15. SWAPE’s analysis
concludes that the Project may result in a significant health risk impact from the Project’s
construction and operational DPM emissions that was not previously identified in the DEIR.
SWAPE, p. 15. “The excess cancer risk to adults, children, and infants at a sensitive receptor
located approximately 25 meter away, over the course of Project construction and operation are
24, 160, and 130 in one million, respectively.” SWAPE, p. 18. In addition, the “excess cancer
risk over the course of a residential lifetime (30 years) is approximately 308 in one million.” Id.
These all exceed the SCAQMD threshold of 10 in one million, demonstrating a significant
environmental impact not addressed or mitigated in the DEIR. Id.
An updated DEIR must be prepared, including a Health Risk Assessment, to determine
the Project’s health risk impact, and fully mitigate that impact to the extent feasible.
D. FEASIBLE MITIGATION MEASURES ARE AVAILABLE TO
MITIGATE THE PROJECT’S SIGNIFICANT CONSTRUCTIONRELATED NOx AND DPM EMISSIONS.
Based on SWAPE’s updated air quality analysis and risk assessment, the Project’s
construction related NOx and DPM emissions would result in significant air quality impacts
having significant health risks. SWAPE, p. 19. As a result, the City must identify and
incorporate feasible mitigation measures into a revised DEIR to reduce the impacts to a less than
significant level.
As SWAPE explains, DPM and NOx are a “a byproduct of diesel fuel combustion, and
are emitted by on-road vehicles and by off-road construction equipment.” SWAPE, p. 19.
Accordingly, SWAPE recommends the following feasible mitigation measures, which are
described in greater detail in SWAPE’s comment letter:
• Limit construction equipment idling beyond regulation requirements;
• Require implementation of diesel control measures;
• Repower or replace older construction equipment engines with newer, cleaner
engines;
• Install retrofit devices on existing construction equipment that reduce emissions;
• Use electric and hybrid construction equipment to mitigate DPM emissions;
6

Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments.” OEHHA,
February 2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManual.pdf, p. 8-18
“
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Implement a construction vehicle inventory tracking system; and
Implement Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices as recommended by the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District, which includes a plan
to demonstrate that construction vehicles will achieve a project wide fleet-average
of 20% NOx reduction and 45% particulate matter reduction compared to the
most recent CARB fleet average.
SWAPE, pp. 19-24.
All feasible mitigation, including the above measures, should be considered in a revised
DEIR to reduce the Project’s construction-related air quality impacts to a less-than-significant
level.
E. THE PROJECT WILL HAVE A SIGNIFICANT GREENHOUSE GAS
IMPACT THAT THE DEIR FAILS TO DISCLOSE THAT MUST BE
MITIGATED.
The DEIR relies on a flawed methodology to evaluate the Project’s GHG emissions.
SWAPE, p. 24-25. In doing so, the DEIR’s GHG analysis comes to an artificially low number.
Id. The flaw comes from the DEIR’s use of an incorrect “service population” estimate. SWAPE
demonstrates that when the correct service population is used, the Project will have a significant
GHG impact. Id.
The DEIR relies on the SCAQMD’s draft tiered thresholds to determine the significance
of the Project’s GHG emissions. SWAPE, p. 24. These thresholds were established to meet the
AB 32 goal of reducing statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. Id. To meet this goal,
SCAQMD set an “efficiency target of 4.8 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents per service
population per year (MT CO2e/sp/year) for project level analyses. Id. To calculate this, an
analysis takes a project’s total GHG emissions, and divides it by the expected service population.
According to SAQMD, the “service population” is calculated as the total residents and
employees associated with a project.” DEIR, App. E, p. 25. Similarly, the California Air
Pollution Control Officers Association (“CAPCOA”) defines service population as “the sum of
the number of residents and the number of jobs supported by the project.” SWAPE, p. 26.
Rather than rely on this established definition, the DEIR instead relies on a service population
that “consists of residents, employees, customers, vendors, students, etc.” DEIR, App. E, p. 25.
The DEIR’s justification for this deviation is:
“The SCAQMD’s draft thresholds defines the service population as the total residents
and employees associated with a project. This may be appropriate for regional or
community-wide analyses in which most people are either residents or employees and the
two cross over (residents of the community are also employees in the community). In the
case of general development projects, the service population consists of residents,
employees, customers, vendors, students, etc. In the case of a commercial project,
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employees may be only about two percent of the number of people that visit a site. The
vast majority of people visiting a commercial project are customers with a smaller
number of vendors (delivery and sales). It does not make sense to consider only the
employees as the service population for a project such as this. The employees are at a site
to serve the needs of their customers. Therefore, this analysis assumes that the service
population is everyone that would be served by the proposed office use, including
residents, employees, customers, and vendors.
DEIR, App. E, p. 25.
Using its own method, based on this line of reasoning, the DEIR goes on to estimate the
“service population” by dividing the number of potential daily vehicle trips generated by the
Project by two. DEIR, p. IV-39. The DEIR explains:
The proposed commercial uses are expected to generate approximately 10,633 average
daily vehicle trips per weekday based upon the trip generation numbers identified in the
Technical Impact Analysis prepared for the proposed project. This number is the total
trips that would be generated by the proposed land use prior to any credit for internal
capture, transit credit, and pass-by trips. This is appropriate since it identifies a trip
generation estimate for the entire commercial service population. Dividing this number
by two identifies a conservative commercial service population of approximately 5,317
employees, customers, and vendors. Adding the 1,063 residents to this number presents
a total project site service population of 6,380 persons.
DEIR, App. E, p. 26.
The DEIR’s made-up method for determining the service population is improper, and
should not be relied on. The SCAQMD’s GHG thresholds clearly define service population as
the total residents and employees associated with a project. “Because the DEIR relies upon the
SCAQMD’s draft thresholds to determine Project significance, the Project’s estimated service
population should reflect the service population defined by the SCAQMD.” SWAPE, p. 26.
Significantly, “[n]owhere in the SCAQMD’s draft thresholds guidance document does it state
that this definition of a service population is only applicable to “regional or community-wide
analyses,” nor does it provide an alternative service population definition for general
development projects.” SWAPE, p. 26. “[O]nly the Project’s total number of employees and
residents should have been used as the Project’s service population value, as this is consistent
with applicable SCAQMD and CAPCOA guidance.” Id.
The DEIR estimates that the Project would generate 15,467 MT CO2e/year. DEIR, App.
E, p. 25. Using the incorrectly defined service population of 6,380 people, the DEIR concludes
that the Project’s per capita GHG emissions would be 2.42 MT CO2e/sp/year, which is less than
the project-level threshold of 4.8 MT CO2e/sp/year. Id. at 26. As a result, the DEIR’s analysis
finds that the Project’s GHG impact is not significant. Id.
SWAPE conducted an analysis of the Project’s GHG emissions based on the definition of
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“service population” required by SCAQMD and CAPCOA. Under this analysis, SWAPE
concludes that the Project would emit approximately 14.6 CO2e/sp/yr, which greatly exceeds the
4.8 MT CO2e/sp/yr significance threshold for 2020 and the 3.0 CO2e/sp/yr significance threshold
for 2035, as set forth by SCAQMD. SWAPE, p. 27.
The Maximum Exposed Individual at an Existing Residential Receptor (MEIR)
Breathing
Duration Concentration
Rate (L/kgASF
Activity
(^g/m3)
(years)
day)
Construction
2.00
0.39
1090
10

Cancer
Risk

Infant Exposure Duration

2.00

Infant Exposure

1.3E-04

Construction
Operation

0.08
13.92

3
3

8.4E-07
1.6E-04

Child Exposure Duration

14.00

Child Exposure

1.6E-04

Operation

14.00

1

2.4E-05

Adult Exposure Duration

14.00

Adult Exposure

2.4E-05

30.00

Lifetime
Exposure

3.08E-04

Lifetime Exposure
Duration

0.39
0.43
0.43

572
572
261

1.3E-04

A revised DEIR must be prepared with an updated GHG analysis that conforms to the
requirements of SCAQMD and CAPCOA, and provides mitigation measures to reduce the
Project’s significant GHG emissions.
F. FEASIBLE MITIGATION MEASURES ARE AVAILABLE TO
MITIGATE THE PROJECT’S SIGNIFICANT OPERATIONAL NOx,
VOC, AND GHG EMISSIONS.
One of the most startling aspects of the DEIR is that it acknowledges significant air
quality impacts from the Project’s operational NOx and VOC emissions, but then concludes that
there is not a single feasible mitigation measure to reduce those impacts. DEIR, p. IV.A-19.
This conclusion is incorrect and not supported by substantial evidence.
CEQA prohibits a lead agency from approving a project with significant environmental
effects if there are feasible mitigation measures or alternatives that can substantially lessen or
avoid those effects. Pub. Res. Code §21002; Mountain Lion Found. v. Fish & Game Comm ’n
(1997) 16 Cal.4th 105, 134; Laurel Heights, 47 Cal.3d at 403.
SWAPE’s expert comment letter lists numerous feasible mitigation measures that the DEIR
failed to incorporate, which would reduce the Project’s operational NOx, VOC, and GHG
emissions. SWAPE, pp. 28-33. SWAPE recommends the following feasible mitigation
measures that would avoid, minimize, and mitigate the Project’s significant emissions of NOx,
VOCs, and GHGs, and were not considered in the DEIR.
• Use Zero-VOC emission paints;
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Use material that does not require paint;
Use spray equipment with greater transfer efficiencies;
Use passive solar design

7,8

Maximize the use of solar energy including solar panels. The DEIR states that “roof
structures, electrical systems and conduits would be installed to accommodate future
photovoltaic panels in selected areas” (p. II-27). We propose that that Project implement
the maximum possible number of solar energy arrays on all building roofs on the Project
site to generate solar energy for the facilities.
Reduce unnecessary outdoor lighting by utilizing design features such as limiting the
hours of operation of outdoor lighting.
Develop and follow a “green streets guide” that requires:
o

Use of minimal amounts of concrete and asphalt;
Installation of permeable pavement to allow for storm water infiltration; and

o

Use of groundcovers rather than pavement to reduce heat reflection. 9

o

Implement Project design features such as:
o

Shade HVAC equipment from direct sunlight;

o

Install high-albedo white thermoplastic polyolefin roof membrane;

o

Install high-efficiency HVAC with hot-gas reheat;

o

Install formaldehyde-free insulation; and

o

Use recycled-content gypsum board.

Provide education on energy efficiency to residents, customers, and/or tenants. Provide
information on energy management services for large energy users.
Meet “reach” goals for building energy efficiency and renewable energy use.
Limit the use of outdoor lighting to only that needed for safety and security purposes.
Require use of electric or alternatively fueled sweepers with HEPA filters.
Include energy storage where appropriate to optimize renewable energy generation
systems and avoid peak energy use.
Plant low-VOC emitting shade trees, e.g., in parking lots to reduce evaporative emissions
from parked vehicles.
Use CARB-certified or electric landscaping equipment in project and tenant operations;
and introduce electric lawn, and garden equipment exchange program.

7

Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District, Scope and Content of Air Quality Sections in Environmental
Documents, September 1997.
8
Butte County Air Quality Management District, Indirect Source Review Guidelines, March 1997.
9
See Irvine Sustainable Travelways “Green Street” Guidelines;
www.ci.irvine.ca.us/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=8934; and Cool Houston Plan;
www.harc.edu/Proiects/CoolHouston.
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•

Install an infiltration basin to provide an opportunity for 100% of the storm water to
infiltrate on-site.

The following additional feasible mitigation measures would reduce on-site area
emissions caused by the Project’s commercial and retail land uses:
Increase in insulation such that heat transfer and thermal bridging is minimized.
Limit air leakage through the structure and/or within the heating and cooling distribution
system.
Use of energy-efficient space heating and cooling equipment.
Installation of electrical hook-ups at loading dock areas.
Installation of dual-paned or other energy efficient windows.
Installation of automatic devices to turn off lights where they are not needed.
Application of a paint and surface color palette that emphasizes light and off-white colors
that reflect heat away from buildings.
In addition, the following feasible mitigation measures found in CAPCOA’s Quantifying
Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures, would reduce GHG levels. GHG emissions are produced
during fuel combustion, and are emitted by on-road vehicles and by off-road equipment.
Therefore, to reduce the Project’s mobile-source GHG emissions, consideration of the following
measures should be made.
Neighborhood/Site Enhancements - Providing a pedestrian access network to link areas
of the Project site encourages people to walk instead of drive.
Incorporate Bike Lane Street Design (On-Site)- Incorporating bicycle lanes, routes, and
shared-use paths into street systems, new subdivisions, and large developments can
reduce VMTs.
Limit Parking Supply- This mitigation measure will change parking requirements and
types of supply within the Project site to encourage “smart growth” development and
alternative transportation choices by project residents and employees. This can be
accomplished in a multi-faceted strategy:
o Elimination (or reduction) of minimum parking requirements
o
o

Creation of maximum parking requirements
Provision of shared parking

Unbundle Parking Costs from Property Cost - Unbundling separates parking from
property costs, requiring those who wish to purchase parking spaces to do so at an
additional cost from the property cost.
Implement Commute Trip Reduction Program with employers to discourage single
occupancy vehicle trips and encourage alternative modes of transportation.
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Provide Ride-Sharing Programs - The project can promote ride-sharing programs through
a multi-faceted approach such as:
o Designating a certain percentage of parking spaces for ride sharing vehicles
o

Designating adequate passenger loading and unloading and waiting areas for ride
sharing vehicles

o

Providing a web site or message board for coordinating rides

Implement Subsidized or Discounted Transit Program - This project can provide
subsidized/discounted daily or monthly public transit passes to incentivize the use of
public transport.
Provide End of Trip Facilities for bicycle riders including showers, secure bicycle
lockers, and changing spaces.
Encourage Telecommuting and Alternative Work Schedules
Implement Commute Trip Reduction Marketing Strategies
Implement Preferential Parking Permit Program offering free or reduced parking fees,
priority parking, or reserved parking for commuters who carpool, vanpool, ride-share or
use alternatively fueled vehicles.
Implement Car-Sharing Program - provide some parking spaces for car-sharing program
cars to allow residents to have on-demand access to a shared fleet of vehicles on an asneeded basis to reduce the need for car ownership.
Provide Employer-Sponsored Vanpool/Shuttle
Implement Bike-Sharing Program
Price Workplace Parking
Implement Employee Parking "Cash-Out" - The project can require employers to offer
employee parking “cash-out.” The term “cash-out” is used to describe the employer
providing employees with a choice of forgoing their current subsidized/free parking for a
cash payment equivalent to the cost of the parking space to the employer.
Each of the above mitigation measures must be considered, and unless there is substantial
evidence that one of the measures is not feasible, they must be required.
V. THE DEIR FAILS TO PROVIDE SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT A
FINDING OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS.
The DEIR admits that the Project will have significant, unmitigated environmental
impacts. As a result, a statement of overriding considerations will be required. Under CEQA,
when an agency approves a project with significant environmental impacts that will not be fully
mitigated, it must adopt a “statement of overriding considerations” finding that, because of the
project’s overriding benefits, it is approving the project despite its environmental harm. 14 CCR
§ 15043; PRC § 21081(B); Sierra Club v. Contra Costa County (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1212,
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1222.) A statement of overriding considerations expresses the “larger, more general reasons for
approving the project, such as the need to create new jobs, provide housing, generate taxes and
the like.” Concerned Citizens of South Central LA v. Los Angeles Unif. Sch. Dist. (1994) 24
Cal.App.4th 826, 847.
A statement of overriding considerations must be supported by substantial evidence in the
record. 14 CCR § 15093(b); Sierra Club v. Contra Costa County (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1212,
1223. The agency must make “a fully informed and publicly disclosed” decision that
“specifically identified expected benefits form the project outweigh the policy of reducing or
avoiding significant environmental impacts of the project.” 14 CCR § 15043(b). As with all
findings, the agency must present an explanation to supply the logical steps between the ultimate
finding and the facts in the record. Topenga Assn. for a Scenic Community v. County ofLos
Angeles (1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, 515.
Key among the findings that the lead agency must make is that:
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the
provision of employment opportunities to highly trained workers, make infeasible the
mitigation measures or alternatives identified in the environmental impact report ... [and
that those] benefits of the project outweigh the significant effects on the environment.
PRC § 21081(a)(3), (b).
Thus, the City must make specific findings, supported by substantial evidence concerning
both the environmental impacts of the Project and the economic benefits including, “the
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers.” The DEIR fails to provide
substantial evidence to support a statement of overriding considerations.
The DEIR makes not effort whatsoever to analyze the fiscal impacts related to jobs to be
created by the proposed project or the quality of the new jobs. While the DEIR states that a
Project goal is to “[f]oster local economic development and job creation,’ (DEIR, p. II-29), the
DEIR is devoid of any analysis of how the quality of jobs created compares to citywide averages,
for example. The DEIR makes no attempt to determine whether new jobs created by the Project,
in either the construction phase or the operational phase, will be for “highly trained workers,”
and what the likely salary and wage ranges of these jobs will be. Without this information, the
City lacks substantial evidence to make any statement of overriding considerations.
In short, the City cannot find that the economic benefits of the Project outweigh the
environmental costs if it does not know what the economic benefits will be. A revised DEIR is
required to provide this information.
VI. THE DEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY ANALYZE AND MITIGATE
SIGNIFICANT CUMULATIVE AIR QUALITY IMPACTS.
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There are numerous problems with the DEIR’s cumulative air quality analysis. First, the
list of 19 projects “includes all approved, under construction, proposed, or reasonably
foreseeable projects within the Study Area.” DEIR, p. III-2. This list, however, does not include
existing buildings and land uses. This violates CEQA, which requires an EIR to consider a
project “in connection with the effects of past projects, the effects of other current projects, and
the effects of probable future projects.” PRC § 21083 (emph. added). Without included projects
that already exist, the DEIR omits a major element of the cumulative analysis.
Second, the DEIR admits that the Project will have a significant cumulative operational
VOC NOx impacts. For all other emissions, however, the DEIR finds the Project will not have a
cumulative impact on air quality. This is based on the reasoning that “if an individual
development project generates less-than-significant construction or operational emissions
impacts, then the development project would not contribute to a cumulatively considerable
increase in emissions for those pollutants for which the Basin is in nonattainment.” DEIR, p.
IV.A-21.
The DEIR’s legal analysis is incorrect. According to CEQA Guidelines section 15355,
“Cumulative impacts” refers to two or more individual effects which, when considered together,
are considerable or which compound or increase other environmental impacts.” Section 15064
of the CEQA Guidelines state:
The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which
results from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related
past, present, and reasonable foreseeable probable future projects. Cumulative impacts
can result from individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a
period of time.
14 CCR § 15604.
Recognizing that several projects may together have a considerable impact, CEQA
requires an agency to consider the “cumulative impacts” of a project along with other projects in
the area. PRC § 21083(b); 14 CCR §15355(b). “[A] project may have a significant effect on the
environment if ‘[t]he possible effects of a project are individually limited but cumulatively
considerable.’” Communities for a Better Environment v. Cal. Resources Agency, 103
Cal.App.4th at 114; King County Farm Bur. V. City ofHanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 721.
It is vital that an agency assess “the environmental damage [that] often occurs incrementally
from a variety of small sources ...” Bakersfield Citizens for Local Control v. City ofBakersfield
(2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1214.
The DEIR relies on the exact argument CEQA’s cumulative impact analysis is meant to
protect against. The entire purpose of a cumulative impact analysis is to prevent the situation
where mitigation occurs to address project-specific impacts, without looking at the bigger
picture. This argument, applied over and over again, has resulted in major environmental
damage, and is a major reason why CEQA was enacted. As the court stated in CBE v. CRA, 103
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Cal. App. 4th at 114:
Cumulative impact analysis is necessary because the full environmental impact of a
proposed project cannot be gauged in a vacuum. One of the most important
environmental lessons that has been learned is that environmental damage often occurs
incrementally from a variety of small sources. These sources appear insignificant when
considered individually, but assume threatening dimensions when considered collectively
with other sources with which they interact.
(Citations omitted).
The same error is made as to the Project’s constriction emissions (“construction
emissions associated with the Project would not exceed the SCAQMD’s thresholds of
significance. Therefore, the cumulative impact of the Project’s construction emissions would be
considered less than significant.”). DEIR, p. IV.A-25.
Third, regarding construction-related TACs and odors, the DEIR dismisses the possibility
of cumulative impacts because the Project and related projects would be required to comply with
regional, state, and federal regulations, just like the Project is. But just because project will
comply with air quality regulations does not mean that they do not have individually significant
impacts, and says nothing about whether together, with the Project, the impact may be
significant.
A revised DEIR must be prepared to properly analyze the Project’s cumulative impacts.
VII.

THE CITY SHOULD PREPARE AND RECIRCULATE A SUPPLEMENTAL
DEIR

A supplemental draft EIR (“SDEIR”) should be prepared and circulated for full public
review to address the impacts identified above and to propose feasible mitigation measures.
CEQA requires re-circulation of an EIR when significant new information is added to the EIR
following public review but before certification. PRC § 21092.1. The CEQA Guidelines clarify
that new information is significant if “the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the
project” including, for example, “a disclosure showing that . [a] new significant environmental
impact would result from the project.” 14 CCR § 15088.5. The above significant environmental
impacts have not been analyzed in the EIR and must be addressed in a supplemental DEIR that is
re-circulated for public review.
VIII.

THE CITY MUST ADOPT THE ALTERNATIVE 2, THE REDUCED
PROJECT ALTERNATIVE

An EIR must describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the Project, or to the location
of the Project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would
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avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the
comparative merits of the alternatives. Section 15126.6(b) of the CEQA Guidelines states:
Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a
project may have on the environment, the discussion of alternatives shall focus on
alternatives to the project or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially
lessening any significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to
some degree the attainment of project objectives, or would be more costly.
One of CEQA’s fundamental requirements is that the DEIR must identify the
“environmentally superior alternative,” and require implementation of that alternative unless it is
infeasible. 14 Cal.Code Regs. §1526.6(e)(2); Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California
Environmental Quality Act §15.37 (Cont. Educ. Of the Bar, 2008). As explained by the Court of
Appeal, an environmentally superior alternative may not be rejected simply because it is more
expensive or less profitable:
The fact that an alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not sufficient to
show that the alternative is financially infeasible. What is required is evidence that the
additional costs or lost profitability are sufficiently severe as to render it impractical to
proceed with the project.

Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (1988) 197 Cal.App.3d 1167, 1180-81; see also,
Burger v. County ofMendocino (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 322 (county’s approval of 80 unit hotel
over smaller 64 unit alternative was not supported by substantial evidence).
Here, the City must implement Alternative 2, which the DEIR identifies as the
environmentally superior alternative (DEIR, p. VI-59) because it is feasible and would greatly
reduce the Project’s environmental impacts.
Alternative 2, the Reduced Project Alternative, is identified in the DEIR as the
environmentally superior alternative. (DEIR, p. VI-59) It would reduce the Project by
approximately 33%. DEIR, p. VI-13. As the DEIR explains:
The Reduce Project Alternative would have lower significant and unavoidable impacts
than the Project with respect to traffic and operational air quality, and lower less than
significant impacts than the Project with respect to noise, public services, utilities, and
energy. Additionally, the Reduce Project Alternative would mostly satisfy the objectives
of the Project, although to a lesser degree than the Project.
DEIR, p. VI-59.
Specifically, Alternative 2 would reduce operational air quality emissions by 33%, it
would reduce construction-related air quality impacts and greenhouse gas impacts. DEIR, p. VI13-14. In addition, it would generate 33% less traffic than the Project. DEIR, p. IV-19; see
Smith Comment, p. 2. These reductions are significant given the DEIR’s conclusion that traffic
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and air quality impacts are “significant and unavoidable.
Since there is no evidence that Alternative 2 is infeasible, it meets all of the Project
objectives, and since it is the environmentally superior alternative, the City must select
Alternative 2.
IX. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, SWRCC and LIUNA believe that the ICON at Panorama
DEIR is wholly inadequate. They urge the City to make the above changes, and recirculate a
revised DEIR to the public for review. In addition, they urge the City to adopt the
environmentally superior alternative. Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Very truly yours,
2-

Rebecca L. Davis

EXHIBIT A

SWAPE

Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and
Litigation Support for the Environment
2656 29th Street, Suite 201
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg,
(949) 887-9013
mhagemann@swape.com

May 16, 2017
Rebecca L. Davis
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
Subject:

Comments on the ICON Panorama Project

Dear Ms. Davis:
We have reviewed the April 2017 Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the proposed ICON
Panorama Project ("Project") located in the City of Los Angeles ("City"). The Project proposes the
demolition of three existing vacant commercial buildings totaling 172,500 square feet of floor area and
the removal of associated surface parking areas in order to construct an approximate 584,000 gross
square-foot mixed-use development on an approximately 8.9-acre site. The Project involves the
construction of seven buildings containing approximately 200,000 square feet of commercial floor area
and 422 multi-family residential units. In addition, parking for approximately 1,690 vehicles and 858
bicycles would be provided on-site. Commercial uses would be located within five separate one and
two-story buildings on the eastern and southern portions of the site and would be served by a six-level
parking structure within the center of the property. Two separate seven-story residential buildings (five
stories of residential over two levels of above-ground parking) would be located along the western and
northern portions of the site.
Our review concludes that the DEIR fails to adequately evaluate the Project's Hazard and Hazardous
Waste, Air Quality, and Greenhouse Gas impacts. As a result, air emissions and health impacts
associated with construction and operation of the proposed Project are underestimated and
inadequately addressed. An updated DEIR should be prepared to adequately assess and mitigate these
potential impacts.

Hazards and Hazardous Waste
The site has a long history of industrial uses resulting in numerous potential sources of contamination. A
2014 Phase II (Appendix F.2) and a 2015 Phase I (Appendix F.1) were completed to evaluate the former
uses and the potential for contamination. The Phase I describes uses to include an automotive repair
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operation (1961-2003) to have utilized five to seven underground storage tanks and 13 hydraulic vehicle
lifts. A clarifier and floor drains were also found in conjunction with the auto repair operation.
The DEIR concludes these operations and the use of this equipment is not a recognized environmental
condition (REC) "for the Project Site at this time and as such, no recommendations for further
investigation of the former USTs and gasoline dispensing operation were made at this time." The DEIR
further concludes that "hydraulic lifts, clarifier, and floor drains are not considered to be a REC for the
Project Site at this time." The DEIR states: "As such, no further investigation of the former automotive
repair building are recommended at this time" (p. IV.E-12).
The DEIR's conclusions are erroneous. The 2015 Phase I ESA concludes the USTs to be a recognized
environmental condition and also considers the vehicle lifts to be a REC. Because the DEIR mistakenly
fails to identify the USTs and the vehicle lifts as RECs, mitigation is inadequate. The DEIR process should
be halted until an investigation of the USTs and the vehicle lifts can be completed under regulatory
supervision and any necessary cleanup is conducted that would support the proposed residential land
use, protect neighboring residents from potential exposure and protect the environment.

Underground Storage Tanks are an Unaddresed Recognized Environmental
Condition
Based on the historical information review, the subject property is documented to have maintained
between five and seven USTs associated with the former auto repair facility and gasoline service station.
No information pertaining to the exact location, installation or removal dates, tank capacity or
construction was available during the course of this assessment. Closure information regarding the USTs
was not available during conduct of the Phase I and the Phase I concluded:
Based on the lack of information regarding the disposition of the UST(s) at this facility and the
absence of UST closure documentation, the former auto repair facility features are considered a
recognized environmental condition. (p. 36)
In contrast, the DEIR states:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations and geophysical surveys conducted in
2001 and 2014, the former presence of USTs and a gasoline dispensing operation are not
considered to be a Recognized Environmental Concern (REC) for the Project Site at this time. (p.
IV.E-9)
The DEIR process should cease until the USTs are evaluated for potential health and environmental
impacts to include risk to construction workers, future residents, neighboring residents and potential
groundwater impacts. Construction workers would be at risk to any contamination which is present,
which may include the human carcinogen benzene1, a component of fuel. Construction workers would
be potentially exposed through breathing contaminated vapors or by touching contaminated soil.
Future residents could be exposed via a vapor intrusion pathway whereby contaminated vapors seep

1

https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=38&tid=14
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into indoor air spaces. Neighboring residents could be exposed to dust to which contaminants have
been sorbed. Groundwater contamination may also have resulted from any leakage of the USTs,
degrading water resources and perhaps serving as a source for off-site vapor intrusion.
The DEIR, because it wrongly concludes the USTs are not a RECs, does not contemplate any of these
scenarios and therefore provides inadequate mitigation to address these potential impacts. Instead the
DEIR provides only this:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations and geophysical surveys conducted
in 2001 and 2014, the former presence of USTs and a gasoline dispensing operation are not
considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time. As such, no recommendations for further
investigation of the former USTs and gasoline dispensing operation were made at this time.
Additionally, based on review of the previous subsurface investigations, the interior lifts,
clarifier, and floor drains are not considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time. As such,
no further investigation of the former automotive repair building are recommended at this time.
(p. IV.E-12).
The DEIR, because of its erroneous conclusion, has not described nor appropriately mitigated impacts,
putting health of construction workers, future residents and neighboring residents at potential risk. The
California Department of Toxics Substances Control (DTSC) should be contacted immediately for
engagement to assess potential site contaminants and potential health and environmental impacts from
the USTs. Until investigations have been conducted to the satisfaction of DTSC, the process should be
halted t ensure the Project can be completed to protect health and the environment.

Hydraulic Lifts are an Unaddressed Recognized Environmental Condition
Based on review of previous reports and on site observations, the subject property is currently equipped
with 13 defunct in-ground hydraulic vehicle lifts, including nine single-post lifts and four dual-post lifts
associated with the former auto repair facility. One clarifier (oil-water separator) and three drains were
also reported within the former auto repair building located on the southern central portion of the
subject property (Phase I, p. 36). The Phase I concluded:
Based on the presumed age of the hydraulic lifts, the potential for hydraulic oil to contain
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), observed evidence of leakage, and the amount of time the
lifts have been present in the ground, the presence of in-ground hydraulic vehicle lifts is
considered a recognized environmental condition (p. 36).
In contrast, the DEIR mistakenly states:
Based on review of the previous subsurface investigations, the interior lifts, clarifier, and floor
drains are not considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time (p. IV.E-12).
The DEIR process should cease until the hydraulic lifts are evaluated for potential health and
environmental impacts to include risk to construction workers, future residents, neighboring residents
and potential groundwater impacts. Construction workers would be at risk to any contamination which
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is present, which may include PCBs, a probable human carcinogen.2 Construction workers would be
potentially exposed through touching contaminated soil. Neighboring residents could be exposed to
dust to which contaminants including PCBs, have been sorbed.
The DEIR, because it mistakenly concludes the hydraulic lifts are not a RECs, does not identify these
potential exposure scenarios and no appropriate mitigation is identified to address potential health
impacts. Instead the DEIR states:
Additionally, based on review of the previous subsurface investigations, the interior lifts,
clarifier, and floor drains are not considered to be a REC for the Project Site at this time. As such,
no further investigation of the former automotive repair building are recommended at this time.
(p. IV.E-12).
The DEIR, because of its erroneous conclusion, has not described nor mitigated impacts from the
hydraulic lifts, putting health of construction workers and neighboring residents at potential risk. The
California Department of Toxics Substances Control (DTSC) should be contacted to oversee the
assessment of potential contaminants and potential health and environmental impacts from the
hydraulic lifts. Until investigations have been conducted to the satisfaction of DTSC, the DEIR process
should be halted to ensure the Project can be completed to protect health and the environment.

Air Quality
Failure to Provide Complete CalEEMod Output Files
According to the DEIR, the California Emissions Estimator Model Version CalEEMod.2013.2.2
("CalEEMod")3 was used to estimate the criteria air pollutant emissions generated during Project
construction and operation (Appendix B, p. 20). CalEEMod provides recommended default values based
on site specific information, such as land use type, meteorological data, total lot acreage, project type
and typical equipment associated with project type. If more specific project information is known, the
user can change the default values and input project-specific values, but the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA) requires that such changes be justified by substantial evidence.4 Once all the values
are inputted into the model, the Project's construction and operational emissions are calculated, and
"output files" are generated. These output files, which can be found in Appendix B and Appendix E of
the DEIR, disclose to the reader what parameters were utilized in calculating the Project's air pollutant
emissions, and make known which default values were changed as well as provide a justification for the
values selected. 5

2

3

https://www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxfaqs/tf.asp?id=140&tid=26
CalEEMod Model 2013.2.2 Website Archive, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/caleemod/download-model-

2013

4 CalEEMod

Model 2013.2.2 User's Guide, pp. 2, 9, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/caleemod/download-

model-2013

5

CalEEMod Model 2013.2.2 User's Guide, pp. 7, 13, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/caleemod/download-

model-2013 (A key feature of the CalEEMod program is the "remarks" feature, where the user explains why a
default setting was replaced by a "user defined" value. These remarks are included in the report.)
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After review of the DEIR and associated appendices, we found that only a portion of the complete
CalEEMod output files were provided. Specifically, the Project's CalEEMod winter emissions were
completely omitted from Appendix B. By failing to provide this information, we are unable to adequately
determine whether or not the Project's maximum daily emissions are above thresholds, as emissions
estimated during the summer season may be lower than the winter season emissions. Therefore, we
require that this information be provided prior to the Project being approved. As a result, the criteria air
pollutant emission estimates provided in the DEIR and associated appendices for Project construction
and operation are unreliable and should not be used to determine Project significance, since there is
limited documentation verifying the values. An updated DEIR should be prepared that adequately
addresses the air quality impacts associated with the proposed Project and provides the complete
CalEEMod output files.

Unsubstantiated Input Parameters Used to Estimate Project Emissions
Though the Project's CalEEMod winter emissions were not provided, we were still able to review the
remaining information provided in the summer season CalEEMod output files. When reviewing the
Project's summer CalEEMod output files, we found that several of the model's input values are
inconsistent with information disclosed in the DEIR as well as inconsistent with guidance set forth by the
South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD). As a result, emissions associated with
construction and operation of the Project are greatly underestimated. An updated DEIR should be
prepared to adequately assess the potential impacts that construction and operation of the Project may
have on regional and local air quality and global climate change.

Use of Incorrect Building Square Footage
The Project proposes to construct a total of six buildings on a 8.9-acre site. Review of the Project's
CalEEMod output files demonstrate that the building square footages for two of the six proposed
buildings were manually decreased. Specifically, in addition to construction of four other buildings, the
Project proposes to construct a movie theater with 1,200 seats and a mid-rise residential building (DEIR,
p. II-9). According to Table II-2 of the DEIR, the 1,200-seat multi-plex movie theater will be
approximately 50,000 square feet (SF) and the mid-rise apartment building will include 422 units and
will be approximately 384,000 square feet (Table II-2, p. II-9).
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Table Ji-2
Project Development Summary
Amount

Land Use
Multi-Fam ily Resident a
Studios

50 G Li

L-B e d ro c m

176 du

2-BedrDom

172 du
2+ dlu

3-BedroDm

Total Residential Units

J22 du

Proposed Commercia-

■Restaurant

15,(700 sf
35.000 sf

Health Club

.50,000 sf

Multi-Plex Movie TtiEater

(1,200 seatsl

Mari-et

20 .000 sf

£0 .000 sf

Retail

Total C-omcnerrial Space

200,000 sf

du = dweKag units; sf - square /ter

Sc'jrze: Ffoc.hhaL'sero'otier^.rfhrtetfs,20If

Review of the Project's CalEEMod output files, however, demonstrate that the movie theater's square
footage was decreased by 23,000 square feet (27,000 SF vs. 50,000 SF) and the residential building's
square footage was decreased by 10,000 square feet (374,000 SF vs. 384,000 SF) (Appendix B, pp. 35).
The User Entered Comments and Non-Default Data section in the Project's CalEEMod output files state
that "default acreages for each land use changed to reflect proposed site plan" (Appendix B, pp. 36).

The ICON at Panorama
Los Angeles-South Coast County, Summer

1.0 Project Characteristics
1.1 Land Usage
Land Uses

Size

Metric

Lot Acieage

Floor Surface Area

1,690.00

Space

1.55

676,000.00

Health Club

35.00

10OOsqft

0.80

35,000.00

High Turnover (Sit Down Restaurant)

15.00

10OOsqft

0.34

15,000.00

Movie Theater (No Matinee)

1,200.00

Seat

0.62

27,000.00

Apartments Mid Rise

422.00

Dwelling Unit

3.29

374,000.00

Regional Shopping Center

80.00

10OOsqft

1.84

80,000.00

Supermarket

20.00

10OOsqft

0.46

20,000.00

Unenclosed Parking with Elevator

I

Population

I

—I---

—h- -

+■

0
0
0
0
1063

0
0

This reasoning for manually decreasing both buildings' square footages, however, completely
contradicts the information provided in the DEIR. This discrepancy between what is proposed in the
DEIR and what is modeled in CalEEMod presents a significant issue. The land usage parameters,
including land use types and sizes, are used throughout CalEEMod to determine default variables and
emission factors that go into the model's calculations.6 For example, land use areas are used for certain
calculations such as determining the wall space to be painted (i.e., VOC emissions from architectural
coatings) and volume that is heated or cooled (i.e., energy impacts). Therefore, by assigning incorrect

6

CalEEMod User's Guide, p. 14, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/

6

square footages to the Project's proposed residential and movie theater land uses, the operational
emissions from the land use's energy consumption is not properly accounted for. Therefore, an updated
air quality analysis should be prepared in a DEIR to adequately evaluate the Project's construction and
operational air quality impacts.

Failed to Account for All Pieces of Off-Road Construction Equipment
Review of the Project's CalEEMod output files demonstrates that the Project Applicant changed the
default off-road construction equipment list within CalEEMod without providing proper justification for
doing so. As a result, the Project's construction emissions are incorrect and potentially underestimated.
The User Entered Comments and Non-Default Data section in the Project's CalEEMod output files state
the following reasons for manually altering the Project's construction equipment list (see excerpt below)
(Appendix B, pp. 36).
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of demolition equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of grading equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Default list and number of building construction equipment changed to reflect proposed construction equipment.
Off-road Equipment - Three air compressors added to the default amount of one for architectural coatings.
Off-road Equipment - Default amount of paving equipment reduced by half due to minimal paving at the proejct site.

However, the DEIR nor its associated appendices provide an alternative construction equipment list.
Therefore, the Project Applicant's justification for manually altering the type and number of off-road
construction equipment pieces used within CalEEMod is unsubstantiated. By changing the number and
type of off-road construction equipment pieces within CalEEMod, emissions from Project construction
are greatly underestimated. An updated air quality analysis should be prepared to adequately evaluate
the Project's construction emissions.

Incorrectly Modeled Material Export During Demolition and Grading Phases
According to the DEIR, "the Project Site is currently developed with three structures that occupy
approximately 172,500 square feet of floor area along with a surface parking lot," all of which will be
demolished as part of Project construction (p. IV.A-15). The DEIR states that demolition of these existing
structures would generate "approximately 14,921 tons of demolition debris" (p. I-38, p. II-28). In
addition to this demolition debris, the DEIR also states that the Project would "require a net export of
approximately 18,600 cubic yards (CY) from grading activities" (p. I-38, p. II-28). Therefore, to remain
consistent with the DEIR, the CalEEMod model should have assumed that 14,921 tons of debris will be
exported during the demolition phase and 18,600 CY (or 22,320 tons) of material will be exported during
the grading phase, for a total of 37,241 tons. Review of the CalEEMod output files, however,
demonstrate that this is not the case.
According to The User Entered Comments and Non-Default Data section in the Project's CalEEMod
output files, the Project's emissions were modeled assuming that "22,320 tons of demolition debris" will
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be exported during the demolition phase, which is "based on 18,600 cubic yards of debris" and a
conversion factor of "2,400 pounds per cubic yard of construction debris" (Appendix B, pp. 36). So, the
DEIR took the 18,600 CY of material anticipated for export during grading activities, converted this value
into a tonnage using the 2,400 Ibs/CY conversion factor, and then applied this amount of material export
to the demolition phase of construction, assuming that this material would be exported during the
demolition phase. This assumption, however, is entirely incorrect, as (1) the 18,600 CY of export (22,320
tons) is anticipated to be generated during the grading phase, not the demolition phase; and (2) it fails
to account for the 14,921 tons of debris anticipated to be generated during the demolition phase, in
addition to the 18,600 CY generated during grading activities (Appendix B, pp. 38, Appendix B, pp. 36
41). This underestimation presents a significant issue, as the inclusion of the entire amount of material
export within the model is necessary to calculate emissions produced from material movement,
including truck loading and unloading, and additional truck hauling trips.7 As a result, emissions
generated during Project construction are underestimated. An updated air quality analysis should be
prepared in a DEIR to adequately evaluate the Project's construction emissions.

Updated Analysis Indicates Significant Pollutant Emissions
In an effort to accurately determine the Project's construction and operational emissions, we prepared
an updated CalEEMod model that includes more site-specific information and corrected input
parameters. In the updated model, we corrected the move theater and residential building square
footages to more accurately reflect what is proposed in the DEIR. Additionally, we relied upon the
CalEEMod default off-road construction equipment list to estimate the Project's construction-related
emissions, since the DEIR does not provide a more site-specific construction equipment list. Finally, we
inputted a total of 37,241 tons of debris and material export in the Project's grading phase, which
reflects information disclosed in the DEIR.
When correct, site-specific input parameters are used to model emissions, we find that the Project's
construction-related criteria air pollutant emissions increase when compared to the DEIR's model.
Furthermore, we find that the Project's construction-related NOx emissions exceed the 100 pounds per
day (Ibs/day) threshold set forth by the South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) (see
table below).

Maximum Daily Construction Emissions ( bs/day)

7

Model

NOx

PM10

PM2.5

DEIR
SWAPE

73.0
102.1

11.6
12.9

4.6
6.5

Percent Increase

40%

11%

41%

SCAQMD Regional Threshold (lbs/day)

100

150

55

Threshold Exceeded?

Yes

No

No

CalEEMod User's Guide, available at: http://www.caleemod.com/, p. 3, 26.
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When correct input parameters are used to model the Project's construction emissions, NOx emissions
increase by approximately 40% and exceed the SCAQMD's threshold, PM10 emissions increase by
approximately 11%, and PM2.5 emissions increase by approximately 41%.
Our updated model demonstrates that when the Project's construction emissions are estimated
correctly, the Project would result in a significant and more severe impact than what was identified in
the DEIR. As a result, an updated DEIR should be prepared that includes an updated model to
adequately estimate the Project's construction emissions, and additional mitigation measures should be
identified and incorporated to reduce these emissions to a less-than-significant level. 8

Failure to Consider Impacts from Other Projects Within the Area
The DEIR fails to account for impacts from other development projects within the area. As a result, the
Project's incremental increase in criteria air pollutant emissions within the area, as well as its cumulative
air quality impact, are misrepresented.
The DEIR identifies a total of 19 related projects within the affected Project area that are or will be
under construction or in operation (and thus will produce pollutant emissions) around the same time as
the proposed Project (Table III-1, pp. III-3). However, the DEIR fails to actually evaluate the cumulative
air quality impacts that the Project, in combination with these 19 related projects, would result in. The
DEIR states that "the mass daily emissions generated by Project construction-related activities would
not exceed the thresholds of significance recommended by SCAQMD" (p. IV.A-21). In contrast, the DEIR
determines that "the mass daily operational emissions generated by the Project would exceed
thresholds of significance recommended by the SCAQMD for VOC and NOx" and concludes that "the
cumulative operational air quality impact would be significant and cumulatively considerable" yet still
fails to conduct a proper cumulative air quality impact analysis (p. IV.A-25). The DEIR attempts to justify
this omission of such an analysis by stating,
"With respect to determining the significance of the Project contribution, SCAQMD neither
recommends quantified analyses of construction and/or operational emissions from multiple
development projects nor provides methodologies or thresholds of significance to be used to
assess the cumulative emissions generated by multiple cumulative projects" (p. IV.A-21).
This justification for failing to analyze the Project's potential cumulative air quality impact, however, is
inadequate. According to CEQA Guidelines Section 15355, "'Cumulative impacts'" refers to two or more
individual effects which, when considered together, are considerable or which compound or increase
other environmental impacts".9 Therefore, the DEIR's assertion that the Project would not have a
cumulatively significant impact on air quality simply because the Project's construction-related
emissions were found not to be significant is completely unsubstantiated, as the DEIR fails to consider

See mitigation measures listed in section titled "Additional Mitigation Measures Available to Reduce Construction
Emissions" on p. 12 of this comment letter. These measures would effectively reduce construction-related NO x
emissions as well as emissions of DPM.
9"
CEQA Guidelines for Cumulative and Indirect Impacts." California Department of Transportation, March, 2016,
available at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/ser/cumulative_guidance/ceqa_guidelines.htm
8

9

the combined emissions resulting from the proposed Project and the other proposed Projects within the
area. Furthermore, according to Section 15064(h)(1) of the CEQA Guidelines,
"The cumulative impact from several projects is the change in the environment which results
from the incremental impact of the project when added to other closely related past, present,
and reasonably foreseeable probable future projects. Cumulative impacts can result from
individually minor but collectively significant projects taking place over a period of time".10
Thus, simply because a Project's individual emissions do not exceed thresholds does not mean that the
Project will inherently have a less-than-significant cumulative air quality impact. The fact that the DEIR
found the Project's individual construction emissions to not exceed SCAQMD thresholds does not mean
that the Project, in combination with the 19 surrounding projects, will not have a cumulatively
considerable impact on both local and regional air quality. Furthermore, the DEIR clearly states that
operation of the Project could have a significant cumulative air quality impact, but still fails to properly
evaluate the potential impact that the proposed Project could have. As such, the cumulative impact
from the 19 identified projects, in conjunction with the proposed Project, should have been evaluated in
order to determine the cumulative air quality impact that construction and operation of the Project may
have on the surrounding environment.
In an effort to demonstrate the proximity of the 19 cumulative projects within the proposed Project's
study area, we mapped all of the projects that are all located within a mile of the proposed Project site.
Out of the 19 projects, 5 of them are located within a mile of the Project site, with 1 of them located
within a half mile of the Project site (see excerpt below, area within red circle represents a 0.5-mile
radius).

10

U

CEQA Guidelines for Cumulative and Indirect Impacts." California Department of Transportation, March, 2014,

available at: http://www.dot.ca.gov/ser/cumulative_guidance/ceqa_guidelines.htm
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As you can see in the figure above, of the 19 projects identified in the DEIR, 5 of them are located within
a mile of the Project site, 1 of which are located within a half-mile of the proposed Project site. The DEIR
fails to properly evaluate the cumulative air quality impact that the combined emissions from these
projects could have in relation to the Project. As a result, we find the DEIR's cumulative impact
assessment and subsequent significance determination to be inadequate and entirely incorrect, as they
are not supported by substantial evidence.
Our simple analysis demonstrates that the DEIR fails to adequately evaluate this potentially significant
cumulative impact prior to making a significance determination, and as a result, the Project's air quality
impacts are not sufficiently addressed. A correct cumulative air quality assessment should be conducted
in a DEIR that properly assesses the potential cumulative impacts that the combination of all these
projects poses to the surrounding communities.

Failure to Implement All Feasible Mitigation Measures to Reduce Operational Emissions
As previously stated, the DEIR finds that the Project's operational VOC and NOx emissions will exceed
thresholds and determines that "the operational air quality impact of the Project would be significant
and unavoidable" (p. IV.A-20). The DEIR notes that "the bulk of Project-related VOC emissions would be
from area sources and mobile sources" and concludes that since "most of the area source emissions
would be generated by consumer products, including cleaning supplies, kitchen aerosols, cosmetics, and
11

toiletries... it would not be possible to restrict and monitor the types of consumer products used by
Project residents" (p. IV.A-21). In conclusion, the DEIR states that "no feasible mitigation is available to
address these emissions" (p. IV.A-21). The DEIR makes a similar conclusion regarding the availability of
NOx mitigation, stating that the majority of the Project's NOx-related emissions are generated by motor
vehicles and since,
"The design and location of the Project in an area served by transit, with facilities intended to
encourage bicycle and pedestrian activity would serve to reduce Project-related automobile
trips to the maximum extent feasible...no other mitigation measures are available to the Project
to reduce emissions, as the authority to regulate emissions from motor vehicles rests solely in
the state and federal governments" (p. IV.A-21).
The DEIR's assertion that the Project's operational VOC and NOx emissions are significant and
unavoidable, and that no mitigation measures are available in order to reduce these emissions, is
incorrect. According to CEQA,
"CEQA requires Lead Agencies to mitigate or avoid significant environmental impacts associated
with discretionary projects. Environmental documents for projects that have any significant
environmental impacts must identify all feasible mitigation measures or alternatives to reduce
the impacts below a level of significance. If after the identification of all feasible mitigation
measures, a project is still deemed to have significant environmental impacts, the Lead Agency
can approve a project, but must adopt a Statement of Overriding Consideration to explain why
further mitigation measures are not feasible and why approval of a project with significant
unavoidable impacts is warranted. 11
As you can see, an impact can only be labeled as significant and unavoidable after all available, feasible
mitigation is considered. Therefore, the DEIR's conclusion that impacts are significant and unavoidable
without implementing all, or any, available feasible mitigation to reduce these emissions is
unsubstantiated. As a result, additional mitigation measures should be identified and incorporated in
order to reduce the Project's air quality impacts to the maximum extent possible. Until all feasible
mitigation is reviewed and incorporated into the Project design, impacts from operational VOC and NO x
emissions cannot be considered as significant and unavoidable. 12

Diesel Particulate Matter Health Risk Emissions Inadequately Evaluated
The DEIR concludes that "the health risk from air pollutants generated during project construction
would be less than significant" without actually conducting a health risk assessment (Appendix B, pp.
26). The DEIR attempts to justify the omission of a health risk assessment (HRA) by stating,

11

http://www.vaIIeyair.org/transportation/GAMAQI 3-19-15.pdf, p. 115 of 125

12

See mitigation measures listed in section titled "Additional Feasible Mitigation Measures Available to Reduce

Operational Emissions" on p. 24 of this comment letter. These measures would effectively reduce operationalrelated VOC and NOx emissions, as well as GHG emissions.
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"Construction activities associated with the project would be short-term in nature. Estimation
of the cancer risk from diesel particulate matter assumes long-term exposure to the pollutant of
70 years" (Appendix B, pp. 26).
Additionally, the DEIR states that Project operation would have a less than significant health risk impact,
again without conducting an HRA (p. IV.A-24). The DEIR attempts to justify the omission of an HRA by
stating,
"Currently, CARB sites the need for conducting a site-specific health risk analysis when sensitive
receptors are placed within 50 feet of a gas station with an annual throughput of less than 3.6
million gallons, 300 feet of a gas station with more than 3.6 million gallons annually, 500 feet of
dry cleaners, and 1,000 feet of distribution centers with more than 100 trucks per day, more
than 40 trucks with transport refrigeration units, or where transport refrigeration units are
operated more than 300 hours per week... The Project would involve the operation of a new
residential and commercial retail building at the Project Site. The proposed commercial uses are
also not sensitive receptors for TACs. Additionally, the proposed use would not be a
significant TAC source. A small number of diesel vehicles are expected to deliver items to the
site on a daily basis; much less than 40 vehicles per day" (p. IV.A-24).
This justification for failing to conduct a quantified construction and operational HRA, however, is
incorrect for several reasons.
First, simply stating that the Project's construction phase is "short-term in nature" does not justify the
omission of a construction HRA. According to the SCAQMD, it is recommended that health risk impacts
from short-term projects also be assessed. The Guidance document states,
"Since these short-term calculations are only meant for projects with limits on the operating
duration, these short-term cancer risk assessments can be thought of as being the equivalent to
a 30-year cancer risk estimate and the appropriate thresholds would still apply (i.e. for a 5-year
project, the maximum emissions during the 5-year period would be assessed on the more
sensitive population, from the third trimester to age 5, after which the project's emissions
would drop to 0 for the remaining 25 years to get the 30-year equivalent cancer risk
estimate)".13
Thus, a health risk assessment is required to determine whether or not a Project would expose sensitive
receptors to substantial air pollutants. The DEIR should have conducted some sort of quantitative
analysis and should have compared the results of this analysis to applicable thresholds. The South Coast
Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) provides a specific numerical threshold of 10 in one million
for determining a project's health risk impact.14 Therefore, the DEIR should have conducted an

13

http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/risk-assessment/riskassprociune15.pdf?sfvrsn=2, p. IX-2

14

http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/scaqmd-air-quality-significance-

thresholds.pdf?sfvrsn=2
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assessment that compares the Project's construction and operational health risks to this threshold in
order to determine the Project's health risk impact. By failing to prepare a health risk assessment, the
DEIR fails to provide a comprehensive analysis of the sensitive receptor impacts that may occur as a
result of exposure to substantial air pollutants.
Second, stating that the Project's "proposed commercial uses are also not sensitive receptors for TACs"
does not mean that an HRA for the proposed Project is not needed. Although the SCAQMD recommends
performing a mobile source health risk assessment from mobile sources at truck stop or warehouse
distribution facilities, the SCAQMD does not restrict the preparation of an HRA to just industrial projects.
According to the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Toxics Analysis page on AQMD's website (emphasis added),
"In August 2002, the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Committee approved the 'Health Risk
Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Emissions.' This
document provided guidance for analyzing cancer risks from diesel particulate matter from
mobile sources at facilities such as truck stops and warehouse distribution
centers. Subsequently, SCAQMD staff revised the aforementioned document to expand the
analysis to provide technical guidance for analyzing cancer risks from potential diesel particulate
emissions impacts from truck idling and movement (such as, but not limited to, truck stops,
warehouse and distribution centers, or transit centers), ship hotelling at ports, and train idling.
This revised guidance document titled, 'Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer
Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis' was presented to
and approved by the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Committee at its March 28, 2003 committee
meeting. It is suggested that projects with diesel powered mobile sources use the following
guidance document to quantify potential cancer risks from the diesel particulate emission".15
As you can see in the excerpt above, the SCAQMD explicitly states that in the event that the proposed
Project generates or attracts vehicular trips, a mobile source health risk assessment must be prepared.
The SCAQMD does not state that the preparation of an HRA should be restricted to industrial projects or
land uses, nor does it state that residential and commercial projects are exempt from this
recommendation. Rather, all the SCAQMD states is that "it is suggested that projects with diesel
powered mobile sources use the following guidance document ('Health Risk Assessment Guidance for
Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis') to
quantify potential cancer risks from the diesel particulate emission. 16 Seeing as Project construction is
expected to occur over an 25-month period (p.II-28), it is reasonable to assume that a significant
amount of diesel particulate matter (DPM), a known human carcinogen, will be emitted from the
exhaust stacks of construction equipment the Project proposes to use (Appendix B, pp. 46). Additionally,
according to the Project's Traffic Impact Study, the Project will generate approximately 7,996 vehicle

15

Mobile Source Toxics Analysis." SCAQMD, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-

quality-analysis-handbook/mobile-source-toxics-analysis

16

Mobile Source Toxics Analysis," SCAQMD, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/air-

quality-analysis-handbook/mobile-source-toxics-analysis
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trips a day during operation, all of which would emit substantial amounts of DPM during operation,
potentially exposing nearby sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants (Table 2, Appendix I-1, pp.
29). As such, the DEIR should have conducted a construction and operational HRA, as long term
exposure to DPM and other toxic air contaminants (TACs) may result in a significant health risk impact.
Third, the omission of a quantified health risk is inconsistent with the most recent guidance published by
Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA), the organization responsible for providing
recommendations and guidance on how to conduct health risk assessments in California. In February of
2015, OEHHA released its most recent Risk Assessment Guidelines: Guidance Manual for Preparation
Health Risk Assessments,

of

which was formally adopted in March of 2015.17 This guidance document

describes the types of projects that warrant the preparation of a health risk assessment. As previously
stated, grading and construction activities for the proposed Project will produce emissions of DPM
through the exhaust stacks of construction equipment over an approximate 608-day period (DEIR, p. II28). The OEHHA document recommends that all short-term projects lasting at least two months be
evaluated for cancer risks to nearby sensitive receptors.18 Once construction is complete, Project
operation will generate truck trips, which will generate additional exhaust emissions, thus continuing to
expose nearby sensitive receptors to DPM emissions. The OEHHA document recommends that exposure
from projects lasting more than 6 months should be evaluated for the duration of the project, and
recommends that an exposure duration of 30 years be used to estimate individual cancer risk for the
maximally exposed individual resident (MEIR). 19 Even though we were not provided with the expected
lifetime of the Project, we can reasonably assume that the Project will operate for at least 30 years, if
not more. Therefore, per OEHHA guidelines, health risk impacts from Project construction and
operation should have been evaluated by the DEIR. These recommendations reflect the most recent
health risk assessment policy, and as such, an assessment of health risks to nearby sensitive receptors
from construction and operation should be included in a revised CEQA evaluation for the Project.
In an effort to demonstrate the potential risk posed by Project construction and operation to nearby
sensitive receptors, we prepared a simple screening-level health risk assessment. The results of our
assessment, as described below, provide substantial evidence that the Project's construction and
operational DPM emissions may result in a potentially significant health risk impact that was not
previously identified.
As of 2011, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) recommends AERSCREEN as the leading air
dispersion model, due to improvements in simulating local meteorological conditions based on simple

17 n Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance

Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA, February
2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/hotspots2015.html

18

Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA, February

2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf, p. 8-18

19

Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA, February

2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf, p. 8-6, 8-15
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input parameters.20 The model replaced SCREEN3, and AERSCREEN is included in the OEHHA21 and the
California Air Pollution Control Officers Associated (CAPCOA)22 guidance as the appropriate air
dispersion model for Level 2 health risk screening assessments ("HRSAs"). A Level 2 HRSA utilizes a
limited amount of site-specific information to generate maximum reasonable downwind concentrations
of air contaminants to which nearby sensitive receptors may be exposed. If an unacceptable air quality
hazard is determined to be possible using AERSCREEN, a more refined modeling approach is required
prior to approval of the Project.
We prepared a preliminary health risk screening assessment of the Project's construction and
operational impact to sensitive receptors using the annual PM exhaust estimates from our updated
10

SWAPE CalEEMod model. The DEIR states that the closest sensitive receptors to the Project site are
located within 82 feet, or approximately 25 meters away (p. IV.A-22). Consistent with recommendations
set forth by OEHHA, we used a residential exposure duration of 30 years, starting from the infantile
stage of life. We also assumed that construction and operation of the Project would occur in quick
succession, with no gaps between each Project phase. The CalEEMod model's annual emissions indicate
that construction activities will generate approximately 542 pounds of DPM over the 608-day
construction period. The AERSCREEN model relies on a continuous average emission rate to simulate
maximum downward concentrations from point, area, and volume emission sources. To account for the
variability in equipment usage and truck trips over Project construction, we calculated an average DPM
emission rate by the following equation.

Emission Rate

grams
second

542 lbs
453.6 grams
1 day
1 hour
x
x
x
= 0.00468 g/s
608 days
lb
24 hours
3,600 seconds

Using this equation, we estimated a construction emission rate of 0.00468 grams per second (g/s).
Subtracting the approximately 608-day construction duration from the total residential exposure
duration of 30 years, we can reasonably assume that after Project construction, the MEIR would be
exposed to the Project's operational DPM emissions for an additional 28.33 years.
The CalEEMod model's annual emissions indicate that operational activities will generate approximately
358 pounds of DPM per year over a 28.33-year operational period. Applying the same equation used to
estimate the construction DPM emission rate, we estimated the following emission rate for Project
operation.

Emission Rate

20

grams
second

358 lbs
453.6 grams
1 day
1 hour
x
x
x
= 0.00515 g/s
365 days
lb
24 hours
3,600 seconds

n

AERSCREEN Released as the EPA Recommended Screening Model," USEPA, April 11, 2011, available at:
http://www.epa.gov/ttn/scram/guidance/cIarification/20110411 AERSCREEN Release Memo.pdf
21
Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA, February
2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf
22
Health Risk Assessments for Proposed Land Use Projects," CAPCOA, July 2009, available at:
http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/upIoads/2012/03/CAPCOA HRA LU Guidelines 8-6-09.pdf
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Using this equation, we estimated an operational emission rate of 0.00515 g/s. Construction and
operational activity was simulated as a 8.9-acre rectangular area source in AERSCREEN, with dimensions
of 209 meters by 173 meters. A release height of three meters was selected to represent the height of
exhaust stacks on operational equipment and other heavy duty vehicles, and an initial vertical
dimension of one and a half meters was used to simulate instantaneous plume dispersion upon release.
An urban meteorological setting was selected with model-default inputs for wind speed and direction
distribution.
The AERSCREEN model generated maximum reasonable estimates of single hour DPM concentrations
from the Project site. EPA guidance suggests that in screening procedures, the annualized average
concentration of an air pollutant be estimated by multiplying the single-hour concentration by 10%. 23
There are residences located approximately 25 meters away from the Project boundary. The single-hour
concentration estimated by AERSCREEN for Project construction is approximately 3.921 ^g/m3 DPM at
approximately 25 meter downwind.24 Multiplying this single-hour concentration by 10%, we get an
annualized average concentration of 0.392 ^g/m3 for construction. For Project operation, the single
hour concentration in AERSCREEN is approximately 4.308 ^g/m3 DPM at approximately 25 meter
downwind.25 Again, multiplying this single-hour concentration by 10%, we get an annualized average
concentration of 0.431 ^g/m3 for operation.
We calculated the excess cancer risk for each sensitive receptor for infant receptors using applicable
HRA methodologies prescribed by OEHHA and the SCAQMD. Consistent with the construction schedule
proposed by the DEIR, the annualized average concentration for construction was used for 2 years of the
infantile stage of life (0-2 years) and for the beginning of the child stage of life (2 to 14 years). The
annualized average concentration for operation was used for the remaining 30-year exposure period,
which makes up the remainder of the child stage of life (2 to 16 years) and adult stages of life (16 to 30
years). Consistent with OEHHA guidance, we used Age Sensitivity Factors (ASFs) to account for the
heightened susceptibility of young children to the carcinogenic toxicity of air pollution.26 According to
the updated guidance, quantified cancer risk should be multiplied by a factor of ten during the first two
years of life (infant) and should be multiplied by a factor of three during the child stage of life (2 to 16
years). Furthermore, in accordance with guidance set forth by OEHHA, we used 95th percentile breathing
rates for infants.27 We used a cancer potency factor of 1.1 (mg/kg-day)-1 and an averaging time of
25,550 days. The results of our calculations are shown below.

23 http://www.epa.gov/ttn/scram/guidance/guide/EPA-454R-92-019 OCR.pdf
24 See Concord Village AERSCREEN Output Files Combined, pp. 10
25 See Concord Village AERSCREEN Output Files Combined, pp. 27
26 Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA,

February

2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf
27 Supplemental Guidelines for Preparing Risk Assessments for the Air Toxics 'Hot Spots' Information and
Assessment Act," June 5, 2015, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/riskassessment/ab2588-risk-assessment-guidelines.pdf?sfvrsn=6, p. 19
"Risk Assessment Guidelines Guidance Manual for Preparation of Health Risk Assessments." OEHHA, February
2015, available at: http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf
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The Maximum Exposed Individual at an Existing Residential Receptor (MEIR)
Duration

Concentration

Breathing Rate

(years)

(^g/m3)

(L/kg-day)

Construction

2.00

0.39

1090

Infant Exposure Duration

2.00

Construction

Activity

0.08

0.39

572

Operation

13.92

0.43

572

Child Exposure Duration

14.00

Operation

14.00

Adult Exposure Duration
Lifetime Exposure Duration

ASF

Cancer
Risk

10

1.3E-04

Infant Exposure

1.3E-04

3

8.4E-07

3

1.6E-04

Child Exposure

1.6E-04

1

2.4E-05

14.00

Adult Exposure

2.4E-05

30.00

Lifetime Exposure

3.08E-04

0.43

261

The excess cancer risk to adults, children, and infants at a sensitive receptor located approximately 25
meter away, over the course of Project construction and operation are 24, 160, and 130 in one million,
respectively. Furthermore, the excess cancer risk over the course of a residential lifetime (30 years) is
approximately 308 in one million. Consistent with OEHHA guidance, exposure was assumed to begin in
the infantile stage of life to provide the most conservative estimates of air quality hazards. The infantile,
child, adult, and lifetime cancer risks all exceed the SCAQMD threshold of 10 in one million, thus
resulting in a potentially significant impact not previously addressed or identified by the DEIR.
It should be noted that our analysis represents a screening-level health risk assessment, which is known
to be more conservative, and tends to err on the side of health protection.28 The purpose of a screeninglevel health risk assessment, however, is to determine if a more refined health risk assessment needs to
be conducted. If the results of a screening-level health risk are above applicable thresholds, then the
Project needs to conduct a more refined health risk assessment that is more representative of site
specific concentrations. Our screening-level health risk assessment demonstrates that construction and
operation of the Project could result in a potentially significant health risk impact. As a result, a refined
health risk assessment must be prepared to examine the air quality impacts generated by Project
construction and operation using site-specific meteorology and specific equipment usage schedules. An
updated DEIR must be prepared to adequately evaluate the Project's health risk impact, and should
include additional mitigation measures to reduce these impacts to a less-than-significant level. Without
a refined health risk assessment and mitigation addressing the findings of such an assessment,

28

http://oehha.ca.gov/air/hot spots/2015/2015GuidanceManuaI.pdf p. 1-5
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substantial evidence supports a fair argument that the Project may lead to significant public health
impacts due to DPM emissions.

Additional Mitigation Measures Available to Reduce Construction Emissions
Our updated air quality analysis and health risk assessment demonstrates that, when Project activities
are modeled correctly, construction-related NOx and DPM emissions would result in significant air
quality and health risk impacts. Therefore, additional mitigation measures must be identified and
incorporated in an updated DEIR to reduce these emissions to a less than significant level.
Additional mitigation measures can be found in CAPCOA's Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation
Measures, which attempt to reduce Greenhouse Gas (GHG) levels, as well as reduce Criteria Air

Pollutants such as particulate matter and NOx.29 Diesel particulate matter ("DPM") and NOx are a
byproduct of diesel fuel combustion, and are emitted by on-road vehicles and by off-road construction
equipment. Mitigation for criteria pollutant emissions should include consideration of the following
measures in an effort to reduce construction emissions.
Limit Construction Equipment Idling Beyond Regulation Requirements

Heavy duty vehicles will idle during loading/unloading and during layovers or rest periods with the
engine still on, which requires fuel use and results in emissions. The California Air Resources Board
(CARB) Heavy-Duty Vehicle Idling Emissions Reduction Program limits idling of diesel-fueled commercial
motor vehicles to five minutes. Reduction in idling time beyond the five minutes required under the
regulation would further reduce fuel consumption and thus emissions. The Project applicant must
develop an enforceable mechanism that monitors the idling time to ensure compliance with this
mitigation measure.
Require Implementation of Diesel Control Measures

The Northeast Diesel Collaborative (NEDC) is a regionally coordinated initiative to reduce diesel
emissions, improve public health, and promote clean diesel technology. The NEDC recommends that
contracts for all construction projects require the following diesel control measures: 30 •
•

All diesel onroad vehicles on site for more than 10 total days must have either (1) engines that
meet EPA 2007 onroad emissions standards or (2) emission control technology verified by EPA31
or the California Air Resources Board (CARB)32 to reduce PM emissions by a minimum of 85
percent.

•

All diesel generators on site for more than 10 total days must be equipped with emission control
technology verified by EPA or CARB to reduce PM emissions by a minimum of 85 percent.

•

All diesel nonroad construction equipment on site for more than 10 total days must have either
(1) engines meeting EPA Tier 4 nonroad emission standards or (2) emission control technology

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/upIoads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaI.pdf
Diesel Emission Controls in Construction Projects, available
at:http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/nedc-modeI-contract-sepcification.pdf
31
For EPA's list of verified technology: http://www3.epa.gov/otaq/diesel/verification/verif-list.htm
32
For CARB's list of verified technology: http://www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/verdev/vt/cvt.htm
29

30
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verified by EPA or CARB for use with nonroad engines to reduce PM emissions by a minimum of
85 percent for engines 50 horse power (hp) and greater and by a minimum of 20 percent for
engines less than 50 hp.
•

All diesel vehicles, construction equipment, and generators on site shall be fueled with ultra-low
sulfur diesel fuel (ULSD) or a biodiesel blend33 approved by the original engine manufacturer
with sulfur content of 15 parts per million (ppm) or less.

Repower or Replace Older Construction Equipment Engines

The NEDC recognizes that availability of equipment that meets the EPA's newer standards is limited. 34
Due to this limitation, the NEDC proposes actions that can be taken to reduce emissions from existing
equipment in the

Best Practices for Clean Diesel Construction

report.35 These actions include but are not

limited to:
•

Repowering equipment (i.e. replacing older engines with newer, cleaner engines and leaving the
body of the equipment intact).

Engine repower may be a cost-effective emissions reduction strategy when a vehicle or machine has a
long useful life and the cost of the engine does not approach the cost of the entire vehicle or machine.
Examples of good potential replacement candidates include marine vessels, locomotives, and large
construction machines. 36 Older diesel vehicles or machines can be repowered with newer diesel
engines or in some cases with engines that operate on alternative fuels (see section "Use Alternative
Fuels for Construction Equipment" for details). The original engine is taken out of service and a new
engine with reduced emission characteristics is installed. Significant emission reductions can be
achieved, depending on the newer engine and the vehicle or machine's ability to accept a more modern
engine and emission control system. It should be noted, however, that newer engines or higher tier
engines are not necessarily cleaner engines, so it is important that the Project Applicant check the actual
emission standard level of the current (existing) and new engines to ensure the repower product is
reducing emissions for DPM.•37
•

Replacement of older equipment with equipment meeting the latest emission standards.

Engine replacement can include substituting a cleaner highway engine for a nonroad engine. Diesel
equipment may also be replaced with other technologies or fuels. Examples include hybrid switcher
locomotives, electric cranes, LNG, CNG, LPG or propane yard tractors, forklifts or loaders.

33

Biodiesel lends are only to be used in conjunction with the technologies which have been verified for use with

biodiesel blends and are subject to the following requirements:
http://www.arb.ca.gov/diesel/verdev/reg/biodieselcompliance.pdf
34

http://northeastdieseI.org/pdf/BestPractices4CIeanDieseIConstructionAug2012.pdf

35 http://northeastdieseI.org/pdf/BestPractices4CIeanDieseIConstructionAug2012.pdf
36 Repair, Rebuild, and Repower, EPA, available at:https://www.epa.gov/verified-diesel-tech/learn-about-verifiedtechnologies-clean-diesel#repair

37

Diesel Emissions Reduction Program (DERA): Technologies, Fleets and Projects Information, available

at:http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/420p11001.pdf
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Replacements using natural gas may require changes to fueling infrastructure.38 Replacements often
require some re-engineering work due to differences in size and configuration. Typically, there are
benefits in fuel efficiency, reliability, warranty, and maintenance costs. 39
Install Retrofit Devices on Existing Construction Equipment

PM emissions from alternatively-fueled construction equipment can be further reduced by installing
retrofit devices on existing and/or new equipment. The most common retrofit technologies are retrofit
devices for engine exhaust after-treatment. These devices are installed in the exhaust system to reduce
emissions and should not impact engine or vehicle operation. 40 Below is a table, prepared by the EPA,
that summarizes the commonly used retrofit technologies and the typical cost and emission reductions
associated with each technology.41 It should be noted that actual emissions reductions and costs will
depend on specific manufacturers, technologies and applications.

Technology

Typical Emissions Reductions (percent)
PM

NOX

HC

CO

Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC)

20-40

40-70

40-60

Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF)

85-95

85-95

50-90

up to 60

40-75

10-60

Partial Diesel Particulate Filter
(pDPF)
Selective Catalyst Reduction (SCR)

Closed Crankcase Ventilation (CCV)

up to 75

Typical Costs ($)
Material: $600-$4,000
Installation: 1-3 hours
Material: $8,000-$50,000
Installation: 6-8 hours
Material: $4,000-$6,000
Installation: 6-8 hours
$10,000-$20,000; Urea
$0.80/gal

varies

Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR)

25-40

Lean NOx Catalyst (LNC)

5-40

$6,500-$10,000

Use Electric and Hybrid Construction Equipment

CAPCOA's Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures42 report also proposes the use of electric
and/or hybrid construction equipment as a way to mitigate DPM emissions. When construction
equipment is powered by grid electricity rather than fossil fuel, direct emissions from fuel combustion

38

Alternative Fuel Conversion, EPA, available at:

https://www3.epa.gov/otaq/consumer/fuels/altfuels/altfuels.htm#fact
39

Cleaner Fuels, EPA, available at:https://www.epa.gov/verified-diesel-tech/learn-about-verified-technologiesclean-diesel#cleaner
40

Retrofit Technologies, EPA, available at:https://www.epa.gov/verified-diesel-tech/learn-about-verifiedtechnologies-clean-diesel#retrofit
41

Cleaner Diesels: Low Cost Ways to Reduce Emissions from Construction Equipment, March 2007, available

at:https://www.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/cIeaner-dieseIs-Iow-cost-ways-to-reduceemissions-from-construction-equipment.pdf, p. 26
42

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/upIoads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaI.pdf
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are replaced with indirect emissions associated with the electricity used to power the equipment.
Furthermore, when construction equipment is powered by hybrid-electric drives, emissions from fuel
combustion are also greatly reduced. Electric construction equipment is available commercially from
companies such as Peterson Pacific Corporation,43 which specialize in the mechanical processing
equipment like grinders and shredders. Construction equipment powered by hybrid-electric drives is
also commercially available from companies such as Caterpillar44. For example, Caterpillar reports that
during an 8-hour shift, its D7E hybrid dozer burns 19.5 percent fewer gallons of fuel than a conventional
dozer while achieving a 10.3 percent increase in productivity. The D7E model burns 6.2 gallons per hour
compared to a conventional dozer which burns 7.7 gallons per hour. 45 Fuel usage and savings are
dependent on the make and model of the construction equipment used. The Project Applicant should
calculate project-specific savings and provide manufacturer specifications indicating fuel burned per
hour.
Implement a Construction Vehicle Inventory Tracking System

CAPCOA's

Quantifying Greenhouse Gas Mitigation Measures46

report recommends that the Project

Applicant provide a detailed plan that discusses a construction vehicle inventory tracking system to
ensure compliances with construction mitigation measures. The system should include strategies such
as requiring engine run time meters on equipment, documenting the serial number, horsepower,
manufacture age, fuel, etc. of all onsite equipment and daily logging of the operating hours of the
equipment. Specifically, for each onroad construction vehicle, nonroad construction equipment, or
generator, the contractor should submit to the developer's representative a report prior to bringing said
equipment on site that includes:47
•

Equipment type, equipment manufacturer, equipment serial number, engine manufacturer,
engine model year, engine certification (Tier rating), horsepower, and engine serial number.

•

The type of emission control technology installed, serial number, make, model, manufacturer,
and EPA/CARB verification number/level.

•

The Certification Statement48 signed and printed on the contractor's letterhead.

Furthermore, the contractor should submit to the developer's representative a monthly report that, for
each onroad construction vehicle, nonroad construction equipment, or generator onsite, includes: 49

43

Peterson Electric Grinders Brochure, available at:http://www.petersoncorp.com/wpcontent/uploads/peterson electric grinders1.pdf

44

Electric Power Products, available at:http://www.cat.com/en US/products/new/power-systems/electric-power-

generation.html
45

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/upIoads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaI.pdf

46

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/upIoads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-FinaI.pdf
Diesel Emission Controls in Construction Projects, available

47

at:http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/nedc-modeI-contract-sepcification.pdf
Diesel Emission Controls in Construction Projects, available

48

at:http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/nedc-modeI-contract-sepcification.pdf The
NEDC Model Certification Statement can be found in Appendix A.
49

Diesel Emission Controls in Construction Projects, available

at:http://www2.epa.gov/sites/production/fiIes/2015-09/documents/nedc-modeI-contract-sepcification.pdf
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•

Hour-meter readings on arrival on-site, the first and last day of every month, and on off-site
date.

•

Any problems with the equipment or emission controls.

•

Certified copies of fuel deliveries for the time period that identify:
o

Source of supply

o

Quantity of fuel

o

Quality of fuel, including sulfur content (percent by weight)

In addition to these measures, we also recommend that the Applicant implement the following
mitigation measures, called "Enhanced Exhaust Control Practices, 50 that are recommended by the
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD):
1.

The project representative shall submit to the lead agency a comprehensive inventory of all off
road construction equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be used an
aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of the construction project.
•

The inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine model year, and projected
hours of use for each piece of equipment.

•

The project representative shall provide the anticipated construction timeline including
start date, and name and phone number of the project manager and on-site foreman.

•

This information shall be submitted at least 4 business days prior to the use of subject
heavy-duty off-road equipment.

•

The inventory shall be updated and submitted monthly throughout the duration of the
project, except that an inventory shall not be required for any 30-day period in which no
construction activity occurs.

2.

The project representative shall provide a plan for approval by the lead agency demonstrating
that the heavy-duty off-road vehicles (50 horsepower or more) to be used in the construction
project, including owned, leased, and subcontractor vehicles, will achieve a project wide fleetaverage 20% NOx reduction and 45% particulate reduction compared to the most recent
California Air Resources Board (ARB) fleet average.
•

This plan shall be submitted in conjunction with the equipment inventory.

•

Acceptable options for reducing emissions may include use of late model engines, lowemission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology, after-treatment
products, and/or other options as they become available.

•

The District's Construction Mitigation Calculator can be used to identify an equipment
fleet that achieves this reduction.

3.

The project representative shall ensure that emissions from all off-road diesel powered
equipment used on the project site do not exceed 40% opacity for more than three minutes in
any one hour.

50 http://www.airquaIity.org/ceqa/Ch3EnhancedExhaustControI
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10-2013.pdf

•

Any equipment found to exceed 40 percent opacity (or Ringelmann 2.0) shall be
repaired immediately. Non-compliant equipment will be documented and a summary
provided to the lead agency monthly.

•

A visual survey of all in-operation equipment shall be made at least weekly.

•

A monthly summary of the visual survey results shall be submitted throughout the
duration of the project, except that the monthly summary shall not be required for any
30-day period in which no construction activity occurs. The monthly summary shall
include the quantity and type of vehicles surveyed as well as the dates of each survey.

4.

The District and/or other officials may conduct periodic site inspections to determine
compliance. Nothing in this mitigation shall supersede other District, state or federal rules or
regulations.

When combined, the measures that we recommend in these comments offer a cost-effective, feasible
way to incorporate lower-emitting equipment into the Project's construction fleet, which subsequently
reduces NOx and DPM emissions released during Project construction. An updated DEIR must be
prepared to include additional mitigation measures, as well as include an updated air quality assessment
to ensure that the necessary mitigation measures are implemented to reduce construction emissions.
Furthermore, the Project Applicant needs to demonstrate commitment to the implementation of these
measures prior to Project approval to ensure that the Project's construction-related emissions are
reduced to the maximum extent possible.

Greenhouse Gas
Use of Incorrect Service Population to Determine Project Significance
The DEIR relies upon a flawed methodology to evaluate the Project's per capita GHG emissions, which
artificially reduces them. Specifically, the DEIR fails to use the correct service population when
evaluating the Project's GHG emissions. Using an incorrect service population estimate, the DEIR
determines that "the proposed project would generate greenhouse gas emissions, but would be
consistent with applicable plans to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in California" and concludes that
"the impact of the proposed project would be less than significant" (Appendix E, pp. 26). This
significance determination, as well as the methodology used to make this significance determination,
however, are entirely incorrect. Our analysis demonstrates that when the correct service population is
used to calculate the proposed Project's greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, the Project would have a
potentially significant GHG impact. As a result, we find the DEIR's GHG analysis to be flawed and should
not be relied upon to determine Project significance.
The DEIR relies upon the SCAQMD's draft tiered thresholds to determine significance of the Project's
GHG emissions. The SCAQMD's efficiency targets were established based on the goal of AB 32 to reduce
statewide GHG emissions to 1990 levels by 2020. In an effort to meet this 2020 reduction target set
forth by AB 32, the SCAQMD set a 2020 efficiency target of 4.8 metric tons of carbon dioxide equivalents
per service population per year (MT CO e/sp/year) for project level analyses, where the service
2

24

population is defined as the number of residents and the number of jobs supported by the Project. 51
Therefore, as stated in the DEIR, in order for the Project's GHG impact to be considered as significant,
the Project's GHG emissions would need to exceed this 4.8 MT CO e/sp/yr threshold (Appendix E, pp. 2).
2

The DEIR estimates that the Project would generate a total of 15,467 MT CO e/year (Appendix E, pp.
2

25). Using a service population of 6,380 people, the DEIR finds that the Project's per capita GHG
emissions of 2.42 MT CO e/sp/year would be less than the project-level threshold of 4.8 MT
2

CO e/sp/year, resulting in a less than significant GHG impact (Appendix E, pp. 26). This significance
2

determination, however, is improper, as it is based on an overly conservative service population that
overestimates the number of residents and employees (collectively referred to as service population)
the Project is likely to generate. According to the DEIR, the Project's GHG analysis relies on a service
population that "consists of residents, employees, customers, vendors, students, etc." (Appendix E, pp.
25). The DEIR states,
"The SCAQMD's draft thresholds defines the service population as the total residents and
employees associated with a project. This may be appropriate for regional or community-wide
analyses in which most people are either residents or employees and the two cross over
(residents of the community are also employees in the community). In the case of general
development projects, the service population consists of residents, employees, customers,
vendors, students, etc. In the case of a commercial project, employees may be only about two
percent of the number of people that visit a site. The vast majority of people visiting a
commercial project are customers with a smaller number of vendors (delivery and sales). It
does not make sense to consider only the employees as the service population for a project such
as this. The employees are at a site to serve the needs of their customers. Therefore, this
analysis assumes that the service population is everyone that would be served by the proposed
office use, including residents, employees, customers, and vendors" (Appendix E, pp. 25).
Using this line of reasoning, the DEIR then estimates the Project's "service population" by dividing the
number of potential daily vehicle trips generated by the proposed uses by two (p. IV-39). The DEIR
states,
"The proposed commercial uses are expected to generate approximately 10,633 average daily
vehicle trips per weekday based upon the trip generation numbers identified in the Technical
Impact Analysis prepared for the proposed project. This number is the total trips that would
be generated by the proposed land use prior to any credit for internal capture, transit credit,
and pass-by trips. This is appropriate since it identifies a trip generation estimate for the entire
commercial service population. Dividing this number by two identifies a conservative
commercial service population of approximately 5,317 employees, customers, and vendors.51
u

CEQA & Climate Change." & Climate Change." CAPCOA, January 2008,
content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCQA-White-Paper.pdf. p. 71-72.

51

25

available at:

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-

Adding the 1,063 residents to this number presents a total project site service population of
6,380 persons" (Appendix E, pp. 26).
This definition of what constitutes a project's service population, as well as the DEIR's method of
determining the Project's service population, however, are entirely incorrect. As stated in the DEIR,
"SCAQMD's draft thresholds define the service population as the total residents and employees
associated with a project" (Appendix E, pp. 25). Because the DEIR relies upon the SCAQMD's draft
thresholds to determine Project significance, the Project's estimated service population should reflect
the service population defined by the SCAQMD. This definition of what constitutes a project's service
population is further supported by the California Air Pollution Control Officers Association (CAPCOA).
According to CAPCOA's CEQA & Climate Change report, in order to measure a project's overall GHG per
capita efficiency, the following methodology should be used:
"Divide the total operational GHG emissions by the Service Population (SP) supported by the
project (where SP is defined as the sum of the number of residents and the number of jobs
supported by the project). This value should be compared to that of the projected statewide
GHG emissions inventory from the applicable end-use sectors (electricity generation, residential
commercial/institutional, and mobile-source) in 1990 divided by the projected SP for the year
2020 (i.e. AB 32 requirements), to determine if the project would conflict with legislative
goals".52
As demonstrated above, both the SCAQMD and CAPCOA define a project's service population as the
total number of residents and employees generated by the proposed Project. Nowhere in the
SCAQMD's draft thresholds guidance document does it state that this definition of a service population
is only applicable to "regional or community-wide analyses," nor does it provide an alternative service
population definition for general development projects (Appendix E, pp. 25). Simply because the DEIR
states that the Project's service population should consist "of residents, employees, customers, vendors,
students, etc.

does not make this alternative definition correct, nor does it mean that the Project's

service population should be calculated as such. Therefore, only the Project's total number of
employees and residents should have been used as the Project's service population value, as this is
consistent with applicable SCAQMD and CAPCOA guidance.
Our analysis demonstrates that the service population relied upon by DEIR to determine the Project's
GHG impact is greatly overestimated. As a result, the Project's per capita GHG emissions are greatly
underestimated. Until an updated greenhouse gas analysis is prepared in an updated DEIR that
adequately evaluates the Project's GHG impacts using a correct service population, the DEIR should not
be relied upon to determine Project significance.

u

CEQA & Climate Change." & Climate Change." CAPCOA, January 2008,
content/uploads/2012/03/CAPCOA-White-Paper.pdf. p. 71-72.
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available at:

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-

Updated Greenhouse Gas Analysis Demonstrates Significant Impact
In an effort to determine the Project's per capita GHG emissions using a correct, more realistic service
population, we conducted a simple analysis. Consistent with the DEIR, we estimated a service
population of approximately 1,063 people 53 which reflects the SCAQMD's definition of a service
population and more accurately represents the number of people that will be at the Project site once
operational (p. IV.I-9).

According to the DEIR, the Project would generate approximately 15,467 MT CO e/year at buildout,
2

which is the sum of the amortized construction emissions and the operational emissions (Appendix E,
pp. 25). Dividing the Project's GHG emissions by the updated service population value of 1,063 people,
we find that the Project would emit approximately 14.6 MT CO e/sp/year. As demonstrated below, this
2

per capita emission rate greatly exceeds the 4.8 MT CO e/sp/year project-level significance threshold for
2

2020 and the 3.0 MT CO e/sp/year project-level significance threshold for 2035 set forth by the
2

SCAQMD (see table below).
Estimated Total Project Buildout
Annual Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Source

Emissions

Unit

Total Annual Emissions
Maximum Service Population

15,471
1,063

MTCO e/year
Residents

Per Capita Annual Emissions

14.6

MTCO2e/sp/year

2020 SCAQMD Project Level Efficiency Threshold

4.8

MTCO e/sp/year

Exceed?

Yes

Per Capita Annual Emissions

14.6

MTCO2e/sp/year

2035 SCAQMD Project Level Efficiency Threshold

3.0

MTCO e/sp/year

Exceed?

Yes

2

2

2

As you can see in the tables above, our analysis demonstrates that when a correct service population is
used to estimate the Project's per capita emissions, the Project's GHG emissions greatly exceed both the
project-level significance threshold for 2020 and for 2035, resulting in a substantially more severe and
significant impact than what was previously identified in the DEIR. As a result, we require that an
updated DEIR be prepared to adequately evaluate the Project's GHG impact, and to include additional
mitigation measures, where necessary, as is required by CEQA.

53 The

DEIR states that "the number of people that would be employed at the site is unknown", therefore, we

solely relied upon the number of residents that the Project is expected to generate in order to calculate the service
population (Appendix E, pp. 25).
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Additional Feasible Mitigation Measures Available to Reduce Operational Emissions
Our analysis demonstrates that the Project's operational VOC, NOx, and GHG emissions may present a
potentially significant air quality impact. In an effort to reduce these emissions, we identified several
additional mitigation measures that are applicable to the Project. Additional mitigation measures that
could be implemented to reduce operational VOC, NOx, and GHG emissions include, but are not limited
to, the following: 54 55
•

Use Zero-VOC emission paints;
o

The Project Applicant should consider the use of zero-VOC emission paints, which has
been required for numerous projects that have undergone CEQA review. Zero-VOC
emission paints are commercially available. Other low-VOC standards should be
incorporated into mitigation including use of "super-compliant" paints, which have a
VOC standard of less than 10 g/L.

•

Use material that does not require paint;
o

Using materials that do not require painting is a common mitigation measure where
VOC emissions are a concern. Interior and exterior surfaces, such as concrete, can be left
unpainted.

•

Use spray equipment with greater transfer efficiencies;
o

Various coatings and adhesives are required to be applied by specified methods such as
electrostatic spray, high-volume, low-pressure (HVLP) spray, roll coater, flow coater, dip
coater, etc. in order to maximize the transfer efficiency. Transfer efficiency is typically
defined as the ratio of the weight of coating solids adhering to an object to the total
weight of coating solids used in the application process, expressed as a percentage.
When it comes to spray applications, the rules typically require the use of either
electrostatic spray equipment or HVLP spray equipment. The SCAQMD is now able to
certify HVLP spray applicators and other application technologies at efficiency rates of
65 percent or greater. 56

•

Use passive solar design, such as: 57,58
o

Orient buildings and incorporate landscaping to maximize passive solar; heating during
cool seasons, and minimize solar heat gain during hot seasons; and

o

•

Enhance natural ventilation by taking advantage of prevailing winds.

Reduce unnecessary outdoor lighting by utilizing design features such as limiting the hours of
operation of outdoor lighting.

•

Develop and follow a "green streets guide" that requires:
o

Use of minimal amounts of concrete and asphalt;

o

Installation of permeable pavement to allow for storm water infiltration; and

54 http://ag.ca.gov/globalwarming/pdf/GW mitigation measures.pdf
55 http://ag.ca.gov/globalwarming/pdf/GW mitigation measures.pdf
56 http://www.aqmd.gov/home/permits/sprav-equipment-transfer-efficiencv
57 Santa Barbara Air Pollution Control District, Scope and Content of Air Quality Sections

in Environmental

Documents, September 1997.
58

Butte County Air Quality Management District, Indirect Source Review Guidelines, March 1997.
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o

Use of groundcovers rather than pavement to reduce heat reflection. 59

Implement Project design features such as:
o

Shade HVAC equipment from direct sunlight;

o

Install high-albedo white thermoplastic polyolefin roof membrane;

o

Install high-efficiency HVAC with hot-gas reheat;

o

Install formaldehyde-free insulation; and

o

Use recycled-content gypsum board.

Provide education on energy efficiency to residents, customers, and/or tenants. Provide
information on energy management services for large energy users.
Meet "reach" goals for building energy efficiency and renewable energy use.
Maximize the use of solar energy including solar panels. The DEIR states that "roof structures,
electrical systems and conduits would be installed to accommodate future photovoltaic panels
in selected areas" (p. II-27). We propose that that Project implement the maximum possible
number of solar energy arrays on all building roofs on the Project site to generate solar energy
for the facilities.
Limit the use of outdoor lighting to only that needed for safety and security purposes.
Require use of electric or alternatively fueled sweepers with HEPA filters.
Include energy storage where appropriate to optimize renewable energy generation systems
and avoid peak energy use.
Plant low-VOC emitting shade trees, e.g., in parking lots to reduce evaporative emissions from
parked vehicles.
Use CARB-certified or electric landscaping equipment in project and tenant operations; and
introduce electric lawn, and garden equipment exchange program.
Install an infiltration basin to provide an opportunity for 100% of the storm water to infiltrate
on-site.

Furthermore, the Kimball Business Park Project Final Environmental Impact Report includes various
feasible mitigation measures that would reduce on-site area emissions that are applicable to the
proposed Project's commercial and retail land uses, and include, but are not limited to: 60
•

Increase in insulation such that heat transfer and thermal bridging is minimized.

•

Limit air leakage through the structure and/or within the heating and cooling distribution
system.

59

•

Use of energy-efficient space heating and cooling equipment.

•

Installation of electrical hook-ups at loading dock areas.

•

Installation of dual-paned or other energy efficient windows.

See Irvine Sustainable Travelways "Green Street" Guidelines;

www.ci.irvine.ca.us/civica/filebank/blobdload.asp?BlobID=8934; and Cool Houston Plan;
www.harc.edu/Proiects/CoolHouston.
60

Mitigation Monitoring Plan for the Kimball Business Park Project Final Environmental Impact Report, July 2016,

available at: http://www.citvofchino.org/home/showdocument?id=13244
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•

Installation of automatic devices to turn off lights where they are not needed.

•

Application of a paint and surface color palette that emphasizes light and off-white colors that
reflect heat away from buildings.

Finally, additional, feasible mitigation measures can be found in CAPCOA's Quantifying Greenhouse Gas
Mitigation Measures, which attempt to reduce GHG levels.61 GHG emissions are produced during fuel

combustion, and are emitted by on-road vehicles and by off-road equipment. Therefore, to reduce the
Project's mobile-source GHG emissions, consideration of the following measures should be made.
•

Neighborhood/Site Enhancements
o

Providing a pedestrian access network to link areas of the Project site encourages
people to walk instead of drive. This mode shift results in people driving less and thus a
reduction in VMT. The project should provide a pedestrian access network that
internally links all uses and connects to all existing or planned external streets and
pedestrian facilities contiguous with the project site. The project should minimize
barriers to pedestrian access and interconnectivity. Physical barriers such as walls,
landscaping, and slopes that impede pedestrian circulation should be eliminated.

•

Incorporate Bike Lane Street Design (On-Site)
o

Incorporating bicycle lanes, routes, and shared-use paths into street systems, new
subdivisions, and large developments can reduce VMTs. These improvements can help
reduce peak-hour vehicle trips by making commuting by bike easier and more
convenient for more people. In addition, improved bicycle facilities can increase access
to and from transit hubs, thereby expanding the "catchment area" of the transit stop or
station and increasing ridership. Bicycle access can also reduce parking pressure on
heavily-used and/or heavily-subsidized feeder bus lines and auto-oriented park-and-ride
facilities.

•

Limit Parking Supply
o

This mitigation measure will change parking requirements and types of supply within
the Project site to encourage "smart growth" development and alternative
transportation choices by project residents and employees. This can be accomplished in
a multi-faceted strategy:

•

■

Elimination (or reduction) of minimum parking requirements

■

Creation of maximum parking requirements

■

Provision of shared parking

Unbundle Parking Costs from Property Cost
o

Unbundling separates parking from property costs, requiring those who wish to
purchase parking spaces to do so at an additional cost from the property cost. This
removes the burden from those who do not wish to utilize a parking space. Parking
should be priced separately from home rents/purchase prices or office leases.

•
61

Implement Commute Trip Reduction Program- Voluntary or Required

http://www.capcoa.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/CAPCOA-Quantification-Report-9-14-Final.pdf
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o

Implementation of a Commute Trip Reduction (CTR) program with employers will
discourage single-occupancy vehicle trips and encourage alternative modes of
transportation such as carpooling, taking transit, walking, and biking. The main
difference between a voluntary and a required program is:

o

■

Monitoring and reporting is not required

■

No established performance standards (i.e. no trip reduction requirements)

The CTR program should provide employees with assistance in using alternative modes
of travel, and provide both "carrots" and "sticks" to encourage employees. The CTR
program should include all of the following to apply the effectiveness reported by the
literature:
Carpooling encouragement
Ride-matching assistance
Preferential carpool parking
Flexible work schedules for carpools
Half time transportation coordinator
Vanpool assistance
Bicycle end-trip facilities (parking, showers and lockers)

•

Provide Ride-Sharing Programs
o

Increasing the vehicle occupancy by ride sharing will result in fewer cars driving the
same trip, and thus a decrease in VMT. The project should include a ride-sharing
program as well as a permanent transportation management association membership
and funding requirement. The project can promote ride-sharing programs through a
multi-faceted approach such as:
■

Designating a certain percentage of parking spaces for ride sharing vehicles

■

Designating adequate passenger loading and unloading and waiting areas for
ride-sharing vehicles

■
•

Providing a web site or message board for coordinating rides

Implement Subsidized or Discounted Transit Program
o

This project can provide subsidized/discounted daily or monthly public transit passes to
incentivize the use of public transport. The project may also provide free transfers
between all shuttles and transit to participants. These passes can be partially or wholly
subsidized by the employer, school, or development. Many entities use revenue from
parking to offset the cost of such a project.

•

Provide End of Trip Facilities
o

Non-residential projects can provide "end-of-trip" facilities for bicycle riders including
showers, secure bicycle lockers, and changing spaces. End-of-trip facilities encourage
the use of bicycling as a viable form of travel to destinations, especially to work. End-oftrip facilities provide the added convenience and security needed to encourage bicycle
commuting.

•

Encourage Telecommuting and Alternative Work Schedules
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o

Encouraging telecommuting and alternative work schedules reduces the number of
commute trips and therefore VMT traveled by employees. Alternative work schedules
could take the form of staggered starting times, flexible schedules, or compressed work
weeks.

•

Implement Commute Trip Reduction Marketing
o

The project can implement marketing strategies to reduce commute trips. Information
sharing and marketing are important components to successful commute trip reduction
strategies. Implementing commute trip reduction strategies without a complementary
marketing strategy will result in lower VMT reductions. Marketing strategies may
include:

•

■

New employee orientation of trip reduction and alternative mode options

■

Event promotions

■

Publications

Implement Preferential Parking Permit Program
o

The project can provide preferential parking in convenient locations (such as near public
transportation or building front doors) in terms of free or reduced parking fees, priority
parking, or reserved parking for commuters who carpool, vanpool, ride-share or use
alternatively fueled vehicles. The project should provide wide parking spaces to
accommodate vanpool vehicles.

•

Implement Car-Sharing Program
o

This project should implement a car-sharing project to allow people to have on-demand
access to a shared fleet of vehicles on an as-needed basis. User costs are typically
determined through mileage or hourly rates, with deposits and/or annual membership
fees. The car-sharing program could be created through a local partnership or through
one of many existing car-share companies. Car-sharing programs may be grouped into
three general categories: residential- or citywide-based, employer-based, and transit
station-based. Transit station-based programs focus on providing the "last-mile"
solution and link transit with commuters' final destinations. Residential-based programs
work to substitute entire household based trips. Employer-based programs provide a
means for business/day trips for alternative mode commuters and provide a guaranteed
ride home option.

•

Provide Employer-Sponsored Vanpool/Shuttle
o

This project can implement an employer-sponsored vanpool or shuttle. A vanpool will
usually service employees' commute to work while a shuttle will service nearby transit
stations and surrounding commercial centers. Employer-sponsored vanpool programs
entail an employer purchasing or leasing vans for employee use, and often subsidizing
the cost of at least program administration, if not more. The driver usually receives
personal use of the van, often for a mileage fee. Scheduling is within the employer's
purview, and rider charges are normally set on the basis of vehicle and operating cost.

•

Implement Bike-Sharing Program
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o

This project can establish a bike-sharing program to reduce VMTs. Stations should be at
regular intervals throughout the project site.
•

For example, Paris' bike-share program places a station every few blocks
throughout the city (approximately 28 bike stations/square mile).

•

Price Workplace Parking
o

The project should implement workplace parking pricing at its employment centers. This
may include: explicitly charging for parking for its employees, implementing above
market rate pricing, validating parking only for invited guests, not providing employee
parking and transportation allowances, and educating employees about available
alternatives.

o

Though similar to the Employee Parking "Cash-Out" strategy, this strategy focuses on
implementing market rate and above market rate pricing to provide a price signal for
employees to consider alternative modes for their work commute.

•

Implement Employee Parking "Cash-Out"
o

The project can require employers to offer employee parking "cash-out." The term
"cash-out" is used to describe the employer providing employees with a choice of
forgoing their current subsidized/free parking for a cash payment equivalent to the cost
of the parking space to the employer.

When combined together, these measures offer a cost-effective, feasible way to incorporate loweremitting design features into the proposed Project, which subsequently, reduces emissions released
during Project operation. An updated DEIR must be prepared to include additional mitigation measures,
as well as include an updated air quality and GHG analysis to ensure that the necessary mitigation
measures are implemented to reduce operational emissions to below thresholds. Furthermore, the
Project Applicant also needs to demonstrate commitment to the implementation of these measures
prior to Project approval, to ensure that the Project's operational emissions are reduced to the
maximum extent possible.
Sincerely,

"7a (*h
Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.

Jessie Jaeger
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October 16, 2017
By E-mail and U.S. Mail

Milena Zasadzien
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Email: milena.zasadzien@lacity.org
Re:

Comments on Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report for the ICON at
Panorama Project (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031)

Dear Ms. Zasadzien:
I am writing on behalf of the Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters (“SWRCC”) and
Laborers International Union of North America Local Union 300 (“LIUNA”) (collectively,
“Commenters”) concerning the Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (“RDEIR”) for the
ICON at Panorama Project (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031) (the
“Project”).
We appreciate the City’s efforts to address some of the issues we raised in our letter dated
May 22, 2017, however, after reviewing the Project and the RDEIR together with our expert
consultants, it is evident that the RDEIR contains numerous errors and omissions that preclude
accurate analysis of the Project. As a result of these inadequacies, the RDEIR fails as an
informational document and fails to impose all feasible mitigation measures to reduce the
Project’s impacts. Commenters request that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning
address these shortcomings in a new revised draft environmental impact report and recirculate
the document prior to considering approvals for the Project.
Commenters submit herewith comments of the environmental consulting firm
Soil/Water/Air Protection Enterprise (“SWAPE”), from civil and traffic engineer Daniel Smith,
PE, who determined that, the RDEIR significantly understates the Project’s traffic impacts.
Mr. Smith’s and SWAPE’s comments and curriculum vitae are attached hereto as
Exhibits A and B and are incorporated herein by reference. Each of SWAPE’s and Mr. Smith’s
comments requires separate responses from the City. These experts and our own independent
review demonstrate that the DEIR is woefully inadequate and that a revised DEIR should be
prepared prior to Project approval to analyze all impacts and require implementation of all
feasible mitigation measures.

ICON at Panorama
CEQA Comment
October 16, 2017
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I. PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The Project proposes to demolish three existing but vacant commercial buildings and the
removal of associated surface parking areas currently at the Project site in order to construct a
540,000 gross square foot mixed-use development on an 8.9 acre site in Los Angeles, California.
The Project includes construction of seven buildings, with approximately 200,000 square feet of
commercial floor area, and 422 multi-family residential units. The Project also includes parking
for approximately 1,690 vehicles and 858 bicycles. The commercial uses would be located in
five separate one and two-story buildings on the south and east parts of the site, and would be
served by a six-level parking structure in the center of the Project site. The residences would be
located in two separate seven-story buildings, with five stories of residential over two levels of
above-ground parking, on the western and northern parts of the Project site.

II. LEGAL STANDARDS
CEQA requires that an agency analyze the potential environmental impacts of its
proposed actions in an environmental impact report (“EIR”) (except in certain limited
circumstances). See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21100. The EIR is the very heart of CEQA. DunnEdwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, 652. “The ‘foremost principle’ in interpreting
CEQA is that the Legislature intended the act to be read so as to afford the fullest possible
protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the statutory language.” Comms. for
a Better Env’t v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002) 103 Cal. App. 4th 98, 109.
CEQA has two primary purposes. First, CEQA is designed to inform decision makers and
the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of a project. 14 Cal. Code Regs.
(“CEQA Guidelines”) § 15002(a)(1). “Its purpose is to inform the public and its responsible
officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions before they are made. Thus, the
EIR ‘protects not only the environment but also informed self-government.’” Citizens of Goleta
Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564. The EIR has been described as “an
environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose purpose it is to alert the public and its responsible officials to
environmental changes before they have reached ecological points of no return.” Berkeley Keep
Jets Over the Bay v. Bd. ofPort Comm’rs. (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354 (“Berkeley Jets”);
County ofInyo v. Forty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
Second, CEQA requires public agencies to avoid or reduce environmental damage when
“feasible” by requiring “environmentally superior” alternatives and all feasible mitigation
measures. CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(2) and (3); see also Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th
1344, 1354; Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564. The
EIR serves to provide agencies and the public with information about the environmental impacts
of a proposed project and to “identify ways that environmental damage can be avoided or
significantly reduced.” CEQA Guidelines §15002(a)(2). If the project will have a significant
effect on the environment, the agency may approve the project only if it finds that it has
“eliminated or substantially lessened all significant effects on the environment where feasible”
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and that any unavoidable significant effects on the environment are “acceptable due to overriding
concerns.” Pub.Res.Code (“PRC”) § 21081; CEQA Guidelines § 15092(b)(2)(A) & (B).
The EIR is the very heart of CEQA. Dunn-Edwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th
644, 652. CEQA requires that a lead agency analyze all potentially significant environmental
impacts of its proposed actions in an EIR. PRC § 21100(b)(1); CEQA Guidelines § 15126(a);
Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1354. The EIR must not only identify the impacts, but must
also provide “information about how adverse the impacts will be.” Santiago County Water Dist.
v. County of Orange (1981) 118 Cal.App.3d 818, 831. The lead agency may deem a particular
impact to be insignificant only if it produces rigorous analysis and concrete substantial evidence
justifying the finding. Kings County Farm Bureau v. City ofHanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d
692. “The ‘foremost principle’ in interpreting CEQA is that the Legislature intended the act to be
read so as to afford the fullest possible protection to the environment within the reasonable scope
of the statutory language.” Communities for a Better Env’t v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002)
103 Cal.App.4th 98, 109.
While the courts review an EIR using an “abuse of discretion” standard, “the reviewing
court is not to ‘uncritically rely on every study or analysis presented by a project proponent in
support of its position. A ‘clearly inadequate or unsupported study is entitled to no judicial
deference.’” Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1355 (emphasis added), quoting, Laurel
Heights Improvement Assn. v. Regents of Univ. of Cal. (1988) 47 Cal.3d 376, 391 409, fn. 12. A
prejudicial abuse of discretion occurs “if the failure to include relevant information precludes
informed decisionmaking and informed public participation, thereby thwarting the statutory
goals of the EIR process.” San Joaquin Raptor/Wildlife Rescue Center v. County of Stanislaus
(1994) 27 Cal. App. 4th 713, 722]; Galante Vineyards v. Monterey Peninsula Water Management
Dist. (1997) 60 Cal. App. 4th 1109, 1117; County ofAmador v. El Dorado County Water Agency
(1999) 76 Cal. App. 4th 931, 946. As discussed below, and in the attached expert comment
letters of expert hydrogeologist Matthew Hagemann, P.G., C. Hg., and expert urban planner Terry
Watt, Ph.D, the EIR for this Project fails to adequately analyze and mitigate the Project’s
impacts.

III.

THE RDEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY DISCLOSE, ANALYZE, AND
MITIGATE ALL POTENTIALLY SIGNIFICANT TRAFFIC IMPACTS.

SWAPE and traffic engineer Daniel Smith, both conclude that the RDEIR inaccurately
calculates traffic impacts of the Project. Mr. Smith, a traffic engineer with over 40 years of
experience concludes that the DREIR significantly underestimates traffic impacts of the Project,
and that as a result, the Project will have significant traffic impacts that are not disclosed or
analyzed in the RDEIR. Mr. Smith states:
A. The RDEIR Underestimates Gross Trip Generation of Significant Project

Components
The DEIR Project Description, which remains unchanged in the RDEIR, clearly states
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that the Project’s theater component would be a 1200 seat multiplex theater.1 However,
the RDEIR traffic study at page IV.K-26 estimates the theater’s gross daily trip
generation at 2112 trips which corresponds to a daily trip rate of 1.76 trips per seat. This
is the daily trip generation rate for Land Use Code 443 (single screen theater without
matinee) in the Institute of Transportation Engineers publication Trip Generation,
9thEdition, the source document reportedly relied on in the DEIR and DSEIR analyses.
The PM peak hour estimate of 84 gross vehicle trips reflects a trip rate of 0.07 trips per
seat, which is the trip rate in the subject source document also for Land Use Code 443
(single screen theatre without matinee). The trip rates the DEIR and DSEIR should have
been using are for Land use Code 445 (multiplex theater). That rate for the PM peak
hour is 0.08 trips per seat for a total of 96 trips in a 1200 seat multiplex. Trip Generation,
9thEdition does not give a daily trip rate for Land Use Code 445 (multiplex theater).
However, if we assume the multiplex theater has about the same PM peak hour to daily
trip ratio as Land Use Code 444 (single screen theater with matinee), an entirely
reasonable assumption, then the gross daily trip total for the Projects theater component
would be 3072 trips, not 2112 as estimated in the DSEIR. This is more than 45 more
gross daily trips than estimated in the DSEIR.
A similar understatement of gross Project tripmaking occurs because the DEIR and
DSEIR estimate the gross tripmaking for the Project’s 80,000 square feet of unspecified
retail uses at the average rates for shopping centers (Land Use Category 820) instead of,
as Trip Generation, 9thEdition recommends, calculating the trips based on the published
fitted curves in that source document relating trip generation to specific size of the
shopping use. The problem with using the average rates for a small sized shopping use is
this. The data in Land Use Category 820 reflects shopping centers from under 100,000
square feet to over 1,000,000 square feet. The data shows a substantial discrepancy in the
trip rates per thousand square feet between smaller centers (which have larger trip rates
per thousand square feet) and larger centers (which have much smaller trip rates per
thousand square feet). This is why Trip Generation, 9th Edition advises using the fitted
curves rather than the average rates. Had the DSEIR analysis used the fitted curve, it
would have found the gross trip generation of the 80,000 square foot retail component to
be 5233 trips instead of 3416 and the pm peak gross trips to be 454 trips instead of 297.
These values are 53 percent greater than the gross trip estimates for this component of the
Project in the DEIR and DSEIR.
Mr. Smith also concludes that the RDEIR improperly assumes maximum traffic
reductions, thereby further underestimating likely traffic from the Project. Mr. Smith states:
B. The RDEIR Assumes That Project Traffic Will Realize the Maximum Traffic

Reductions That LADOT Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines Allow
1

A multiplex theater is a motion picture theater with multiple screening rooms with modest numbers of seats (often
there are more than a dozen screening rooms) with showings in the individual screening rooms offset in time and
often with 2 or more productions available for viewing in different screening rooms at overlapping times.
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Certain reductions from gross trip generation estimates are allowed for passerby
attraction, trips internal to a multi-use project site and for transit use under Los Angeles
Department of Transportation Guidelines for Traffic Impact Analysis. The RDEIR
assumes the Project will achieve the full extent of all categories of trip reduction credits
potentially applicable to it. This is neither reasonable nor in keeping with the good faith
effort to disclose impact that CEQA demands. Consider the following.
The LADOT TIA guidelines allow projects located within V mile (1320 feet) of a
RapidBus stop to qualify for a 15 percent transit credit or a lesser 10 percent transit credit
(reducing gross trip generation by those percentages). There are 2 RapidBus lines that
operate along Van Nuys Boulevard. The near corner of the Project site is about 850 feet
from the near corner of Van Nuys Boulevard, well within V mile. But if the locations of
the entries to most of the Project buildings are considered as well as the locations of the
bus stops on Van Nuys, the actual walking distance to the bus stops is more like 1600
feet, well beyond the V mile range. Yet the RDEIR still claims the full 15 percent transit
credit for all uses. Beyond being outside of real V mile walking distance, there is no
demonstration that the Project meets any of the other conditions for receiving the 15
percent or even the lesser 10 percent transit credit. Those conditions are:
To obtain the maximum credit, applicants should implement the following
improvements listed in priority order:
• Provide a wider than standard sidewalk along the streets fronting the project
through additional sidewalk easement or by dedicating additional right-of-way
beyond street standards.
• Improve the condition and/or aesthetics of existing sidewalks leading to transit
station(s) with adequate lighting to provide for a safer pedestrian • Provide
continuous paved sidewalks / walkways with adequate lighting from all buildings
in the Project to nearby transit services and stops. This may include mid-block
paseos.
• Implement transit shelter improvements/beautification.
If the development is not within 1/4 mile walking distance of a transit station or a
RapidBus stop, the Project may still qualify for up to 10% transit credit. To obtain
this credit, the Project should include specific features in its design that promote
alternative travel modes and provide certain amenities to tenants and employees.
Features and amenities that may qualify a Project for this credit include the
following:•
•
•
•
•
•

An on-site transit information kiosk and/or on-site transit pass sales;
On-site facilities such as ATM machines, cafeteria and convenience shopping;
Charging for single occupant auto parking;
Car share programs;
Bicycle racks or other facilities on-site;
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• Provision of on-site concierge service to facilitate use of transit, taxis, or private
shuttles by employees/residents;
• Provision of shuttle service for employees and/or customers.
The RDEIR provides no indication that any of these conditions for either the 15 or 10
percent transit credit would be met. Furthermore, the Project proposes to provide copious
parking making high transit reliance unlikely. The RDEIR indicates that 660 parking
spaces will be provided for the 425 apartment units - a provision of more than 1.55
spaces per unit, quite high by modern apartment development practices. It proposes to
provide 1030 parking spaces for the commercial development where it discloses that the
demand will be only 749 spaces on weekdays and 846 on weekends. With such extensive
parking provision, there will be little incentive for residents or others to rely on transit,
making realization of the assumed transit-related reductions in trip generation unlikely.
Similarly, given the extreme competition in the immediate local area of the Project site, it
appears highly unlikely that the proposed high-turnover restaurant, health/fitness club,
theater, shopping center and market uses could all achieve even close to the 15 percent
internalization assumed for the PM peak hour. For instance, consider the theatre. There
is a 16 screen multiplex within walking distance of the project site and 3 more
multiplexes within 4 miles. Virtually anyone who lives on the Project site or is on site for
some other purpose but also wants to see a movie is much more likely to pick a movie
they want to see at whatever nearby theater it is playing in at a time period they want to
view it in than to just accept whatever is currently playing at the theater on site. There
are at least 2 major supermarkets within 2 blocks walking distance of the Project site.
There are numerous shopping opportunities, health/fitness clubs and high-turnover
restaurant opportunities within easy walking distance of the Project site. This and the
copious free parking both on site and at nearby competing sites works counter to
achievement of high internalization rates.
As a result of the above miscalculations, Mr. Smith concludes that the Project will have
more significant traffic impacts than disclosed in the RDEIR. Mr. Smith states:

C. Traffic Impacts Are Likely To Be More Severe and More Extensive Than
Disclosed
If the RDEIR traffic analysis had used correct trip generation rates per the discussion
above and taken more realistic trip generation discounts for internalization and transit
use, the conditions at the intersections where significant traffic impacts have been
disclosed would obviously be more severe. Moreover, DSEIR Table IV.K-9 reveals that,
in the analysis as performed, during the PM peak hour intersections “1” and “2”,
Nordhoff with Sepulveda and Nordhoff with Van Nuys, are notsignificantly impacted but
are on the cusp of being so. If the analysis had used the correct trip generation rates and
more reasonable discounting factors as described above, these additional intersections
would have been disclosed to be significantly impacted in the PM peak hour.
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A new CEQA document is required to accurately describe and analyze the Project’s
traffic impacts.

D. The RDEIR Fails to Analyze Cumulative Impacts.
In addition, Mr. Smith concludes that the RDEIR improperly analyzes the cumulative
impacts of the Project together with reasonably foreseeable future projects. In particular, the
RDEIR contends that two projects will help mitigate the Project’s traffic impacts: the East San
Fernando Valley Corridor Transportation Project along Van Nuys Boulevard and the Complete
Streets Mobility Network Plan which would affect both Van Nuys and Roscoe Boulevards. But
Mr. Smith concludes that, “While these projects may have transportation benefits over a broad
region, locally the traffic lane reductions necessary to implement them would intensify the
severity of the Project traffic impacts disclosed, and would likely cause Project traffic to have
significant impacts at additional locations.”
CEQA requires an agency to consider the “cumulative impacts” of a project along with
other projects in the area. (Pub. Resources Code §21083(b); CEQA Guidelines §15355(b)). If a
project may have cumulative impacts, the agency must prepare an EIR, since “a project may
have a significant effect on the environment if ‘[t]he possible effects of a project are individually
limited but cumulatively considerable.’” (CBE v. Calif. Resources Agency, 103 Cal.App.4th at
98, 114; Kings County Farm Bur. v. City ofHanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 721. It is vital
that an agency assess “‘the environmental damage [that] often occurs incrementally from a
variety of small sources . . .’” (Bakersfield Citizens For Local Control v. City ofBakersfield
(2004) 124 Cal.App.4th 1184, 1214. The RDEIR fails to properly analyze the cumulative
impacts of the Project together with the East San Fernando Valley Corridor Transportation
Project and the Complete Streets Mobility Network.

E. The RDEIR Improperly Defers Mitigation.
Mr. Smith explains that the RDEIR assumes that the Project's traffic impacts will be
mitigated by an as yet undisclosed Transportation Demand Management Program that will target
lowering traffic by 15 percent. The deferral of mitigation by leaving articulating the substance of
the TDM plan to a later date is a violation of CEQA. Moreover, the effectiveness of a TDM plan
is highly unlikely at a Project that has already assumed reductions of 44.7 percent of its
understated gross trip generation, that has a copious oversupply of parking as described above,
and that is located in a suburban location and whose traffic impacts are likely to be increased to
additional locations and in severity by other planned transportation improvement programs.
CEQA disallows deferring the formulation of mitigation measures to post-approval
studies. (CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4(a)(1)(B); Sundstrom v. County ofMendocino (1988) 202
Cal.App.3d 296, 308-309.) An agency may only defer the formulation of mitigation measures
when it possesses “‘meaningful information’ reasonably justifying an expectation of
compliance.” (Sundstrom at 308; see also Sacramento Old City Association v. City Council of
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Sacramento (1991) 229 Cal.App.3d 1011, 1028-29 (mitigation measures may be deferred only

“for kinds of impacts for which mitigation is known to be feasible”).) A lead agency is
precluded from making the required CEQA findings unless the record shows that all
uncertainties regarding the mitigation of impacts have been resolved; an agency may not rely on
mitigation measures of uncertain efficacy or feasibility (Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of
Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 727 (finding groundwater purchase agreement inadequate
mitigation because there was no evidence that replacement water was available).) This
approach helps “insure the integrity of the process of decisionmaking by precluding stubborn
problems or serious criticism from being swept under the rug.” (Concerned Citizens of Costa
Mesa, Inc. v. 32nd Dist. Agricultural Assn. (1986) 42 Cal.3d 929, 935.)

IV. THE DEIR FAILS TO PROVIDE SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT A
FINDING OF OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS.
The DEIR admits that the Project will have significant, unmitigated environmental
impacts. As a result, a statement of overriding considerations will be required. Under CEQA,
when an agency approves a project with significant environmental impacts that will not be fully
mitigated, it must adopt a “statement of overriding considerations” finding that, because of the
project’s overriding benefits, it is approving the project despite its environmental harm. 14 CCR
§ 15043; PRC § 21081(B); Sierra Club v. Contra Costa County (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1212,
1222.) A statement of overriding considerations expresses the “larger, more general reasons for
approving the project, such as the need to create new jobs, provide housing, generate taxes and
the like.” Concerned Citizens of South Central LA v. Los Angeles Unif. Sch. Dist. (1994) 24
Cal.App.4th 826, 847.
A statement of overriding considerations must be supported by substantial evidence in the
record. 14 CCR § 15093(b); Sierra Club v. Contra Costa County (1992) 10 Cal.App.4th 1212,
1223. The agency must make “a fully informed and publicly disclosed” decision that
“specifically identified expected benefits form the project outweigh the policy of reducing or
avoiding significant environmental impacts of the project.” 14 CCR § 15043(b). As with all
findings, the agency must present an explanation to supply the logical steps between the ultimate
finding and the facts in the record. Topenga Assn. for a Scenic Community v. County ofLos
Angeles (1974) 11 Cal.3d 506, 515.
Key among the findings that the lead agency must make is that:
Specific economic, legal, social, technological, or other considerations, including the
provision of employment opportunities to highly trained workers, make infeasible the
mitigation measures or alternatives identified in the environmental impact report ... [and
that those] benefits of the project outweigh the significant effects on the environment.
PRC § 21081(a)(3), (b).
Thus, the City must make specific findings, supported by substantial evidence concerning
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both the environmental impacts of the Project and the economic benefits including, “the
provision of employment opportunities for highly trained workers.” The DEIR fails to provide
substantial evidence to support a statement of overriding considerations.
The DEIR makes not effort whatsoever to analyze the fiscal impacts related to jobs to be
created by the proposed project or the quality of the new jobs. While the DEIR states that a
Project goal is to “[f]oster local economic development and job creation,’ (DEIR, p. II-29), the
DEIR is devoid of any analysis of how the quality of jobs created compares to citywide averages,
for example. The DEIR makes no attempt to determine whether new jobs created by the Project,
in either the construction phase or the operational phase, will be for “highly trained workers,”
and what the likely salary and wage ranges of these jobs will be. Without this information, the
City lacks substantial evidence to make any statement of overriding considerations.
In short, the City cannot find that the economic benefits of the Project outweigh the
environmental costs if it does not know what the economic benefits will be. A revised DEIR is
required to provide this information.

V. THE CITY SHOULD PREPARE AND RECIRCULATE A SUPPLEMENTAL
DEIR
A supplemental draft EIR (“SDEIR”) should be prepared and circulated for full public
review to address the impacts identified above and to propose feasible mitigation measures.
CEQA requires re-circulation of an EIR when significant new information is added to the EIR
following public review but before certification. PRC § 21092.1. The CEQA Guidelines clarify
that new information is significant if “the EIR is changed in a way that deprives the public of a
meaningful opportunity to comment upon a substantial adverse environmental effect of the
project” including, for example, “a disclosure showing that . [a] new significant environmental
impact would result from the project.” 14 CCR § 15088.5. The above significant environmental
impacts have not been analyzed in the EIR and must be addressed in a supplemental DEIR that is
re-circulated for public review.

VI. THE CITY MUST ADOPT THE ALTERNATIVE 2, THE REDUCED PROJECT
ALTERNATIVE
An EIR must describe a range of reasonable alternatives to the Project, or to the location
of the Project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic objectives of the project but would
avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant effects of the project, and evaluate the
comparative merits of the alternatives. Section 15126.6(b) of the CEQA Guidelines states:
Because an EIR must identify ways to mitigate or avoid the significant effects that a
project may have on the environment, the discussion of alternatives shall focus on
alternatives to the project or its location which are capable of avoiding or substantially
lessening any significant effects of the project, even if these alternatives would impede to
some degree the attainment of project objectives, or would be more costly.
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One of CEQA’s fundamental requirements is that the DEIR must identify the
“environmentally superior alternative,” and require implementation of that alternative unless it is
infeasible. 14 Cal.Code Regs. §1526.6(e)(2); Kostka & Zischke, Practice Under the California
Environmental Quality Act §15.37 (Cont. Educ. Of the Bar, 2008). As explained by the Court of
Appeal, an environmentally superior alternative may not be rejected simply because it is more
expensive or less profitable:
The fact that an alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not sufficient to
show that the alternative is financially infeasible. What is required is evidence that the
additional costs or lost profitability are sufficiently severe as to render it impractical to
proceed with the project.
Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (1988) 197 Cal.App.3d 1167, 1180-81; see also,
Burger v. County ofMendocino (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 322 (county’s approval of 80 unit hotel

over smaller 64 unit alternative was not supported by substantial evidence).
Here, the City must implement Alternative 2, which the DEIR identifies as the
environmentally superior alternative (DEIR, p. VI-59) because it is feasible and would greatly
reduce the Project’s environmental impacts.
Alternative 2, the Reduced Project Alternative, is identified in the DEIR as the
environmentally superior alternative. (DEIR, p. VI-59) It would reduce the Project by
approximately 33%. DEIR, p. VI-13. As the DEIR explains:
The Reduce Project Alternative would have lower significant and unavoidable impacts
than the Project with respect to traffic and operational air quality, and lower less than
significant impacts than the Project with respect to noise, public services, utilities, and
energy. Additionally, the Reduce Project Alternative would mostly satisfy the objectives
of the Project, although to a lesser degree than the Project.
DEIR, p. VI-59.
Specifically, Alternative 2 would reduce operational air quality emissions by 33%, it
would reduce construction-related air quality impacts and greenhouse gas impacts. DEIR, p. VI13-14. In addition, it would generate 33% less traffic than the Project. DEIR, p. IV-19; see
Smith Comment, p. 2. These reductions are significant given the DEIR’s conclusion that traffic
and air quality impacts are “significant and unavoidable.”
Since there is no evidence that Alternative 2 is infeasible, it meets all of the Project
objectives, and since it is the environmentally superior alternative, the City must select
Alternative 2.
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VII.

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, SWRCC and LIUNA believe that the ICON at Panorama
DEIR is wholly inadequate. They urge the City to make the above changes, and recirculate a
new revised DEIR to the public for review. In addition, they urge the City to adopt the
environmentally superior alternative. Thank you for your attention to these comments.

Very truly yours,

Richard Drury
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SMITH

ENGINEERING & MANAGEMEN T

October 11,2017

Mr. Richard Drury
Lozeau Drury
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
Subject:

ICON At Panorama Draft Environmental Impact Report (SCH #
2016081031)
P17009

Dear Mr. Drury:
At your request, I have reviewed the Recirculated Draft Environmental
Impact Report (the “RDEIR”) prepared by the City of Los Angeles (the “City”) for
the ICON at Panorama Project (the “Project). My review is with respect to
transportation/traffic considerations. My qualifications to perform this review
include registration as a Civil and Traffic Engineer in California and over 48 years
professional consulting engineering practice in the traffic and transportation
industry. I have both prepared and reviewed traffic and circulation analyses of
environmental review documents, including major land use developments. My
professional resume is attached.
Findings of my review are summarized below.
The RDEIR Underestimates Gross Trip Generation of Significant Project
Components
The DEIR Project Description, which remains unchanged in the RDEIR, clearly states
that the Project’s theater component would be a 1200 seat multiplex theater.1 However,
the RDEIR traffic study at page IV.K-26 estimates the theater’s gross daily trip
i A multiplex theater is a motion picture theater with multiple screening rooms with modest numbers of
seats (often there are more than a dozen screening rooms) with showings in the individual screening rooms
offset in time and often with 2 or more productions available for viewing in different screening rooms at
overlapping times.
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generation at 2112 trips which corresponds to a daily trip rate of 1.76 trips per
seat. This is the daily trip generation rate for Land Use Code 443 (single screen
theater without matinee) in the Institute of Transportation Engineers publication
Trip Generation, 9thEdition, the source document reportedly relied on in the DEIR
and DSEIR analyses. The PM peak hour estimate of 84 gross vehicle trips
reflects a trip rate of 0.07 trips per seat, which is the trip rate in the subject
source document also for Land Use Code 443 (single screen theatre without
matinee). The trip rates the DEIR and DSEIR should have been using are for
Land use Code 445 (multiplex theater). That rate for the PM peak hour is 0.08
trips per seat for a total of 96 trips in a 1200 seat multiplex. Trip Generation,
9thEdition does not give a daily trip rate for Land Use Code 445 (multiplex
theater). However, if we assume the multiplex theater has about the same PM
peak hour to daily trip ratio as Land Use Code 444 (single screen theater with
matinee), an entirely reasonable assumption, then the gross daily trip total for the
Projects theater component would be 3072 trips, not 2112 as estimated in the
DSEIR. This is more than 45 more gross daily trips than estimated in the DSEIR.
A similar understatement of gross Project tripmaking occurs because the DEIR
and DSEIR estimate the gross tripmaking for the Project’s 80,000 square feet of
unspecified retail uses at the average rates for shopping centers (Land Use
Category 820) instead of, as Trip Generation, 9thEdition recommends, calculating
the trips based on the published fitted curves in that source document relating
trip generation to specific size of the shopping use. The problem with using the
average rates for a small sized shopping use is this. The data in Land Use
Category 820 reflects shopping centers from under 100,000 square feet to over
1,000,000 square feet. The data shows a substantial discrepancy in the trip
rates per thousand square feet between smaller centers (which have larger trip
rates per thousand square feet) and larger centers (which have much smaller trip
rates per thousand square feet). This is why Trip Generation, 9th Edition advises
using the fitted curves rather than the average rates. Had the DSEIR analysis
used the fitted curve, it would have found the gross trip generation of the 80,000
square foot retail component to be 5233 trips instead of 3416 and the pm peak
gross trips to be 454 trips instead of 297. These values are 53 percent greater
than the gross trip estimates for this component of the Project in the DEIR and
DSEIR.
The RDEIR Assumes That Project Traffic Will Realize the Maximum Traffic
Reductions That LADOT Traffic Impact Analysis Guidelines Allow
Certain reductions from gross trip generation estimates are allowed for passerby
attraction, trips internal to a multi-use project site and for transit use under Los
Angeles Department of Transportation Guidelines for Traffic Impact Analysis.
The RDEIR assumes the Project will achieve the full extent of all categories of
trip reduction credits potentially applicable to it. This is neither reasonable nor in
keeping with the good faith effort to disclose impact that CEQA demands.
Consider the following.
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The LADOT TIA guidelines allow projects located within % mile (1320 feet) of a
RapidBus stop to qualify for a 15 percent transit credit or a lesser 10 percent
transit credit (reducing gross trip generation by those percentages). There are 2
RapidBus lines that operate along Van Nuys Boulevard. The near corner of the
Project site is about 850 feet from the near corner of Van Nuys Boulevard, well
within % mile. But if the locations of the entries to most of the Project buildings
are considered as well as the locations of the bus stops on Van Nuys, the actual
walking distance to the bus stops is more like 1600 feet, well beyond the % mile
range. Yet the RDEIR still claims the full 15 percent transit credit for all uses.
Beyond being outside of real % mile walking distance, there is no demonstration
that the Project meets any of the other conditions for receiving the 15 percent or
even the lesser 10 percent transit credit. Those conditions are:
To obtain the maximum credit, applicants should implement the following
improvements listed in priority order:
• Provide a wider than standard sidewalk along the streets fronting the
project
through additional sidewalk easement or by dedicating additional right-ofway beyond street standards.
• Improve the condition and/or aesthetics of existing sidewalks leading to
transit station(s) with adequate lighting to provide for a safer pedestrian •
Provide continuous paved sidewalks / walkways with adequate lighting
from all buildings in the Project to nearby transit services and stops. This
may include mid-block paseos.
• Implement transit shelter improvements/beautification.
If the development is not within 1/4 mile walking distance of a transit
station or a RapidBus stop, the Project may still qualify for up to 10%
transit credit. To obtain this credit, the Project should include specific
features in its design that promote alternative travel modes and provide
certain amenities to tenants and employees. Features and amenities that
may qualify a Project for this credit include the following:
• An on-site transit information kiosk and/or on-site transit pass sales;
• On-site facilities such as ATM machines, cafeteria and convenience
shopping;
• Charging for single occupant auto parking;
• Car share programs;
• Bicycle racks or other facilities on-site;
• Provision of on-site concierge service to facilitate use of transit, taxis, or
private shuttles by employees/residents;
• Provision of shuttle service for employees and/or customers.
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The RDEIR provides no indication that any of these conditions for either the 15 or
10 percent transit credit would be met. Furthermore, the Project proposes to
provide copious parking making high transit reliance unlikely. The RDEIR
indicates that 660 parking spaces will be provided for the 425 apartment units - a
provision of more than 1.55 spaces per unit, quite high by modern apartment
development practices. It proposes to provide 1030 parking spaces for the
commercial development where it discloses that the demand will be only 749
spaces on weekdays and 846 on weekends. With such extensive parking
provision, there will be little incentive for residents or others to rely on transit,
making realization of the assumed transit-related reductions in trip generation
unlikely.
Similarly, given the extreme competition in the immediate local area of the
Project site, it appears highly unlikely that the proposed high-turnover restaurant,
health/fitness club, theater, shopping center and market uses could all achieve
even close to the 15 percent internalization assumed for the PM peak hour. For
instance, consider the theatre. There is a 16 screen multiplex within walking
distance of the project site and 3 more multiplexes within 4 miles. Virtually
anyone who lives on the Project site or is on site for some other purpose but also
wants to see a movie is much more likely to pick a movie they want to see at
whatever nearby theater it is playing in at a time period they want to view it in
than to just accept whatever is currently playing at the theater on site. There are
at least 2 major supermarkets within 2 blocks walking distance of the Project site.
There are numerous shopping opportunities, health/fitness clubs and highturnover restaurant opportunities within easy walking distance of the Project site.
This and the copious free parking both on site and at nearby competing sites
works counter to achievement of high internalization rates.
Traffic Impacts Are Likely To Be More Severe and More Extensive Than
Disclosed
If the RDEIR traffic analysis had used correct trip generation rates per the
discussion above and taken more realistic trip generation discounts for
internalization and transit use, the conditions at the intersections where
significant traffic impacts have been disclosed would obviously be more severe.
Moreover, DSEIR Table IV.K-9 reveals that, in the analysis as performed, during
the PM peak hour intersections “1” and “2”, Nordhoff with Sepulveda and
Nordhoff with Van Nuys, are notsignificantly impacted but are on the cusp of
being so. If the analysis had used the correct trip generation rates and more
reasonable discounting factors as described above, these additional intersections
would have been disclosed to be significantly impacted in the PM peak hour.
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Future Planned Transportation Projects Will Intensify Severity of Project
Traffic Impacts
The Environmental Setting section of the RDEIR Appendix B Traffic Impact
Analysis identifies two future uncommitted transportation projects that it implies
will help mitigate the Project’s traffic impacts: the East San Fernando Valley
Corridor Transportation Project along Van Nuys Boulevard and the Complete
Streets Mobility Network Plan which would affect both Van Nuys and Roscoe
Boulevards. While these projects may have transportation benefits over a broad
region, locally the traffic lane reductions necessary to implement them would
intensify the severity of the Project traffic impacts disclosed, and would likely
cause Project traffic to have significant impacts at additional locations.
Project’s Transportation Demand Management Program Is Undefined and
Unlikely To Achieve Goals

The RDEIR assumes that the Project's traffic impacts will be mitigated by an as
yet undisclosed Transportation Demand Management Program that will target
lowering traffic by 15 percent. The deferral of mitigation by leaving articulating
the substance of the TDM plan to a later date is a violation of CEQA. Moreover,
the effectiveness of a TDM plan is highly unlikely at a Project that has already
assumed reductions of 44.7 percent of its understated gross trip generation, that
has a copious oversupply of parking as described above, and that is located in a
suburban location and whose traffic impacts are likely to be increased to
additional locations and in severity by other planned transportation improvement
programs.
Conclusion
The RDEIR makes clear that the Project will have numerous traffic impacts that
are claimed to be significant and unavoidable. Our comments show that these
significant and unavoidable impacts will be more extensive and severe than the
RDEIR discloses. Given all of the foregoing, a) the RDEIR traffic analysis should
be recompiled consistent with the above comments and recirculated in draft, and
b) it would be wise for the City to approve a less traffic intense project. Since the
DEIR finds that Alternative 2, the Reduced Project is the Environmentally
Preferred Alternative, would achieve all of the objectives of the Project, albeit to a
reduced extent, and would generate 33 percent less traffic than the Project, the
City should designate Alternative 2 as the approved project.
This concludes my current comments on the ICON at Panorama RDEIR.
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Sincerely
Smith Engineering & Management
A California Corporation
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Daniel T. Smith Jr., P.E.
President
Attachment 1
Resume of Daniel T. Smith Jr., P.E.
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DAMEL T. SMITH, Jr.
President

EDUCATION
3acbelor of SdEnce. Engineering and Applied Science, Yale University, I9S7
Mastero:" Science, Tracspostotoc Planning, LTnx'asiry of California, Berkeley, IstiE

PROFESSIONAL REGIS TOATION
California Ho. 21913 CCiviJ)
Califnrni’Ha. 93S (Traffic)

Nevada No. 7969 (Civil)
Wastnnewe No. 2P337 (CM)
ArimnaHa. 21131 (Civil)

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Smith Engmeeiing cc ManugemsaiE, 1993 iDpreisau. l^esideni.
DKS Associates. 1979 Do 1993 Fcundet. Vice President, Pric-dpcd Transportation EcginEer.
DELaiw, Cattaec & Company, 19SB to 1979. SeniorTransportation Placnet.
"
Personal specialties and pro; act experience include:
Litigitini C nnsnlfing. Provides consultation, mvestigatons and expert wimesE tesnmsny in highway design,
transit issignand ceflfic engneering matters incirdingcoLdemDatoas dc.vcl'.ic.s transportation access issues. fafific
accidents invoking highway is sign on traffic enginaerjiE factors; land use and neve Logman: matters involving
nccess and transporjuton impacts; patiing and other traffic and transportation matters.
Urban Corridor Studin AltenLalives. Amtysas. Principal-m-cbarge for Vlaie Route (SR) 10] Feasibility Study, a
35-nule freeway alignment study nortli ttf Satrsmemo
Consultant on I-3E0 Interstate Transfer Concept Program
San Erandsco, an. AAEIY fa: completion of 1-230, demolition of Embarcadeco tan?.y. eliU Mimre light toil and
commuter tail projects. ftmetpal-iD-cliarge, SR 23S corridor freewiy.EKptEesway dE3igp.entiiDnmenraL study,
Hayward (Calf.)
Phejecl manager. Sacramento Northeast Ares. miuld-mjoda] transportation corridor study.
TrarLspartationplanDer fat I-SEN West Tfammal Study. and Harbor Drive Traffic Study. Portland, Oregon. Project
manage: fa: design of surface segmsm of Woodward Cauidor LR7, Detroit. Michigan. Directed staff on I-EO
N’tonal Strategic Conic;: Study (Sacramento-Sau Francisco), US 101-Socoma freeway operanc-ns Ecudy, SR 97
freeway operations study, I-ESO freeway operatons study, SR 152 iiignmen studies. Sacracaento RTD light rafL
systems study, Tasman Corridor LRT AAiEK. Fremunr-Warm Sprjigi BART extension plan-EIR. 5Rs 70*199
freeway alternatves sludy. andR-cnmond Partway (SR 93) design study.
Area Tramps™non Plans. Principal-in cbargE for transponnrian element af City of Tor Angelas General Plan
Framework, shaping nanons largest dry nva decades into 111st cenlury. Project manager for tbe nanspottaiion
element of 30G-acre Mission Bay development in downtown Sam Francisco. Mission Bay involves 7 million ssf
office-commercial space. i,500 dwelling units. and community facilities. Transportation features include felocaiion
ef coammuer rail station; extension of MUNI-Metra LET, a njdt-modal temunal fin LRT, commtiiter rail and local,
bus; recnsvaL of a quarter mLe elEvated freeway; replanemEni by new ramps and a boulevard: an miemal roadway
network ever:cm:l: constearnls imposed by an internal 1idal basin; freeway Emu:tide ;. and rail farilirips- and
ccncepr plans fa: IQ,000 smetned parking spaces. PttndpaL-in-cliat|e for dtculadon plan to accDmanodale 9
million ssf of office enmnie:::?.! growib m dovtito'.vn BsHevue (Wasb.). Piincipal-in-cbarEE for H acre, 1 mdlion
gsf multi-n.se complex for FMC adjacent 1d San Jose jnetnaiioniJ Aaport Project manager for 1ransporte.1ion
element af SaaamenlD Capitol Ana Plan for tbe slate gDvemmental comnlem and fur Downtown i>aaamenro
Redevelopmeir: Plan. Project manage: for Napa (Calif.) G-sneral Plan Cbculanon Element and Downtown
RlvEtfroni EedevelopmEnt Plan, on parkins; progmm fa: dawnrown Walnut Creek, oci downtown 1ransporti1ijon
plats for San Mateo and redevelopment plan fbi downtown Mountam View (Caibf.). ferttaffre circulation and safety
plans for CalifinrLa dues ofDivns, Peasant Hill and Hayward, and for^alem, Oregon
r *.-, i-1-11
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Transportation Centers. Project manager for Daly City Intermodal Study which developed a $7 million surface
bus terminal, traffic access, parking and pedestrian circulation improvements at the Daly City BART station plus
development of functional plans for a new BART station at Colma. Project manager for design of multi-modal
terminal (commuter rail, light rail, bus) at Mission Bay, San Francisco. In Santa Clarita Long Range Transit
Development Program, responsible for plan to relocate system's existing timed-transfer hub and development of
three satellite transfer hubs. Performed airport ground transportation system evaluations for San Francisco
International, Oakland International, Sea-Tac International, Oakland International, Los Angeles International, and
San Diego Lindberg.
Campus Transportation. Campus transportation planning assignments for UC Davis, UC Berkeley, UC Santa
Cruz and UC San Francisco Medical Center campuses; San Francisco State University; University of San Francisco;
and the University of Alaska and others. Also developed master plans for institutional campuses including medical
centers, headquarters complexes and research & development facilities.
Special Event Facilities. Evaluations and design studies for football/baseball stadiums, indoor sports arenas, horse
and motor racing facilities, theme parks, fairgrounds and convention centers, ski complexes and destination resorts
throughout western United States.
Parking. Parking programs and facilities for large area plans and individual sites including downtowns, special
event facilities, university and institutional campuses and other large site developments; numerous parking
feasibility and operations studies for parking structures and surface facilities; also, resident preferential parking .
Transportation System Management & Traffic Restraint. Project manager on FHWA program to develop
techniques and guidelines for neighborhood street traffic limitation. Project manager for Berkeley, (Calif.),
Neighborhood Traffic Study, pioneered application of traffic restraint techniques in the U.S. Developed residential
traffic plans for Menlo Park, Santa Monica, Santa Cruz, Mill Valley, Oakland, Palo Alto, Piedmont, San Mateo
County, Pasadena, Santa Ana and others. Participated in development of photo/radar speed enforcement device and
experimented with speed humps. Co-author of Institute of Transportation Engineers reference publication on
neighborhood traffic control.
Bicycle Facilities. Project manager to develop an FHWA manual for bicycle facility design and planning, on
bikeway plans for Del Mar, (Calif.), the UC Davis and the City of Davis. Consultant to bikeway plans for Eugene,
Oregon, Washington, D.C., Buffalo, New York, and Skokie, Illinois. Consultant to U.S. Bureau of Reclamation for
development of hydraulically efficient, bicycle safe drainage inlets. Consultant on FHWA research on effective
retrofits of undercrossing and overcrossing structures for bicyclists, pedestrians, and handicapped.
MEMBERSHIPS
Institute of Transportation Engineers Transportation Research Board
PUBLICATIONS AND AWARDS
Residential Street Design and Traffic Control, with W. Homburger et al. Prentice Hall, 1989.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture Citation, Mission Bay Master Plan, with I.M. Pei WRT Associated, 1984.
Residential Traffic Management, State of the Art Report, U.S. Department of Transportation, 1979.
Improving The Residential Street Environment, with Donald Appleyard et al., U.S. Department of Transportation,
1979.
Strategic Concepts in Residential Neighborhood Traffic Control, International Symposium on Traffic Control
Systems, Berkeley, California, 1979.
Planning and Design ofBicycle Facilities: Pitfalls and New Directions, Transportation Research Board, Research
Record 570, 1976.
Co-recipient, Progressive Architecture Award, Livable Urban Streets, San Francisco Bay Area and London, with
Donald Appleyard, 1979.
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EXHIBIT B

SWAPE

Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and
Litigation Support for the Environment

2656 29th Street, Suite 201
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg.
(949) 887-9013
mhagemann@swape.com
October 9, 2017
Richard Drury
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
Subject:

Comments on the ICON at Panorama Project

Dear Mr. Drury,
We have reviewed the August 2017 Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR) and associated
attachments for the proposed ICON at Panorama Project ("Project") located in the City of Los Angeles
("City"). We previously prepared a May 16, 2017 comment letter on the April 2017 DEIR for the Project
that addressed deficiencies in the Project's Hazards and Hazardous Waste, Air Quality, and Greenhouse
Gas analyses. The RDEIR was prepared to evaluate the Project's potential transportation and traffic
environmental impacts based on new significant information received since the issuance of the Draft
Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) for the Project. The traffic analysis provided in the RDEIR concludes
that the traffic generated by the Project, in conjunction with the traffic generated by other
developments within the area, would result in a new significant and unavoidable impact that was not
previously identified in the DEIR. Our review of the RDEIR's analysis, however, demonstrates that while
the RDEIR's finding of a significant impact is correct, the methodology used to reach this conclusion is
flawed. As a result, the proposed Project may result in new or more severe significant impacts than what
were previously identified in the RDEIR and DEIR. As such, we find the RDEIR's analysis of the potential
traffic-related impacts resulting from vehicle trips generated during Project operation to be incorrect
and misrepresented. A new RDEIR should be prepared and circulated for public comment that
accurately calculates risks to health and the environment and proposes appropriate mitigation.
Additionally, comments we made on Hazards and Hazardous Waste were unaddressed in the RDEIR. A
new RDEIR is necessary to investigate and analyze underground storage tanks and vehicle lifts, and
propose mitigation including any necessary cleanup under proper regulatory supervision to support the
proposed residential land use, to protect neighboring residents from potential exposure and to protect
the environment.
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Air Quality
In order to evaluate the Project's potential transportation and traffic impacts, a Traffic Impact Study
("TIS") was prepared by Overland Traffic Consultants, Inc. for the proposed Project. A total of 18
intersections were identified for the TIS's evaluation which "correspond to locations where potential
traffic impacts from the Project are most likely to occur" (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 6). The TIS relies upon
the Level of Service (LOS) methodology to evaluate the Project's traffic conditions at the 18 identified
intersections. The TIS states, "Level of Service (LOS) is a qualitative measure used to describe the
condition of traffic flow, ranging from excellent conditions at LOS A to overloaded conditions at LOS F,
with each level defined by a range of volume-to-capacity (V/C) ratios" (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 8). The
table below describes the ranges of V/C ratios used to evaluate the Project's intersections and their
corresponding LOS rating (see excerpt below) (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 8).
Table IV.K-1
LOS Definitions for Signalized Intersections
LOS

Description
Excellent operation.

A

V/C Ratio

All approaches to the intersection

appear quite open, turning movements are easily made, and

<0.600

nearly all drivers find freedom of operation.
Very good operation. Many drivers begin to feel somewhat

B

restricted within platoons of vehicles. This represents stable
flow.

An approach to an intersection may occasionally be

0.601-0.700

fully utilized and traffic queues start to form.________________
Good operation. Occasionally drivers may have to wait for
C

more than 60 seconds, and backups may develop behind

0.701-0.800

turning vehicles. Most drivers feel somewhat restricted.
Fair operation.

D

Cars are sometimes required to wait for

more than 60 seconds during short peaks.
long-standing

traffic

queues,

This

There are no

level

is

typically

0.801-0.900

associated with design practice for peak periods.
Poor operation.
E

Some long-standing vehicular queues

develop on critical approaches to intersections. Delays may

0.901-1.000

be up to several minutes.____________________________________
Forced flow. Represents jammed conditions. Backups from
locations downstream or on the cross street may restrict or
F

prevent movement of vehicles out of the intersections
approach

lanes;

therefore,

volumes

carried

are

>1.000

not

predictable. Potential for stop-and-go type traffic flow.

Notes: LOS = Level of Service; V/C = volume-to-capacity
Source: Highway Capacity Manual, Special Report 209, Transportation Research Board,
Washington, D.C, 1985 and Interim Materials on Highway Capacity, MCHRP Circular 212,
1982.

The TIS further describes the methodology used to evaluate the Project's traffic impacts, stating,
u

The traffic impact analysis compares the projected LOS at each study intersection under the

existing with Project conditions and under the future with and without Project conditions to
estimate the incremental increase in the V/C ratio caused by the Project. This comparison
provides the information needed to assess the potential impact of the Project using significance
criteria established by LADOT. The 18 study intersections are all within the City. Significance
criteria established by LADOT were used to assess the potential for significant Project impacts at
the intersections. No changes to the existing intersection operating conditions have been
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assumed. LADOT does not have any criteria regarding significant impacts at intersections
operating at LOS A or B. Therefore, regardless of the increase in V/C ratio, an intersection is not
considered to be significantly impacted as long as the LOS remains either LOS A or B after the
addition of Project traffic" (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 27).
The TIS determines the V/C and corresponding LOS for each of the 18 intersections and concludes that a
total of seven study intersections would be significantly impacted by traffic generated by the proposed
Project (see excerpt below) (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 39).
Table IV.K-9
Future (2020) with Project Traffic Conditions
THE NUMBERS WITHIN THIS TABLE WERE ENTIRELY UPDATED
Future with Project

Future without Project
Intersection
1. Nordhoff St &
Sepulveda Blvd
2. Nordhoff St &

^ar^u^^lvc^_
3. Parthenia St &
Sepulveda Blvd
4. Chase St &
Woodman Ave

Intersection
5. Chase St & Van
Nuys Blvd

AM Peak Flour
CMA
LOS

PM Peak Hour
CMA
LOS

AM Peak Hour
Impact
CMA
LOS

PM Peak Hour
CMA
LOS
Impact

0.761

C

0.986

E

0.767

C

+0.006

0.995

E

+0.009

0.950

E

0.827

D

0.966

E

+0.016

0.845

D

+0.018

0.767

C

0.715

C

0.777

C

+0.010

0.734

C

+0.019

0.790

C

0.679

B

0.802

D

+0.012

0.687

B

+0.008

Future with Project
AM Peak Hour
PM Peak Hour
Impact
CMA
LOS
CMA
LOS
Impact

Future without Project
PM Peak Hour
AM Peak Hour
CMA
LOS
CMA
LOS
0.668

B

0.861

D

0.689

B

+0.021

0.904

E

+0.043

6. Roscoe Blvd &
Woodman Ave

0.925

E

0.877

D

0.943

E

+0.018

0.891

D

+0.014

7. Roscoe Blvd &
Van Nuvs Blvd

0.901

E

0.937

E

0.934

E

+0.033

0.959

E

+0.022

8. Roscoe Blvd &
Tobias Ave

0.525

A

0.891

D

0.655

B

+0.140

1.099

F

+0.208

0.901

E

0.859

D

0.921

E

+0.020

0.904

E

+0.045

0.614

B

0.640

B

0.628

B

+0.014

0.665

B

+0.025

0.767

C

0.842

C

0.788

C

+0.021

0.871

D

+0.029

0.802

D

0.792

C

0.813

D

+0.011

0.807

D

+0.015

0.643

B

0.619

B

0.661

B

+0.018

0.643

B

+0.024

0.492

A

0.399

A

0.500

A

+0.008

0.441

A

+0.042

0.494

A

0.597

A

0.499

A

+0.005

0.607

B

+0.010

0.818

D

0.875

D

0.833

D

+0.015

0.888

D

+0.013

9. Roscoe Blvd &

^e£ujved^lv<^^_
10. Roscoe Blvd & I405 NB Ramp;
11. Roscoe Blvd & I12. Saticoy St & Van
Nuys Blvd_________
13. Saticoy St &
Scpjlveda Blvd
14. Chase St &
Tobias Avea
15. Parthenia St &
Van Nuys Blvd
16. Parthenia St &
Cedros Avea
17. Plummer St &
Van Nuys Blvd
18. Roscoe Blvd &
Coldwater Canyon
Ave

Boldface denotes significant traffic impact per LADOT.
0

Un-signalized intersections (ft14 and It16) were evaluated solely to determine the need for the installation of a traffic signal. See
*Signal Warrant Analysis,0 below.

Source: Overland Traffic Consultants, August 20176.____________________________________________________________________________

The TIS's analysis found that seven of the study intersections (highlighted above) would operate at LOS E
or F, resulting in a significant impact. As a result of this finding, the RDEIR proposes several mitigation
measures "to reduce these impacts to the extent feasible", however, the RDEIR concludes that even
3

u

with implementation of these mitigation measures, impacts at six of the seven intersections in the

future with Project traffic condition would remain significant" (RDEIR, Section IV.K., pp. 39). While we
agree with the RDEIR's finding that implementation of the proposed Project will result in significant
traffic-related impacts, our review concludes that the RDEIR's analysis underestimates the number of
daily vehicle trips generated by the Project's proposed land uses, resulting in an underestimation of the
Project's traffic impacts. Our analysis, described herein, demonstrates that when the volume of traffic
generated during operation of the proposed Project is adequately estimated and evaluated, the Project
will generate a higher number of vehicle trips per day during operation than what was previously
identified in the RDEIR. As a result of this increase in operational vehicle trips, the Project may result in
new significant environmental impacts and/or increase the severity of significant impacts previously
identified in the RDEIR. As a result, we find the RDEIR's analysis to be insufficient at adequately
evaluating the proposed Project's local and regional air impacts. An updated Project-specific EIR must be
prepared to properly assess and mitigate the proposed Project's potentially significant impacts.

Failure to Adequately Evaluate the Project's Traffic-Related Impacts
According to the Project's TIS, the proposed Project will generate approximately 7,996 vehicle trips per
day during operation as a result of the Project's proposed land uses (Appendix B, Table 2, pp. 31).
Review of Table 1 of the TIS demonstrates the trip generation rates, provided by the Institute of
Transportation Engineers' (ITE) 9th Edition Trip Generation Manual, that were used to estimate the total
number of daily vehicle trips resulting from each of the Project's proposed land uses (see excerpt below)
(Appendix B, Table 1, pp. 30).

Table 1
Project Traffic Generation Rates
Description
Apartments
Health/Fitness Club

Daily
Traffic
6.65
32.93

AM Peak Hour
In
Out
Total
20% 80%
0.51
42% 58%
5.68

PM Peak Hour
In
Out
Total
65% 35% 0.62
51% 49% 6.01

820
444

Shopping Center
Theater

42.70
1.76

62%
60%

38%
40%

0.96
0.01

48%
39%

52%
61%

3.71
0.07

932
850

High-tumover Restaurant
Market

127.15
102.24

55%
62%

45%
38%

10.81
3.40

60%
51%

40%
49%

9.85
9.48

ITE

Code
220
492

According to Table 1, in order to estimate the number of daily vehicle trips resulting from the Project's
proposed movie theater, the TIS relies upon an average daily trip rate of 1.76 (Appendix B, pp. 30). Using
an average daily trip rate of 1.76, the RDEIR concludes that the Project will generate approximately
2,112 daily vehicle trips during operation. We find several issues with the TIS's use of an average daily
trip rate of 1.76 for the Project's proposed movie theater, however, for several reasons.
First, review of the ITE's Trip Generation Manual ("ITE Manual") demonstrates that the average daily trip
rate for a "Movie Theater with Matinee" land use (i.e., the land use associated with ITE Code 444; cited
in Table 1) is 2.24, not 1.76. In fact, according to the ITE Manual a daily trip rate of 1.76 is the trip rate
per movie theater seat for ITE Code 443 or the "Movie Theater without Matinee" land use, which is not
4

identified or discussed anywhere in the RDEIR or associated attachments. Therefore, the TIS's use of an
average daily trip rate of 1.76 is entirely incorrect and inappropriate for the proposed Project. By relying
on an incorrect and smaller daily trip rate to estimate the number of vehicle trips resulting from
operation of the Project's proposed movie theater, the Project's traffic impacts are misrepresented and
underestimated.
Second, review of information disclosed in the DEIR demonstrates that the Project's traffic analysis
should have used the average daily trip rate for ITE Code 445 "Multi-plex Movie Theater" in order to
accurately estimate the traffic that would be generated by the proposed movie theater. According to
the DEIR, the Project proposes to construct a 1,200-seat multi-plex movie theater (see excerpt below)
(DEIR, p. II-9).
Table 11-2
Project Development Summary
Land Use
Amount
Multi-Family Residential
Studios
50 du
1-Bedroom
176 du
2-Bedroom
172 du
3-Bedroom
24 du
Total Residential Units
422 du
Proposed Commercial
Restaurant
15,000 sf
Health Club
35,000 sJ
50.000 sf
Multi-Plex Movie Theater
(1,200 seats)
Market
20.000 sf
Retail
30,000 sf
Total Commercial Space
200,000 sf
du = dwelling units; sf= square feet
Source: Hochhouser Blotter Architects, 2016.

As such, the TIS should have relied upon the ITE Manual's trip rate for a "Multi-plex Movie Theater" land
use in order to provide the most accurate analysis of the Project's traffic-related impacts. By relying on a
substantially reduced average daily vehicle trip rate for the proposed movie theater land use, the TIS
significantly underestimates the number of daily vehicle trips that will occur during Project operation.
This, in turn, provides an incorrect depiction of the Project-generated traffic that will occur on the
streets surrounding the Project site. When the correct average daily trip rate is used to estimate the
number of daily operational trips generated by the movie theater, we find that the Project would
generate approximately 3,072 trips per day, which is an increase of approximately 960 vehicle trips per
day compared to the estimate provided in the Project's TIS.1 This significant underestimation if the
number of daily vehicle trips that will result from operation of the proposed movie theater presents a
significant issue.

1

We assumed that the Multi-Plex theater has about the same PM peak hour to daily ratio as the "Theater with

Matinee" land use. Therefore, we estimate that the daily vehicle trip rate for a 1,200-seat Multi-Plex theater would
be approximately 3,072 trips per day (1,200 x 2.56 = 3,072 trips). This daily vehicle trip estimation does not include
reductions resulting from pass-by trips, transit credit, or internal trips.
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The TIS states that the Project's traffic volume totals in the AM and PM peak hour, which are derived
from the total number of daily vehicle trips, "provides the information to analyze the potential traffic
impacts generated by the Project at the study intersections" (TIS, pp. 23). As shown in Table IV.K-9, the
RDEIR's analysis finds that seven study intersections would be significantly impacted by future (2020)
traffic conditions when combined with the traffic conditions under the proposed Project (TIS, pp. 34).
Therefore, although the RDEIR's updated traffic analysis concludes that the Project will result in
significant impacts at seven study intersections, these impacts may be substantially worsened when
these intersections are evaluated using the correct number of daily vehicle trips. Additionally, the
Project could result in new significant impacts at any of the other 11 intersections when the actual
number of daily vehicle trips generated by the Project is evaluated. As such, we find the RDEIR's traffic
impact analysis to be incorrect and should not be relied upon to determine Project significance.
Furthermore, not only are the Project's traffic-related impacts underestimated and misrepresented, but
the Project's operational air quality impacts, as a result, are also underestimated. By underestimating
the number of vehicle trips generated during Project operation, the criteria air pollutant emissions
generated by the additional 960 daily vehicle trips are unaccounted for. According to Appendix A of the
CalEEMod User's Guide, CalEEMod uses the average daily trip rate when estimating a proposed project's
annual air pollutant emissions.2 Therefore, if the RDEIR underestimates the number of daily vehicle trips
expected to occur throughout operation, then the proposed Project's operational mobile-source
emissions are also underestimated.
As a result, we find the analysis provided within the Project's TIS to be incorrect and unreliable and
should not be relied upon to determine Project significance. An updated traffic impact analysis must be
prepared in order to adequately evaluate the Project's traffic-related impacts using a correct estimation
of the number of daily vehicle trips that will occur during operation.
Sincerely,

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.

SAj
d
Hadley Nolan

2 u CalEEMod

User's Guide Appendix A: Calculation Details for CalEEMod." CAPCOA, September 2016, available at:

http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/caleemod/upgrades/2016.3/02_appendix-a2016-3-1.pdf?sfvrsn=2, p.
19
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March 19, 2018
By E-mail and Hand Delivery
Milena Zasadzien
Los Angeles Department of City Planning
200 N. Spring Street, Room 750
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Email: melina.zasadzien@lacity.org
Re:

Comments on Final Environmental Impact Report for the ICON at
Panorama Project, 14665 Roscoe Blvd., Los Angeles, CA
(Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR, SCH No. 2016081031)

Dear Ms. Zasadzien:
I am writing on behalf of the Southwest Regional Council of Carpenters
(“SWRCC”) and Laborers International Union of North America Local Union 300
(“LIUNA”) (collectively, “Commenters”) concerning the Final Environmental Impact
Report (“FEIR”) for the ICON at Panorama Project (Case No. ENV-2016-1061-EIR,
SCH No. 2016081031) (the “Project”). This letter supplements our comments on the
Draft EIR, and the Revised Draft EIR for the Project, which comments are incorporated
herein by reference.
Although the City prepared a Revised Draft EIR (“RDEIR”) for the Project, the
RDEIR fails to address most of our comments. After reviewing the Project and the FEIR
together with our expert consultants, it is evident that the FEIR contains numerous
errors and omissions that preclude accurate analysis of the Project. As a result of these
inadequacies, the FEIR fails as an informational document and fails to impose all
feasible mitigation measures and alternatives to reduce the Project’s impacts.
Commenters request that the Los Angeles Department of City Planning address these
shortcomings in a new revised draft environmental impact report and recirculate the
document prior to considering approvals for the Project.
I.

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The Project proposes to demolish three existing but vacant commercial buildings
and the removal of associated surface parking areas currently at the Project site in
order to construct a 540,000 gross square foot mixed-use development on an 8.9 acre
site in Los Angeles, California. The Project includes construction of seven buildings,
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with approximately 200,000 square feet of commercial floor area, and 422 multi-family
residential units. The Project also includes parking for approximately 1,690 vehicles
and 858 bicycles. The commercial uses would be located in five separate one and twostory buildings on the south and east parts of the site, and would be served by a sixlevel parking structure in the center of the Project site. The Project would include a
1,200 seat multiplex cinema, restaurants and other uses. The residences would be
located in two separate seven-story buildings, with five stories of residential over two
levels of above-ground parking, on the western and northern parts of the Project site.
II. LEGAL STANDARDS
CEQA requires that an agency analyze the potential environmental impacts of its
proposed actions in an environmental impact report (“EIR”) (except in certain limited
circumstances). See, e.g., Pub. Res. Code § 21100. The EIR is the very heart of CEQA.
Dunn-Edwards v. BAAQMD (1992) 9 Cal.App.4th 644, 652. “The ‘foremost principle’ in
interpreting CEQA is that the Legislature intended the act to be read so as to afford the
fullest possible protection to the environment within the reasonable scope of the
statutory language.” Comms. for a Better Env’t v. Calif. Resources Agency (2002) 103
Cal. App. 4th 98, 109.
CEQA has two primary purposes. First, CEQA is designed to inform decision
makers and the public about the potential, significant environmental effects of a project.
14 Cal. Code Regs. (“CEQA Guidelines”) § 15002(a)(1). “Its purpose is to inform the
public and its responsible officials of the environmental consequences of their decisions
before they are made. Thus, the EIR ‘protects not only the environment but also
informed self-government.’” Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of Supervisors (1990) 52
Cal.3d 553, 564. The EIR has been described as “an environmental ‘alarm bell’ whose
purpose it is to alert the public and its responsible officials to environmental changes
before they have reached ecological points of no return.” Berkeley Keep Jets Over the
Bay v. Bd. of Port Comm’rs. (2001) 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354 (“Berkeley Jets”);
County of Inyo v. Yorty (1973) 32 Cal.App.3d 795, 810.
Second, CEQA requires public agencies to avoid or reduce environmental
damage when “feasible” by requiring “environmentally superior” alternatives and all
feasible mitigation measures. CEQA Guidelines § 15002(a)(2) and (3); see also
Berkeley Jets, 91 Cal. App. 4th 1344, 1354; Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Board of
Supervisors (1990) 52 Cal.3d 553, 564. The EIR serves to provide agencies and the
public with information about the environmental impacts of a proposed project and to
“identify ways that environmental damage can be avoided or significantly reduced.”
CEQA Guidelines §15002(a)(2). If the project will have a significant effect on the
environment, the agency may approve the project only if it finds that it has “eliminated or
substantially lessened all significant effects on the environment where feasible” and that
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any unavoidable significant effects on the environment are “acceptable due to overriding
concerns.” Pub.Res.Code (“PRC”) § 21081; CEQA Guidelines § 15092(b)(2)(A) & (B).
The lead agency must evaluate comment on the draft EIR and prepare written
responses in the final EiR. (PRC §21091(d)) The FEIR must include a “detailed”
written response to all “significant environmental issues” raised by commenters. As the
court stated in City of Long Beach v. LA USD (2009) 176 Cal.App.4th 889, 904:
The requirement of a detailed written response to comments helps to
ensure that the lead agency will fully consider the environmental consequences
of a decision before it is made, that the decision is well informed and open to
public scrutiny, and that public participation in the environmental review process
is meaningful.
The FEIR’s responses to comments must be detailed and must provide a
reasoned, good faith analysis. (14 CCR §15088(c )) Failure to provide a substantive
response to comment render the EIR legally inadequate. (Rural Land Owners Assoc. v.
City Council (1983) 143 Cal.App.3d 1013, 1020).
The responses to comments on a draft EIR must state reasons for rejecting
suggested mitigation measures and comments on significant environmental issues.
“Conclusory statements unsupported by factual information” are not an adequate
response. (14 CCR §15088(b, c); Cleary v. County of Stanislaus (1981) 118 Cal.App.3rd
348) The need for substantive, detailed response is particularly appropriate when
comments have been raised by experts or other agencies. (Berkeley Keep Jets v. Bd.
of Port Comm’rs (2001) 91 Cal.App.4th 1344, 1367; People v. Kern (1976) 72
Cal.app.3d 761) A reasoned analysis of the issue and references to supporting
evidence are required for substantive comments raised. (Calif. Oak Found. v. Santa
Clarita (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th 1219)
The FEIR abjectly fails to meet these legal standards, as it is riddled with
conclusory statements lacking any factual support or analysis.
III.

THE FEIR FAILS TO ADEQUATELY RESPOND TO COMMENTS ON THE
DEIR AND RDEIR.
A. TRAFFIC

Substantive comments were filed on the EIR’s traffic analysis by Commenters,
CalTrans and others. Yet the FEIR dismisses those comments with no substantive
analysis, rendering the FEIR legally inadequate.
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Commenters submitted comments from traffic engineer Daniel T. Smith, PE. The
EIR concludes that the Project will generate a very significant 8,000 trips per day.
However, Mr. Smith concludes that this is a vast underestimation of likely Project traffic.
Mr. Smith points out that the Project will contain a 1,200 seat multiplex cinema.
However, the EIR uses the traffic generation estimations for a single-screen theater. A
multiplex will generate 3072 trips/day, while a single screen theater would generate only
2112 trips/day. This alone results in a underestimation of almost 1,000 trips/day. The
FEIR fails to correct this error. (FEIR p. II-202).
Mr. Smith also points out that the EIR fails to properly calculate trips generated
based on the square footage of the shopping center - relying on generic calculations. If
done correctly, Project trips would be 5233 trips/day rather than 3416. This result in a
53% underestimation traffic. The FEIR fails to correct this error.
The EIR also fails to impose feasible mitigation measures to reduce traffic
impacts. CalTrans submitted a letter requesting that the City require “fair share” funding
for traffic improvement. (Comment 2-4). The FEIR refuses to require this very common
mitigation measure, rejecting it for spurious legal reasons. (FEIR, p. II-19).
The EIR also relies on improper deferred mitigation to reduce traffic. The RDEIR
states that a Transportation Demand Management Plan will reduce traffic by 15% but
does not state what that Plan will be. This constitutes improper deferred mitigation.
CEQA requires mitigation measures to be set forth in the EiR so that the public may
analyze the measures and ensure their effectiveness. The FEIR falls far short of this
requirement. Feasible mitigation measures for significant environmental effects must be
set forth in an EIR for consideration by the lead agency's decision makers and the
public before certification of the EIR and approval of a project. The formulation of
mitigation measures generally cannot be deferred until after certification of the EIR and
approval of a project. Guidelines, section 15126.4(a)(1)(B) states: "Formulation of
mitigation measures should not be deferred until some future time. However, measures
may specify performance standards which would mitigate the significant effect of the
project and which may be accomplished in more than one specified way."
B. PUBLIC SERVICES
1.

FIRE

The City of Los Angeles Fire Department filed comments stating, “fire protection
would be considered inadequate,” based on inadequate fire stations and facilities in
proximity to the Project site. (Comment 6, p.3)
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The FEIR refuses to analyze this impact, stating that there would be no need to
construct new fire stations and therefore no need to analyze the impact under CEQA.
(FEIR, II-44). This is a patently inadequate response to comments from an expert public
agency. The Los Angeles Fire Department has concluded that there would be
inadequate fire protection. This may result in the loss of human life as well as
environmental impacts from emissions from burning building. It is unconscionable for
the FEIR to dismiss this critical comment with the back of a hand.
The FEIR takes the untenable position that CEQA is only concerned about the
“environment” and not human health. Therefore the FEIR concludes that the CEQA
document would only need to consider the impacts of fire safety if a new fire station
would need to be constructed. This is incorrect for at least two reasons.
First, since there will be inadequate fire protection, a new fire station will be
required. Thus, the CEQA document should analyze the impacts of the new station’s
construction.
Second, CEQA does in fact require analysis of impacts to human health. Under
CEQA, human beings are an integral part of the “environment.” An agency is required to
find that a “project may have a ‘significant effect on the environment’” if, among other
things, “[t]he environmental effects of a project will cause substantial adverse effects
on human beings, either directly or indirectly[.]” (Pub. Res. Code, § 21083, subd.
(b)(3); see also CEQA Guidelines,2 § 15126.2 [noting that a project may cause a
significant effect by bringing people to hazards].)
The FEIR fails to adequately respond and address the inadequate fire protection
issues raised by the City’s own Fire Department. This is critically important given that
the Project will include over 400 housing units and a 1200 seat cinema. It is simply
unacceptable to place this number of people at known risk of fire hazard. In short,
human lives are at least as important as tiger salamanders. The EIR is deficient for
ignoring this obvious fact.
2.

SCHOOLS

The EIR admits that the Project will result in 417 new students in the area.
However, the document refuses to analyze the impacts on local schools, including the
need for new school construction. The FEIR states that no analysis is required since
the need for new schools may be met by portable classrooms rather than permanent
school construction. (FEIR II-66).
This response is patently inadequate. The Project will create a permanent, not a
temporary demand for school classrooms. The EIR proposes a short term solution to a
long term issue. This mitigation is plainly inadequate and constitutes illegal deferred
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mitigation in violation of CEQA. The clear result of the Project will be a need for new
permanent school capacity. The EIR must describe how this need will be satisfied, and
propose fair share funding to meet those needs.
3.

SEWER

The City of Los Angeles Department of Sanitation submitted comments stating
that there may be inadequate sewer capacity to carry sewage from the Project to the
Hyperior treatment plant. (Comment 5).
The FEIR dismisses this comment and refuses to analyze the need for sewage
capacity, stating, “no further analysis is necessary”. (FEIR II-37). Clearly further
analysis is required, as LA Sanitation concludes that analysis is required. There are few
more basic environmental issues than the proper disposal of sewage.
It is well established that when a project will create a need for additional sewage
capacity, the CEQA document must analyze that impact, including how sewage will be
transported and treated. The Project should cover its fair share of the costs of any
sewage upgrades that may be required. (Sundstrom v. County of Mendocino (1988)
202 Cal.App.3d 296, 307.) The EIR is legally inadequate for failing to respond
substantively to LA Sanitation’s comment and failing to conduct the required analysis
and mitigation of the Project’s sewage impacts.
C. AIR
The Project will have significant impacts on air quality and greenhouse gases.
However, the FEIR refuses to impose feasible mitigation measures that would reduce
these impacts.
Expert consulting firm, Soil Water Air Protection Enterprise (“SWAPE”)
suggested numerous feasible mitigation measures. But the EIR refuses to implement
these measures for legally untenable reasons.
For example, SWAPE recommended that the Project’s air quality impacts could
be reduced by imposing the following measures: limit opacity to 40%.; 20% NOx
reduction and 45% particulate matter reduction compared to fleet average
The FEIR rejects these measures because they are required by the Sacramento
Air District, not the South Coast District. (FEIR, p. II-149; see also pp. II-135, II-144).
This argument misunderstands CEQA. CEQA requires implementation of all feasible
mitigation measures. It is irrelevant whether the measures were developed by one
particular air district or another. The only relevant question is whether the measures of
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“feasible.” Since the FEIR provides no evidence that the measures are infeasible, they
should be implemented.
CEQA requires the lead agency to adopt feasible mitigation measures that will
substantially lessen or avoid the Project’s potentially significant environmental impacts
(Pub. Res. Code §§ 21002, 21081(a)), and describe those mitigation measures in the
CEQA document. (Pub. Res. Code § 21100(b)(3); CEQA Guidelines § 15126.4.) A
public agency may not rely on mitigation measures of uncertain efficacy or feasibility.
(Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221 Cal.App.3d 692, 727 (finding
groundwater purchase agreement inadequate mitigation measure because no record
evidence existed that replacement water was available).) “Feasible” means capable of
being accomplished in a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking
into account economic, environmental, legal, social and technological factors. (CEQA
Guidelines § 15364.) Mitigation measures must be fully enforceable through permit
conditions, agreements or other legally binding instruments. (Id. at § 15126.4(a)(2).)
A lead agency may not conclude that an impact is significant and unavoidable without
requiring the implementation of all feasible mitigation measures to reduce the impacts of
a project to less than significant levels. (CEQA Guidelines §§ 15126.4, 15091.)
The City may not approve the Project unless it implements all feasible mitigation
measures.
D. HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
Expert consultant SWAPE concluded that the EIR failed to discuss at least five
(5) to seven (7) potentially contaminated sites, including underground storage tanks
(USTs), lifts, clarifiers, and floor drains. These sites are identified in the Phase I
Environmental Site Assessment, but ignored in the EIR. The FEIR continues to dismiss
SWAPE’s concerns without adequate analysis. (FEIR II-135.)
Issues related to potentially contaminated soil are of particular concern to
Commenters. Construction worker, such as Commenters, will be exposed to the
highest levels of any soil contamination that may be present during Project construction
and excavation. Therefore, it is utmost importance to Commenters that proper analysis
be conducted up-front, prior to any Project excavation or site grading.
E. HEALTH RISK ASSESSMENT
SWAPE pointed out that the EIR relies on an outdated 2003 health risk
assessment (hRa) methodology despite the fact that the California Office of
Environmental Health Hazard Assessment (OEHHA) adopted updated HRA guidelines
in 2015, and now applies a much more health-protective methodology. SWAPE
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submits a comment letter herewith that explains that the current OEHHA guidance
document applies in the South Coast Air Basin. (Exhibit A).
The Final EIR refuses to correct this error and continues to rely on the outdated
and superseded OEHHA HRA guidance document. In Lotus v. Cal. Dept. of Transp.
(2014) 223 Cal. App. 4th 645, the court held that a CEQA agency must apply the
analysis developed by relevant expert agencies when analyzing the impacts of a
project, even if the CEQA lead agency has not formally adopted that expert agencies
methodology. Here, OEHAA is the California State Agency charged with analyzing
health impacts. OEHHA has updated its HRA methodology in light of current science
and expert opinion. The City must apply OEHHA’s analysis.
The FEIR is legally deficient for relying on an outdated, less health protective
health risk assessment methodology rather than the current OEHHA HRA guidance
document.
F. ALTERNATIVES
The EIR admits that the Project will have significant unmitigated impacts,
including traffic impacts. As such, it is legally required for the City to select the
environmentally superior alternative that achieves Project objectives, while reducing
impacts.
Traffic engineer Daniel Smith, PE, concludes that traffic impacts would be
significantly reduced by adoption of the Reduced Size Alternative. The FEIR admits
that the Reduced Size Alternative meets most Project objectives. (FEIR II-147). It also
admits that the RSA reduces Project impacts, and is feasible. (FEIR. II-135).
Nevertheless, the FEIR does not recommend adoption of the Reduced Size Alternative.
As such the FEIR is legally inadequate.
Where a project is found to have significant adverse impacts, CEQA requires the
adoption of a feasible alternative that meets most of the project objectives but results in
fewer significant impacts. (Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (1988) 197
Cal.App.3d 1167, 1180-81; see also, Burger v. County of Mendocino (1975) 45
Cal.App.3d 322) A “feasible” alternative is one that is capable of being accomplished in
a successful manner within a reasonable period of time, taking into account economic,
environmental, legal, social and technological factors. (Pub. Res. Code § 21061.1; 14
Cal. Code Regs. § 15364)
CEQA requires that an EIR provide a discussion of project alternatives that
allows meaningful analysis.1 An EIR shall describe a range of reasonable alternatives to
1

Laurel Heights I, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 403.
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the project, or to the location of the project, which would feasibly attain most of the basic
objectives of the project but would avoid or substantially lessen any of the significant
effects of the project, and evaluate the comparative merits of the alternatives.2 The
purpose of the discussion of alternatives is both to support the decision makers and to
inform public participation. Thus, “[a]n EIR’s discussion of alternatives must contain
analysis sufficient to allow informed decision making.”3 An EIR must also include “detail
sufficient to enable those who did not participate in its preparation to understand and to
consider meaningfully the issues raised by the proposed project. ”4
The analysis of project alternatives must contain a quantitative assessment of the
impacts of the alternatives. In Kings County Farm Bureau v. City of Hanford (1990) 221
Cal.App.3d 692, 733-73, the court found the EIR’s discussion of a natural gas
alternative to a coal-fired power plant project to be inadequate because it lacked
necessary “quantitative, comparative analysis” of air emissions and water use. The
court concluded that absent such data, the significance of the elimination of this impact
was unknown.
The lead agency is required to select the environmentally preferable alternative
unless it is infeasible. As explained by the Supreme Court, an environmentally superior
alternative may not be rejected simply because it is more expensive or less profitable:
The fact that an alternative may be more expensive or less profitable is not
sufficient to show that the alternative is financially infeasible. What is required is
evidence that the additional costs or lost profitability are sufficiently severe as to
render it impractical to proceed with the project.
(Citizens of Goleta Valley v. Bd. of Supervisors (1988) 197 Cal.App.3d 1167, 1180-81;
see also, Burger v. County of Mendocino (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 322)
In Burger v. County of Mendocino (1975) 45 Cal.App.3d 322, the court held that
the county’s approval of an 80 unit hotel project over a smaller 64 unit alternative,
despite recommendations to the contrary in the EIR, was not supported by substantial
evidence. The EIR discussed numerous adverse environmental effects that would be
caused by the 80 unit project and recommended that the developer be allowed to
construct a smaller 64 unit hotel so long as certain mitigation measures were
completed, including relocation of some of the proposed buildings. In evaluating
whether substantial evidence supported the county’s rejection of the smaller alternative
as economically infeasible, the court found that “there is no estimate of income or
expenditures, and thus no evidence that a reduction of the motel from 80 to 64 units, or
2 CEQA Guidelines § 15125.6.
3 Laurel Heights I, supra, 47 Cal.3d at 404.
4 Id. at 405.
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relocation of some units, would make the project unprofitable.”5 Thus, the court
identified three criteria that should be evaluated in a comparative analysis to determine
whether a project alternative or mitigation measure would be economically feasible: (1)
estimated income; (2) estimated expenditures; and (3) estimated profitability between
the proposed project and alternative or with and without recommended mitigation
measures. (See also, County of El Dorado v. Dept. of Transp. (2005) 133 Cal.App.4th
1376 (agency must consider small alternative to casino project); Preservation Action
Counsel v. San Jose (2006) 141 Cal. App. 4th 1336.)
The FEIR admits that Reduced size alternative meets project objectives. (FEIR
II-147). Therefore it must be selected.
G. OVERRIDING CONSIDERATIONS
The EIR admits that the Project will have significant unmitigated environmental
impacts. Therefore a Statement of Overriding Considerations (SOC) is required. CEQA
states that the SOC should consider both the environmental impacts of the Project as
well as economic benefits such as “the provision of employment opportunities for highly
trained workers.” Public Resources Code Section 21081(a)(3).
The FEIR fails to conduct such an analysis and wrongly contends that such
analysis is not required. (FEIR, II-145). It is not sufficient to claim, without analysis, that
a Project’s benefits outweigh its environmental impacts, without a true economic
analysis that considers the quality of the jobs that will be created by the Project. The
FEiR fails to include such an economic analysis. Therefore the City may not adopt a
Statement of Overriding Considerations.
///
///

5

Burger v. County ofMendocino, 45 Cal.App.3d at 326-327.
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IV. CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, and the reasons set forth in prior comments on the
Project (including comments filed by other entities), the EIR fails to meet the
requirements of CEQA. We urge the City to refuse to certify the EIR, and require
preparation of a Supplemental Revised Draft EIR that addresses the deficiencies
identified in this and other comment letters. Thank you for considering our comments
and please include this letter in the administrative record for this matter.
Sincerely,

Richard Drury

EXHIBIT A

SWAPE

Technical Consultation, Data Analysis and
Litigation Support for the Environment

2656 29th Street, Suite 201
Santa Monica, CA 90405
Matt Hagemann, P.G, C.Hg.
(949) 887-9013
mhagemann@swape.com
March 19, 2018
Doug Chermak
Lozeau | Drury LLP
410 12th Street, Suite 250
Oakland, CA 94607
Subject:

Response to Comments on the ICON Panorama Project

Dear Mr. Chermak
We reviewed the February 2018 Final Environmental Impact Report (FEIR) and Responses to Comments
document ("Responses"), which addressed comments we made in a May 16, 2017 comment letter on
the April 2017 Draft Environmental Impact Report (DEIR) and in an October 9, 2017 comment letter on
the August 2017 Revised Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR) for the proposed ICON Panorama
Project ("Project") located in the City of Los Angeles ("City"). After our review, we find the Responses
provided in the February 2018 Responses to be insufficient in addressing the Project's air quality
impacts. A revised FEIR must be prepared that adequately evaluates and mitigates these potentially
significant impacts. Until an updated analysis is prepared, the Project should not be approved.

Air Quality

Failure to Conduct a Construction Health Risk Assessment
In our May 16 letter, we found that the DEIR's less than significant health risk determination to be
incorrect, as the Project Applicant failed to actually evaluate the health risk posed to nearby sensitive
receptors from exposure to diesel (DPM) emissions released during Project construction. The City states
the following,
"OEHHA itself says that short-term construction impacts are uncertain, and the SCAQMD has
stated that they do not recommend using the OEHHA guidance for CEQA impacts at this time.
The SCAQMD has acknowledged in its CEQA analysis for the proposed amendments to Rule
1401, 1401.1, 1401 (Control of Toxic Air Contaminants from Existing Sources), and 202 that
these permitting rules are different from CEQA thresholds of significance. The Response to
Comment 13 states that: 'The Proposed Amended Rules are separate from the CEQA
significance thresholds. The SCAQMD staff is currently evaluating how to implement the Revised
1

OEHHA Guidelines under CEQA. The SCAQMD staff will evaluate a variety of options on how to
evaluate health risks under the Revised OEHHA Guidelines under CEQA. The SCAQMD staff will
conduct public workshops to gather input before bringing recommendation to the Governing
Board. In the interim, staff will continue to use the previous guidelines for CEQA
determinations.' As such, the previous version of the OEHHA Guidelines (published in 2003)
were utilized during the Draft EIR analysis" (Responses, p. M-140 - II-141).
While we appreciate the City's efforts to respond to our comments, we find that the justifications
provided as to why a construction health risk assessment (HRA) for the proposed Project was not
prepared to be inadequate.
First, stating that the Project's health risks were evaluated using the Office of Environmental Health
Hazard Assessment's (OEHHA) 2003 guidance simply because the South Coast Air Quality Management
District's (SCAQMD) staff is in the process of evaluating OEHHA's updated 2015 guidance is completely
unsubstantiated. According to the SCAQMD's June 5, 2015 Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401,
1401.1, and212 (emphasis added),

"This version of 'Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1 and 212' is based on 'The
Air Toxics Hot Spots Program Guidance Manual for the Preparation of Health Risk Assessments'
('Guidance Manual') prepared by the state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA) and approved on March 6, 2015... The 2015 Guidance Manual supersedes OEHHA's
2003 version of its Guidance Manual".1
Therefore, in order to be consistent with the latest guidance from OEHHA, the SCAQMD approved the
updated guidance for Rules 1401, 1401.1, and 212 on March 6, 2015. Since the DEIR was prepared in
April 2017, both the 2015 OEHHA guidance and the updated 2015 SCAQMD guidance would apply to the
Project, contrary to what is stated in the Responses. Therefore, the DEIR's use of the 2003 OEHHA
guidance to evaluate the Project's potential impacts is completely incorrect.
Second, even if we were to assume that OEHHA's most recent guidance is not applicable to the
proposed Project, the SCAQMD's health risk guidance recommends that health risk impacts from short
term projects also be assessed, as noted in our May 16 letter. According to the SCAQMD's June 5, 2015
Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1, and 212,

"Since these short-term calculations are only meant for projects with limits on the operating
duration, these short-term cancer risk assessments can be thought of as being the equivalent to
a 30-year cancer risk estimate and the appropriate thresholds would still apply (i.e. for a 5-year
project, the maximum emissions during the 5-year period would be assessed on the more

Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1 and 212, SCAQMD, June 2015, available at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/risk-assessment/riskassprociune15.pdf?sfvrsn=2, p. 1

1

2

sensitive population, from the third trimester to age 5, after which the project's emissions
would drop to 0 for the remaining 25 years to get the 30-year equivalent cancer risk estimate). n2
As you can see in the excerpt above, a health risk assessment is required by the SCAQMD to determine
whether or not a Project would expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants, contrary to what
is stated in the Responses. Therefore, the DEIR and FEIR should have conducted some sort of
quantitative analysis and should have compared the results of this analysis to applicable thresholds. As
stated in our May 16 letter, the SCAQMD provides a specific numerical threshold of 10 in one million for
determining a project's health risk impact.3 Therefore, the DEIR and FEIR should have conducted an
assessment that compares the Project's construction and operational health risks to this threshold in
order to determine the Project's health risk impact. By failing to prepare a health risk assessment, the
DEIR and FEIR both fail to provide a comprehensive analysis of the sensitive receptor impacts that may
occur as a result of exposure to substantial air pollutants.

Failure to Conduct an Operational Health Risk Assessment
Additionally, our May 16 comment letter found that the DEIR failed evaluate the health risk posed to
sensitive receptors from Project operation. In response, the City states,
"The commenter's contention is that since the SCAQMD's website references projects with
diesel powered mobile sources. This is not the intent of the SCAQMD. The Health Risk
Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for
CEQA Air Quality Analysis specifically state that this document will serve as a interim technical
guidance for estimating potential DPM impacts from the following activities:
•

Truck idling and movement; (such as, but not limited to truck stops, warehouse distribution
centers and transit centers);

•

Ship hoteling at ports; and

•

Train idling.

These are the uses that the SCAQMD is concerned about. The proposed land uses do not
resemble any of the land uses listed above" (Responses, p. II-141).
While we appreciate the City responding to our comments, we maintain that a quantitative operational
health risk should have been prepared.
First, we agree with the City that the Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risk from
Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis report states that it is an "interim

2 Risk Assessment Procedures for Rules 1401, 1401.1 and 212, SCAQMD, June 2015, available at:
http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/planning/risk-assessment/riskassprociune15.pdf?sfvrsn=2, p. IX-2
3 http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/scaqmd-air-quality-significancethresholds.pdf?sfvrsn=2
3

technical guidance for estimating potential DPM impacts"4 specifically for the land uses listed above.
However, the City's justification that the land uses proposed by the Project "do not resemble" any of
those land uses is inconsistent with the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Toxics Analysis page on AQMD's
website. On the website, the SCAQMD recommends that any project expected to generate mobile
emissions from diesel powered equipment and trucks should conduct a health risk assessment. Again
the website states (emphasis added),
"In August 2002, the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Committee approved the 'Health Risk
Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from Mobile Source Diesel Emissions.' This
document provided guidance for analyzing cancer risks from diesel particulate matter from
mobile sources at facilities such as truck stops and warehouse distribution centers.
Subsequently, SCAQMD staff revised the aforementioned document to expand the analysis to
provide technical guidance for analyzing cancer risks from potential diesel particulate emissions
impacts from truck idling and movement (such as, but not limited to, truck stops, warehouse
and distribution centers, or transit centers), ship hoteling at ports, and train idling. This revised
guidance document titled, 'Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risks from
Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis' was presented to and
approved by the SCAQMD's Mobile Source Committee at its March 28, 2003 committee
meeting. It is suggested that projects with diesel powered mobile sources use the following
guidance document to quantify potential cancer risks from the diesel particulate emission".5

Therefore, the SCAQMD website states that any project that will generate vehicle trips from diesel
powered mobile sources should use the Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risk from
Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis to analyze the health risk posed to

nearby sensitive receptors. The website itself does not restrict operational health risks to be performed
only for land uses that will generate excessive amounts of trucking or idling emissions. The Project's
proposed land uses, such as the grocery store and shopping center, will generate truck trips to the
Project site from vendors and thus require an operational health risk assessment. According to the
Project's updated CalEEMod output files, approximately 1% of all vehicle trips per day will be truck trips,
from light-heavy duty (LHD1 and LHD2), medium-heavy duty (MHD), and heavy-heavy duty (HHD) (FEIR,
Appendix B, pp. 26). Therefore, the Project will generate approximately 997 truck trips per day that will
emit DPM exhaust. Furthermore, the Responses themselves state that 0.048% of all emissions are
attributable to diesel vehicle (p. III-142). This further proves that the Project will generate DPM
emissions that could affect nearby sensitive receptors. As a result, the DEIR and FEIR should have used
the SCAQMD's Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risk from Mobile Source Diesel
Idling Emissions for CEQA Air Quality Analysis to conduct a HRA of the project's operational emissions.

4 n Health Risk Assessment Guidance for Analyzing Cancer Risk from Mobile Source Diesel Idling Emissions for CEQA
Air Quality Analysis," SCAQMD, August 2003, p. 1.
5 n Mobile Source Toxics Analysis." SCAQMD, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/home/regulations/ceqa/airquality-analysis-handbook/mobile-source-toxics-analysis
4

Second, the omission of a health risk assessment is not only inconsistent with OEHHA and SCAQMD
guidelines, but is also inconsistent with analyses conducted for other CEQA projects. For example, the
Sierra Lakes Commerce Center project located in the City of Fontana6 and The Village at Westfield
Topanga located in Topanga7 conducted screening-level health risk assessments to determine whether
or not the project would result in significant health risk impacts. This method of determining whether or
not a project would expose sensitive receptors to substantial air pollutants is widely used by projects
subject to review under CEQA, regardless of the size or land use type proposed. Therefore, to
demonstrate consistency with analyses conducted for other development projects within California, the
FEIR should have also prepared a health risk assessment.
Third, as is discussed by the SCAQMD, "CEQA requires the use of a 'conservative analysis' to afford the
'fullest possible protection of the environment. n>8 As a result, the most conservative analysis, or worstcase scenario, should be conducted. Therefore, in order to provide the most conservative analysis, as
required by the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), the DEIR and the FEIR should have
evaluated the health risk posed to the nearest residential sensitive receptor in order to determine the
health impacts resulting from Project construction and operation. Until a proper analysis is conducted
the Project should not be approved.
Sincerely,

Matt Hagemann, P.G., C.Hg.

Hadley Nolan

6 Sierra Lakes Commerce Center Project, Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report, Appendix A, available at:
https://www.fontana.org/index.aspx?NID=2590
7 The Village at Westfield Topanga Project, CEQA Analysis, Appendix B, available at:
https://planning.lacity.org/eir/VillageWestfield/DEIR/files/Appendix%20BAir%20Quality%20and%20Greenhouse%20Gas%20Worksheets.pdf
8 "Warehouse Truck Trip Study Data Results and Usage" Presentation. SCAQMD Inland Empire Logistics Council,
June 2014, available at: http://www.aqmd.gov/docs/default-source/ceqa/handbook/high-cube-warehouse-triprate-studv-for-air-qualitv-analvsis/final-ielc 6-19-2014.pdf?sfvrsn=2
5

